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Ultra-Low-Power ICs for the Internet of Things

Orazio Aiello

Department of Electrical, Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering and Naval Architecture (DITEN),
University of Genoa, 16100 Genova, Italy; orazio.aiello@unige.it

The collection of research works in this Special Issue focuses on Ultra-Low-Power
(ULP) Integrated Circuits (ICs) operating under a tight budget of power as a criterion to
build electronic devices relying less and less on batteries. These enable the Internet of
Things (IoT): a view of a world in which we are surrounded by devices that exchange
data to enhance our quality of living. Thus, the goals of novel IC design strategies target
both reducing the cost and the power consumption of any device. A method to reduce
the cost is to minimize the use of a manual design process and maximize the use of a
digital (automated) design flow so that the design is transferable across technological
nodes. A digital-in-concept design also allows the scale of the supply voltage and offers a
performance–power consumption trade-off [1–4]. In particular, a two-stage inverter-based
operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) using rail-to-rail output operating with a
supply voltage of 0.5 V is presented in [1]. Then, a novel implementation of a digital-based
OTA consisting of only digital gates usually available in the standard cell libraries is the
focus of [2]. In [3], a novel fully standard-cell-based common-mode feedback (CMFB)
loop to improve the CMRR and to stabilize the DC output voltage of pseudo-differential
standard-cell-based amplifiers is proposed. To further explore complexity, dynamic perfor-
mance, and energy efficiency, a fully synthesizable digital–delta (Δ) modulator (ΔM) ADC
with noise shaping using passive components (i.e., integrated capacitors and resistors) and
standard-cell-based amplifiers is presented in [4].

The other research works exploit other methods, focusing on increasing the energy
efficiency for a number of building blocks for general-purpose applications (i.e., amplifiers);
more specifically, they target biomedical applications or at the system level. ULP/Ultra-
Low-Voltage (ULV) ICs exploring bulk-drive solutions and operating with Sub-1V supply
voltage down to 0.3 V were considered [5–8]. In [5], the authors proposed a new technique
to improve the DC voltage gain, while keeping the high linearity in symmetrical bulk-
driven (BD) OTA topology. A novel tree-based architecture that allows the implementation
of a ULV OTA exploiting a body-driven input stage to guarantee a rail-to-rail input common
mode range is also described in [6]. A bootstrapped BD Voltage Buffer is used to increase
the intrinsic voltage gain of the Second-Order Gm-C Bandpass Filter in [7]. Moreover,
a current-controlled CMOS ring oscillator topology, which exploits the bulk voltages of
the inverter stages as control terminals to tune the oscillation frequency, is proposed and
analyzed in [8]. Then, a fully differential (FD) instrumentation amplifier aimed at electrical
impedance measurements in an IoT biomedical scenario is presented in [9].

To assist the ULP IC design flow, a compact and simplified approach that contains
only four parameters and is based on the Advanced Compact MOSFET (ACM) model was
implemented in Verilog-A and compared with the BSIM model in [10].

Sinusoidal oscillators based on second-generation voltage conveyors are investigated
in [11], while a relaxation oscillator with valuable line sensitivity for Low Power Applica-
tions is shown in [12].

The last two studies in this Special Issue consider the IC as part of a ULP/ULV sensor
system that needs to interact with the surrounding environment.

A wideband cascaded receiver including an inverter-based low-noise transconduc-
tance amplifier and a stacked receiver using an improved clock strategy with reduced mixer
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switches is described in [13]. Hardware solutions for Low-Power Smart Edge Computing
are presented in [14].

In summary, the published research works cover a wide area of the ULP/ULV IC field,
offering the reader many ideas inspired by these innovative design approaches.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to prove that, through a canonic approach, sinusoidal oscillators
based on second-generation voltage conveyor (VCII) can be implemented. The investigation demon-
strates the feasibility of the design results in a pair of new canonic oscillators based on negative type
VCII (VCII−). Interestingly, the same analysis shows that no canonic oscillator configuration can
be achieved using positive type VCII (VCII+), since a single VCII+ does not present the correct port
conditions to implement such a device. From this analysis, it comes about that, for 5-node networks,
the two presented oscillator configurations are the only possible ones and make use of two resistors,
two capacitors and a single VCII−. Notably, the produced sinusoidal output signal is easily available
through the low output impedance Z port of VCII, removing the need for additional voltage buffer
for practical use, which is one of the main limitations of the current mode (CM) approach. The
presented theory is substantiated by both LTSpice simulations and measurement results using the
commercially available AD844 from Analog Devices, the latter being in a close agreement with the
theory. Moreover, low values of THD are given for a wide frequency range.

Keywords: VCII; RC oscillator; sinusoidal oscillator; current mode; voltage conveyor application

1. Introduction

There has always been an interest in designing sinusoidal oscillators due to several ap-
plications in different areas such as communication, instrumentation, biomedical, etc. [1–3].
Compared to LC and RLC sinusoidal oscillators, RC-active type oscillators are advan-
tageous from the integration point of view. In the early implementations of RC-active
sinusoidal oscillators, operational amplifiers (Op-Amps) were used as active elements [4–6].
A systematic approach was introduced in [5] to design Op-Amp-based oscillators with a
single active element and the minimum number of passive elements. The design method
of [5] resulted in Op-Amp-based oscillator configurations composed of one active device,
two capacitors and four resistors.

However, the limited frequency performance and slew rate of Op-Amps as well
as their high power consumption imposed a restriction in the application of Op-Amp-
based sinusoidal oscillators. A literature survey shows that, after revealing the potential
capabilities of current-mode (CM) signal processing, efforts have been made to design
RC-active sinusoidal oscillators using various CM active building blocks (ABBs) [7–34].
Undoubtedly, second-generation current conveyor (CCII) as the main ABB of CM signal
processing is the most widely used one for this purpose. Different approaches were
employed to realize CCII-based oscillators. For example, in [8], the Op-Amps were replaced
with composite current conveyors, resulting in CM oscillators. Unfortunately, this approach
did not reach a simple realization because each amplifier could only be implemented with
at least two CCIIs and two resistors. The extension of the approach presented in [5] was

J. Low Power Electron. Appl. 2021, 11, 30. https://doi.org/10.3390/jlpea11030030 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/jlpea
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employed in [9] to synthesize CCII-based oscillators. Although the resulting sinusoidal
oscillators enjoyed a canonic structure with the minimum possible number of elements,
they were still not readily cascadable, i.e., they required additional voltage buffers to be
actually usable in a real-world application. Most of the other CM oscillator realizations
reported in [10–34] using different ABBs instead of CCIIs also suffered from a large number
of active and/or passive elements.

Recently, the dual circuit of CCII, called second-generation voltage conveyor (VCII),
has attracted the attention of researchers [35–44]. In particular, the recent study reported
in [35,36] showed that this device helps to benefit from CM signal processing features
and overcome the limitations in CCII-based circuits. Particularly, unlike CCII, there is a
low-impedance voltage output port in VCII which allows it to be easily cascaded with
other high-impedance processing blocks, without the need for extra voltage buffers in
voltage output applications. Compared to CCII, VCII has proven superior performance in
many applications [37]; up to now, this device has not been employed in the realization of
sinusoidal oscillators.

However, the VCII, combining the advantages of CM processing with a voltage-mode
interfacing, could provide sinusoidal oscillators operating up to higher frequency than
Op-Amp-based ones. Moreover, breaking the gain-bandwidth tradeoff, it could ease
decoupling oscillation frequency and oscillation condition even at the higher end of the
spectrum. Among the possible implementations of VCII-based sinusoidal oscillators, those
requiring the minimum number of (active and) passive components, so-called canonic, are
of particular interest to minimize silicon area and power consumption. The aim of this work
is only to present possible VCII-based canonic sinusoidal oscillator realizations, replicating
the general approach presented in [5,9] which, as previously anticipated, has been used to
synthesize Op-Amp-based and CCII-based sinusoidal oscillators. We will show that it is
possible to implement sinusoidal oscillators with a minimum number of elements using a
single negative type VCII (VCII−), two resistors and two capacitors, so demonstrating a
new practical application of the VCII. The notable advantage of the proposed VCII−-based
oscillator is that it is easily cascadable from port Z of VCII−, alleviating the need for any
extra voltage buffer. Moreover, THD values are low also for higher frequency oscillators.
However, the results of this study show that the applied approach does not reach any
canonic configuration using positive type VCII (VCII+). The effect of non-idealities in the
VCII has been considered, and the proposed approach has been tested by both simulations
and measurement results.

The organization of this paper is the following: in Section 2, an introduction on the
VCII as active building block as well as the basics of the general configuration of the
VCII-based oscillator is introduced. Section 3 proposes, in detail, the study on the possible
realizations of VCII-based oscillators, and the effects of non-idealities in VCII are considered
in Section 4. Simulations and measurement results are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. General Configuration of the VCII-Based Oscillator

The symbolic representation and internal structure of VCII are shown in Figure 1. In
this block, Y is a low-impedance (ideally zero) current input terminal. The current entering
into Y node is transferred to X terminal which is a high-impedance (ideally infinity) current
output port. The voltage produced at X terminal is transferred to Z terminal which is
a low-impedance (ideally zero) voltage output terminal. The relationship between port
currents and voltages are given by: vZ = αvX, iX = βiY and vY = 0. In the ideal case we
have α = 1 and β = ± 1. If β = 1 we are considering a VCII+, whereas if β = −1 we have
a VCII−.

Using the approach presented in [5,9], the general configuration of an RC-active
oscillator based on a single VCII is shown in Figure 2, where NGC represents 4-terminal
network consisting of only capacitors and conductances.

4
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. VCII: (a) symbol; (b) internal structure.

 
Figure 2. General configuration of RC-VCII oscillator.

The characteristic equation (CE) of the whole system can be calculated replacing, in the
circuit of Figure 2, the equivalent model of a VCII of Figure 1b and considering a fictitious
input at the Y node (of course, no input signal will be present in an actual oscillator circuit),
as shown in Figure 3a at the building block level and Figure 3b in more detail.

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Positive feedback system: (a) general schematic; (b) positive feedback in the VCII-based oscillator.
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The configurations in Figures 2 and 3 can hence be seen as a positive feedback system
for which the current transfer function (TF) is given by:

TI(s) =
iout(s)
iin(s)

=
A(s)

1 − A(s)β(s)
. (1)

Since A(s) = ±1 and β(s) = i f (s)/iout(s), (1) becomes:

TI(s) =
±1

1 ∓ i f (s)/iout(s)
. (2)

However, since from Figure 3b iout = −iX and in an oscillator circuit there is no input
(iin = 0), we have i f = iY and the TF is given by:

TI(s) =
±1

1 ∓ iY(s)/iout(s)
=

±iX(s)
iX(s)± iY(s)

. (3)

From (3), we can derive the condition of existence (CE) as:

iX(s)± iY(s) = 0. (4)

By assuming vZ = vX , vY = 0, the transconductance functions of the passive network
in Figure 2 can be expressed by a rational expression as:

iX(s)
vZ(s)

=
NX(s)
D(s)

(5)

iY(s)
vZ(s)

=
NY(s)
D(s)

(6)

where NX(s) and NY(s) are the numerators at X and Z nodes, respectively, while D(s) is a
common denominator. Using (5) and (6) in (4), the CE becomes:

NX(s)± NY(s) = 0 (7)

In (7), the plus and minus signs are for VCII− and VCII+ respectively. To ensure a
pure sinusoidal oscillation, the CE in (7) should be a second-order polynomial with purely
imaginary roots. This requires the network NGC to include at least two capacitors. It has to
be noted that, in Figure 2, by using a VCII+ rather than a VCII−, at least three capacitors
are required to provide a phase shift to generate a positive feedback loop. Therefore, no
canonic oscillator is possible using VCII+, and for the following, we will consider the VCII
in Figure 2 as a VCII−. By then assuming a network with only two capacitors, Equation (7)
will be in the form:

as2 + bs + c = 0. (8)

In order to start the oscillation, the following commonly known criteria must be
satisfied:

b = 0 (9)
c
a
> 0 (10)

with c �= 0, a �= 0, so that, according to the Barkhausen criterion, purely imaginary poles
for the closed-loop transfer function are obtained. The oscillation frequency is:

ωo =

√
c
a

. (11)

6
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3. Oscillator Circuits

In this section we analyze the possible VCII−-based oscillators based on the scheme of
Figure 2. The passive NGC is assumed as a general n-node network consisting of b possible
branches between two nodes. Each node is a junction where two or more branches are
connected, and each branch is an admittance connected between two nodes represented as:

Yi = sCi + Gi. (12)

In the following, we analyze the CE to see if oscillation is possible for the particular
case study of a five-node network. From this analysis we see that for a four-node network it
is not possible to obtain a second-order polynomial for (7), whereas for a six-node network
(or more) only non-canonic oscillators using more than the minimum number of passive
components are possible.

NGC as a Five-Node Network

In Figure 4 we assume NGC as a five-node network. We start analyzing this network
by performing KCL at node Y as reported in the following:

iY = i3 + i6 + i7 = i3 + Y6VZ + Y7VZ. (13)

Since no current is flowing into Y8 and Y9, these admittances can be assumed as open
circuit (Y8 = Y9 = 0). Routine analysis of Figure 4 results in i3 as:

i3 =
Y3(Y1 + Y2)

Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4
VZ. (14)

Using (13)–(14), we have:

iY
VZ

=
Y3(Y1 + Y2)

Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4
+ Y6 + Y7. (15)

Similar analysis for ix results:

iX
VZ

= − Y2(Y3 + Y4)

Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4
− Y5 − Y7 (16)

Figure 4. The NGC as a five-node network.
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Using (15) and (16) in (7), the CE of the five-node network is found as:

− Y2Y4 + Y3Y1 + (Y6 − Y5)(Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4) = 0. (17)

It can be noticed that CE does not depend on Y7, . . . , Y10 which means that these
branches can be assumed to be open circuit. For the other branches we can make different
choices. If two branches have non-zero admittances, the following CEs are possible:

Y1, Y3 �= 0 → CE : Y1Y3 = 0 (18a)

Y1, Y5 �= 0 → CE : Y1Y5 = 0 (18b)

Y1, Y6 �= 0 → CE : Y1Y6 = 0 (18c)

Y2, Y4 �= 0 → CE : Y2Y4 = 0 (18d)

Y2, Y5 �= 0 → CE : Y2Y5 = 0 (18e)

Y2, Y6 �= 0 → CE : Y2Y6 = 0 (18f)

Y3, Y5 �= 0 → CE : Y3Y5 = 0 (18g)

Y3, Y6 �= 0 → CE : Y3Y6 = 0 (18h)

Y4, Y5 �= 0 → CE : Y4Y5 = 0 (18i)

Y4, Y6 �= 0 → CE : Y4Y6 = 0 (18j)

In the general case, (18) can be expressed as

CE : YaYb = 0 (19)

By assuming Ya = sCa + Ga and Yb = sCb + Gb, (19) can be written as:

s2CaCb + s[CaGb + CbGa] + GaGb = 0 (20)

From (20) it is not possible to have imaginary roots. Therefore, in case of two non-zero
branches, no oscillation is possible.

Finally, we investigate the possibility of achieving oscillations from (17) in the case
that three branches of NGC present non-zero admittance.

For (Y1 = Y5 = Y6 = 0) or (Y3 = Y5 = Y6 = 0), we have Y2Y4 = 0, while for (Y2 = Y5 = Y6
= 0) or (Y4 = Y5 = Y6 = 0), we have Y1Y3 = 0. In both these cases, the CE has the general
form of (19).

For (Y1 = Y2 = Y5 = 0), (Y1 = Y2 = Y6 = 0), (Y1 = Y4 = Y5 = 0), (Y1 = Y4 = Y6 = 0),
(Y2 = Y3 = Y5 = 0), (Y2 = Y3 = Y6 = 0), (Y3 = Y4 = Y5 = 0), (Y3 = Y4 = Y6 = 0) the CE has the
following form:

Yc(Ya + Yb) = 0. (21)

For (Y1 = Y3 = Y6 = 0) and (Y2 = Y4 = Y5 = 0), the CE is obtained as:

YaYb + Yc(Ya + Yb) = 0. (22)

The CEs of (21) and (22) do not result in pure imaginary roots; therefore, these cases
cannot give oscillator topologies.

Considering instead the cases (Y1 = Y2 = Y3 = 0), (Y1 = Y2 = Y4 = 0), (Y1 = Y3 = Y4 = 0)
and (Y2 = Y3 = Y4 = 0), the CE has the following general form:

Yc(Ya − Yb) = 0 . (23)

It is easy to verify that the CE in (23) cannot be associated with an oscillator topology
if only two capacitors are used (we need three of them at least).
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Finally, for (Y1 = Y3 = Y5 = 0) and (Y2 = Y4 = Y6 = 0), the CEs will be given by (24a)
and (24b), respectively:

Y2Y4 − Y6(Y2 + Y4) = 0 (24a)

Y1Y3 − Y5(Y1 + Y3) = 0 (24b)

which are equations with the general form:

YaYb − Yc(Ya + Yb) = 0. (25)

In (25), oscillation condition is related to the choice of Yc and Ya or Yb as a capacitance.
In order to design an oscillator with the minimum number of components, we now

have to verify the choice of the components in (25). It can be demonstrated that it is
possible to have a minimum of two capacitors and at least two resistors in order to have a
constant term in the constituting equation. In fact, with this choice we obtain a complete
polynomial. In this case, having only three branches of the type sC + G with C ≥ 0, G ≥ 0,
it is a matter of choosing an admittance between Ya, Yb, Yc of the type sC + G; the two
remaining admittances will be a capacitance sC, and a conductance G. Inserting all possible
combinations of options into (25), two sets of CEs which show imaginary roots are obtained.

For Yc = sCc + Gc; Ya = sCa; Yb = Gb, the CE becomes

− s2CaCc + s[CaGb − CaGc − CcGb]− GbGc = 0. (26)

For Yc = sCc + Gc; Yb = sCb; Ya = Ga, the CE becomes

− s2CbCc + s[CbGa − CcGa − CbGc]− GaGc = 0. (27)

From (26) and (27), the oscillation condition (Co) and oscillation frequency (ω0) for the
two cases are obtained respectively as:

Co :
Gc

Gb
+

Cc

Ca
= 1, ω0 =

√
GbGc

CaCc
(28a)

Co :
Gc

Ga
+

Cc

Cb
= 1, ω0 =

√
GaGc

CbCc
(28b)

Thus, the minimum number of elements necessary to obtain an oscillator based on the
scheme of Figure 2 is four, being two of these capacitors and two resistors. Considering the
two cases (Y1 = Y3 = Y5 = 0) and (Y2 = Y4 = Y6 = 0) and the possible choices for Ya and Yb,
we obtain a total of four canonic oscillators, corresponding to the following CEs:

− s2C1C5 + s[C1G3 − C1G5 − C5G3]− G3G5 = 0 (29)

− s2C3C5 + s[C3G1 − C3G5 − C5G1]− G1G5 = 0 (30)

s2C2C6 + s[C6G4 + C2G6 − C2G4] + G4G6 = 0 (31)

s2C4C6 + s[C6G2 + C4G6 − C4G2] + G2G6 = 0 (32)

However, this number is reduced again to two if we consider that from each of the
cases (Y1 = Y3 = Y5 = 0) and (Y2 = Y4 = Y6 = 0) we obtain two equal oscillators if we
exchange the order of the elements which are connected in series. These two configurations
are shown in Figure 5, and the corresponding transfer functions, oscillation frequencies
ω0 and oscillation conditions are reported in Table 1. The oscillation frequencies and
oscillation conditions in (28) show a strong interdependence since they are functions of
the same parameters. Since the oscillation condition requires that the sum of the ratios of
the capacitances and of the conductances is constant and equal to 1, a possible strategy for
frequency tuning requires varying both resistors or both capacitors, maintaining their ratio
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constant. For example, a ratio of 2 between Ca and Cc can be obtained by using two parallel
capacitors equal to Ca to obtain Cc; all three capacitors can be varied together; thus their
ratio remains constant unless there are mismatches and the effect of parasitics.

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. VCII-based oscillators obtained in the case NGC is a five-node network. (a)Series-parallel
impedances configuration; (b) parallel-series impedances configuration.

Table 1. Main equations of the canonic VCII-based oscillators.

Figure 5a Figure 5b

TI(s) = − s2C5C3+s[C5G1+C3G5]+G5G1
s2C5C3+G5G1

TI(s) =
sC2G2

s2C4C6+G2G6

ω0 =
√

G5G1
C5C3

ω0 =
√

G2G6
C4C6

Co: G5
G1

+ C5
C3

= 1 Co: G6
G2

+ C6
C4

= 1

4. Analysis of Parasitic Effects: A Case Study

The only two possible canonic topologies for the VCII-based oscillator are synthesized
in Figure 6, where ZA and ZB are a series-connected RC network and a parallel-connected
RC network; we define tA = RACA and tB = RBCB as the time constants associated with
these networks. The two oscillator topologies shown in Figure 6 correspond to the cases:

Type I : ZA =
R5

1 + sR5C5
, ZB = R1 +

1
sC3

(33a)

Type II : ZA = R2 +
1

sC4
, ZB =

R6

1 + sR6C6
. (33b)

where Ri = 1/Gi. From Figure 6, the oscillation condition can be obtained as:

α |β|ZA
ZB

= 1 (34)

where β and α are the VCII current and voltage gains (ideally both equal to 1), and the
oscillation frequency is given by:

ω0 =
1√

τAτB
. (35)

The oscillation condition and the oscillation frequency are affected by the non-idealities
of the VCII, i.e., finite port impedances, gain errors (a < 1, |b| < 1) and poles of the voltage
and current buffers. In order to analyze the effects of these non-idealities on the oscillator
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behavior, a model of a real VCII has been developed and implemented (see Figure 7), able
to take into account the non-idealities.

 

Figure 6. General topology of the canonic VCII-based oscillators.

Figure 7. Model for the Type I canonic oscillator with non-ideal VCII.

In the general case, we can model the VCII with the first-order transfer functions

α(s) = α0/(1 + sτz) (36)

β(s) = −β0/(1 + sτx) (37)

and complex port impedances
Yx(s) = Gx + sCx (38)

Zy(s) = Ry + sLy (39)

Zz(s) = Rz + sLz. (40)

In order to better understand the effects of non-idealities and to compare the perfor-
mance of the two topologies in Figure 5, different cases have been considered under the
hypothesis that the ideal design has been carried out starting from the oscillation condition
(34). When the non-idealities of the VCII are taken into account, Equation (34) becomes

α(s)|β(s)| 1
ZB + Zy + Zz

1
1/ZA + Yx

= 1. (41)
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By a simple inspection of the impedances ZA and ZB given by (33), and of the port
impedances (38)–(40), it is evident that the Type I canonic oscillator should be less affected
by non-idealities. In fact, in this case Yx can be absorbed in ZA (Gx and Cx are summed
to 1/R5 and C5, respectively), and Zy and Zz in ZB: a parallel RC network is used in
parallel to a port impedance modeled as an RC parallel network, and a series impedance is
connected in series to port impedances modeled as RL series networks. In contrast, for the
Type II canonic oscillator, a series network is connected in parallel to the parallel RC port
impedance, and a parallel RC network is connected in series to LR series port impedances,
thus non-ideal port impedances alter ZA and ZB more significantly. The Type I canonic
VCII-based oscillator seems therefore more suited to a practical realization, and it has been
selected for further analysis.

4.1. Resistive Port Impedances

If only the resistive parasitics Gx, Ry and Rz in (39)–(41) are considered, the oscillation
condition for the Type I canonic oscillator becomes:

α |β| s(R5||Rx)C3

[1 + s(R5||Rx)C5]
[
1 + s(R1 + Ry + Rz)C3

] = 1. (42)

It is evident from (42) that the effect of the port impedances is limited, since they are
simply summed to the ones from the NGC network (that have to be chosen as much larger
than the corresponding parasitics to make them negligible). The oscillation frequency in
Table 1 is modified as follows:

ω0
′ =

√
G5

′

C5C3R1
′ = ω0·

√
1 + Gx/G5

1 + G1
(

Ry + Rz
) (43)

where R1
′ = R1 + Ry + Rz and G5

′ = 1/R5
′ = G5 + Gx, and the oscillation condition

becomes
α |β|

R1
R5

(
1 + R5

Rx

)(
1 + Ry+Rz

R1

)
+ C5

C3

= 1. (44)

If the parasitic capacitance Cx at the X terminal is also considered, Equations (43) and
(44) have to be slightly modified by considering G5

′ = C5 + Cx instead of C5. Inductances
Ly and Lz can be neglected in several applications and have not been considered in the
following. However, for the sake of completeness, we report below the expression for the
oscillation frequency when inductive parasitics are also considered:

ω0
′ = ω0·

√
1 + Gx/G5(

Ly + Lz
)
(1 + Gx/G5)

G5G1
C5

+ (1 + Cx/C5)
[
1 + G1

(
Ry + Rz

)] (45)

4.2. Single-Pole Transfer Functions

If the non-ideal transfer functions in (36) and (37) are also considered in addition to
the terminal resistive parasitics in (38)–(40), the denominator of the oscillation condition in
(34) becomes of fourth degree:

α |β| sG5
′R5

′

as4 + bs3 + cs2 + ds + e
= 1 (46)

Prime variables are considered for R5
′, G5

′ and R1
′ to account for parasitic resistances

Ry and Rz and admittance Yx, as in the previous subsection, and we have

a = R5
′C5

′R1
′C3τxτz (47a)

b = R5
′C5

′R1
′C3·(τx + τz) + τxτz·(R5

′C5
′ + R1

′C3) (47b)
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c = R5
′C5

′R1
′C3 + τxτz + (R5

′C5
′ + R1

′C3)·(τx + τz) (47c)

d = R5
′C5

′ + R1
′C3 + τx + τz (47d)

e = 1 (47e)

A real value is obtained for the left-hand side, under the hypothesis of a purely
imaginary denominator. By equating to zero the real part of the denominator at ω = ω0,
we get:

ω0
′2 =

c
2a

(
1 −

√
1 − 4a

c2

)
∼= c

2a

(
1
2

4a
c2

)
=

1
c

(48)

where c is given by (47c). The approximation 4a
c2 << 1 is justified under the hypothesis

that the parasitic time constants τx and τz are significantly lower than the time constants
τA = R5

′C5
′ and τB = R1

′C3. Finally, the oscillation frequency ω0
′ can be expressed in

terms of the ideal value ω0, by using the expression of coefficient c:

ω0
′ ∼= 1√

c
= ω0

1√
1 + τxτz+(τA+τB)(τx+τz)

τAτB

(49)

Under the simplifying assumptions τx = τy = τpar and τA = τB = τ, the relative error on
the oscillation frequency (1 − ωo

′/ωo) can be readily expressed as a function of the ratio
τpar/τ, thus providing a design guideline for the bandwidth of the VCII transfer functions.
The graph in Figure 8 shows that errors lower than 10% can be obtained if the time constant
ratio is lower than 0.06.

 

Figure 8. Relative error on the oscillation frequency vs. the time constant ratio τpar/τ.

5. Experimental Results

The performance of the Type I canonic oscillator of Figure 5a has been verified by both
LTSpice simulations and experimental results. In particular, the approximated expression
for ω0 in (49) has been checked for different values of τ and τx = τz, and errors lower than
1% have been found.

Then, we have used the commercially available AD844 to configure a VCII− as shown
in Figure 9. A single VCII is realizable using two AD844 ICs, whose Spice model can be
found in [45]. The situation is quite different in the case of an integrated design, where
a single VCII block can be exploited to design the oscillator, as shown in the previous
sections.

The circuit was supplied with a dual ±5 V voltage, achieving a total power consump-
tion of 14 mA.
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Firstly, simulation of the topology in Figure 5a has been carried out to evaluate
performance in terms of robustness to parasitics, and to estimate the achievable THD. In
particular, the circuit has been designed with C3 = 2C5 = 2 nF and R5 = 2R1= 15 kΩ, and
an oscillation frequency f 0 = 10.6 kHz was expected.

However, AD844 parasitics can slightly change the oscillation frequency and/or
cause failing of oscillation condition: in this case, starting from the nominal design, the
resistance R1 can be changed (to 7.3 kΩ in the present case, see the schematic in Figure 10)
to allow fulfillment of oscillation condition in (41): the obtained oscillation frequency is
f 0 = 10.8 kHz, as shown in Figure 11.

A model for the VCII composed of AD844 components, shown in Figure 9, has been
extracted from Spice simulations according to the equations presented in Section 4. At
terminal X, we have found Cx = 5.5 pF in parallel with a resistor Rx = 3 MΩ. Purely
resistive input impedances have been extracted at node Y (Ry = 50 Ω) and Z (Rz = 15 Ω).
Finally, a dominant pole has been found for both the transfer function α(s) at f = 49 MHz
(corresponding to τx = 3.25 ns), and for β(s) at f = 764 MHz (τz = 208 ps).

 

Figure 9. Realization of a VCII− using the AD844.

 

Figure 10. VCII oscillator based on the AD844.

The element values used for the different design case studies, the simulated THD
and the oscillation frequency evaluated with both the LTSpice AD844 non-linear model
and with the VCII linear model, including parasitics, are summarized in Table 2. The
linear model is accurate enough to be used for circuit design, and excellent simulated
performance has been achieved in terms of THD with the proposed VCII topology.
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Figure 11. Simulated output spectrum of the oscillator shown in Figure 10.

Table 2. Simulation results at different frequencies.

C3 = 2C5

(nF)
R5

(kΩ)
R1

(kΩ)
f0 (Spice)

(Hz)
f0 (Model)

(Hz)
f0 Error

(%)
THD
(%)

2000 15 7.3 10.8 10.74 0.6 0.7
200 15 7.35 107.3 107.0 0.3 0.4
20 15 7.35 1.073 K 1.070 K 0.3 0.4
2 15 7.3 10.80 K 10.70 K 0.9 0.5

0.2 15 6.9 108.1 K 107.2 K 0.9 0.7
0.2 1.5 0.65 1.080 M 1.040 M 3.7 1.7

Finally, experimental verification of performance has been carried out, exploiting the
test bench shown in Figure 12: for data acquisition, the Digilent Analog Discovery 2™
board was used [46]. The design of Figure 5a was implemented as the reference topology
for the oscillator. Measurements were carried out in the range (10–106) Hz and are reported
in Table 3. In agreement with simulation results, the oscillator shows a very low THD
value even at 1 MHz (considering 10 harmonics). The average relative frequency error
between measured and ideal values is −5.2% and is comparable with tolerances of the
passive components.

 

Figure 12. Test bench for the experimental verification of the VCII oscillator based on the AD844.
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Table 3. Measured results.

R1
(kΩ)

R5
(kΩ)

C3
(F)

C5
(F)

Ideal
Frequency (Hz)

Measured
Frequency (Hz)

Error
(%)

THD
(%)

15 6.8 2 μ 1 μ 11.1 10.8 −3 1.12
15 6.8 200 n 100 n 111 109 −1.9 0.94
15 6.8 20 n 10 n 1.11 k 1.08 k −2.7 0.92
15 6 2 n 1 n 11.9 k 11.5 k −3.3 0.47
15 6 200 p 100 p 119 k 109 k −7.8 0.56
15 0.64 200 p 100 p 1.15 M 1.0 M −12.9 2.24

An example of the output signal, both in the time and frequency domains, is reported
in Figure 13a,b for a frequency of 1 MHz.

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Output waveform of the canonic VCII-based oscillator of Figure 5a. (a) Time domain, (b) frequency domain for
an output frequency of 1 MHz.

Figure 14 shows the THD and frequency error trends vs. frequency.

 

Figure 14. THD and frequency error vs. frequency.

6. Conclusions

By means of a systematic analysis, the possibility of realizing VCII-based oscillators is
studied and demonstrated. The investigation results in a pair of new canonic oscillators
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based on VCII−. However, it is shown that, using the systematic approach, no oscillator
configuration is possible using VCII+. The two found oscillator configurations are the only
possible ones which use only two resistors, two capacitors and a single VCII−. Compared
to Op-Amp-based oscillators, designed using the same systematic approach which employs
two capacitors and four resistors, the proposed VCII-based oscillator is preferred in terms
of low number of capacitors and resistances. Another interesting feature of the found VCII-
based oscillator is that the produced sinusoidal output signal is easily available through the
low output impedance Z port, while the CCII-based oscillators designed using the same
systematic approach requires an additional voltage buffer for practical use. Simulations
and experimental results using AD844 as VCII are reported to validate the theory.

A comparison with oscillator topologies based on different ABBs, with particular
attention to canonic topologies, is reported in Table 4. The table reports the type of
active building block (ABB) the oscillator is based on, the number of active and passive
components, specifying how many of them are grounded, the availability of a quadrature
output and the independence of oscillation condition from oscillation frequency that allows
tuning the oscillator acting on a single component. It has to be noted that the independence
from the oscillation condition on oscillation frequency often requires additional passive
(and sometimes also active) components, thus resulting in non-canonic topologies. Notable
exceptions are the oscillators of [21,26] that use complex ABBs with gain, whose value
contributes to satisfying the oscillation condition.

Table 4. Comparative table of sinusoidal oscillator topologies.

Ref. ABB Type
ABB

Number
C

(Grounded)
R

(Grounded)
Output
Phases

Indep.
wo/Co

[5] Op-Amp 1 2 (2) 4 (2) 1 NO
[7] OTA 3 2 (2) – 2 YES
[9] CCII 1 2 (2) 2 (1) 1 NO
[9] CCII 1 2 (1) 3 (3) 1 YES

[12] FTFN 1 2 (1) 5 (1) 1 YES
[13] CCII 2 2 (2) 2 (1) 1 YES
[16] CDTA 2 2 (1) – 2 NO
[19] OTRA 1 2 (0) 3 (1) 1 YES
[21] CCCCTA 1 2 (2) 1 (1) 1 YES
[23] CCIII 2 2 (2) 3 (3) 1 YES
[25] UVC 1 2 (1) 3 (1) 1 YES
[26] VDTA 1 2 (2) – 2 YES
[29] CFOA 1 3 (2) 4 (2) 1 YES
[47] CFOA 1 2 (2) 2 (1) 1 NO
[47] CFOA 1 2 (1) 3 (1) 1 YES
[48] OTRA 1 2 (0) 2 (0) 1 NO
[48] OTRA 1 2 (0) 3 (1) 1 YES
[49] CFOA 1 3 (2) 3 (3) 1 YES
[50] CDBA 2 2 (2) 3 (0) 2 YES
[51] OTRA 1 3 (1) 3 (0) 1 YES

This Work VCII 1 2 (1) 2 (1) 1 NO
Op-Amp: operational amplifier; OTA: operational transconductance amplifier; CCII: second generation current
conveyor; FTFN: four terminal floating nullor; CDTA: current differencing transconductance amplifier; OTRA:
operational transresistance amplifier; CCCCTA: current controlled current conveyor transconductance amplifier;
CCIII: third generation current conveyor; UVC: universal voltage conveyor; VDTA: voltage dependent transcon-
ductance amplifier; CFOA: current feedback operational amplifier; CDBA: current differencing buffered amplifier;
VCII: second generation voltage conveyor.
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Abstract: A two-stage CMOS transconductance amplifier based on the inverter topology, suitable
for very low supply voltages and exhibiting rail-to-rail output capability is presented. The solution
consists of the cascade of a noninverting and an inverting stage, both characterized by having only
two complementary transistors between the supply rails. The amplifier provides class-AB operation
with quiescent current control obtained through an auxiliary loop that utilizes the MOSFETs body
terminals. Simulation results, referring to a commercial 28 nm bulk technology, show that the
quiescent current of the amplifier can be controlled quite effectively, even adopting a supply voltage
as low as 0.5 V. The designed solution consumes around 500 nA of quiescent current in typical
conditions and provides a DC gain of around 51 dB, with a unity gain frequency of 1 MHz and phase
margin of 70 degrees, for a parallel load of 1 pF and 1.5 MΩ. Settling time at 1% is 6.6 μs, and white
noise is 125 nV/

√
Hz.

Keywords: feedback amplifier; analog; CMOS; bulk; class AB; low voltage

1. Introduction

It is known that CMOS technology scaling, together with supply voltage reduction,
is principally aimed at improving the performance of digital circuits and that, in this
framework, the design of analog and mixed-signal blocks becomes increasingly demanding.
It is indeed very difficult to obtain high linearity and high precision under near- and sub-
threshold supply.

For this reason, operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) remain indispens-
able blocks for the implementation of high-accuracy closed-loop analog circuits, and
several techniques have been proposed for the implementation of (ultra) low-voltage solu-
tions. These include subthreshold-operated MOS transistors [1,2], bulk (body) driven [3,4],
floating gate and quasi-floating gate MOS transistors [5,6], threshold lowering [7,8], level
shifting [9], complementary pairs with body-driven gain boosting, and non-tailed pairs [10].
Additional approaches have also been proposed to replace OTAs, though not for general
purpose usage, including dynamic amplifiers [11], ring amplifiers [12], and zero-crossing
based circuits [13]. In addition, one interesting trend is the use of inverter-based topolo-
gies [14–28]. (A good review of the principal techniques for low-voltage OTAs can be found
in the last reference.) At the basis of this approach is the single inverter (CMOS NOT gate),
which is topologically simple, as it requires only two transistors between the supply rails,
it provides a quite good voltage gain (though multi-stage topologies are usually required
for 40 dB or more), and it exhibits class-AB and full swing operation. Therefore, it is rather
effective under low supply voltages. However, the main drawback of the inverter-based
solutions is related to the difficult control of the quiescent current feature that is especially
required in low-power applications with a restricted current budget.

J. Low Power Electron. Appl. 2021, 11, 37. https://doi.org/10.3390/jlpea11040037 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/jlpea
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In this paper, a body-biasing technique, originally developed in [29] and utilized
in [30], is applied to set the quiescent current of the generic inverter stage. Starting from
this generic stage, a gate-driven, two-stage, inverter-based transconductance amplifier,
suitable for switched-capacitor applications, is designed. Simulations results are also
provided taking into account process and temperature variations. The proposed amplifier
is designed in a 28-nm bulk process and is powered by a 0.5 V supply voltage. Typical
quiescent current is 488 nA and, with a 1-pF//1.5-MΩ load, it provides 51-dB DC gain
with a unity gain frequency of 1 MHz and phase margin of 70 degrees. Settling time at 1%
is 6.6 μs and white noise is 125 nV/

√
Hz.

2. The Proposed Solution

Figure 1 shows the circuit schematic of the proposed amplifier. It consists of a first
noninverting stage, made up of transistors M1-M6, and a second inverting stage, made up
of transistors M7-M8. As it is seen, the second stage is a straight CMOS NOT gate while the
first one is based also onto the NOT topology, but rearranged to invert the gain trough two
complementary p-channel and n-channel current mirrors M3, M5 and M4, M6. In quiescent
conditions, the input terminal is set to VDD/2 and thanks to the overall negative feedback
(not shown) also the output and intermediate node, out1, are all biased at VDD/2.

VBP

VDD

M2

VBN

in

VBP

VDD

VBN

VBP

VDD

VBN

VBP

VDD

VBN

out1 out

CL

M1 M3

M4 M6

M5

M8

M7

Cc Rc

Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the proposed solution.

As far as the quiescent current control of the two stages is concerned, it is implemented
through the bulk terminals via voltage VBP, for p-channel transistors, and VBN, for the
n-channel ones. These voltages are generated by exploiting a technique proposed in [29]
and utilized also in [10,30]. The basic working principle can be inferred with the aid of
Figure 2, showing the simplified schematic of the amplifier’s biasing section.

MR1 and MR2 are two reference transistors both with their |VGS| equal to VDD/2.
Their quiescent drain current is equal to IBIAS thanks to the local feedback loop operated by
the auxiliary amplifiers A1 and A2, which generate the required bulk voltages, VBP and
VBN, under the following summarized constraints:

(a) assigned aspect ratios (W/L)R1 and (W/L)R2;
(b) ID1,2 = kIBIAS, where k is the ratio of the transistors aspect ratio as in (1);
(c) VSGR1 = VGSR2 = VDD/2;
(d) VSDR1 = VDSR2 = VDD/2, assuming ideal input virtual short in A1 and A2.
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VBP

VDD
MR1

+ -

IBIAS

MR2

+ -

VBN

VDD/2
VDD/2

A1

A2

Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the biasing section generating VBN and VBP for the main amplifier
in Figure 1.

Of course, aspect ratios of MR1 and MR2 must be set so that the required bulk voltages
are within VDD and ground. Moreover, the auxiliary amplifiers A1 and A2 should provide
a maximum (rail-to-rail) output voltage range, whereas input common mode range is not
a concern as input voltage is kept constant to VDD/2. Therefore, simple two-stage OTAs
biased in subthreshold can be profitably used. An example of implementation of this type
of amplifier is found in [10], albeit operating with MOSFETs in saturation.

Consider now transistor M1 of the main amplifier in Figure 1 and remember that
in quiescent conditions Vin is equal to VDD/2. As a consequence, MR1 and M1 have
respectively the same source, gate, and bulk voltage and hence the drain current of M1 is
related to that of MR1 in a mirror-like condition

ID1 =
(W/L)1
(W/L)R1

IBIAS (1)

where equality is accurately verified because the source-drain voltage of M1 is also equal
to VDD/2, thanks to the diode-connected transistor M4 in Figure 1 which absorbs ID1 and
is designed so that

(W/L)2
(W/L)R2

=
(W/L)1
(W/L)R1

(2)

and consequently VGS4 = VDD/2.
Similar considerations hold for all the transistors in the main amplifier, in practice, all

p-channel and n-channel devices have their current linked to IBIAS via the current-mirror-
like relations

IDi_P =
(W/L)i_P
(W/L)R1

IBIAS (3a)

IDj_N =
(W/L)j_N

(W/L)R2
IBIAS (3b)

where (W/L)i_P (i = 1,3,5,7) and (W/L)j_N (j = 2,4,6,8) are respectively the aspect ratios of the
generic p-channel and n-channel MOSFET in the main amplifier.

As a concluding remark, closed loop stability is ensured thanks to the conventional
frequency compensation network made up of the Miller capacitor, CC, and nulling resistor,
RC, around the last inverting stage.
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3. Validation Results

The proposed solution was designed in a 28-nm triple-well CMOS technology pro-
vided by STMicroelectronics and simulated at the schematic level. Threshold voltages of
the n- and p-channel devices were 445 mV and −462 mV, respectively. Single power supply
was set to 0.5 V, IBIAS was 60 nA, and transistor dimensions, together with other component
values, were set as summarized in Table 1. All p-channel (n-channel) MOSFETS are equal
to the reference device 990/90 (210/90) nm/nm, except for the last stage transistors that
have four times greater aspect ratios. This is important to increase the output current drive
capability and the output transconductance to reduce the required value of the nulling re-
sistor (to avoid introducing a positive zero), whose value is in the range of 1/gm2. Observe
that the DC gain of the auxiliary amplifiers, A1 and A2, is around 40 dB. As a consequence
of the transistor’s dimension, the nominal quiescent current in each branch of the first stage
is 60 nA, while it is 240 nA in the last stage, resulting in a total nominal quiescent current
of 420 nA. The small-signal parameters of the amplifier stages are summarized in Table 2.
Load capacitor CL was 1 pF in parallel to a load resistor of 1.5 MΩ, and the compensation
capacitor and the nulling resistor were set to 1.5 pF and 50 kΩ, respectively.

Table 1. Design parameters used in simulations.

Parameter Value

VDD 0.5 V

IBIAS 60 nA

(W/L)R1, (W/L)1, (W/L)3, (W/L)5 990/90 nm/nm

(W/L)R2, (W/L)2, (W/L)4, (W/L)6 210/90 nm/nm

(W/L)7 4 × (990/90) nm/nm

(W/L)8 4 × (210/90) nm/nm

RC, CC 50 kΩ, 1.5 pF

A1, A2 40 dB

CL//RL 1 pF//1.5 MΩ

VDD 0.5 V

Table 2. Small signal parameters of the amplifier.

Parameter Value

gm1 3.55 μA/V

rO1 7.7 MΩ

gm2 18.12 μA/V

rO2 1.47 MΩ

The robustness of the quiescent conditions were validated at first. The nominal bulk
voltages, VBP and VBN, generated by a circuit in Figure 2 were 256.4 mV and 231.9 mV,
respectively. The simulated quiescent current in the main amplifier in Figure 1 was 488 nA,
on average, with a standard deviation of 93.7 nA, after running 1000 Monte Carlo iterations.
The difference with respect to the expected value of 420 nA is due to the low DC gains of
the auxiliary amplifiers, which cause a closed-loop gain error.

Figure 3 shows the Bode plots (magnitude and phase) of the amplifier open-loop
gain at the standard temperature (27 ◦C) and nominal component models with a 1-pF and
1.5-MΩ parallel load. DC gain is 51 dB, unity gain frequency (UGF) is 1 MHz and phase
margin (PM) is 70 degrees. Note that the load resistance is almost equal to ro2 in Table 2,
hence causing a 6-dB reduction in the maximum achievable gain.
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Figure 3. Bode plots (magnitude and phase versus frequency) of the amplifier open-loop gain with
1-pF and 15-MΩ parallel load.

Figure 4 shows the time transient response of the amplifier with the closed-loop gain
set to −2. These plots are achieved with two feedback resistors, as in an inverting closed-
loop amplifier topology, one of 1 MΩ (connected between the input and output) and the
other of 0.5 MΩ (connected between the signal source and the input). The almost rail-to-rail
output behavior is apparent. Positive/negative settling time at 1% of the final value is
symmetrical and equal to 6.6 μs.

Figure 4. Time response to a 240-mVp-p input step (closed-loop gain is set to −2).

Power Supply Rejection Ratio was also evaluated from both supply rails. Magnitude
versus frequency of PSRR is shown in Figure 5. PSRR+ was 56 dB at DC, while PSRR–

was 58 dB. Equivalent input noise is also simulated and depicted in Figure 6. The white
component is 125 nV/

√
Hz and is dominated by the voltage noise of transistors M1–M6

forming the input stage.
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Figure 5. Magnitude versus frequency of the Power Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR) from positive
(PSRR+) and negative (PSRR–) supply rail. Open loop gain is also shown.

Figure 6. Equivalent input noise voltage spectral density.

The effect of mismatches was also simulated through 1000 Monte Carlo iterations.
Table 3 summarizes the results. The largest variation is experienced by the unity gain
frequency and settling times (more than 30%).
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Table 3. Statistical analysis of main performance parameters due to mismatches (1000 Monte
Carlo iterations).

Parameter μ σ σ/μ

Vout (mV) 250.1 11.8 4.7%

IDD (nA) 488.1 93.7 19.2%

DC Gain (dB) 51.3 0.56 1.1%

UGF (MHz) 1.13 0.34 30.1%

PM (degrees) 68.9 5.2 7.5%

PSRR+ (dB) 56.1 0.56 1%

PSRR- (dB) 58.2 0.56 0.9%

1% Ts+/Ts- (ns) 1 522/348 206/135 39.5/38.8%
1 with 100-mVp-p input and in inverting unity gain configuration.

Temperature and process variations were also evaluated via corner simulations under
three different temperatures (−20 ◦C, +27 ◦C and +85 ◦C). Results are summarized in
Table 4. It is seen that the quiescent current is sensitive to temperature and to FF and
SS corners. In particular, the total amplifier nominal current (which was approximately
488 nA) decreases to 249 nA at −20 ◦C, SS corner, and increases to 2.4 μA at +80 ◦C, FF
corner. DC gain, PM and PSRR exhibit only quite negligible changes, whereas UGF and
settling time are affected by these standby current variations. This problem is mainly
related to the large threshold voltage excursion induced by temperature variation that
cannot be counteracted by the restricted range of the bulk control voltages limited to VDD.

Table 4. Corner simulations (Typical, Fast-Fast, Fast-Slow, Slow-Fast, and Slow-Slow) under three
different operating temperatures.

Corner T = −20 ◦C TT FF FS SF SS

Vout (mV) 244.4 248.6 229.7 264.7 249.3
IDD (nA) 256 475 243 227 104

DC Gain (dB) 49.8 52 50 50.4 47.4
UGF (MHz) 0.67 1.58 0.63 0.59 0.22

PM (degrees) 69.2 64.6 69 69.9 76.9
PSRR+ (dB) 54.4 56.7 54.7 55.2 52
PSRR- (dB) 56.9 58.9 57.1 57.4 54.7

1% Ts+/Ts- (ns) 685/438 272/182 566/337 854/336 2632/880

Corner T = 27 ◦C TT FF FS SF SS

Vout (mV) 249.9 244.5 249.3 249.9 250
IDD (nA) 488 579 505 479 485

DC Gain (dB) 51.3 51.7 52.1 50.4 51
UGF (MHz) 1.09 1.68 1.13 1.08 0.88

PM (degrees) 69.2 64.3 69.5 69 73.1
PSRR+ (dB) 56.1 56.7 56.9 55.2 55.7
PSRR- (dB) 58.2 58.5 59.8 58.9 58.3

1% Ts+/Ts- (ns) 520/319 240/207 506/322 519/321 719/490

Corner T = 80 ◦C TT FF FS SF SS

Vout (mV) 255.8 249.1 233.9 277.1 259.8
IDD (nA) 1177 2417 1338 1061 621

DC Gain (dB) 52.6 53 53 52.1 51.5
UGF (MHz) 2.2 5.68 2.5 1.98 0.97

PM (degrees) 74.3 77.3 75.8 73.3 73.4
PSRR+ (dB) 57.4 57.7 57.9 56.7 56.3
PSRR- (dB) 59.4 59.7 59.8 58.9 58.4

1% Ts+/Ts- (ns) 356/235 130/123 230/239 233/210 838/436
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4. Conclusions

A novel inverter-based two-stage CMOS transconductance amplifier, with quiescent
current control and suitable for very low supply voltages was presented. The solution
consists of the cascade of a noninverting and an inverting stage both characterized by
having only two complementary transistors between the supply rails, thus providing
rail-to-rail and class-AB output capability. The designed solution is supplied from 0.5 V
and in quiescent conditions consumes (typically) approximately 488 nA, while providing a
DC gain of approximately 51 dB, with a unity gain frequency of 1 MHz and phase margin
of 70 degrees, for a 1-pF//1.5-MΩ load.

The quiescent current control loop proved to be effective against mismatches and
process variations. Further investigation is currently being carried out to reduce the
quiescent current sensitivity to temperature. This drawback is caused by the limited
variation allowed to the body biasing control voltage, which is of course restricted to VDD
and ground. Once VBP and VBN reach these limits and saturate, the control loop becomes
ineffective. For this reason, making IBIAS with a coefficient negative to absolute temperature
(NTAT) could be a favorable solution and subject for further study.
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Abstract: In this paper, a new technique for improvement on the DC voltage gain, while keeping
the high-linearity in symmetrical operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) bulk-driven (BD)
topology is proposed. These features are achieved by allying two topological solutions: enhanced
forward-body-biasing self-cascode current mirror, and source degeneration. The proposed concept
is demonstrated through simulations with typical process parameters and Monte Carlo analysis
on nominal transistors of the CMOS TSMC 180 nm node. Results indicate that the proposed OTA
can achieve a very small transconductance, only 542 pA/V while keeping a voltage gain higher
than 60 dB, 150 dB CMRR, and high linearity of 475 mVpp (1% THD), consuming only 1.9 nW for a
supply voltage of 0.6 V. This set of features allows the proposed OTA to be an attractive solution for
implementing OTA-C filters for the analog front-ends in wearable devices and bio-sensing.

Keywords: bulk-driven OTA; transconductor; self-cascode mirror

1. Introduction

The effort to develop implantable or bio-sensing battery-less biomedical instrumenta-
tion systems has been continuously challenging analog designers because of the intensified
constraints arising from CMOS scaling [1–3]. Topological solutions for endowing oper-
ational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) to process μV signals with common-mode
swings in the range of tens of volts, allied to features like ultra-low power consumption,
low-noise, enhanced linearity, high common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR), tiny silicon
footprint, and large common-mode range (CMR) are frequently pursued by the analog
circuit designers [4–18].

As a basic block in analog front-ends (AFEs) for biosensing, the OTA-C filter with large
time constants is among the most important applications for OTAs with reduced transcon-
ductance [19]. Such circuits when used in implantable/wearable biomedical applications
have their design challenged by the restricted-sized on-chip integrated capacitors. In order
to decrease the size of such filters, OTAs must output a very small transconductance in the
order of a few nA/V, which is achieved with very low biasing currents [20] at the cost of
the OTA linearity.

Among the typical OTA design techniques to increase linearity is the use of non-
unity gain current mirrors [21–23] to allow higher biasing currents and maintain a low
transconductance. Another well-known technique that is used to improve both OTA
linearity and input signal voltage swing is the bulk-driven differential pair [1,24–29]. Unlike
the gate-driven OTA topologies, the bulk-driven OTAs outputs are an alternative for a
relatively lower transconductance [20,30]. In this case, the main drawback of this approach
is a poor DC voltage gain, which can be improved by using several techniques [25].
An interesting and widely employed technique relies on a self-cascode topology known
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as trapezoidal or composite transistor [31–34]. Additionally, an improvement for the self-
cascode transistor association was proposed in [13,35–37] allowing to increase voltage gain
and decrease area usage. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new symmetrical bulk-
driven OTA topology that takes the advantages of previously described techniques, i.e.,
the combination of the topology presented by [23], with a bulk-driven differential pair [24],
and the bulk-driven active source degeneration linearization technique adapted from [1,38].
Besides the employed combination of techniques in the OTA topology, we propose an
innovative improved self-cascode current mirror (ISCCM) which is based on [35,37].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes current mirror topologies made
of rectangular transistor arrays (composite transistor). The improved self-cascode current
mirror that sources the proposed OTA is introduced. Section 3 presents the bulk-driven
symmetrical OTAs topologies. Simulations and comparisons among the proposed BD
topology, the conventional bulk-driven, and state-of-art transconductors are shown in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Current Mirrors

Current mirrors are the essential component of CMOS OTAs, and their output
impedance improvement leads to OTAs with superior voltage gain and common-mode
rejection. Implementing current mirrors with series-parallel associations of transistors is
a design solution that allows for high current gain, reduced area usage, and less process
variability compared to parallel-only current mirrors [22]. This technique was employed
by [23] to achieve very low transconductance OTAs without sacrificing linearity and process
variability tolerance [13,14]. Since the output transistor array has a large equivalent channel
length (Leq), the output current Io is less dependent on the output voltage Vout variation.

Rectangular transistor arrays as illustrated in Figure 1 can be considered understood
as a single transistor [31] with a higher output impedance [2,23,39]. The rectangular array,
shown in Figure 1, is an m by n matrix of single transistors composed of m parallel columns
of n series single transistors. The rectangular equivalent transistor aspect ratio Seq−R is a
function of the single transistor aspect ratio Su, as shown in Equation (1). The total gate area
of the rectangular array is AT = (mn)Au, where Au is the gate area of the single transistor.

Seq−R =
Weq

Leq
=

mWu

nLu
=

m
n

Su. (1)

Figure 2 represents an N-type improved composite transistor. It consists of a series
connection of two independently forward-body-biased N-type MOS transistors MN1 and
MN2, as first proposed in [35], and described in detail in [13,14,37], by using the ACM
(advanced compact model) all-region transistor model [40].

VB

VB

VB

VS

VD

VB

VB

VB

VB

VB

VB

M1:1 M1:2 M1:n

M2:1 M2:2 M2:n

Mm:1 Mm:2 Mm:n

VG

Figure 1. Rectangular 1 × m : n transistor array.
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MN2

MN1

IB1

VB2

VB1

VB

IB2
G

D ID

Figure 2. Improved composite transistor.

The improved composite transistor equivalent aspect ratio Seq is defined as:

Seq =
SN1 · βSN2

SN1 + βSN2
=

βk
βk + 1

· SN1 (2)

where

β ≈ e
(n−1)ΔVB

nφt (3)

represents a correction factor for the current drain ID definition due to the difference
between the body-bias of the series transistors MN2 and MN1 ΔVB = VB2 − VB1, assuming
the transistors are operating in weak inversion, and

k =
SN2

SN1
(4)

is the ratio between transistors MN1 and MN2 and physical aspect ratios SN1 and SN2.
Figure 3a shows the conventional current mirror (CM). The ratio between transistors M1B,
and M1A aspect ratios S1A and S1B define the current mirror gain AI = S1B/S1A and
attenuation 1/AI. In order to have a better matching for non-unity current gain, the current
mirror transistors should be replaced with rectangular transistor arrays [22].

A higher current attenuation is achieved by combining parallel transistor arrays at the
current mirror input, and series transistor arrays at the output. This scheme is a desirable
feature for ultra-low transconductance OTAs [21,23], as it provides transconductance
attenuation without decreasing linearity.

The typical cascode current mirror is a variation of the Wilson current mirror first
proposed by [41]. The topology increases the output impedance in order to decrease the
output current gain error. On the other hand, its drawback is a lower output voltage swing,
which will be solved by the proposed current mirror as follows.

An alternative topology to a typical cascode, is the self-biased self-cascode current mir-
ror (SCCM), first proposed by [42], which uses composite transistor arrays in a trapezoidal
shape, which are equivalent to single transistors with increased output impedance. The
trapezoidal geometry means that the top composite transistors, i.e., those related to drain
portion must have a greater aspect ratio than the bottom transistors, i.e., corresponding to
source portion, so this kind of composite transistor can be made by arranging their drain
transistors in an array connected to a series array corresponding to source transistors (the
smaller base of the trapezoid) [43]. This topology is recommended for low input currents
and unity current mirror gain, but it is not appropriate for higher currents or very large
current gains, since it would require a very large area. Nevertheless, the trapezoidal current
mirror can still use the parallel-series technique for current attenuation [21,22] by replacing
the output series transistor array with a trapezoidal transistor array, as shown in Figure 3b.
This is possible because there is no need for trapezoidal arrays at the mirror input for
non-unity gains.
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Figure 3. Self-biased current mirrors: (a) conventional current mirror with rectangular transistor
arrays (CM) [22], (b) trapezoidal output current mirror (SCCM) [42], and (c) improved self-cascode
current mirror (ISCCM).

By taking (2), β = 1, and since M1B and M2B bulk terminals are connected to each
other, the current gain AI can be expressed as

AI =

(
S2B

S1B + S2B

)
· S1B

S1A
(5)

For S2B � S1B, the SCCM current gain is approximately S1B/S1A, as in the conven-
tional parallel-series current mirror. However, this current mirror has a relatively larger
output resistance, consequently, it is more tolerant to output voltage variation.

The SCCM output resistance can be further increased by independently forward-body-
biasing transistors M1B and M2B by connecting their shared gate terminals to their shared
bulk-terminals [37], as shown in Figure 3c. In its turn, the k factor is increased by a β factor
function of the bulk-to-source voltage VBS2, accordingly to (3), and hence the gain of the
current mirror, AI is defined as

AI =
S1B · βS2B

S1B + βS2B
· S1A + βS2A

S1A · βS2A
=

(
S1A + βS2A

S1B + βS2B
· S2B

S2A

)
· S1B

S1A
(6)

Again, considering a high value of β, the current gain AI is approximately S1B/S1A.
For proof of concept, the above current mirrors were designed for the TSMC 180 nm

technology and simulated for typical process parameters and room temperature. Table 1
summarizes the transistor arrays dimensions for each circuit.

First, by considering a fixed 1.6 nA input current Iin and an output voltage Vo sweeping
from 0 to 600 mV, Figure 4a shows the output current mirrors. According to the transistor
arrays dimensions, the conventional rectangular parallel-series current mirror (CM) should
attenuate the input current by a 16× factor, and provide a 100 pA current. However, due
to non-ideal behavior, it outputs about 125 nA, which is close to 13× attenuation. The self-
cascode current mirror (SCCM) behaves similarly to CM, as S2B = 16 × S1B. The improved
self-cascode current mirror (ISCCM) has a slightly smaller attenuation, close to 12×. The
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main difference between these current mirrors is the output resistance Ro = 1/(dIo/dVo),
shown in Figure 4b. At the saturation region, the SCCM Ro is much higher than CM, while
the ISCCM is more than one order of magnitude higher.

Table 1. Transistor sizes (Figure 3).

Mirror Size (m × (M:N) × W/L) Size (m × (M:N) × W/L)

RCM M1A 4 × (4:1) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm M1B 4 × (1:4) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm

TCM M1A 4 × (4:1) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm M1B 4 × (1:4) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm
M2B 4 × (4:1) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm

ISCCM M1A 4 × (4:1) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm M1B 4 × (1:4) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm
M2A 4 × (4:1) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm M2B 4 × (4:1) × 1.0 μm/8.0 μm

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Current mirrors comparison: (a) output current × output voltage, and (b) output resistance
× output voltage for Iin = 1.6 nA.

Nonetheless, the ISCCM is not perfect. Figure 5 shows the current attenuation 1/AI
as a function of the input current Iin. As can be seen, the current attenuation is practically
constant for the CM and SCCM, but it varies for the ISCCM, as the β is indirectly a function
of the input current.

Figure 5. Current mirrors attenuation as a function of input current for Vout = 0.3 V.

The ISCCM differential bulk voltage is defined as ΔVB = VBS2 = Vin − VDS1. As
the input current Iin increases exponentially, Vin increases linearly, as shown in Figure 6a.
For 1 nA input, ΔVB is approximately 100 mV. As VBS2 is always positive, the transistors
M2A and M2B are forward-body-biased. In spite of that, the drain current ID is orders of
magnitude higher than IB (see Figure 6b), so Iin ≈ ID.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. Improved self-cascode current mirror: (a) Vin and VDS1 voltages × input current, and
(b) drain (ID) and bulk currents (IB) × input current.

3. Bulk-Driven Symmetrical Operational Transconductance Amplifiers

Bulk-driven OTA topologies as illustrated in Figure 7 take advantage of the transistor
bulk terminal of the differential pair to achieve higher transconductance linearity and input
range rather than conventional gate-driven topologies [25,28].

M4DM4BM4C M4A
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(a)

M4DM4B
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Figure 7. Symmetrical OTA topologies: (a) with parallel-series current mirrors [21], bulk-driven in-
puts and active source degeneration [1,38], and (b) proposed topology with the addition of improved
current mirrors.

The intrinsic drawback of this scheme is the reduced transconductance due to its
equivalent gate-driven OTA, hence, a lower DC voltage gain. Nonetheless, biomedical
applications frequently involve slow varying quantities and the supposed disadvantage,
i.e., the very-low transconductance turns beneficial as analog signal filters with very low cut-
off frequencies using relatively small-sized integrated capacitors are essential. Moreover,
the lower voltage gain can be addressed with techniques such as positive feedback [25],
cascode gain stages [44], and transistor arrays [31,45].
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Figure 7b shows the proposed topology which relies on the conventional symmetrical
OTA shown in Figure 7a with a key aspect. The current mirrors are built by improved self-
cascode configuration [36], according to Figure 3c. This scheme allows increasing the OTA
DC voltage gain as also the CMRR. Further, in this work, the conventional BD-OTA (see
Figure 7b) makes use of the same active source degeneration technique [1,38,46] employed
in the input differential pair to keep fair comparisons between the topologies.

To describe the topology behavior, we use the ACM transistor model (more details
in [47]), hence the BD-OTA topology can be explained as follows: the transconductance
GmB is a function of the differential pair transconductance gmb1, the source degeneration
factor a [46], and the current mirror factor N, as defined by (7). The differential pair
transconductance gmb1, defined by (8) and is attenuated relative to the gate-driven OTA by
a factor of (n − 1).

GmB =
gmb1
aN

, (7)

gmb1 ≈ n − 1
n

gms1 ≈ n − 1
n

2IS

φt

(√
1 + if − 1

)
. (8)

Another advantage of the bulk-driven topology over the gate-driven approach is
the reduced minimum supply voltage needed for operation,since the differential pair
transistors M1A−B and source degeneration transistors M2A−B gate terminals are connected
to the ground instead of to the input signal voltages, which has a typical common-mode
voltage of half the supply voltage. It is worth noting that, in order to M1A−B operate in
the saturation region, VGS1 should be greater than the sum of VGS4 and VDSAT1, which is
achieved by assuring that if1 is sufficiently greater than if4 [38,46].

The differential pair is composed of the transistors M1A−B, and the active source
degeneration transistors M2A−B. The ratio between the differential pair and the source
degeneration transistor aspect ratios S1/S2 is 4 for the earlier explained reasons and is
achieved by using rectangular transistor arrays with the same area. The ratio between
the differential pair and the tail current source transistors aspect ratios S1/S3 is sixteen,
consequently, since the drain currents are the same, the ratio of their forward inversion
level if1/if3 is also 16. The current mirrors use the series-parallel technique [23] to achieve
a 16× current attenuation.

As sketched in Figure 7, the conventional BD-OTA, and the proposed one differs
because of their body biasing and their current mirror schemes according to Figure 7a,b,
respectively. Both the designed conventional and proposed OTAs are composed of the
same transistors with the same dimensions. The transistors’ sizes of both topologies are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Transistor sizes (Figure 7).

Trans. Size ( m × (M:N) × W/L ) Trans. Size (m × (M:N) × W/L)

M1A−B 4 × (1:4) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm M2A−B 2 × (1:8) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm
M3A−B 4 × (4:1) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm M3C−E 4 × (1:4) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm
M4A−B 4 × (4:1) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm M4C−D 4 × (1:4) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm
M5A−B 4 × (4:1) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm M5C−E 4 × (1:4) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm
M6A−B 4 × (4:1) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm M6C−D 4 × (1:4) × 3.0 μm/8.0 μm

Figure 8 illustrates the layout of the conventional and the proposed BD-OTA. It is
possible to observe a very small difference between both topologies, with the tiny occupied
area of only 0.00867 mm2 and 0.0143 mm2, for conventional BD-OTA and the proposed
BD-OTA, respectively.
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Figure 8. Layout designs of the BD-OTAs. (a) Conventional BD-OTA layout. (b) Proposed BD-OTA layout.

4. Simulation Results

In this section, the post-layout simulation results referring to a TSMC 180 nm CMOS
process for the conventional BD-OTA, and the proposed one, are reported. The circuits
are considered to operate under the same conditions, i.e., 27 °C temperature, VDD equal to
0.6 V, Ibias equal to 100 pA, besides the typical process parameters. Characteristics from
both OTAs were obtained by simulating the four testbenches shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a
shows the integrator test bench used in the AC and DC simulations. This scheme allows
the evaluation and comparison of DC open-loop gain, as also the gain-bandwidth product
(GBW) of each OTA version. Then, Figure 10a shows the open-loop gain AC simulation
results, and Figure 10b shows the DC simulation results.

It can be noted that the use of improved mirrors increases DC gain without changing
considerably the gain-bandwidth product of the OTA versions using the same differential
pair, as they are biased with the same current. As expected, the proposed BD OTA with
the enhanced mirror has lower transconductance, while keeping higher gain and the same
linearity than the typical BD topology.
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Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. OTA testbenches. (a) OTA-C integrator. (b) Transconductor (Symmetrical). (c) Transcon-
ductor (asymmetrical). (d) OTA-C low-pass filter. (e) Unity gain buffer.

As the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) is equal to the OTAs DC gain, there is
a unity gain voltage between supply and output voltages. The common-mode rejection
ratio (CMRR) is inherently increased by the use of improved mirrors, as the current source
transistors also use improved self-biased cascode configuration. The CMRR and PSRR can
be noted in Figure 10c,d, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the AC simulation results.

Table 3. Integrator simulation results summary.

Conventional BD-OTA Proposed BD-OTA

DC gain (dB) 44.5 64.2
CMRR (dB) 114 154
PSRR (dB) 88.7 124
GBW (Hz) 78.47 83.14

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 10. Integrator test bench simulation results. (a) AC voltage gain transfer function. (b) DC
voltage gain transfer function. (c) AC CMRR transfer function. (d) AC PSRR transfer function.
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Figure 9c shows the testbench used in the DC simulations to compare the transcon-
ductance linearity of each OTA version. Figure 11a–c show, respectively, the output current,
transconductance, and transconductance error for the conventional BD-OTA and for the
proposed one.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 11. Transconductor testbench simulation results. (a) Output current. (b) Tranconductance.
(c) Transconductance error. (d) Normalized transconductance.

Table 4 summarizes the transconductance and impedance simulation results for Ibias
equal to 100 pA. Notice that BD OTAs have finite DC input impedances (1/Gi) as large as
their output impedances (1/Go), which reduces considerably the effectiveness of the gain
improving technique in practical use, where the OTAs are cascaded in OTA-C filters.

Table 4. BD-OTAs DC results.

Conventional BD-OTA Proposed BD-OTA

Gi (fA V−1) 77.3 78.1
Gm (pA V−1) 506 542
Go (fA V−1) 3024.5 311.6
Av (Gm/Go) 167.3 1739.4

In Figure 11d, the transconductance normalized with respect to the supply voltage
VDD is shown. It is possible to note that both OTA versions work properly from a minimum
VDD of about 300 mV, which is feasible for implants and wearable biomedical trends.
Unlike conventional gate-driven OTA topologies, which are limited by the minimum
common-mode input voltage Vcmi, and in which frequently are set to half VDD to allow the
current source transistors to operate in saturation, according to mentioned this limitation is
mitigated in BD topologies. Besides the mentioned aspects, it is worth noticing that the
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minimum operational voltage, VDD, is directly influenced by the current source, and the
differential pair transistors channel inversion, hence which are themselves a function of the
bias current, i.e., Ibias. In this way, a higher biasing current would result in a larger linear
input range and greater transconductance, on the other hand, also a higher minimum VDD.

Figures 12a,b and 13a,b show the nominal output current and its resulting transcon-
ductance for symmetrical and asymmetrical input voltage, according to the testbenches
shown in Figure 9b,c, respectively. For the asymmetrical test, the inverting input is kept
constant at Vcm = VDD/2, so −300 < ΔVin < 300 mV, while, for the symmetrical input,
both OTA inputs are at Vcm for Vin = 0 V, and the differential input voltage excursion is
doubled to −600 < ΔVin < 600 mV. Moreover, for the asymmetrical testbench, the common
mode input voltage Vcmi varies with the input voltage Vin, so Vcmi = Vin/2 + Vcm. For the
symmetrical testbench, Vcmi is constant, as the average of the inverting and non-inverting
input voltages are the same. It can be noticed, for both cases, that as the biasing current
Ibias increases, the transconductance Gm increases almost proportionally.

(a) (b)
Figure 12. Output current Io for (a) symmetrical, and (b) asymmetrical input voltage Vin, as a function
of Ibias.

(a) (b)
Figure 13. Nominal transconductance Gm for (a) symmetrical, and (b) asymmetrical input voltage
Vin, as a function of Ibias.

For a better comparison, for different biasing currents, the transconductances were
normalized for ΔVin = 0, as shown in Figure 14a,b. It is clear for the asymmetrical
input that the error is larger for ΔVin < 0. This happens for two reasons: the parasitic
substrate current at the differential pair is extremely non-linear and the common-mode
input voltage goes above the limit for Ibias = 10 nA. For symmetrical input, the resulting
Gm is also symmetrical and the range is twice as high. It can also be noted that the shape
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of the curve changes as the current increases, which is expected, as the differential pair
inversion increases.

(a) (b)
Figure 14. Normalized transconductance Gm for (a) symmetrical, and (b) asymmetrical input voltage
Vin, as a function of Ibias.

It is also important to notice that for single-ended OTA applications, normally, the
input is not symmetrical. This is the case with most OTA-C filters, such as those based
on integrators and active loads, as depicted in the testbenches shown in Figure 9a,d. For
wider range and linearity, the single-ended OTA should be converted to its fully differential
version, which needs extra biasing circuits for its output common-mode definition.

As previously explained, the parasitic input current is one of the causes of transcon-
ductance asymmetry. This parasitic current is shown in Figure 15a, and is a function of
the input voltage and biasing current. There is a single point where the input current is
zero, which happens when the differential pair PMOS transistor bulk-terminal voltage is
equal to its source-terminal voltage. For input voltages below this point, the transistor is
forward-body-biased and the parasitic current grows exponentially. For voltages above
this point, the parasitic current is almost constant, consequently, the input conductance is
very small. Figure 15b shows the OTA output current for both inputs at VDD/2 and the
output sweeping from 0 to 600 mV. As can be seen, the output current, even considering
that the current mirrors attenuate the differential pair output current, is considerably larger
than the parasitic current for a large range.

(a) (b)
Figure 15. Nominal (a) input current Iin × input voltage Vin, and (b) output current Io × output
voltage Vo, as a function of Ibias.

The input and output conductances can be derived from the input and output currents,
as shown in Figure 16a,b, respectively. It is worth noting that for OTA-C filter applications,
the OTA outputs terminals will be connected to other OTAs input terminals. The main
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advantage of the proposed improved self-cascode current mirror is to decrease the output
conductance as it increases the output resistance. If the input conductance of the subsequent
stage is greater than the output conductance, the technique effectiveness is reduced.

(a) (b)
Figure 16. Normalized (a) input conductance Gi, and (b) output conductance Go as a function of Ibias.

In order to compare the linearity OTAs, the unity gain low-pass OTA-C filter test-
bench shown in Figure 9d was used in DC and transient simulations. Figure 17a,b show,
respectively, the DC transfer functions, transient, and the total harmonic distortion (THD)
for both OTAs. It is possible to observe that the BD OTAs have almost the same full input
range. Figure 17b shows the total harmonic distortion versus input plotted as a function
of input signal amplitude. For both OTAs, one can observe that THD is lower for smaller
signal amplitudes. They exhibit approximately the same amount of distortion of 0.07% as
a result of a 300 mV amplitude input signal at 100 mHz. As the input voltage amplitude
increases, the proposed OTA reaches ≈ 1% THD (−39.8 dB), SNR equal to 56.6 dB for a
Vin−pp = 405 mV at 100 mHz signal.

(a) (b)
Figure 17. Low-pass testbench simulation results. (a) Transfer functions. (b) Total harmonic distortion.

Figure 18 shows the input-referred noise (IRN) for both OTA versions configured
as a unit-gain buffer. Since both OTA versions have the same transistor dimensions,
differing only by the adopted current mirror topology, there is a slight difference in IRN
of conventional BD-OTA and the proposed one. The IRN in the proposed topology is
equal to 246 μVRMS, and 237 μVRMS in the other, both obtained by integrating noise from
10 mHz–1 kHz.
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Figure 18. Unity gain buffer testbench simulation results—input-referred noise.

By using the transconductor (Figure 9c) and low-pass filter (Figure 9d) testbenches,
500 runs of Monte Carlo have been carried out for evaluation of transconductance and offset
voltage, respectively. Figure 19a,b show the results for the Monte Carlo process and mis-
match analysis of the proposed BD-OTA. These results are summarized in Table 5. On this
basis, it is possible to conclude that the proposed BD-OTA besides a lower transconductance
feature, has a considerably less input voltage offset than the conventional BD-OTA.

(a) (b)
Figure 19. Five hundred runs of Monte Carlo simulations analyzing process and mismatch with the
proposed BD-OTA. (a) Transconductance. (b) Offset.

Table 5. Monte Carlo simulation results.

Conventional BD-OTA Proposed BD-OTA

Gm x (pA/V) 506.6 546.58
Gm σ (pA/V) 7.61 7.56
Gm σ/μ (%) 1.5 1.38

Vos x (μV) 429.8 61.47
Vos σ (mV) 3.16 3.15

Table 6 compares the performance of the proposed OTA with the state-of-art low-
transconductance OTAs. The previous work proposed by us [48] presented a 450 pA/V
OTA with small power consumption but lower gain, CMRR, and PSRR, despite being based
on non-unitary current gain through the splitting current technique, it achieved a poorer
performance with respect to the present work. In [49], a low-transconductance amplifier has
been proposed based on the channel-length-modulation effect (Early effect). This solution
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shows a high IRN. Such an IRN is 3x smaller in the proposed topology while keeping lower
transconductance, power consumption, and higher CMRR as also PSRR features. The OTA
proposed by [28] is similar to the conventional OTA presented in this work. The difference
is in the rectangular arrays used to increase the gain and in no linearization technique
employed. Another low-Gm topology presented by [50] uses a linearization technique
that relies on a combination of source degeneration with an active attenuator. Despite the
valuable linearity and gain achieved, the power consumption, and transconductance may
not be suitable to the constraints of biomedical implants or bio-sensing operations. The
architecture proposed by [51] is another channel length modulated OTA which contains
the same V-I conversion scheme as presented in [49] but requires a higher supply voltage.

Table 6. Comparison of Low-Gm OTA topologies.

Feature This Work (S) [48] (S) [49] (M) [28] (M) [50] (M) [51] (M)

Year 2021 2021 2020 2014 2014 2009

Tech. (nm) 180 180 180 130 350 350

Supply (V) 0.6 1 1 0.25 5 5

Gm (nA/V) 0.542 0.45 0.62–6.28 22 39.5–367.2 0.03–25,000

Av (dB) 64 37 - - 52.3–64.7 -

Power (μW) 0.0019 0.032 0.028–0.270 0.01 160 <300

CMRR (dB) 154 56 56 - >44.8 >80

PSRR (dB) 124 36 47 - - >80

GBW (Hz) 83.14 6.9 - - - -

Vos (mV) 0.06 ± 3.15 ±20 25–50 ±10.82 -

IRN (μVRMS) 246 - 760 100 - 635

Linear range sym. input (Vpp) 0.475 0.3 2 - 2 2.6

THD (%) @ input (Vpp) 1@0.475 1@0.3 0.18@2 0.53@0.1 0.13@2 <1@2.6

SNR (dB) @ THD (%) 54.8@1 - 59.3@0.47 66.5@0.13 62@1

Layout area (mm2) 0.0143 - 0.027 0.053 0.006 0.046

THD @ Vin = 250 mVpp, (M): Measured, (S): Simulated.

5. Conclusions

The paper presented a bulk-driven symmetrical OTA based on a self-cascode current
mirror with source degeneration to provide a high-gain, high linearity, and low-Gm topol-
ogy. The proposed low-Gm topology shown a valuable performance that is suitable for
new biomedical IC applications. In particular, the new topology achieved the lowest power
consumption compared with the state-of-art topologies, in addition to high gain, linearity,
low transconductance, and IRN. Moreover, the circuit obtained the highest CMRR and
high PSRR, which turns the proposed OTA into an interesting topology as a basic block for
OTA-C filters.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ACM Advanced Compact Model
BD Bulk-driven
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
CM Current Mirror
CMR Common-Mode Range
CMRR Common-Mode Rejection Ratio
GBW Gain–Bandwidth Product
OTA Operational Transconductance Amplifier
SCCM Self-Cascode Current Mirror
IRF Equivalent Input Referred Noise
ISCCM Improved Self-Cascode Current Mirror
PSRR Power Supply Rejection Ratio
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
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Abstract: This paper presents a novel implementation of a digital-based Operational Transconduc-
tance Amplifier (OTA) which has been recently introduced in the technical literature as a fully digital
alternative to the conventional differential pair to implement low voltage analog amplifiers and
comparators. The proposed implementation does not make use of resistors, floating gate resistors nor
C-Muller elements and is made up of only digital gates usually available in the standard cell libraries.
The resulting analog circuit schematic can be described using structural VHDL or Verilog languages
and is suitable to be integrated in an automatic synthesis and place and route flow for digital circuits.
The proposed digital-based amplifier has been implemented in a commercial 130 nm CMOS process
by using an automatic place and route flow for layout generation starting from the Verilog netlist.
Post layout simulations are presented to show the performance of the proposed circuit and compare
it against the state of the art.

Keywords: OTA; low voltage; low power; automatic place and route; standard cell; fully digital

1. Introduction

Battery-operated or energy harvested systems such as biomedical implantable devices
or sensor nodes for Internet of Things (IoT) applications require the development of low
voltage, low power CMOS Systems on Chip (SoCs) in which analog interface circuits are
integrated together with the digital processing and communication cores [1].

In the conventional design flow of mixed-signal integrated circuits, the design and
implementation of the analog building blocks is usually carried out manually by the
analog designer who iterate several times each step of the design flow in order to optimize
performance, power and area figures of merit.

Nowadays, due to the continuous scaling of MOS feature size in the nanometer regime,
the analog designer has to cope with new challenges in the simulation and implementation
steps of the design flow. In fact, the performance of nanometer MOS transistors from an
analog designer perspective is worsening with technology scaling, and accurate simulation
models are becoming more and more difficult to develop. These challenges often result in
analog building blocks which require some form of calibration or programmability after
production in order to achieve the required performance [2,3].

If we focus on the design flow of digital circuits, we see that the synthesis and place
and route steps are carried out automatically by using CAD tools for the physical synthesis.
The netlist of digital circuits is built by the synthesis tool and is made up only of digital
gates taken from a standard cell library, which is usually provided by the IC manufacturer.

From a time to market perspective, since the standard cells commonly adopted for
the digital design flow exhibits a DRC clean layout, their usage for the implementation
of analog building blocks can drastically reduce the layout effort of the analog part and
thus the overall time to market of mixed signal SoCs for IoT applications. In addition,
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for these reasons, recently, several architectures of mixed signal integrated circuits, suited
for battery-operated or energy harvested systems that are mostly or completely based on
digital standard cells, have been introduced in the technical literature [4–8].

The netlists of analog blocks, which are built using only digital standard cells, can be
described using structural VHDL or Verilog languages and are suitable to be integrated
in an automatic synthesis and place and route flow for digital circuits. This approach
strongly reduces the design effort and brings the advantages of digital circuits, such as
design and technology portability, low-voltage operation and effective area shrinkage at
more advanced technology generations.

Since the standard cell libraries adopted in semi-custom digital flows allow the usage
of a wide set of logic gates with different size ratios (and therefore driving capability), the
analog designer can have significant design freedom for different application environments.
In addition, the use of digital standard cells can heavily relax the design complexity
of analog components, such as amplifiers and voltage comparators requiring ultra-low
supply voltage, thus avoiding complex circuit topologies typically developed for ultra-low
voltage conditions.

In this paper, we focus on the digital-in-concept approach for the design of analog
differential circuits originally presented in [9] and recently exploited in [10–12], but only
standard cell libraries are used. Indeed, the pioneering work in [9], which presents the
first fully digital alternative to the conventional differential pair to implement low voltage
analog amplifiers and comparators, still requires some passive components (resistors or
floating-gate resistors). Meanwhile, the evolution of circuits in [9] presented in [10–12], de-
spite not requiring any passive component, exploit the C-Muller element as a fundamental
building block, which typically cannot be found among the digital standard cells.

The digital OTA implementation proposed in this paper does not make use of resistors,
floating gate resistors nor C-Muller elements and is made up of only digital gates usually
available in the standard cell libraries. Being fully standard cell-based, the proposed digital
OTA implementation can be integrated in a semi-custom design flow of a mixed signal
SoC, and its layout can be automatically generated as is usually done for digital blocks.

In the following, Section 2 describes the proposed standard cell implementation of
the digital OTA, Section 3 reports the results of the simulations, whereas the compari-
son against the state of the art is discussed in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Proposed Standard Cell Implementation of Digital OTA

The implementation of the analog amplifier presented in [9] is reported in Figure 1.
As explained in [9], the common mode (CM) extractor part in Figure 1 generates a com-
mon mode compensation analog signal to be added to the external inputs resulting in a
common mode compensation method which is very similar to the common mode rejection
mechanism of the conventional analog CMOS differential pair.

The CM compensation signal (VCMP) is added to the external input signals by a
summing network so that the actual input signals of the digital buffers can be expressed as:

INp =
Vip + VCMP

2
; INn =

Vin + VCMP
2

(1)

and their differential mode (DM) and CM components are related to external DM
(vD = Vip − Vin) and CM (vCM = (Vip + Vin)/2) components as:

v′D =
vD
2

; v′CM =
vCM + VCMP

2
(2)
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Figure 1. Implementation of the digital-based analog amplifier presented in [9].

In Figure 1, a resistive summing network is included for the sake of simplicity, nonethe-
less, such a function can be conveniently implemented in CMOS technology by quasi-
floating gate (QFG) techniques [9].

The evolution of the circuit in Figure 1, which avoids the passive components, but
uses Muller C-elements reported in Figure 2. This idea was proposed in [10] and analyzed
in detail in [12].
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Figure 2. Implementation of the DIGOTA presented in [10].
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The Muller C-elements in Figure 2 implement, in a fully digital fashion, the compen-
sation of the common-mode without requiring any calibration circuitry [10,11].

Even if QFG resistors and Muller C-elements can be implemented in CMOS processes,
they are usually not available in the standard cell libraries provided by IC manufacturers,
and all the previously reported digital OTA implementations are therefore not immediately
suitable for automatic place and route within a semi-custom design flow.

The schematic of the proposed pure standard cell implementation of the digital OTA
is reported in Figure 3. In particular, the circuit in Figure 3 is based on the following types
of logic gates:

• Inverter gates (IV);
• Exclusive OR gates (XOR);
• Three-state Buffer gates (BT);
• Three-state Inverter gates (IT).

Figure 3. Proposed fully standard cell Implementation of the digital OTA.

Despite its pure standard cell implementation, the circuit operation is very similar to
the one of the original implementations of the digital OTA in [9].

The CM extractor is implemented through the XOR1, the IV7 and the IT1 gates in
Figure 3 and generates a common mode compensation signal (VCMP) which is then added
to the external inputs through the summing network implemented by inverter gates IV1,
IV2, IV3 and IV4, thus compensating the common mode as happens in the conventional
analog CMOS differential pair.

To explain the summing mechanism, it is sufficient to note that a CMOS inverter acts
as a transconductor when its input voltage is close to the logic threshold, therefore, the
output current of IV1 and IV2 (IV3 and IV4) are summed at their common output node
and converted into a voltage through the equivalent resistance at node INn (INp).

3. Simulation Results

The proposed standard cell-based digital OTA (SC-DIGOTA) has been designed in the
130-nm STMicroelectronics CMOS technology adopting the standard cell library provided
by the IC manufacturer. The circuit schematic has been described by using structural Verilog
language (see Appendix A), and the layout has been automatically generated within the
Cadence InnovusTM environment. Transistor level simulations on the post layout netlist
have been carried out within the Cadence Virtuoso framework for analog design, exploiting
AC and transient simulations. For AC simulations a bias point is established by applying
the input signal on a DC level equal to about VDD/2 in order to have also the DC output
voltage around VDD/2.
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3.1. Automatic Place and Route

The automatically generated layout of the proposed digital OTA implementation is
shown in Figure 4, showing an area footprint of 9.1 μm × 9.7 μm.

 

Figure 4. Layout view of the SC-DIGOTA within the Cadence Innovus P&R tool.

3.2. Open Loop Simulations

The amplifier has been simulated assuming a 0.55-V nominal supply voltage and a
250-pF load capacitance. The results of the open loop AC simulations of the proposed
OTA are reported in Figure 5, showing that the digital OTA exhibits an overall DC gain
and GBW of about 87 dB and 3.15 MHz, respectively. The phase margin of the amplifier
results is higher than 65◦ with all the standard cells sized for minimum area. Figure 6
reports the input-referred noise plot of the proposed digital OTA showing an input-referred
Flicker noise of about 4.82 μV/

√
Hz @ 100 Hz and an input-referred white noise of about

175 nV/
√

Hz @ 100 kHz.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Frequency response of the SC-DIGOTA for CL = 250 pF, magnitude (a), phase (b).

 

Figure 6. Equivalent input noise of the SC-DIGOTA.

3.3. Closed Loop Simulations

The OTA has then been simulated in a conventional non-inverting unity-gain configu-
ration. The closed loop frequency response of the OTA is depicted in Figure 7, whereas the
DC transfer characteristic is shown in Figure 8, highlighting an almost rail-to-rail behavior.
Figure 9 shows the time domain response of the circuit to a sinusoidal waveform with a
frequency of 10Hz and an amplitude of 200mV. The waveforms of the internal signals INn,
INp and CMP of the SC-DIGOTA when processing the sinusoidal signal reported in Figure 9
are reported in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the time domain response of the circuit to a square
wave with a period of 2ms and an amplitude of 200mV. The positive and negative slew-rate
have been found to be SR+ = 4.32 V/ms and SR− = 1.03 V/ms respectively.

Figure 7. Closed loop frequency response.
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Figure 8. Closed loop dc voltage transfer characteristic.

 
Figure 9. Time domain response to a sinusoidal waveform (frequency = 10 Hz and amplitude = 200 mV)
of the SC-DIGOTA in unity gain configuration.

 

Figure 10. Internal waveforms of the SC-DIGOTA in unity gain configuration in response to a
sinusoidal waveform (frequency = 10 Hz and amplitude = 200 mV).
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Figure 11. Time domain response to a square wave (period = 2 ms and amplitude = 200 mV) of the
SC-DIGOTA in unity gain configuration.

4. Comparison with the Literature

To compare the proposed SC-DIGOTA against state-of-the-art low voltage amplifiers,
we refer to the following Figures of Merit:

FOMs =
GBWCL

Pdiss
(3a)

FOMS,A =
GBWCL

Pdiss·Area
(3b)

FOML =
SRCL
Pdiss

(4a)

FOML,A =
SRCL

Pdiss·Area
(4b)

where GBW is the gain bandwidth product, CL the load capacitance, SR is the average
slew-rate, and Pdiss is the power consumption. S and L in (3) and (4) denote small-signal
and large-signal, respectively, while the FOMS,A and FOML,A are normalized with respect
to the layout area of the OTA.

Table 1 reports the comparison of the SC-DIGOTA against recently published low volt-
age OTAs taken from the literature, showing how the proposed circuit exhibits very good
small signal performance and adequate large signal performance. Due to the very compact
layout, the proposed OTA outperforms all other similar designs in terms of FOMS,A.

Table 1. Comparison against the state of the art.

[13] [14] [15] [12] [12] This Work

supply voltage [V] 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.55

OTA architecture bulk-driven bulk-driven bulk-driven digital digital digital

technology [nm] 180 130 130 180 180 130

area (μm2) 26,000 6400 3600 982 982 88.3

cap load CL [pF] 20 50 40 150 150 250

power [μW] 110 0.0114 0.073 0.0024 0.1075 8.2

DC gain [dB] 52 64.6 41 30 73 87

GBW [kHz] 2500 3.58 18.65 0.250 57.5 3150

average slew rate SR [V/μs] 2.89 0.00093 0.0216 0.000085 0.019 0.0027

in-band input noise [μV] 442.7 - - 21 122 253

CMRR [dB] 78 61 67.4 41 65 46
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Table 1. Cont.

[13] [14] [15] [12] [12] This Work

PSRR [dB] 76 28 45 30 50 39

FOMS [MHz·pF/μW] 0.45 15.7 10.2 15.6 80.2 96.6

FOML [(V/μs)·pF/μW] 0.52 4.07 11.8 5.3 26.5 0.58

FOMS,A [MHz·pFμW·mm2] 17.3 2453 2833 15,885 81,724 1,094,000

FOML,A
[V/μs·pFμW·mm2] 20.2 635.9 3277 5397 27,000 6568

However, it has to be noted that, as pointed out in [16,17], the operation of Digital
OTAs is typically strongly sensitive to PVT variations and mismatch, and often requires
suitable calibration strategies to achieve high production yield. This also apply to the
proposed implementation in which some sort of calibration [16,17] and/or VDD adjustment
strategy is required to cope with variations.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a digital OTA which, unless the others in literature, is realized with
only digital gates of a standard cell library is proposed and demonstrated. The post layout
circuit, resulting from a fully automatic design process, was simulated in open and closed
loop conditions, which completely validate the idea.

In order to compare the performance of the proposed SC-DIGOTA with respect the
previously DIGOTAs presented in literature, well-known figures of merits have been used.
The comparison shows that added to main strength deriving by the fully standard cell
realization, which gives significant advantages in the design step. The SG-DIGOTA results
are also very competitive in the small signal domain, especially considering the very small
silicon area required, while performing less in the large signal domain.
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Appendix A

Verilog netlist of the SC-DIGOTA is as follows:
module SC-DIGOTA (input Vip, input Vin, output Out);
wire INn;
wire INp;
wire CM;
wire EN;
wire not_EN;
wire OP;
wire ON;
IVLL IV1(.A(Vip),.Z(INn));
IVLL IV2(.A(CM),.Z(INn));
IVLL IV3(.A(Vin),.Z(INp));
IVLL IV4(.A(CM),.Z(INp));
IVLL IV5(.A(INn),.Z(OP));
IVLL IV6(.A(INp),.Z(ON));
IVLL IV7(.A(EN),.Z(not_EN));
EOLL XOR1(.A(OP),.B(ON),.Z(EN));
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BTSLL BT1(.A(OP),.E(EN),.Z(Out));
ITSLL IT1(.A(OP),.E(not_EN),.Z(CM));
endmodule
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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a novel tree-based architecture which allows the implementation
of Ultra-Low-Voltage (ULV) amplifiers. The architecture exploits a body-driven input stage to guar-
antee a rail-to-rail input common mode range and body-diode loading to avoid Miller compensation,
thanks to the absence of high-impedance internal nodes. The tree-based structure improves the CMRR
of the proposed amplifier with respect to the conventional OTA architectures and allows achievement
of a reasonable CMRR even at supply voltages as low as 0.3 V and without tail current generators
which cannot be used in ULV circuits. The bias currents and the static output voltages of all the stages
implementing the architecture are accurately set through the gate terminals of biasing transistors
in order to guarantee good robustness against PVT variations. The proposed architecture and the
implementing stages are investigated from an analytical point of view and design equations for the
main performance metrics are presented to provide insight into circuit behavior. A 0.3 V supply
voltage, subthreshold, ultra-low-power (ULP) OTA, based on the proposed tree-based architecture,
was designed in a commercial 130 nm CMOS process. Simulation results show a dc gain higher than
52 dB with a gain-bandwidth product of about 35 kHz and reasonable values of CMRR and PSRR,
even at such low supply voltages and considering mismatches. The power consumption is as low as
21.89 nW and state-of-the-art small-signal and large-signal FoMs are achieved. Extensive parametric
and Monte Carlo simulations show the robustness of the proposed circuit to PVT variations and
mismatch. These results confirm that the proposed OTA is a good candidate to implement ULV, ULP,
high performance analog building blocks for directly harvested IoT nodes.

Keywords: body-driven; ultra-low-voltage; ultra-low-power; operational transconductance amplifier;
IoT

1. Introduction

The continuous evolution of electronic systems and the ever increasing symbiotic
relationship between humans and electronic devices characterize the era of Internet of
Things (IoT) [1,2]. Smart and portable devices, such as laptops, smartphones, smartwatches,
fit-trackers and so on, are used more and more often for checking emails, banking man-
agement, counter services and the like. Indeed, most of these electronic apparatuses have
changed the way we work, study or play.

This IoT revolution has also driven the development of body area networks [3], which
exploit implantable and wearable devices, and are widely used in healthcare monitoring
and in the study of neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and so
on [4–7].

The growing popularity of these electronic devices is also due to their increasing
capability to work with low power consumption and low supply voltage in order to
maximize battery life or employ energy harvesting techniques.

The stringent requirements in terms of ultra-low-power (ULP) and ultra-low-voltage
(ULV) operation set by the above applications have brought about a revolution also in
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the approach to the design of analog integrated circuits (ICs). In fact, the latter have to
be reinvented to enhance the autonomy of smart devices and find a balance between
performance, area footprint and power consumption at supply voltages of a few hundreds
of millivolts. As such, analog interfaces are among the most challenging building blocks
for IoT applications [1,8–11].

The Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) stands out, among the analog
building blocks, for its design complexity, especially if ULP and ULV operation are key
requirements. In the last few years, there has been a growing trend in the design of ULP
OTAs and a plenty of solutions have been proposed in the literature [12–14]. Most of
the low voltage OTAs reported in the last decade operate with supply voltages ranging
from 0.5 V to about 1 V, and are based on the conventional cascode, folded cascode, multi-
stage or gain-boosting approaches, which have been successfully exploited in the past to
implement high-performance amplifiers for several application scenarios [15–19]. A novel
OTA architecture based on current gain stages to improve bandwidth and slew rate has
been recently proposed in [20]. The OTA reported in [20] operates with a supply voltage of
1 V and exhibits state of the art small-signal and large-signal figures of merit. Unfortunately,
most of these conventional amplifier topologies are not suited for applications requiring
supply voltages lower than 0.5 V, and inverter-based [21–26] and pseudo-differential [27,28]
architectures are preferred. However, an aggressive supply voltage scaling severely limits
the swing of the control voltage, thus strongly limiting the effectiveness of body bias
approaches to set the bias or the common mode current. Therefore, gate-driven amplifiers
operating at supply voltages lower than 0.5 V are not able to guarantee either rail-to-rail
input common mode range (ICMR) or well-defined bias currents.

The bulk-driven technique [29–31] allows rail-to-rail ICMR in ULV amplifiers at the
cost of reduced gain and a resistive input impedance component. Bulk-driven amplifiers
are surely one of the best alternatives to attain rail-to-rail input–output swing when a
well-defined bias or common mode current is required to increase the robustness against
process, supply voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations [32–42]. Indeed, the signal-free
gate terminals can be used to accurately set the bias current of the different OTA stages. The
bulk-driven technique combined with inverter-based topologies has also been exploited in
recent papers to design ULV amplifiers [33,36,39].

A completely novel approach based on fully digital operation to the design of analog
differential circuits has been introduced in [43]. Several papers dealing with the fully digital
implementation of OTAs for IoT applications have been recently published [44–46]. The
digital OTAs in [44,45] are based on the C-Muller element and do not require any passive
component. Such digital OTAs are able to operate at supply voltages lower than 0.3 V and
are very interesting from the viewpoint of the area footprint and power consumption. How-
ever, the operation of this kind of circuits can be sensitive to PVT variations and mismatch
and may require suitable calibration strategies to achieve high production yield [47].

Indeed, even if bulk-driven OTAs exhibit some drawbacks with respect to gate-driven
ones (higher noise, larger area and lower bandwidth) and to digital OTAs (larger area
and power consumption), they can be designed to be robust against PVT and mismatch
variations and still represent the best solution to attain rail-to-rail ICMR at supply voltages
of the order of 0.3 V.

In this work, we present a novel OTA architecture based on a tree-like structure. This
can be viewed as the ULV implementation of the OTA reported in [20], previously proposed
by the authors to enhance the bandwidth efficiency. The current gains obtained by means
of conventional current mirrors in [20] are not feasible in ULV conditions and have to be
implemented by means of other solutions such as the one presented in [48]. In the ULV
architeture proposed in this paper, the current gains are implemented by using a different
approach which is based on the body-to-gate (B2G) interfaces as will be detailed in the
following. The proposed architecture exploits a body-driven input stage to guarantee a rail-
to-rail input common mode range and body-diode loading to avoid Miller compensation,
thanks to the absence of high-impedance internal nodes. The bias currents and the static
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output voltages of all the stages implementing the proposed architecture are accurately set
through the gate terminals of biasing transistors in order to guarantee a good robustness
against PVT variations. However, this biasing strategy results in pseudo-differential
stages and therefore has a negative impact on CMRR performance. The proposed tree-like
structure improves the CMRR of the OTA with respect to conventional pseudo-differential
amplifiers and allows achievement of a reasonable CMRR even in ULV conditions. A 0.3 V
supply voltage ULP OTA based on this architecture was designed in a 130 nm CMOS
process, and simulation results show state of the art small-signal and large-signal figures of
merit (FoMs).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed OTA architecture.
Circuit analysis is reported in Section 3. Section 4 deals with design and simulation results
and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Proposed Topology

The block scheme of the proposed OTA architecture is depicted in Figure 1. This
architecture of ULV OTA was derived from the OTA introduced by the authors in [20]
and is a three stage, tree-like OTA, made up of the cascade of differential-to-single-ended
converter stages, to maximize CMRR. Three different topologies are exploited in the three
stages of the OTA to optimize the tradeoff between performance and efficiency. Each
one of these stages was extensively investigated and their behavior is discussed in the
next subsections. It has to be remarked that the proposed ULV OTA makes extensive use
of the body terminals of MOS devices and thus it can be implemented only in CMOS
technologies (such as triple-well-bulk or FDSOI), where both NMOS and PMOS transistors
have available body connections. However, this is not a strong limitation, since most
modern processes have available body connections for both PMOS and NMOS transistors.

Figure 1. Proposed tree-like architecture of the OTA.

2.1. Stage1

The topology of the blocks denoted as stage1 in Figure 1 is reported in Figure 2, and is
made up of transistors M1A, M1B and M2A, M2B. This input stage has the same topology
adopted for the OTA in [40]. It is a bulk-driven stage in which the bias current is accurately
set through the VGN voltage applied to the gate of transistor M2A. The bias voltage VGN
is generated by the biasing circuit reported in Figure 3. The current flowing in M2A is
mirrored through M1A and M1B, so that the standby current of all MOS devices is accurately
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set. The body terminals of transistors M1A and M1B are connected to the input voltages,
VIP and VIM, respectively. The output of stage 1 is loaded through a body–diode connection
on the transistor M2B whose gate voltage is connected to the bias voltage VGN , and results
in an output impedance lower than the one of conventional input stages. This stage thus
provides limited gain, but allows achievement of a rail-to-rail input common mode range
and improvement of the bandwidth. As a consequence, noise and mismatch of the second
stage contributes to the total input referred noise and offset. However, even if noise and
offset performance are suboptimal, the OTA can still be designed to exhibit acceptable noise
and offset, while achieving very good bandwidth efficiency.

Figure 2. Stage 1 used in the proposed OTA architecture.

Figure 3. Biasing circuit used in the proposed OTA architecture.

2.2. Stage2

The topology of stage2 is shown in Figure 4. This stage converts the input differential
signal to single-ended providing some gain, a well defined bias point and contributing
to the overall CMRR. The input signal is applied to the gates of M4A and M4B, and the
bias current is set through the gates of M3A and M3B connected to the bias voltage VGP
generated by the circuit in Figure 3. The current cancellation given by the body-to-body
(B2B) current mirror (Appendix B) M4A, M4B allows to attain good common mode rejection
ratio as will be better shown in the next sections. Since the output is body-loaded, also
this stage doesn’t show any high-impedance internal node and thus does not require any
internal compensation.
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Figure 4. Stage2 used in the proposed OTA architecture.

2.3. Stage3

The topology of stage3 is shown in Figure 5. This stage combines the signal behavior
of an inverter-based pseudo-differential pair (Arbel topology) with differential-to-single-
ended conversion through the body current mirror and robust biasing, and is composed
by an n-input and a p-input stage similar to that of Figure 4, but without diode loading,
connected together. The signal is applied to the gates of two PMOS and two NMOS devices,
respectively M6A, M6B and M8A, M8B, and the body-diode connections in M6A and M7B
implement body-driven current mirrors performing differential-to-single-ended conversion
and common mode current cancellation. Transistors M5A, M5B and M7A and M7B act as
current sources and are exploited to set the bias current in all the branches of the third stage
through VGP and VGN , respectively; thus, each transistor has a well-defined bias point.

Figure 5. Stage3 used in the proposed OTA architecture.

2.4. Architectural Considerations

It has to be noted that, referring to the proposed architecture, at the interfaces between
stage1 and stage2 and between stage2 and stage3, we have a body-to-gate (B2G) connection.
These B2G connections result in lower voltage gain with respect to the conventional drain-
to-gate connections, but the lower gain allows avoidance of high-impedance internal nodes,
and therefore compensation capacitors. In fact, even if each B2G interface generates a pole
(as shown in Appendix A), it is placed at a much higher frequency than the one given by
the output stage, which provides the dominant pole.

3. Circuit Analysis

In this section, the small-signal and large-signal performances of the proposed ar-
chitecture are analyzed from an analytical point of view, and design equations for the
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main performance parameters, such as gain, frequency response, slew-rate and noise, are
presented to provide insight into circuit behavior.

3.1. Differential Gain

Referring to the small-signal equivalent circuits of stage1, stage2 and stage3, the
differential mode gain of the different stages was computed. Using the standard notation
for small-signal parameters of MOS devices, the differential gain of the first stage can be
expressed as:

Avd1 =
gmb1

gmb2

1 + s τ1
2

(1 + sτ1)(1 + sτ2)
(1)

where:

τ1 ≈
2Cgs1+Cgd1

(1+
gm1
gmb2

)+Cgd2

gm1

τ2 ≈
Cgs4+Cgd4

(1+
gm4
gmb3

)+Cgd2
+Cgd1

+Cbs2

gmb2

(2)

According to usual approximations, the pole-zero doublet in Equation (1) can be
neglected.

Thereafter, the differential gain of stage2 can be derived to be:

Avd2 =
gm4

gmb3

1 + s τ3
2

(1 + sτ3)(1 + sτ4)
(3)

where:
τ3 ≈ 2Cbs4

+Cgd3
+Cgd4

gmb4

τ4 ≈ Cgs6+Cgs8+Cgd3
+Cgd4

+Cbs3
+

gm8
gout

Cgd8
+

gm6
gout

Cgd6
gmb3

(4)

Moreover, in this case, the pole-zero doublet in Equation (3) can be neglected.
Finally, the stage3 differential gain can be computed by neglecting the pole-zero

doublets given by body–diode connections of M6A,B and M7A,B ; hence, it can be expressed as:

Avd3 =
gm8 + gm6

gout

1

1 + s CL
gout

(5)

where it is denoted with:
gout = 2(gds8 + gds6) (6)

considering that M5 = M8 and M6 = M7.
The overall gain of the amplifier can then be expressed as:

Avdtot(s) = 4
3

∏
i=1

Avdi
(s) (7)

and rewritten as:

Avdtot(s) = 4 · gm8 + gm6

gout
· gmb1

gmb2

· gm4

gmb3

· 1(
1 + s CL

gout

) · 1
(1 + sτ2)(1 + sτ4)

(8)

It is evident from Equation (8) that the output capacitance sets the dominant pole since
the poles of stage1 and stage2 are at higher frequencies due to the body–diode connected
loads and the smaller load capacitances.

Starting from the above results, the gain-bandwidth product (GBW) of the proposed
OTA can be computed as:

GBW =
gα

2π · CL
(9)
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where:
gα = (gm8 + gm6) ·

gmb1

gmb2

· gm4

gmb3

(10)

The phase margin of the whole OTA can then be expressed as:

ϕm =
π

2
− arctan

(
gα

CL
· τ2

)
− arctan

(
gα

CL
· τ4

)
(11)

According to Equation (11), the proposed OTA requires a minimum value of CL for
stability. However, Equation (11) shows also that the desired phase margin can be set by
properly designing MOS devices’ size for a given load capacitor; a higher CL results in a
smaller GBW and a larger phase margin.

3.2. Common Mode Gain

The common mode gain of stage1 was found to be:

Avc1 = − gmb1(gds1 + gds2)

gmb2 gm1

1 + sτz1

(1 + sτp1,1)(1 + sτp2,1)
(12)

where:
τz1 = τ1

gm1

gds1 + gds2

τp1,1 = τ1 τp2,1 = τ2 (13)

therefore, the CMRR of stage1 can be expressed as:

CMRR1 =
gm1

gds1 + gds2

(14)

The common mode gain of stage2 is:

Avc2 = − gm4

gmb4

gds3 + gds4

gmb3

1 + sτz2

(1 + sτp1,2)(1 + sτp2,2)
(15)

where:
τz2 = τ3

gmb4

gds3 + gds4

τp1,2 = τ3 τp2,2 = τ4 (16)

whereas its CMRR amounts to:

CMRR2 =
gmb4

gds4 + gds3

(17)

Stage3 shows a common mode gain of:

Avc3 =
gm8 + gm6

2gmb6

1 + sτz3

(1 + sτp1,3)(1 + sτp2,3)
(18)

where:

τz3 =
2Cbs6 + Cgd8 + Cgd6

gmb6

τp1,3 = 2
2Cbs6 + Cgd8 + Cgd6

gds8 + gds6

τp2,3 =
CL

gds8 + gds6

(19)

and its CMRR results:
CMRR3 =

gmb6

gds8 + gds6

(20)
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Due to the body current mirror, the CMRR of these stages is reduced with respect to
stage1. Combining the above results, the common mode gain of the proposed tree-like
architecture can be derived as:

AvcTOT =
3

∏
i=1

Avci (21)

Finally, the CMRR of the overall OTA can be expressed as:

CMRRtot = 4
3

∏
i=1

CMRRi (22)

therefore, the total CMRR is about:

CMRRtot = 4 · gm1

gds1 + gds2

· gmb4

gds4 + gds3

· gmb6

gds8 + gds6

(23)

By looking at Equation (22), it is evident that the CMRR in typical conditions is high,
due both to the cascade of several stages and to the scaling factor of the tree architecture,
and that it can be enhanced by further iterating the tree-like structure of the proposed
OTA architecture. However, in ULV conditions, PVT variations and mismatch may impact
on the stability of the operating point, especially in the presence of a B2G interface, and
significantly degrade the CMRRi-th of the OTA. As a consequence, the CMRR of this
architecture is more sensitive to PVT variations and mismatch than other architectures
which adopt higher supply voltages and/or a more stable operating point. Anyway, to cope
with this problem, design centering techniques are exploited in this work in order to increase
the overall CMRR in a given range of PVT and mismatch conditions achieving a reasonable
robustness. The above reported frequency analysis shows that the common mode gain
presents some zeros that could appear before the unity-gain frequency (depending on
the CL/Cgs ratio), thus reducing the CMRR at high frequency. A large load capacitance
is usually required to achieve stability, therefore the resulting CMRR reduction is often
limited.

3.3. Large-Signal Performances

The large-signal performance of the proposed OTA has been investigated by assuming
that the load capacitance CL is much larger than the other circuit capacitances. The slew-rate
is thus determined by the output stage, and it can be assumed that the output voltage vO2
of stage2, which drives stage3, is a rail-to-rail signal.

With reference to Figure 5, the output current is given by Io = I5B + I8A − I6B − I7A;
positive and negative slew-rates are given by SRp = Iomax /CL and SRm = Iomin /CL, where
Iomax and Iomin are the maximum positive and negative values of Io.

For the current, we use the standard relationship for sub-threshold current:

In,p = I0n,p e
Vov−|Vthn,p |

nn,pUt (24)

where Ut = kT/q is the thermal voltage and |Vthn,p | = Vthn,p0
− αn,p|Vbs|.

For the positive slew-rate, we have v1 = VDD and v2 = 0, and we can assume that the
body voltages of M6B and M7A are approximately 0. By denoting with Ire f , the quiescent
current of the devices of stage3, we obtain:

Iomax = Ire f

[
1 + e

αn |ΔVBH |
nnUt + e

Δ|VGH |
npUt

]
(25)

where: ΔVBH = −VB0, ΔVGH = VDD −VGP with VB0 and VGP the quiescent voltage at body
and gate terminals of the NMOS and PMOS devices.
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For the negative slew-rate, we have v1 = 0, v2 = VDD and in this case we derive:

Iomin = Ire f

[
1 − e

αn |ΔVBL |
nnUt

(
1 + e

|ΔVGL |
nnUt

)]
(26)

where: ΔVBL = VDD − VB0 and ΔVGL = VDD − VGN with VGN as the quiescent voltage at
gate terminals of NMOS devices. In this case, we assume that the body terminals of M6B
and M7A are approximately VDD. Equations (25) and (26) show that, in general, positive
and negative slew-rates give different results.

3.4. Noise Analysis

The noise analysis has been carried out assuming that each transistor can be modelled
with only one noise current generator, which includes both thermal and flicker noise. The
power spectral density of the modelled current generator can be expressed as follows:

Sni = i2iw + i2i f
(27)

where:
i2n(p)w

= 4kTnn(p)γgmi = 2qId (28)

i2n(p) f
=

Kn(p)

f Cox

g2
m

WL
(29)

Taking into account that the noise sources due to stage3 can be neglected due to the
high gain of the preceding stages (considering also the contribution of the tree structure),
the equivalent input noise mainly results from the first two stages and can be expressed as
follows:

Sveq =
Sn1 + Sn2

2 g2
mb1

+
1

4 g2
m4

· g2
mb2

g2
mb1

(Sn3 + Sn4) (30)

As it can be observed from Equation (30), the noise performance of the amplifier
is worsened by body driving, which shows a transconductance gain (i.e., gmb) which is
n-times lower than gm. Consequently, in order to reduce the equivalent input noise, larger
transistors are required. The result in Equation (30) can be written in a less concise form as:

Sveq ≈
1

16
(4Sno1 +

2Sno2

A2
V

) (31)

where
Sno1 =

2
g2

mb1

(Sn1 + Sn2) (32)

and
Sno2 =

2
g2

m4

(Sn3 + Sn4) (33)

are the input-referred noise spectra for the first and second stage (contribution of the single
cell). Factor 16 in the denominator of (31) accounts for the 2(N−1) gain contribution of a
N-level tree architecture, whereas the factors 4 and 2 in the numerator consider how many
identical cells are present.

4. Amplifier Design and Simulation Results

The proposed OTA has been designed and simulated in a 130 nm CMOS process
from STMicroelectronics. Small-signal and large-signal figures of merit (FoMs) were used
to compare it against recently published OTAs with supply voltages lower than 0.5 V.
Extensive parametric and Monte Carlo simulations were carried out in order to assess the
robustness of the amplifier to PVT variations and mismatch referring to both open-loop
and closed-loop simulation test benches.
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4.1. Sizing

The transistors in the stages implementing the architecture in Figure 1 were sized as
reported in Table 1. The bias voltages VGN and VGP in Figures 2, 4 and 5, are generated by
the biasing circuit shown in Figure 3. Moreover, the sizing of the NMOS transistors M9A
and M9B and of the PMOS transistor (M10) of the biasing circuit are reported in Table 1.
The voltages VGN and VGP propagate the bias current, IB = 4 nA, through body-mirroring
or gate-mirroring.

Table 1. Transistors’ sizing.

Transistor Stage Width [μm] Length [μm] Ibias [nA]

M1A, M1B 1 4.465 1.000 4
M2A, M2B, M9A, M9B 1 0.375 3.000 4

M3A, M3B, M10 2 4.465 1.000 4
M4A, M4B 2 0.375 3.000 4

M5A, M5B, M8A, M8B 3 13.390 1.000 19.67
M6A, M6B, M7A, M7B 3 1.125 3.000 19.67

4.2. Circuit Simulations

The proposed OTA was simulated within the Cadence Virtuoso environment assuming
a supply voltage of 0.3 V and an output load capacitance of 50 pF.

Referring to the open-loop simulation test bench the differential gain (magnitude and
phase) was evaluated as reported in Figure 6. As can be observed from the figure, the phase
margin is about 52.40°, whereas the gain-bandwidth product is about 35.16 kHz. Figure 6
also shows the common mode gain in typical conditions.
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Figure 6. Differential (solid) and common mode (dashed) gain of the proposed OTA.

Figure 7 confirms that the bias currents of all the three stages of the OTA are accurately
set and are also very stable for an input signal amplitude going rail-to-rail in closed-loop
unity-gain configuration.
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Figure 7. Biasing currents of the three stages vs. input common mode level.

The amplifier was then tested in unity-gain configuration and its transfer characteristic
is reported in Figure 8, highlighting the rail-to-rail capabilities of the OTA.
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Figure 8. Unity-gain amplifier transcharacteristic.

Sinusoidal waves at different amplitudes and with a frequency of 200 Hz were used to
excite the unity-gain amplifier and evaluate distortions. The OTA exhibits very good total
harmonic distortion (THD), also with an input signal swing equal to the supply voltage
(as depicted in Figure 9). As can be observed from Figure 9, when a 90% signal swing is
considered, the THD is about 0.673%, whereas when a full-swing signal is used the THD is
still good and equal to about 1.38%. Furthermore, to assess the slew-rate (SR) performance
of the amplifier, a full range square wave was used, and results are shown in Figure 10.
The amplifier shows positive and negative slew-rate (SRp and SRn) equal to 18.61 and
11.51 V/ms, respectively. Though not symmetrical, the worst-case slew-rate is not much
worse than the best one, hence large-signal performance is good on both signal edges.
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Figure 9. THD vs. amplitude of the input signal in unity-gain configuration.
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Figure 10. Response to square input wave.

The input-referred noise spectrum of the proposed OTA is reported in Figure 11 and
shows a value of about 1.60 μV/

√
Hz at 1 kHz.
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Figure 11. Input-referred noise of the proposed OTA.

4.3. Robustness to Mismatch and PVT Variations

The OTA was then extensively tested by means of parametric and Monte Carlo sim-
ulations to demonstrate its robustness to PVT and mismatch variations. Table 2 reports
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the results of 200 Monte Carlo iterations. Power dissipation (PD) has a standard deviation
lower than the 10% of the mean value. Large-signal performance (i.e., SRp and SRm) is
close to the nominal value, whereas the attained mean value of the phase margin mϕ is
about 53°. The standard deviation of the offset is relatively large, confirming the suboptimal
performance in terms of noise and offset of the proposed OTA. Its value is however similar
to other ULV OTAs reported in the literature.

Table 2. Performance under mismatch variations.

Mean StdDev Min Max

PD (nW) 20.85 1.44 16.6 24.34
Idiss (nA) 69.50 4.80 55.33 81.13

Offset (mV) 3.84 15.46 −30 50
SRp (V/ms) 18.54 0.30 17.84 19.42
SRm (V/ms) 11.63 0.34 10.82 12.52

Gain (1 Hz) (dB) 51.48 1.22 49.59 56.49
CMRR (dB) 42.11 10.44 27.84 98.85
PSRR (dB) 56.13 2.12 48.05 56.39
Mphi (deg) 53.08 6.27 38.25 74.98
GBW (kHz) 32.72 8.42 11.54 49.33

THD (%) 0.74 0.57 0.51 2.61

Figure 12 reports the histogram of the CMRR that clearly shows a log-normal distribu-
tion, probably due to the sub-threshold operating condition of the circuit. The architecture
exhibits a CMRR up to 98dB for some iterations (as expected from theoretical results in
Section 3.2), and remains relatively high under mismatch variations, with a mean value of
about 42 dB.
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Figure 12. Histogram of the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the proposed OTA for 200 Monte
Carlo mismatch iterations.

The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the proposed OTA is also quite good
despite the very low supply voltage. Figure 13 reports the histogram of the PSRR, that
shows a mean value of about 56.13 dB with a limited variation under mismatch.
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Figure 13. Histogram of the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the proposed OTA for 200 Monte
Carlo mismatch iterations.

The performance under PVT variations was investigated taking into account a ±10%
supply voltage variation and a [0, 70] °C temperature range. In Table 3, the performance un-
der temperature variations is summarized. Total power consumption, the gain-bandwidth
product as well as noise and total harmonic distortion are adequately stable across the
considered temperature range. However, it is evident from Table 3 that the differential
gain and CMRR degrade at high temperatures; this is probably due to variations in the
bias point of stage2 and in particular in transistors M4A and M4B entering the triode region.
A temperature-dependent current biasing approach would probably allow achievement
of better results, but this has not been considered in this work. Furthermore it has to be
noted that an ideal constant current source was considered: while such generator can be
devised (e.g., see [49], or using a higher supply voltage for the current reference), this
clearly remains a critical issue, dependent on the application environment of the OTA.

Table 3. Performance vs. temperature variations.

Temp (°C) 0.00 16.67 27.00 43.33 50.00 70.00

PD (nW) 21.48 21.93 21.89 20.40 20.54 21.35
ID (nW) 71.59 73.10 72.98 68.00 68.46 71.18

SRp (V/ms) 11.44 15.66 18.61 23.55 25.60 31.76
SRm (V/ms) 10.11 10.99 11.51 12.47 12.84 13.65

Gain (1Hz) (dB) 58.65 57.61 52 50.07 48.87 46.72
CMRR (dB) 64.45 57.56 44.96 34.31 32.03 26.66
Mphi (deg) 48.63 46.26 52.40 54.54 52.86 48.88
GBW (kHz) 32.85 39.45 35.16 30.80 32.16 37.95

Noise ‡ (μV/
√

Hz) 0.60 0.85 1.60 3.42 3.91 4.85
THD (%) 0.45 0.51 0.67 0.72 0.84 1.23

‡ Computed at 1 kHz.

Table 4 shows that the amplifier is stable under power supply variations, with power
dissipation and slew-rate increasing significantly with the supply voltage, whereas CMRR
improves at lower supply voltages due to the following design centering approach.
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Table 4. Performance vs Voltage Variations.

VDD (mV) 270.0 285.0 300.0 315.0 330.0

PD (nW) 21.710 21.980 21.890 20.500 20.240
Idiss (nA) 72.370 73.270 72.980 68.350 67.460

SRp (V/ms) 8.532 12.750 18.610 26.500 36.790
SRm (V/ms) 7.147 9.161 11.510 14.230 17.210

Gain (1 Hz) (dB) 54.34 53.22 52.93 52.84 53.07
CMRR (dB) 60.340 53.720 44.960 38.740 35.450
Mphi (deg) 47.530 50.230 52.920 53.550 49.570
GBW (kHz) 34.830 35.230 35.160 33.470 36.980

Noise ‡ (μV/
√

Hz) 0.869 1.011 1.595 2.485 3.161
THD (%) 0.50 0.37 0.29 0.23 0.19

‡ Computed at 1 kHz.

The OTA was then tested under different process corners and results are reported in
Table 5. As is evident from Table 5, the proposed OTA shows good performance, even
assuming the worst case process conditions.

Table 5. Performance vs. corners.

Corner TYP FF SS SF FS

PD (nW) 21.89 20.32 21.68 21.98 26.60
Idiss (nA) 72.97 67.73 72.27 73.27 88.67

SRp (V/ms) 18.61 27.32 12.18 28.77 11.63
SRm (V/ms) 11.51 15.47 8.62 9.00 14.43

Gain (1 Hz)(dB) 52.92 50.41 57.90 55.72 49.93
CMRR (dB) 44.96 33.72 63.31 53.26 35.5
PSRR (dB) 56.40 48.26 73.31 64.93 47.52
Mphi (deg) 52.40 51.37 48.59 42 58.59
GBW (kHz) 35.16 34.43 37.19 49.626 27.55

Noise ‡ (μV/
√

Hz) 1.60 3.03 3.03 3.21 5.16
THD (%) 0.67 0.25 0.43 0.95 0.46

‡ Computed at 1 kHz.

4.4. Discussion and Comparison with the Literature

In order to compare the amplifier with the literature, we employ the two standard
figures of merit (FOMs) for small and large-signal performance, namely FOMS and FOML.
The FOMS is defined as:

FOMS =
GBW · CL

PD
(34)

where CL is the load capacitance; the FOML is defined as:

FOML =
SRavg · CL

PD
(35)

where SRavg is the average (between the positive and negative edge) slew-rate.
However, since most works presented in the literature show an asymmetric slew-rate,

it is more meaningful to consider the worst case slew-rate. Consequently, as in [40], we
define the FOMLWC as:

FOMLWC =
SRWC · CL

PD
(36)

where SRWC is the worst case slew-rate between the positive and negative signal edges.
The proposed amplifier exhibits the largest small-signal FOM among the comparable

ULV literature, with a FOMS approaching 80.29 k against the previously reported record
of about 20.16 k attained by [42]. The proposed OTA outperforms gate-driven, body-
driven and also digital OTAs. Large-signal performance is also very good, especially if
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the worst-case FOM is considered: the proposed amplifier is the best in the literature.
Indeed, the FOML is about 34.40 k; furthermore, the worst case FOMLWC also is very good,
approximately 26.30 k, which is an awesome result, also given that previous works attained
in the best case FOML ≈ 21.00 k and in the worst case FOMLWC ≈ 8.36 k. The proposed
amplifier has a small area occupation with respect to comparable body-driven designs,
though the area is larger than digital and gate-driven designs (Table 6).

Table 6. Comparison table.

This
Work *

[42] * [45] † [40] * [39] * [25] * [37] † [50] † [23] † [36] * [51] †

Year 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2020 2020 2019 2019 2018 2018

Technology (μm) 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.13 0.065 0.18

VDD (V) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

VDD/VTH 0.86 0.86 0.6 0.86 0.86 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.86 - 0.6

DCgain (dB) 52.92 38.07 30 40.80 64.6 39 98.1 64.7 49.8 60 65.8

CL (pF) 50 50 150 40 50 10 30 30 2 5 20

GBW (kHz) 35.16 24.14 0.25 18.65 3.58 0.9 3.1 2.96 9100 70 2.78

mϕ (deg) 52.40 60.15 90 51.93 53.76 90 54 52 76 53 61

SR+ [ V
ms ] 18.61 20.02 - 10.83 1.7 - 14 1.9 - 25 6.44

SR− [ V
ms ] 11.51 8.44 - 32.37 0.15 - 4.2 6.4 - 25 7.8

SRavg [ V
ms ] 15.06 14.23 0.085 21.60 0.93 - 9.1 4.15 3.8 25 7.12

THD (%) 0.673 1.635 2 1.4 0.84 1 0.49 1 - - 1

% of input swing 90 80 90 80 100 23 83.33 85 - - 93.33

CMRR (dB) 42.11 ‡ 54.88 41 67.49 61 30 60 110 - 126 72

PSRR (dB) 56.13 ‡ 51.05 30 45 26/28 � 33 61 56 - 90/91 � 62

spot-noise [ μV√
Hz

] 1.60 3.16 - 2.12 2.69 0.81 1.8 1.6 0.035 2.82 1.85

@freq (Hz) 1000 1000 - 1000 100 1000 - - 100,000 1000 36

Power (nW) 21.89 59.88 2.4 73 11.4 0.6 13 12.6 1800 51 15.4

Mode BD BD DIGITAL BD BD GD BD BD GD BD BD

FOMS [
MHz·pF

mW ] 80.29 k 20.16 k 15.89 k 10.20 k 15.72 k 15.00 k 7.15 k 7.05 k 10.11 k 6.86 k 3.61 k

FOML [
V·pF

μs·mW ] 34.40 k 11.88 k 5.40 k 11.82 k 4.08 k - 21.00 k 9.88 k 4.67 k 2.45 k 9.25 k

FOMLWC [
V·pF

μs·mW ] 26.30 k 7.04 k - 5.93 k 4.52 k - 6.30 k 4.52 k - 2.45 k 8.36 k

Area [mm2] 0.0052 � 0.0027 0.000982 0.0036 0.0036 0.00047 0.0098 0.0085 - 0.003 0.0082

* Simulated; † Measured; ‡ Monte Carlo mean-value; � PSRR+/PSRR− [dB]; � area estimated accounting for the
minimum distances due to deep N-Wells for body connections.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we propose a novel tree-based OTA architecture that exploits body-driven
stages to achieve rail-to-rail ICMR, and body-diode loads to avoid Miller compensation,
improving the bandwidth efficiency. A ULV ULP OTA exploiting this approach was
designed in a 130 nm CMOS process from STMicroelectronics. Simulation results show a dc
gain higher than 52 dB, a gain-bandwidth product of about 35.16 kHz with nominal CMRR
and PSRR, respectively, equal to 42.11 dB and 56.13 dB. Large-signal characteristics are also
very good both in terms of THD and slew-rate. Due to the very limited power consumption
of about 21.89 nW, the OTA exhibits state-of-the-art small-signal and large-signal FoMs.
Summarizing, the overall performance of the proposed OTA shows record-breaking small-
signal and large-signal performance, relatively large DC gain and reasonable PSRR and
CMRR performance. The OTA exhibits good stability and robustness against PVT and
mismatch variations.
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Appendix A. Body-to-Gate (B2G) Interface

This section aims to explain the body-to-gate (B2G) interface which is exploited in
each stage ith−1, ith interface. Following the notation in Figure A1a, the current gain can
be expressed as:

Iout

Iin
=

gmB

gmbA

(
1

1 + 1
gmbA

/gdsA

)
1

1 + s
CgsB+CbsA

+CgdA
+CgdB

χα

gmbA
+gdsA

(A1)

where χα derives from Miller approximation on CgdB and can be therefore expressed as:

χα =
gmB

(gdsB + gload)
(A2)

where gload load conductance and as a consequence it could be equal to gmbload
or gdsload

(respectively, for stage1,2 and stage3). It is possible thereafter to conclude that the interface
behaves as a small signal current-mirror with gain.

(a) (b)

Figure A1. (a) Body-to-gate (B2G) interface; (b) body-to-body (B2B) mirror.

Appendix B. Body-to-Body (B2B) Mirror

This section aims at explaining the body-to-body (B2B) interface which is exploited in
each stage. Following the notation in Figure A1b, the current gain can be expressed as:

Iout

Iin
=

gmbB

gmbA

(
1

1 + 1
gmbA

/gdsA

)
1

1 + s
CgdA

+CbsA
+CbsB

+Cbdχβ

gdsA
+gmbA

(A3)

where also in this case χβ denotes the Miller approximation and can be derived as:

χβ =
gmbB

(gdsB + gload)
(A4)

Finally, it can be concluded that the interface could be considered as a B2B mirror that
enables a small-signal current mirror whose gain is fixed by properly sizing MA and MB.
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Abstract: A current-controlled CMOS ring oscillator topology, which exploits the bulk voltages of
the inverter stages as control terminals to tune the oscillation frequency, is proposed and analyzed.
The solution can be adopted in sub-1 V applications, as it exploits MOSFETS in the subthreshold
regime. Oscillators made up of 3, 5, and 7 stages designed in a standard 28-nm technology and
supplied by 0.5 V, were simulated. By exploiting a programmable capacitor array, it allows a very
large range of oscillation frequencies to be set, from 1 MHz to about 1 GHz, with a limited current
consumption. Considering, for example, the five-stage topology, a nominal oscillation frequency of
516 MHz is obtained with an average power dissipation of about 29 μW. The solution provides a
tuneable oscillation frequency, which can be adjusted from 360 to 640 MHz by controlling the bias
current with a sensitivity of 0.43 MHz/nA.

Keywords: ring oscillator; body biasing; tuning range

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT), wireless sensor networks, and the emergence of other
energy-harvested microsystems pose continuous challenges and create ever-growing in-
terest in CMOS ultra-low-power analog and mixed-signal system-on-chip solutions. In
this framework, applications such as wearable and implantable medical devices, body
sensor networks, etc., often require a controlled oscillator (CO) with a minimum power
consumption, small layout area, low phase noise, and adequate frequency tuning range to
cope with process and/or temperature variations [1–6]. COs are also fundamental blocks
of phase-locked loops (PLLs) to provide the timing basis in clock control, clock generator
circuits, RFID tags, and systems that use clock-dependent circuits, such as switching power
converters and so on [7–9].

CMOS COs can be categorized in two main families. The first includes LC resonant
oscillators and, the second, ring oscillators. LC oscillators are mainly used in applications
where both a high-phase noise and quality factor (Q) are required. Due to their spiral
inductors’ large area and high-power dissipation, they cannot be used in ultra-low-power
systems on a chip and where physical dimensions must be limited [10]. As is well known,
ring oscillators (ROs) consist of an odd number of cascaded delay elements, usually identi-
cal to each other, that form a ring where the last stage output is connected to the first stage
input. A further categorization is performed based on the control variable, which is often a
voltage or a current.

Controlled ring oscillator topologies exhibit a good frequency tuning range, low power
dissipation, low design complexity, occupy a small area, and compatibility with CMOS
processes. Moreover, ring oscillators are more power efficient compared to relaxation
oscillators, although these can achieve a wider tuning range [11].
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To improve the frequency-tuning range and phase-noise margin, several design ap-
proaches for low-power COs have been reported in the literature. Among these techniques,
we mention the combined current-starving technique (i.e., current-controlled oscillator)
with a negative skewed-delay approach to improve the power delay product (i.e., product
between dissipated power and single gate delay) [12]. A conventional voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) with a negative resistance, multiple-gated circuit and bypass capacitor to
suppress high-order harmonics has been reported [13], whereas a digital control circuit to
manage oscillation frequency has also been described [1]. An approach that uses positive
feedback in each stage to operate with only two stages, instead of three, decreasing the
power consumption can be found [14], whereas a frequency tuning cell that consists of one
NMOS and one PMOS to form a transmission gate, used to tune the oscillation frequency
by varying the gate voltage, has been presented [15]. Finally a dynamic threshold technique
(DTMOS) to reduce the threshold voltage of NMOS transistors in the inverting stage with
the aim to achieve fast transition and high operating frequency has been presented [3].

The idea of exploiting the bulk terminal to control the oscillation frequency of a RO and
the effect of bulk voltage variations on RO phase noise have been analyzed [16], whereas
an adaptive body-bias generator for low voltage CMOS VLSI circuits in which a RO was
used to estimate the delay of CMOS gates has also been presented [17].

In this work, we exploit a body-biasing technique, originally utilized in the analog
domain [18–20], and recently applied to set the quiescent current of the generic inverter
stage [21] to design a low-power low-voltage current-controlled ring oscillator (CCO) in
28-nm bulk CMOS technology.

The proposed approach allows to guarantee a static output voltage equal to half
the supply voltage, in spite of the value of the bias current, which is tuned in order to
control the oscillation frequency. In this way, since any offset in the input output voltage
transfer characteristic is removed by the body bias loop, the inverter stages can be reliably
cascaded, thus greatly enhancing the tuning range and robustness to PVT variations of the
proposed RO.

The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed solution.
Section 3 reports accurate small- and large-signal analyses of the proposed oscillator.
Section 4 includes some simulation results and, finally, the authors’ conclusions are sum-
marized in Section 5.

2. The Proposed Solution

Figure 1 shows a circuit schematic of the proposed current-controlled ring oscillator
(CCRO). It consists of an N-stage ring oscillator in which the single stage is made up of a
CMOS inverter where bulk terminals of both transistors (MPi and MNi, with i = 1, 2, . . . N
and N an odd number greater than 3) are made accessible. An output capacitor, Ci in the
red-dashed box, is added at the output of each stage with the aim of setting the nominal
oscillation frequency (coarse tuning), and to locally make the single stage insensible to
parasitic capacitances, as will be clarified in the next section. The body potentials of both
transistors, VBP and VBN, are generated from the auxiliary topology depicted in Figure 2,
the aim of which is to establish the maximum current flowing in the reference inverter
(MPR-MNR), i.e., when the input is at the logic threshold, VDD/2. For this purpose, in
quiescent conditions, the input terminal of this reference inverter is set to VDD/2 and,
thanks to the overall negative feedback implemented by error amplifier A2, such condition
is transferred also to the output. Note that also the drain voltage of transistor MPA is kept
to VDD/2 thanks to A1. This allows us to set the same nominal operating points for both
MPR and MPA.
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Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the proposed current-controlled ring oscillator.

Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the biasing section generating VBN and VBP for the RO in Figure 1.

As far as the quiescent current control is concerned, it is implemented through the
bulk terminals via voltage VBP for the p-channel transistors, and VBN for the n-channel
ones. These voltages are generated by A1 and A2, exploiting a technique proposed in [19]
and utilized also in [21].

In brief, starting from the biasing current IBIAS, transistor MPA is forced to generate
voltage VBP, which is also applied to MPR. Therefore, current IBIAS in MPA is mirrored by
transistor MPR that, as already stated, together with MNR, constitutes the reference inverter.
Note also that A2 generates the required bulk voltages, VBN, for MNR to drive the same
current of MPR under the constraints listed in the following:

(a) assigned aspect ratios (W/L)PA, (W/L)PR and (W/L)NR;
(b) ID,PR/NR = kIBIAS, where k = (W/L)PR/(W/L)PA;
(c) VSG,PR = VGS,NR = VDD/2;
(d) VSD,PR = VDS,NR = VDD/2, assuming ideal input virtual short in A1 and A2.

Of course, aspect ratios of MPR and MNR must be set so that the required bulk voltages
are within VDD and ground. Moreover, the mirroring error between the biasing branch and
the reference one is reduced using a careful layout style.

It should be noted that the auxiliary amplifiers A1 and A2 should provide a maximum
(rail-to-rail) output voltage range, whereas input common mode range is not a concern
as input voltage is kept constant to VDD/2. Therefore, simple symmetrical OTAs biased
in subthreshold, can be effectively used. An example of implementation of this type of
amplifier is found in [21,22], and is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Simplified schematic of simple mirror OTA [21] used in this work.

Voltages VBN and VBP are then applied to the inverters forming the ring oscillator
in Figure 1, limiting at the desired value the maximum current flowing when the input
voltage is equal to the threshold. Indeed, consider transistor MN1 of the first inverter stage,
the exploded view of which is depicted in the red-dashed box in Figure 1. Let us remember
that, in quiescent conditions, VIN1 is equal to VDD/2. Consequently, MNR and MN1 have
respectively the same source, gate, and bulk voltage and hence the drain current of MN1 is
related to that of MNR in a mirror-like condition:

ID,N1 =
(W/L)N1
(W/L)NR

IBIAS (1)

where equality is accurately verified because the source-drain voltage of MN1 is also equal
to VDD/2. Similar considerations hold for all the transistors in the ring oscillator, in
practice, all p-channel and n-channel devices have their current linked to IBIAS via the
current-mirror relations

ID,Pi =
(W/L)Pi
(W/L)PR

IBIAS (2)

ID,Ni =
(W/L)Ni
(W/L)NR

IBIAS (3)

where (W/L)Pi and (W/L)Ni, with i = 1, 2, . . . N, are, respectively, the aspect ratios of the
generic p-channel and n-channel MOSFET in the ring oscillator.

3. Small- and Large-Signal Analysis of the Proposed Ring Oscillator

In order to design a conventional ring oscillator, analytical extraction of design equa-
tions is carried out by using two main approaches.

The first type of analysis considers small-signal equivalent model of the sub-blocks
and Barkhausen stability criterion. In this approach the single gate is seen as working in an
operating point (biasing or linearity conditions) and the whole system is analysed in the
frequency domain. For this reason, hereinafter we will refer to this approach as an analog or
small-signal approach. As an example, let us consider the conventional CMOS inverter in
Figure 4 and its equivalent small-signal circuit.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Conventional CMOS inverter (a) and its equivalent small-signal circuit (b).

When working around an operating point, the inverter behaves as the linear network
reported on the right side of Figure 4, the parameters of which are expressed below for the
MOS transistors operated in the sub-threshold region.

gm = gm,p + gm,n � 2
ID

nVT
(4)

rd = rd,n ‖ rd,p =
nVT

2λDS ID
(5)

Cgs = Cgs,p + Cgs,n � 2
3

COX
(
WpLp + WnLn

)
+ COX

(
WpLov + WnLov

)
(6)

Cgd = Cgd,p + Cgd,n ≈ COX
(
WpLov + WnLov

)
(7)

Cdb = Cdb,p + Cdb,n ≈ 2 CJp/n

∣∣∣
VDD/2

[
1 − 1

mj

VDD/2
Vbi

(
1 − VDD/2

Vbi

)]
(8)

where parameter n is the sub-threshold slope, VT = kT/q is the thermal voltage, with k
the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and COX is the oxide capacitance
for unit of area. In addition, λDS is the channel modulation coefficient, Lov is the length of
the overlap portion, CJp/n is the capacitance of the S/D junctions (evaluated at the voltage
VDD/2 in (4e)), mj is the grading coefficient and Vbi is the built-in voltage.

The product between the transconductance gm (4) and the output resistance rd (5)
yields a constant value, independent of the biasing current ID and equal to the maximum
of the gm/ID curves [23]. In such case, only the channel modulation coefficient, λDS/nVT,
can be changed by sizing the transistors, in order to (slightly) change the inverter intrinsic
gain (i.e., gmrd). Note that the drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect is included
in the channel modulation coefficient through the parameter λDS. Parasitic capacitance
contribution accounts for three capacitances expressed in (6)–(8).

The gate-to-source equivalent capacitance is proportional to COX and is constituted
by a first term that depends on the MOSFET active areas and by the operating condition
(assumed with MOSFETs in saturation) and a second term that depends on the overlap
capacitance. A similar contribution forms the gate-to-drain equivalent capacitance, Cgd,
expressed in (7). The drain-to-bulk capacitance, unlike the previous two, is a non-linear
capacitance which depends on S/D diffused areas (included in CJp/n) and the applied
voltage, i.e., the drain-to-bulk voltage. Referring to Figure 4a, both are evaluated in the
quiescent point, i.e., at VDD/2, and, from Figure 4b, the output node results to be loaded by
the sum of the capacitances (8) and the additional one, C.
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The above derivation, when applied to the proposed circuit, yields the same equations
except for (4e) that becomes:

Cdb = Cdb,p + Cdb,n ≈ 2 CJp/n

∣∣∣
VDD/2−VB

[
1 − 1

mj

VDD/2 − VB
Vbi

(
1 − VDD/2 − VB

Vbi

)]
(9)

However, the effect of Cdb on the oscillation frequency can be neglected if an additional
capacitance, C, sufficiently large, is connected in parallel. Analysis of the complete ring
oscillator leads to closed-loop gain and phase shift which satisfy Barkhausen’s criteria for
the common pulsation, ωp, since the output node electrically coincides with the input one,
therefore |H(jωp)| = 1, and the a total phase shift of 180◦ is constantly achieved for an odd
number of stages N. The result of these concurrent conditions ensures oscillation whose
frequency is expressed by:

fOSC =
ωP
2π

=
1

2πrdctot
tan

( π

N

)
(10)

Here ctot gathers all the capacitive contributions (6), (7) doubled for Miller’s effect, (9)
and C. It can be noted that, being the output small-signal resistance inversely proportional
to the biasing current, ID, a proportional control of the oscillation frequency can be operated
by varying the current itself. Various works presented in literature demonstrated that such
kind of analysis is inaccurate when the number of stages exceeds 3, hence (10) is rarely
used to design a ring oscillator.

On the other hand, the second approach consider the oscillator as the cascade of an
odd-number of digital inverting gates where the output of the last gate is fed-back to
the input of the first one. In this framework, the single inverter is characterized by its
propagation delay, τPD, and the frequency of the generated signal follows the expression:

fOSC =
1

2NτPD
(11)

where the factor 2 derives from the fact that each single voltage node switches N-times τPD,
where N is the number of inverters involved. For a digital gate, the propagation delay is
defined as the time required to settle the output node to the middle of its dynamic range
as referred to the instant of input changing. Henceforth, we call this approach digital or
large-signal approach. While the simple relation in (11) and its scalability assuming general
gate implementation are the strengths of this approach, evaluating τPD could require a
great deal of effort. Therefore, designers often adopt a trial-and-error approach.

To better understand the relation between small- and large-signal behavior, propaga-
tion delay of the proposed cell should be evaluated. Figure 5 shows the working principle
of the inverting gate in response to an input rail-to-rail signal and its static behavior as well.
Assuming the inverter symmetrical and working in sub-threshold, which means to size
transistors aspect ratios meeting the relationship

(
W
L

)
P

/
(

W
L

)
N
=

IST0,N

IST0,P
e
|VTH,P |−VTH,N

nVT (12)

where both IST0,N (IST0,P), defined as the potential sub-threshold current of the NMOS
(PMOS) if the threshold voltage are nullified, and n are technology-dependent parameters,
and VTH,N (VTH,P) are the threshold voltage of the involved transistors. In (12), the tailing
effect of drain-to-source voltages is neglected because we assume that transistors are biased
in saturation, i.e., VDD/2 > VT. Moreover, VTH,N (VTH,P) implicitly depends on VBS,N
(VSB,P) through the body effect, as well as on VDS,N (VSD,P) through the DIBL effect. Their
contributions are taken into account by expressing VTH,N = VTH0,N − λBS,N VBS,N − λDS,N
VDS,N(|VTH,P| = |VTH0,P| − λBS,P VSB,P − λSD,P VSD,P) where VTH0,N (VTH0,P) and λBS,N
(λBS,P) are two technology parameters, while λDS,N (λSD,P) coincides with that used in
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(5) [24]. It should be noted that, if (12) is fulfilled, the two transistors are equally strong,
which means that for the same gate to source voltage they conduct the same current. Under
the aforementioned considerations, a good approximation (typical error < 10%) for the
propagation delay is given by [25]:

τPD =
(VDD/2)CTOT

IST |VDD=0e
VDD(1+λDS,N /2+λSD,P/2)+λBS,N VBN+λSB,P(VDD−VBP)

nVT

=
(VDD/2)CTOT

IDe
VDD/2

nVT

(13)

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Conventional CMOS inverter (a) and its static transfer behavior (b).

In the first expression of (13), almost all the technology-dependent characteristics and
transistor sizes are gathered in IST|VDD = 0 in order to be enucleated from the circuital
parameters like voltages VDD, VBN, and VBP. Moreover, the total large-signal capacitance
seen at the output node, CTOT, can be assumed to be equal to the small-signal one reported
in (10). Finally, (13) has be re-written in the last simple form to highlight the biasing
current, ID.

Replacing (13) in (11), the oscillation frequency is expressed as:

fOSC =
ID

2N(VDD/2)CTOT
e

VDD/2
nVT (14)

As compared with the small-signal counterpart, (14), like (10), shows a linear depen-
dence with the bias current, therefore confirming the possibility to modulate the oscillation
frequency of the RO by using the biasing circuit in Figure 2. It should be noted that (14)
and (10) give similar information also when the last one loses accuracy. In fact, for N > 3
the tangent function can be expanded in Taylor’s series, Tan(π/N) ≈ π/N being π/N << 1.
This approximation leads to have:

fOSC =
ωP
2π

≈ 1
2Nrdctot

=
ID

2Nctot

(
2λDS
nVT

)
(15)

which differs from (14) only for factor (λDS/nVT) that replaces (e
VDD/2

nVT /VDD). Thus, it can
be claimed that small-signal and large-signal analyses yield results that are similar to those
obtained for a conventional topology, such as the current-starved RO [26].

In conclusion, three important metrics for a controlled oscillator are evaluated. Starting
from (14), the first is the frequency-to-current first-order slope defined as the derivative
function of the frequency versus the control current:

∂ fOSC
∂ID

=
e

VDD/2
nVT

2N(VDD/2)CTOT
(16)

The second one is the total power consumption, made up of a static and a dynamic
contribution. While the static part is due only to the leakage current, which coincides
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with the quiescent one in our case and, as it will be seen it is negligible; the dynamic part
represents the major contribution to the power consumption. Consequently, the dynamic
power dissipation PD of a N-stage ring oscillator is given by:

PD = NCtot fOSC(VDD)
2 (17)

Finally, in a conventional CMOS oscillator, the amount of the phase noise, L{Δf }, (see
expression (15) of [27]) is given by the flicker noise and its normalized single-sideband
spectral density as given in the following equation

L{Δ f } = 10 log

[
2FkT
Psign

(
fOSC

2QΔ f

)2
]

(18)

where Δf is the offset frequency from the nominal one fOSC, Q is the quality factor and F
is an empirical fitting parameter that takes the increased noise in Δf into account. The Q
factor is typically used in the design of high-order oscillators like LC-type and is defined as
the ratio of the energy stored in the oscillating resonator to the energy dissipated per cycle
by damping processes. Finally, Psign in (18) is the power of generated signal. Unfortunately,
as in the conventional ring oscillator, the quality factor is poor since the energy stored in the
node capacitances is reset(discharged) every cycle [27], resulting in a higher phase noise.

Finally, the trade-off between phase noise, power consumption and carrier frequency
can be evaluated by using the following figure of merit (FoM):

FoM = L{Δ f }+ 10 log
(

P(mW)

)
− 20 log

(
fOSC
Δ f

)
(19)

where P(mW) is the power consumption expressed in mW, thus normalized to 1 mW.

4. Validation Results

The proposed solution in the version of 3-, 5- and 7-stage CROs was designed in a
28-nm triple-well CMOS technology provided by TSMC and simulated at the schematic
level. To set symmetrical behavior of the inverter, of the control bulk voltages ranges and
body effect coefficients, MOS transistors with different thresholds were exploited. Specif-
ically, HVT (high threshold) n-channel with 515-mV VTH and SVT (standard threshold)
p-channel devices with −460-mV VTH, were adopted. A single power supply of 0.5 V was
set and IBIAS was 320 nA. Reference operating temperature was in the range from 0 ◦C to
60 ◦C, suitable for implanted and wearable circuits. Transistor dimensions, together with
other component values, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Design parameters used in simulations.

Parameter Value

VDD 0.5 V

IBIAS 320 a nA

(W/L)PA, (W/L)PR, (W/L)Pi 8.28/0.18 μm/μm

(W/L)NR, (W/L)Ni 5.4/0.18 μm/μm

A1, A2 30 dB

GBWA1, GBWA2 10 kHz

Ci 10 fF
a: This value will be changed to 350 nA after corner analysis.

All p-channel (n-channel) MOSFETS are equal to the reference device 8.28/0.18
(5.4/0.18) μm/μm, where channel length was slightly increased as respect to the min-
imum one (100 nm) to counteract the short-channel effect. With these design choices the
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mirroring coefficient, ki, and the ratios of the transistors’ form factors in (1)–(3) are all
reduced to the unity. As a consequence of the transistor’s dimension, the nominal quiescent
current in each branch, which coincides with its short-circuit current, of 320 nA, resulting
in a total nominal quiescent current of N-times 320 nA. Coarse tuning capacitor Ci was set
to 10 fF for all stages. The DC gain of the auxiliary amplifiers, A1 and A2, with transistors
in subthreshold, was around 30 dB and the gain-bandwidth product was 10 kHz, while
consuming only 50 nA.

The robustness of the quiescent conditions was validated at first. The nominal bulk
voltages, VBP and VBN, generated by the circuit in Figure 2 were 251 mV and 249 mV,
respectively. The simulated quiescent current in the main ring oscillator in Figure 1 was
961, 1602 and 2243 nA on average, with a standard deviation of 48.5, 78.3, and 107 nA,
respectively, for 3-, 5-, and 7-stage topology after running 1000 Monte Carlo iterations. The
difference with respect to the expected values is mainly due to the low DC gains of the
auxiliary amplifiers, which cause a closed-loop gain error.

Figure 6a shows the body voltages of the transistors involved in the reference inverting
gate for a sweeping of the biasing current, IBIAS, in the range 120 nA–820 nA. The voltages
fall within the supply rails and, in particular, it is easy to observe that their behaviors are
symmetrical, confirming a good sizing of the block and the possibility to exploit the full
dynamic range of the control voltages. Currents entering in the body terminals have been
also evaluated and reported in Figure 6b to highlight that body junctions are never fully
turned on during the control operation. In fact, the values of body currents in the worst
case (PMOS), reach around 10 nA, corresponding to less than 2% of the biasing one.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Body voltages (a) and currents (b) in the interested current biasing range at T = 30 ◦C.

Figure 7a depicts the current flowing in the reference inverting gate when its input
is varied from 0 to VDD (500 mV). As expected, the maximum is achieved for VDD/2 and
accurately follows IBIAS as a validation of the effectiveness of the exploited biasing strategy
and the linearity of the relation between the two quantities as well.

Figure 8 illustrates the output signal of the 5-stage CRO with Ci = 10 fF for three
values of biasing current, 120, 320, and 820 nA, representing the minimum, nominal and
maximum value, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the oscillation frequency as a function of biasing current (Ci = 10 fF). An
oscillation range from 360 MHz to 640 MHz is found with tuning sensitivity, i.e., the ratio
between (fMAX − fMIN)/(IBIAS,MAX − IBIAS,MIN), about equal to 0.43 MHz/nA. Compared
with the predicted behavior (linear relationships resulting from (14) and (15)), the obtained
one shows a logarithmic relationship with IBIAS. This is confirmed by the inset plot in the
same figure, the x-axis of which is logarithmic and slightly extended to cover an entire
decade. Such changing in the behavior may be due to the partial operation in moderate
inversion region, where subthreshold equations lose accuracy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Static currents flowing in the reference inverter vs. input voltage for different IBIAS (a), and
static currents maxima vs. IBIAS (T = 30 ◦C) (b).

Figure 8. Output signal of 5-stage CRO for three different values of biasing current at T = 30 ◦C.

Figure 9. Oscillation frequency of the 5-stage CRO as a function of the biasing current at T = 30 ◦C.

Figure 10a,b shows oscillation frequency with number of stages N equal to 3, 5,
and 7 and for different coarse tuning capacitances, Ci, in the considered current biasing
range (Figure 10a) and for a fixed IBIAS = 320 nA (Figure 10b) at T = 30 ◦C. It is apparent
that frequency varies with the bias current, independently of the number of stages and
coarse tuning capacitance. Constant spacing between two adjacent curves shows that the
number of stages N acts as a scaling constant factor in the expression of the frequency, as
predicted by (14) or, equivalently, (15). Moreover, Figure 10b highlights that the coarse
tuning capacitance is comparable, in the range between 10 fF and 100 fF, with the parasitic
inverter capacitances, being the oscillation frequency to capacitance relation compressed in
this range.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Oscillation frequencies for different coarse tuning capacitance values in the interested
current biasing range (a) and for a fixed IBIAS = 320 nA (b) at T = 30 ◦C.

Figures 9 and 10 also show that the proposed solution may be used in an automatic
design procedure, which, starting from the oscillation frequency specification and the
nominal bias current, allows to determine the number of inverter stages (which can be
taken from a standard-cell library providing access to the bulk terminals) and the coarse
tuning capacitances (which can be taken from a capacitor array). The bias current is
then used to perform oscillation frequency tuning to counteract process and temperature
variation effects.

At this purpose, corner analyses were carried out for the 5-stage topology as an
illustrative example. Figure 11 shows the two bulk-source voltages VBN and VBP as a
function of IBIAS, at 30 ◦C. It is apparent that to ensure correct operation (i.e., to maintain
bulk voltages within the supply limits) biasing current range must be limited from 240 nA
to 460 nA.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Bulk−source voltage of NMOS (a) and PMOS (b) transistors vs. biasing current over the
5 basic process corners.

Specifically, NMOS transistors experience the highest process variations. In fact, the
upside limit of the current range under slow NMOS corners (SS or SF) must be limited to
460 nA. Vice versa, under fast NMOS corners (FF or FS), IBIAS current must be larger than
240 nA.

Figure 12 shows the simulated oscillation frequency of the 5-stage ring oscillator in this
range of IBIAS, for the five basic corners (at 30 ◦C). It can be noted that the tuning frequency
range is independent of the process corners. Indeed, the tuning sensitivity is constant
regardless the corner and is still approximately equal to 0.43 MHz/nA. The maximum
percentage variation between the nominal oscillation frequency and that affected by corners
is about 20%.
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Figure 12. Oscillation frequency vs. biasing current over the 5 basic process corners.

Phase noise versus offset frequency (Δf) for the basic corners is illustrated in Figure 13,
which clearly shows the close overlap of the five curves, indicating that also the phase noise
is process independent.

Figure 13. Phase noise vs. offset frequency over the 5 basic process corners.

Phase noise was also simulated in the 0 ◦C to 60 ◦C temperature range and across
the five corners. The minimum value of the simulated phase noise is −91.86 dBc/Hz
when T = 0 ◦C in the FF corner, while the maximum value of the simulated phase noise is
−93.72 dBc/Hz when T = 0 ◦C in the SS corner (both values are evaluated at the nominal
bias current IBIAS equal to 350 nA).

Tables 2–4 summarize the corner analysis results of the main parameters of the simu-
lated 5-stage current-controlled ring oscillator (nominal IBIAS equal to 350 nA and at 30 ◦C)
for three values of the supply voltage VDD.

Table 2. Corner analysis of the 5-stage current-controlled ring oscillator performed at 30 ◦C and at
VDD = 475 mV.

Corner TT FF FS SF SS

Oscillation frequency (MHz) 451.2 481.6 446.2 446.7 397.3

Tuning range (MHz) 87.09 96.38 50.69 59.24 24.12

Phase noise @1 MHz (dBc/Hz) −92.77 −92.39 −92.90 −92.90 −93.75

Average power consumption (μW) 23.40 24.41 23.31 23.14 20.94
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Table 3. Corner analysis of the 5-stage current-controlled ring oscillator performed at 30 ◦C and at
VDD = 500 mV.

Corner TT FF FS SF SS

Oscillation frequency (MHz) 516.2 547.3 410.7 418.5 482.5

Tuning range (MHz) 95.44 102.50 94.11 94.94 85.08

Phase noise @1 MHz (dBc/Hz) −92.47 −92.13 −92.58 −92.40 −92.87

Average power consumption (μW) 28.6 29.8 28.4 28.8 27.5

Table 4. Corner analysis of the 5-stage current-controlled ring oscillator performed at 30 ◦C and at
VDD = 525 mV.

Corner TT FF FS SF SS

Oscillation frequency (MHz) 583.3 619.7 577.6 586.5 549.6

Tuning range (MHz) 102.47 59.27 81.37 100.50 93.52

Phase noise @1 MHz (dBc/Hz) −92.14 −91.98 −92.25 −92.06 −92.48

Average power consumption (μW) 36.16 37.93 35.85 36.29 34.61

Due to process variations, oscillation frequency varies of about 20%. However, tuning
range variations across the five corners are limited to 8% and both phase noise and average
power consumption variations are 5%. Regarding power consumption, the typical (TT)
value is accurately predicted by (14), where Ctot can be estimated to be 88.6 fF, including the
additional load capacitance of 10 fF. This value agrees with the results shown in Figure 10b.

Mismatch Monte Carlo simulations of the oscillation frequency in typical conditions
(VDD = 0.5 V, IBIAS = 350 nA and T = 27 ◦C) are reported in Figure 14, showing the limited
impact of mismatches on the oscillation frequency of the proposed CRO.

Figure 14. Mismatch Monte Carlo simulations of the oscillation frequency in typical conditions
(VDD = 0.5 V, IBIAS = 350 nA and T = 27 ◦C).

As already mentioned, the tuning capabilities of the proposed CRO can be exploited
to compensate for the effects of temperature variations (in a non-exclusive alternative to
process variations). To give an example, Figure 15 shows some isofrequency curves (at
557 MHz, 538 MHz, 516 MHz, 491 MHz, and 462 MHz) in IBIAS vs. temperature plot. Each
point of the curves establishes the current IBIAS needed to set the target frequency between
around 450 MHz and 557 MHz in the operating range from 0 ◦C to 60 ◦C.
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Figure 15. Isofrequency curves in the IBIAS vs. temperature plot (TT).

The tuning capabilities of the proposed CRO can be exploited also to compensate
the effects of supply voltage (VDD) variations. To give an example, Figure 16 shows some
isofrequency curves (at 557 MHz, 538 MHz, 516 MHz, 491 MHz, and 462 MHz) in the IBIAS
vs. VDD plot. Each point of the curves establishes the current IBIAS needed to set the target
frequency between around 450 MHz and 557 MHz in the operating range from 475 mV to
525 mV.

Figure 16. Isofrequency curves in the IBIAS vs. VDD, (TT).

The layout of the five stage CRO is reported in Figure 17, showing an area footprint of
12.4 μm × 7.5 μm. To better assess the reliability of the above results, post layout simulations
have been carried. The main effect of the layout resulted in a parasitic capacitance of 6.5 fF
at the output node of the CRO. Once reduced the explicit coarse tuning capacitance of an
amount equal to the parasitic capacitance, post layout simulations resulted to be in very
good agreement with schematic level simulations.

Table 5 compares some recent controlled oscillator topologies presented in the litera-
ture with the proposed one, which provides the best performance in terms of phase noise
and power consumption, determining the best FoM as defined by (19).
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Figure 17. Layout of the five stage CRO.

Table 5. Comparison with the state-of-the-art.

Reference [28] [29] [30] This Work b

Tech. (nm) 180 65 65 28

VDD (mV) 500 600 700 500

N stages 3 3 4 5

Type of control Voltage Voltage Voltage Current

Osc. frequency (MHz) 82–370 250–800 880–1360 360–640

Phase Noise (dBc/Hz)@1 MHz −82 −86.38 −90 −92.47

Power consumption (μW) 60 146.2 360 28.6

FoM a (dBc/Hz) −145.6 −153.2 −153.6 −164
a: see (16); b: simulations.

5. Conclusions

A novel approach to tune the delay of the basic inverter cell of CROs has been pre-
sented in this paper. The approach allowed to accurately set the maximum current of all
the inverters in the CRO through a body bias loop and to tune the oscillation frequency by
controlling the value of a reference current. Small-signal and large-signal analysis of the
proposed CRO topology have been carried out to provide insight into circuit behavior and
to provide useful design equations.

Current controlled ring oscillators made up of 3, 5, and 7 stages have been designed
referring to a commercial 28-nm technology and with a supply voltage of 0.5 V.

Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed approach allows to optimize the
tradeoff between tuning range, phase noise and power consumption, as demonstrated by
the value of the FoM which outperforms all the similar designs in the literature. Extensive
parametric and corner simulations have demonstrated a good robustness of the proposed
CROs to PVT variations despite the adoption of a very short channel process node.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a fully standard-cell-based common-mode feedback (CMFB)
loop with an explicit voltage reference to improve the CMRR of pseudo-differential standard-cell-
based amplifiers and to stabilize the dc output voltage. This latter feature allows robust biasing
of operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) based on a cascade of such stages. A detailed
analysis of the CMFB is reported to both provide insight into circuit behavior and to derive useful
design guidelines. The proposed CMFB is then exploited to build a fully standard-cell OTA suitable
for automatic place and route. Simulation results referring to the standard-cell library of a commercial
130 nm CMOS process illustrated a differential gain of 28.3 dB with a gain-bandwidth product of
15.4 MHz when driving a 1.5 pF load capacitance. The OTA exhibits good robustness under PVT and
mismatch variations and achieves state-of-the-art FOMs also thanks to the limited area footprint.

Keywords: OTA; CMFB; low voltage; low power; automatic place and route; standard-cell-based
analog circuits

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen a growing interest in ultra-low-voltage operational transcon-
ductance amplifiers (OTAs) [1–18] that are a key building block in many analog and
mixed-signal applications such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) and biomedical ones [19–22].
This is a strong incentive to innovate the design flow of analog blocks: even if they often
constitute just a small fraction of a mixed-signal system, their design requires a large frac-
tion of the overall effort. Indeed, both the schematic and layout design are typically carried
out manually, iterating each step several times until specifications are met, also taking into
account the required robustness under process, supply voltage and temperature (PVT)
variations. To minimize the analog design effort and hence the cost and time-to-market of
such mixed-signal applications, circuit solutions for analog blocks based on digital standard
cells were explored in [23,24]. The end goal is to achieve a fully automatic design flow for
the analog blocks that is similar to the one adopted for the digital section; as an intermediate
step, the use of digital standard cells to design analog functions allows for the automating
of the place and route steps of the design flow and, in perspective, the achievement of a
fully automatic synthesis flow for both analog and digital blocks.

Recently, different approaches to exploit digital-based architectures to mimic the behav-
ior of analog functions were explored in [25]. In particular, the behavior of OTAs has been
mimicked through VCO-based architectures [26–28] and the DIGOTA approach [29–31].
Even if all these innovative techniques are very interesting from a research point of view,
the most common approach to implementing analog building blocks suitable for automatic
place and route exploits the digital standard cells as basic analog amplifiers [32–37]. In
fact, the simplest digital gate (the inverter) behaves as a common source amplifier [38], and
several inverter-based OTAs [39–50] have been proposed in the literature. However, differ-
ently from custom-designed inverters, the standard-cell inverter is typically optimized for
area footprint or symmetrical slew rate, and as a consequence, it exhibits a systematic offset
in its input–output dc transfer characteristic which impacts the output static voltage and
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strongly degrades the performance of standard-cell-based cascaded amplifiers. According
to the above considerations, the design of standard-cell-based OTAs must cope with addi-
tional issues that make achieving good and robust performance a very critical task. Several
authors [37,42,50–52] have pointed out that the performances and even the operation of
standard-cell-based analog circuits are severely impaired by PVT and mismatch variations,
resulting in incorrect bias, large offsets and significant performance variations.

In such a context, the use of a common-mode feedback (CMFB) loop for each differ-
ential gain stage becomes mandatory to ensure a stable bias point [53–55], especially for
ultra-low-voltage applications. The need to design a standard-cell-based CMFB greatly
restricts the design options; some CMFB solutions have been proposed in the literature, but
they usually do not involve an explicit reference voltage, resulting in some sensitivity to
process, supply voltage and temperature (PVT) variations.

In this paper, we propose a fully standard-cell-based CMFB loop that exploits an
explicit reference voltage to guarantee robust biasing, and we exploit it to design a two-
stage OTA. Thanks to the proposed approach, a stable dc output voltage is guaranteed
for the first stage, allowing a correct biasing of the second stage. The paper is structured
as follows: in Section 2, the proposed CMFB is described and analyzed; in Section 3, the
design of the standard-cell-based OTA is presented. Section 4 reports the simulation results,
and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. The Proposed CMFB

Figure 1a shows a CMOS inverter that can be thought of as a common-source am-
plifier. Its dc output voltage depends on the size of NMOS and PMOS devices and is
also affected by PVT and mismatch variations. Figure 1b shows the dc input–output
transfer characteristic (blue dashed line) and its derivative (continuous green line) for a
typical standard-cell inverter, as a function of the input bias voltage Vi for a supply voltage
VDD = 0.3 V. Figure 1b clearly shows that an incorrect input dc bias results in a drop of
voltage gain, thus making multistage amplifiers very difficult to implement if the dc output
voltage of basic inverter stages is not controlled. The plot in Figure 1b also highlights the
systematic offset of the inverter from a standard-cell library. In fact, the maximum gain is
achieved for an input bias voltage different from VDD/2 = 150 mV (value marked as a red
dashed line). This systematic offset of the inverter (resulting in a logic threshold different
from VDD/2) is due to the fact that standard cells are not optimized for analog applications,
and a trade-off between area, propagation time and balancing constraints is considered.

Figure 1. CMOS inverter (a) and its dc gain vs. input dc voltage (b).

A fully differential amplifier can be easily obtained using two inverters; however,
it requires a CMFB loop to reduce the common-mode gain and to control the dc output
voltage. Furthermore, to ensure correct biasing, multi-stage fully differential amplifiers
require a CMFB at each stage. In the absence of accessible terminals to set the bias point
of the inverter (e.g., the gate or body terminals of individual devices), the CMFB typically
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exploits two inverters with shorted outputs to sense the common-mode output voltage and
other inverters as current sources to close the loop at the input of the main amplifier [53–55].
However, when applied to the first stage, this technique adds a resistive component to the
input impedance of the OTA, and, therefore, the use of common-mode feedforward [33]
has been proposed as an alternative. It is worth noting that, typically, this approach is used
to reduce the common-mode gain, whereas other techniques such as body biasing [34,53]
are exploited to set the output dc common-mode voltage. However, ultra-low voltage
applications show low tolerance to biasing errors, and when standard-cell inverters are
used, the body terminal is often not available for biasing purposes.

To maintain the advantages of the feedback avoiding this drawback, one option is to
use a local common-mode feedback (LCMFB): when applied at transistor level [17], the
LCMFB is typically implemented with a pair of common-mode sensing resistors whose
central node is connected to the gates of the active load devices. The corresponding standard
cell implementation [37] exploits a pair of sensing inverters and a pair of controlling
inverters connected to the same output nodes. For the differential mode signal, the load
impedance of the LCMFB is the output resistance of the loading inverters, whereas for the
common-mode signal the LCMFB provides a low impedance load that reduces the gain,
improving the common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR).

In this work, in order to improve the robustness of the dc operating point to PVT
variations and to overcome the systematic offset of the standard cell inverters, we propose
to add an explicit voltage reference Vref to the standard-cell LCMFB through the inverter I7,
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Topology of the standard-cell-based OTA with the proposed CMFB.

The resulting fully differential amplifier topology is depicted in Figure 2 (indicated as
First-Stage): different colors are used to highlight the inverters constituting the gain stage
(I1 and I1’), the common-mode estimator (I2, I2’ and I3), the reference inverting buffer (I7,
loaded by I5) and the CMFB auxiliary amplifier (I4, I5, I6 and I6’). Inverters with their input
and output terminals connected together are used as load devices to avoid high impedance
nodes in the loop, providing better stability and a degree of freedom to design the circuit,
as will be shown following this section. They are equivalent to parallel NMOS and PMOS
diode-connected devices; thus, the cascade of an inverter and such a diode-connected
inverter is equivalent to the parallel connection of an NMOS and a PMOS diode-loaded
common-source stage.

To analyze the proposed topology and obtain design guidelines, we model each
inverter IX (X = 1, . . . , 7) with a transconductance gain GX and an output conductance GoX,
given by

GX = gmnX + gmpX (1)

GoX = gdsnX + gdspX (2)
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where gm and gds are the small-signal transconductance and output conductance of MOS
devices, and n and p subscripts refer to NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively. We
assume that they scale linearly with the size of the devices (hence with the strength of
the standard cells, IV_xN meaning an inverter whose devices have N times the minimum
width), and their ratio is the voltage gain AX = GX/GoX that we assume is identical for all
the inverters (hence AX = A for x = 1, . . . , 7).

Let α be the ratio of the strengths of inverters I6 and I1 (hence α = G6/G1), λ = G2/G3,
ρ = G4/G5 and β = G7/G4. The differential voltage gain of the first stage in Figure 2
results in

Ad =
A

1 + α
(3)

where the loading effect of the LCMFB is considered. For the common mode, the analy-
sis provides

Voc = AcVic + ARVre f (4)

where Vic and Voc are the input and output common-mode components. The gains are

Ac =
A

(1 + α)D
=

Ad
CMRR

(5)

AR =
αAβρε4

(1 + α)D
(6)

D = 1 +
2αAλε2ρε4

1 + α
(7)

where the error factors
ε2 =

1
1 + 2λ+1

A
(8)

ε4 =
1

1 + βρ+ρ+1
A

(9)

take into account the effect of the output conductances (ideally, if GX >> GoX,, since A
approaches to infinite, the values of ε2 and ε4 tend to 1).

Equations (3)–(9) show that the CMRR of the stage is set by D in (7) and allow the
ability to derive design guidelines for the choice of the inverter sizes. A trade-off between
high CMRR and low gain penalty due to the loading effect involves the factor α: a large
value of α maximizes the CMRR, whereas the smaller its value, the lower the reduction of
the differential gain (3). A suitable solution is to choose α = 1 and maximize the CMRR
acting on the other factors.

Correct biasing would require AR = 1, which in the limit of large CMRR implies

β = 2λε2. (10)

CMRR optimization then requires maximizing

βρε4 =
βρ

1 + βρ+ρ+1
A

. (11)

that asymptotically tends to A for increasing β and ρ. Moreover, by (7) and the condition
(10), we obtain

λ =
β

2
1 + 1/A

1 − β/A
(12)

that poses the further design constraints. Equation (11) implies that the size of inverter I7
must be maximized, and (12) requires β < A.

In practical situations, the smallest inverter size to be used is limited by matching
constraints (the smaller the transistors, the higher the standard deviation of mismatches,
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hence offset and common mode to differential mode conversion), and the largest inverter
size is limited by area and power constraints and by available standard-cells. Hence, there
is a limit to the size of I7 (that is βρ times larger than I5) and I2 (that is λ times larger
than I3):

βρ ≤ Rmax λ ≤ Rmax. (13)

It must also be noted that there is a trade-off between CMRR and the common-mode
range: a large value of λ provides a larger CMRR at the cost of the common-mode voltage
swing at the output of the stage, since the output of I2 saturates.

From (12), setting a maximum value of λ poses a more stringent limit on the value
of β:

βmax =
2Rmax

1 + 2Rmax+1
A

. (14)

If βmax > Rmax, βρ is set to Rmax and maximizing (11) requires keeping the factor ρ as
small as possible (ρ = 1). If βmax < Rmax, which is the case for low values of the gain A,
β = βmax must be chosen; (11) then becomes

βmaxρ

1 + ρ(βmax+1)+1
A

. (15)

and its optimization involves maximizing ρ, whose maximum value is set by (13) to
Rmax/βmax. A flow graph illustrating this design procedure is reported in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Proposed design approach for the CMFB.

Further insight into the behavior of the differential stage with the proposed CMFB can
be gained by adding to the model of each inverter a current source IoffX that accounts for
the offset of the inverter, i.e., the error in the output voltage with respect to VDD/2 when
the input voltage is VDD/2:

Io f f X = GoX Vo|Vi=VDD/2. (16)

This current source accounts for both the systematic offset due to the design of the
inverter (PMOS to NMOS size ratio) and the random variation due to mismatches, and we
can assume it is proportional to the strength of the inverter. The resulting block scheme
for the common-mode behavior of the stage is shown in Figure 4; if we consider the
contribution to the output common-mode voltage Voc due to these offset current sources,
which can be obtained by letting Vic = Vref = 0 in Figure 4, we obtain
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V(io f f )
oc =

αA
D(1 + α)

[ Io f f 1 + Io f f 6

αG1
+

ρε2

G3

(
2Io f f 2 + Io f f 3

)
− ε4

G5

(
Io f f 4 + Io f f 5 + Io f f 7

)]
. (17)

Equation (17) shows that the residual error on setting Voc = Vref is due also to the
offset currents of the inverters and that the CMFB suppresses this error in the limit of its
finite loop gain. This is true both for the systematic offset currents and for their random
components, thus demonstrating that the circuit provides a stable dc output voltage under
process and mismatch variations. It must be noted that a suitable choice of the inverter
strengths can lead to minimizing (17) and could be used as a further design constraint for
design optimization.

Figure 4. Model for the common-mode half circuit of the proposed CMFB loop considering the offset
of the inverters.

3. Standard-Cell-Based OTA

An operational transconductance amplifier must provide high voltage gain, thus re-
quiring, especially in an ultra-low-voltage environment with deep submicron technologies,
the cascade of at least two gain stages with a differential-to-single-ended (D2S) conversion.

In the context of a standard-cell-based approach, mimicking the typical analog archi-
tecture with an input D2S converter followed by single-ended gain stages would result in a
very poor CMRR and in a very high sensitivity to PVT variations. Better performance can
be achieved by exploiting differential stages with CMFB loops to improve the CMRR and
stabilize the bias point, followed by a final D2S stage.

To illustrate this approach, we propose a two-stage OTA, shown in Figure 2, composed
by the fully differential stage described in the previous section (First-Stage) followed by a
standard-cell-based D2S converter (Second-Stage), composed by inverters I8–I11. Inverters
I8 and I9 constitute an inverting voltage buffer whose gain is ideally −1, and inverters I10
and I11 act as transconductance amplifiers driving the same output node.

The voltage gain of the D2S stage is thus ideally

Vout

Vo1p − Vo1m
= Ad2 =

A
2

. (18)

with an infinite CMRR. However, in deep submicron technologies the voltage gain A is
limited; hence, the output conductances of I8 and I9 cannot be neglected in the analysis.
This reduces the gain of the voltage buffer and drastically worsens the CMRR even in
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typical conditions. Assuming I8 = I9 and I10 = I11, differential and common-mode gains of
the second stage are

Ad2 =
A
2

1 + 1/A

1 + 2/A
(19)

Ac2 =
A
2

2/A

1 + 2/A
=

1
1 + 2/A

(20)

and the overall CMRR results are

CMRRTOT =
AVD
AVC

=
Ad Ad2
Ac Ac2

= D
A + 1

2
(21)

where D, defined in (7), is the CMRR of the first stage.
The D2S stage presents an output pole set by the load capacitance CL; moreover, its

dual path nature results in a pole–zero doublet similar to that provided by the current
mirror load of a differential pair. With reference to Figure 2, assuming I8 = I9 and I10 = I11
and considering a differential input to the D2S (i.e., Vo1p = −Vo1m), the frequency response
of the D2S can be written as

Ad2 =
A
2

2(1 + 1/A)G8 + sCX

(1 + 2/A)G8 + sCX

1
1 + sCL/2Go10

(22)

where CX is the total capacitance seen at the output of I8. Equation (22) shows that the pole
and zero due to the inverting buffer I8–I9 are spaced by an octave; thus, their effect can be
neglected. It must further be noted that Equation (22) poses no constraint on the sizing
of inverters I8 and I9 with respect to I10 and I11; regardless, it could be convenient to use
inverters of the same size to provide a symmetric loading to the first stage.

The OTA is stable when driving a sufficiently large load capacitance that makes the
output pole dominant; for small load capacitors, a compensation is needed. More in detail,
neglecting the pole–zero doublet due to I8 and I9, the internal pole of the OTA is given by

pint =
Go1(1 + α)

Cin2 + Cin8
(23)

where Cin2 and Cin8 are the input capacitances of I2 and I8, and the output pole is

pout =
2Go10

CL
(24)

(assuming I10 = I11). By imposing that the second pole is γ times the unity-gain frequency
(where γ is set by the required phase margin), the minimum load capacitance required to
have stability with the dominant pole at the output is

CLmin = γ
2Go10 AVD

pint
= γ

A2

4
Go10

Go1
(Cin2 + Cin8) (25)

where α = 1 has been considered. Equation (25) shows that the standard-cell-based OTA
has the capacity to drive small capacitors, as required in most on-chip applications, without
the need of compensation capacitors thanks to the fact that the intrinsic gain of inverters is
low and small-size inverters are used in the output stage. The latter condition, however,
limits the slew rate of the OTA.

4. Simulation Results

The OTA in Figure 2 was designed using the standard-cell library of the STMicroelec-
tronics 130 nm CMOS technology. Supply voltage was set to 0.3 V. Taking into account
the design guidelines in Section 2 and the mismatch requirements that impose the use
of non-minimum size cells, the inverters were designed as specified in Figure 2 (inverter
IV_xN has devices with N times the minimum width). It must be noted that the low voltage
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gain of the inverters (A = 19 dB) result in the error factors (8) and (9) that are significantly
below 1: in particular, we obtain ε2 = 0.5 and ε4 = 0.6. With reference to the analysis in
Section 2, the smallest inverters were chosen as 20 times the minimum size inverter (IV_x20
for all the inverters except I2 and I8) and the design factors were set to α = 1, λ = 4, ρ = 1
and β = 4. The resulting static offset is therefore

V(io f f )
oc = 0.57

Io f f 1

Go1
. (26)

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach in stabilizing the dc output
voltage, the pseudo-differential stage with the CMFB was tested under PVT variations. The
reference voltage was set to VDD/2, and the error of the output dc common-mode voltage
with respect to this reference was evaluated. The LCMFB without I7 and the reference input
were also tested for comparison.

Figure 5 shows the relative error on the dc output common-mode voltage for the
proposed CMFB and for the LCMFB without the reference input, under variations of
temperature and supply voltage. An error is present in typical conditions (300 mV VDD,
27 ◦C) due to the finite loop gain of the CMFB. When the reference input is present, the
output common-mode voltage presents a limited variation when the temperature ranges
from 0◦ to 80 ◦C, whereas the voltage drifts with the temperature if the reference input is
not used. For what concerns the variation of the supply voltage, the dc common-mode
output voltage tracks VDD/2 with an error, due to the finite loop gain, that presents little
variation and is lower than the error achieved by the design without the reference input.

Figure 5. Relative error of the dc output common-mode voltage vs. temperature and supply voltage.

The advantage provided by the reference input is even more evident when the effect
of process variations is considered. Figure 6 shows the relative error on the dc output
common-mode voltage with respect to the reference input for the extreme process corners.
A residual error of about 1.34% is reported in typical (TT) conditions due to the finite loop
gain of the CMFB. This error increases in the corners where NMOS and PMOS devices
present opposite variations (corners FS and SF); however, the values are below 10% and are
one third of the errors obtained if the reference input is not used.
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Figure 6. Relative error (%) of the dc output common-mode voltage vs. process corners; darker colors
correspond to higher relative errors.

The proposed pseudo-differential stage with CMFB thus results in suitable-to-design
multi-stage amplifiers, and the OTA in Figure 2 was designed and simulated. The amplifier
dissipates 4.4 μW from a 0.3 V supply; this relatively high power consumption is due to the
use of large inverters to minimize the mismatches. Figure 7 shows the differential (AVD)
and common-mode (AVC) gains of the OTA loaded by a 1.5 pF capacitor. The differential
dc gain is 28.27 dB with a 15.42 MHz unity-gain frequency and 54.18◦ phase margin;
the common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is about 41.07 dB and is constant across all
the bandwidth.

The amplifier was tested in a unity-gain buffer configuration to assess its large-signal
performance. The response to an input pulse from 45 to 255 mV (Figure 8) shows identical
values for positive and negative slew rates equal to 9.75 V/μs. We also simulated the unity-
gain buffer configuration with a 1 MHz sinusoidal input applied, and Figure 9 reports the
total harmonic distortion (THD) as a function of the input amplitude. Distortions below 1%
(−40 dB THD) are obtained for an input amplitude up to 115 mV, which is about 75% of
the rail-to-rail swing.

Figure 10 shows the input-referred noise spectrum of the OTA: a noise corner frequency
lower than 1 kHz with a white noise spectral density of 0.497μV/

√
Hz measured at 10 kHz

was obtained, resulting in 1.445 mV rms noise when integrated over the whole closed-
loop bandwidth.

Figure 7. Differential (red) and common-mode (blue) gain of the proposed OTA.
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Figure 8. Response of the OTA in unity-gain configuration to a 45-to-255 mV input step.

Figure 9. Total Harmonic Distortion vs. input amplitude for a 1 MHz sinusoidal input signal.

Figure 10. Input-referred noise spectrum of the OTA.

The performance under PVT variations and mismatches was evaluated to assess the
robustness of the design. Table 1 reports the main performance parameters of the OTA in
five different process corners highlighting how the proposed circuit exhibits a relatively low
sensitivity to process variations. The effect of supply voltage and temperature variations
is reported in Table 2: power consumption and gain-bandwidth product exhibit a non-
negligible variation as expected since there is no bias loop setting the currents. However,
the voltage gain AVD and the output dc voltage (measured through the parameter VOS) are
extremely stable, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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Table 1. Variations under process corners.

Corner FF SS FS SF

AVD [dB] 25.22 31.43 28.04 27.37
GBW [MHz] 26.4 10.24 15.28 14.57

mϕ [◦] 63.38 49.18 60.59 60.28
Pd [μW] 7.832 1.89 3.97 3.74

VOS [mV] 0.45 0.18 0.93 0.45
SR [V/μs] 15.15 5.85 12.47 6.33

Table 2. Variations under supply voltage and temperature.

Voltage Variations Temperature Variations

T [◦C] 27 27 0 80
VDD [mV] 270 330 300 300
AVD [dB] 27.28 29.03 29.25 26.32

GBW [MHz] 10.03 23.03 9.80 29.41
mϕ [◦] 59.94 52.04 52.10 58.50

Pd [μW] 2.65 7.15 2.38 11.21
VOS [mV] −0.29 −0.29 −0.29 0.17
SR [V/μs] 3.61 12.52 6.91 12.88

Table 3 reports the results of 200 Monte Carlo mismatch simulations that show a good
robustness of the proposed OTA, with limited variation of all the parameters. As can
be observed in Table 3, under mismatch variations, the standard deviation of the output
offset voltage is 9.2 mV, in line with other ULV OTAs taken from the literature. In order
to further reduce the standard deviation of VOS under mismatch variations, we can place
multiple gates in parallel or exploit standard cells with larger driving capability, at the cost,
however, of increased area and power consumption. We consider the proposed design
as a good tradeoff between area, power consumption and output offset voltage standard
deviation. Figure 11 shows the histogram of the CMRR, which is always higher than 10 dB
and presents a log-normal distribution. The histogram shows that, even under mismatch
conditions, acceptable values of CMRR are obtained, taking also into account the low value
of the differential gain.

Table 3. Results of Monte Carlo mismatch analysis.

Mean Std

AVD [dB] 28.2 0.88
GBW [MHz] 15.78 1.91

mφ [◦] 54.47 3.12
CMRR [dB] 24.68 8.56

Pd [μW] 4.49 0.11
VOS [mV] 0.002 9.2
SR [V/μs] 9.12 1.02

The layout of the proposed standard-cell OTA was generated by means of an automatic
place and route flow by using the Cadence Innovus tool and is shown in Figure 12. The
OTA occupies an area of 16.4 × 10 μm2 that is very limited, notwithstanding the use of
large inverters to minimize the mismatches. The layout has been generated automatically
starting from a Verilog netlist of the circuit, which is reported in the Appendix A.
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Figure 11. Histogram of the CMRR for 200 Monte Carlo mismatch iterations.

Figure 12. Layout of the proposed OTA generated by using the Cadence Innovus automatic place
and route flow.

Table 4 reports the comparison of the proposed OTA with other ULV OTAs from the
literature. To compare the proposed OTA against state-of-the-art low-voltage amplifiers,
we refer to the following commonly used figures of merit:

FOMS =
GBW CL

Pd
(27)

FOML =
SRAVG CL

Pd
(28)

FOMS,A =
GBW CL
Pd Area

(29)
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FOML,A =
SRAVG CL

Pd Area
(30)

where GBW is the gain-bandwidth product, CL the load capacitance, SRAVG is the average
slew rate and Pd is the power consumption. Subscripts S and L in (27) and (28) denote small
signal and large signal, respectively, while the figures of merit (29) and (30) are normalized
with respect to the layout area of the OTA. The comparison shows that the proposed
circuit exhibits very good small signal performance and adequate large signal performance.
Due to the very compact layout, the proposed OTA outperforms all other similar designs
in terms of FOML,A. The proposed OTA also outperforms almost all other designs in
terms of FOMS,A. Only [30] exhibits a higher FOMS,A; however, the OTA in [30] is made
up of minimum-sized standard cells that result in high sensitivity to process variations
and mismatches.

Table 4. Comparison with the literature.

Ref
This
Work

[30] [31] [17] [18] [46] [10] [12] [35] [36] [3]

Year 2022 2021 2021 2022 2022 2020 2020 2020 2019 2019 2015
Tech. [nm] 130 180 180 130 130 180 65 180 130 130 65
VDD [V] 0.3 0.55 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.25 0.5 0.3 0.25 0.35
AVD [dB] 28.3 87 30 38.1 52.9 39 70 79.5 49.8 25 43

GBW [kHz] 15,420 3150 0.25 24.14 35.16 0.9 9.5 36 9100 7.23 3600
mϕ [◦] 54 65 90 60 52 90 89 65 76 90 56
CL [pF] 1.5 250 150 50 50 10 15 15 2 30 3

SRAVG [V/ms] 9075 2.7 0.085 14.23 15.06 – 2 9.7 3800 – 5600
Pd [nW] 4406 8200 2.4 59.9 21.9 0.6 26 60 1800 55 17,000

Area [μm2] 164 88.3 982 2700 5200 472 2000 3395 – 52,000 5000
Type STD STD DIG BD BD IB BD BD IB IB BD

FOMS
[MHz pF/μW] 5.25 96.04 15.62 20.15 80.31 15 5.48 9 10.11 3.94 0.63

FOML
[V pF/μs μW] 3.09 0.08 5.31 11.88 34.40 – 1.15 2.42 4.22 – 0.99

FOMS,A
[MHz pF/μW μm2]

32.01 1088 15.9 7.46 15.44 31.78 2.74 2.65 – 0.07 0.13

FOML,A
[V pF/ms μW μm2]

18.84 0.93 5.4 4.4 6.61 – 0.57 0.71 – – 0.19

STD = standard-cell-based; DIG s= DIGOTA; BD = body-driven; IB = inverter-based.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a fully standard-cell-based common-mode feedback
(CMFB) loop with an explicit voltage reference that allows the improvement of the CMRR
of fully synthesizable standard-cell-based amplifiers and the stabilization of the dc output
voltage with respect to PVT variations. A complete analysis of the circuit was presented to
derive design guidelines. Simulations displayed that the use of an explicit reference input
enhances the robustness of the CMFB to PVT variations.

The proposed CMFB was exploited to design a standard-cell-based OTA made up of
only digital gates taken from a standard-cell library. The layout of the OTA was imple-
mented by using a fully automated place and route flow by using the Cadence Innovus tool
and starting from the Verilog netlist of the circuit. Simulation results illustrated very good
values of both the small signal and large signal FOMs normalized to the area footprint
of the circuits with a very good robustness of all the main performance parameters to
PVT variations.

We remark that, due to the adoption of the proposed CMFB and to the design equations
derived in this paper, the proposed standard-cell-based OTA results are more robust to PVT
variations with respect to DIGITAL and standard-cell-based OTAs previously reported in
the literature. However, it is worth noting that the performance attained by standard-cell-
based OTAs is still less robust with respect to PVT and mismatch variations than that of
OTAs designed with a custom analog design approach, which exhibit a well-defined bias
current. Moreover, one of the main drawbacks of standard-cell single-ended OTAs is that
the D2S converter (the last stage of the proposed OTA) cannot achieve good performance
under PVT and mismatch variations, resulting in low and variable CMRR, thus reducing
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the ICMR of the whole architecture. Therefore, one of the goals of future works will be to
achieve better ICMR and CMRR performance by standard-cell D2S converters in order to
enhance the performance of standard-cell-based OTAs.
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Appendix A

Verilog netlist of the proposed OTA is as follows:
‘timescale 1 ns/1 ns

module OTA (
inout REF,
inout Vim,
inout Vip,
inout Vout );

IV_X20 I24 ( .Z(feed), .A(CM));
IV_X20 I15 ( .Z(net8), .A(Vop1));
IV_X20 I14 ( .Z(Vout), .A(net8));
IV_X20 I13 ( .Z(net8), .A(net8));
IV_X20 I12 ( .Z(Vout), .A(Vom1));
IV_X20 I10 ( .Z(Vop1), .A(Vim));
IV_X20 I9 ( .Z(Vop1), .A(feed));
IV_X20 I8 ( .Z(Vom1), .A(feed));
IV_X20 I7 ( .Z(feed), .A(feed));
IV_X20 I2 ( .Z(CM), .A(CM));
IV_X20 I0 ( .Z(Vom1), .A(Vip));
IV_X80 I32 ( .Z(feed), .A(REF));
IV_X80 I3 ( .Z(CM), .A(Vop1));
IV_X80 I1 ( .Z(CM), .A(Vom1));

endmodule
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Abstract: This work proposes a truly compact MOSFET model that contains only four parameters
to assist an integrated circuits (IC) designer in a design by hand. The four-parameter model (4PM)
is based on the advanced compact MOSFET (ACM) model and was implemented in Verilog-A to
simulate different circuits designed with the ACM model in Verilog-compatible simulators. Being
able to simulate MOS circuits through the same model used in a hand design benefits designers
in understanding how the main MOSFET parameters affect the design. Herein, the classic CMOS
inverter, a ring oscillator, a self-biased current source and a common source amplifier were designed
and simulated using either the 4PM or the BSIM model. The four-parameter model was simulated
in many sorts of circuits with very satisfactory results in the low-voltage cases. As the ultra-low-
voltage (ULV) domain is expanding due to applications, such as the internet of things and wearable
circuits, so is the use of a simplified ULV MOSFET model.

Keywords: ACM model; MOSFET modeling; circuit simulation; ultra-low voltage

1. Introduction

The design and simulation of integrated circuits (IC) are assisted by compact MOSFET
models, which started to be developed in the 1960s [1] for long-channel devices. The tech-
nological progress promoted the down-scaling of semiconductor devices, giving rise to
short-channel effects and their interference in circuit performance; thereby, these short-
channel effects were incorporated into the existing long-channel based models to improve
circuit-design efficiency.

Although BSIM [2,3] has been broadly used as the main MOSFET model to simulate
MOS circuits in EDA tools, the complexity of its calculations and numerous parameters
have opened a gap between circuit simulations and designs by hand [4,5], which has
complicated the understandings of how the main MOSFET parameters relate to simulation
results. Therefore, it is in designers’ interest to have models founded on physics available
in the simulator, such as those based on the inversion charge.

In the fast expanding ultra-low-voltage domain [6], some short-channel effects, such as
velocity saturation, are not relevant; thus, a simplified MOSFET model can be satisfactory
for circuit design. Targeting the increasing number of ultra-low-voltage designs [7–12], this
work proposes a four-parameter model (4PM) based on the all-region advanced compact
MOSFET model (ACM) [13].

In this work, the 4PM was carried out with the description language Verilog-A to
easily simulate circuits in the commercial Cadence� Virtuoso� simulator, which imple-
ments BSIM 4.5 through a private propriety interface [14]. Hardware description languages
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(HDLs), such as Verilog-A, are interchangeable with different simulators and assist design-
ers in describing circuits and systems in a variety of behavioral modeling levels. We chose
Verilog-A because it combines simplicity, functionality and portability [14].

The paper is structured as described in the following lines. Section 2 briefly introduces
the four-parameter model (4PM). Section 3 describes the methods employed to extract the
model’s parameters and describes the extraction results of the parameters with temperature
and process variations. Section 4 describes how to carry out the 4PM in Verilog-A for its
inclusion in Cadence. Section 5 presents the results of the simulations carried out by using
BSIM or the 4PM in Verilog-A. Four circuits designed according to the ACM model were
simulated: a CMOS inverter, a ring oscillator, a self-biased current source and a common
source amplifier. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. The Four-Parameter Model (4PM)

The advanced compact MOSFET (ACM) model describes static and small-signal low-
frequency characteristics of MOS transistors in all regions of operation [13]. ACM employs
three main transistor parameters: the specific current IS, the threshold voltage VT0 and the
slope factor n, which are usually sufficient to design a broad amount of circuits.

Nevertheless, the four-parameter model herein also employs drain-induced barrier
lowering (DIBL), a secondary effect [13]. In spite of being a very pronounced effect for
short-channel transistors, the DIBL cannot be ignored for long-channel transistors in weak
inversions. For long-channel transistors in strong inversions (out of the scope of this work),
DIBL is overshadowed by channel-length modulation.

In the long-channel ACM model [13], the drain current ID in Figure 1 is split into
the forward term IF and the reverse term IR, both of them dependent on the voltage VGB.
The component IF also depends on VSB, while IR depends on VDB. This source-drain
symmetry is given by using (1).

ID = IF − IR = IS (i f − ir ) (1)

The specific current IS, depicted in (2), is influenced by the device’s geometry and tech-
nological parameters, such as the carrier mobility μ, Cox, the slope factor n and temperature
through the thermal voltage φt.

IS = μCoxn
φ2

t
2

W
L

(2)

The relationship between the voltages at the device terminals and the normalized
inversion charge density at the source (drain) qIS(D) is established by using the normalized
form of the unified charge-control model (UCCM) in (3).

VP − VS(D)B

φt
= qIS(D) − 1 + ln qIS(D) (3)

The pinch-off voltage VP can be approximated by using (4), where VT0 is the equi-
librium threshold voltage that corresponds to the gate voltage for which VP = 0 and for
which σ is the magnitude of the DIBL coefficient. In the four-parameter model, the DIBL
effect must comply with the MOSFET symmetry.

VP =
VGB − VT0 + σVDB + σVSB

n
(4)

Equation (5) gives the definition of the normalized inversion charge, which is the
inversion charge (QI) normalized to the pinch-off charge (−nCoxφt).

qIS(D) =
QI

−nCoxφt
(5)

qIS(D) =
√

1 + i f (r) − 1 (6)
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The voltage-to-inversion level relationship is established by applying (6) to (3), which
results in (7a,b), also known as the unified current-control model (UICM). For design
purposes, i f < 1 characterizes an operation in a weak inversion (WI), while for i f > 100, it
is assumed there is an operation in a strong inversion (SI). For inversion levels between 1
and 100, it is said that the transistors operate in moderate inversion (MI).

IF(R) = ISF
[VP − VS(D)

φt

]
(7a)

F−1 =
√

1 + i f (r) − 2 + ln
(√

1 + i f (r) − 1
)

(7b)

Figure 1. Symbol of an n-channel MOSFET transistor and its four terminals: gate (G), source (S),
drain (D) and bulk (B). Source-drain symmetry illustrated by using currents.

2.1. Small-Signal Transconductances

Small-signal transconductances are essential for both the design of integrated circuits
and the extraction of the four transistor parameters. Figure 2 presents the low-frequency
small-signal model for MOSFET in which the variation of the drain current is expressed by
using (8), where gmg, gms, gmd and gmb are, respectively, the gate, source, drain and bulk
transconductances given by using (9); vg, vs, vd and vb represent small variations in the
gate, source, drain and bulk voltages, respectively.

id = gmgvg − gmsvs + gmdvd + gmbvb (8)

gmg =
∂ID
∂VG

; gms = − ∂ID
∂VS

; gmd =
∂ID
∂VD

; gmb =
∂ID
∂VB

(9)

Figure 2. Low-frequency small-signal model of the MOSFET.

The relationships between the transconductances and the inversion levels are obtained
by applying the partial derivatives of (9) to the UICM along with (1).
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The transconductance-to-current ratios, in terms of inversion level, are given by using
expressions (10)–(12) in which ID,sat stands for the approximation of the drain current in
the saturation region, where ir << i f [13].

φt
gms

ID,sat
=

(
1 − σ

n

) 2√
1 + i f + 1

(10)

φt
gmd

ID,sat
=

(σ

n

) 2√
1 + i f + 1

(11)

φt
gm

ID,sat
=

(
1
n

)
2√

1 + i f + 1
(12)

2.2. Dynamic Model

The dynamic model of MOS transistors includes intrinsic and extrinsic capacitances.
Figure 3 presents a simplified dynamic model that includes both the intrinsic and extrin-
sic parts.

In Figure 3a, the extrinsic capacitance Cgse(de) includes an unavoidable overlap be-
tween the gate and the source (drain) diffusion and fringing capacitances, while the
substrate-source (drain) junctions modeled by (nonlinear) diode capacitances correspond to
Cbse(de). A more complete model for the extrinsic part should include parasitic resistances
as well [15].

The field effect of MOS transistors occurs in the intrinsic part between the source and
drain. The classical MOSFET model in Figure 3b contains five capacitances added to the
small-signal model of Figure 2.

Figure 3. MOSFET dynamic model with (a) extrinsic and (b) intrinsic parts [13].

The calculation of the intrinsic capacitance coefficients is based on the unified charge-
control model (UCCM) and on the quasi-static charge conserving model [13]. The effect of
the DIBL parameter on the five intrinsic capacitances is summarized in expressions (15)–(19)
in which Cgs0 and Cgd0 are the gate-source and gate-drain capacitances of the long-channel

model, respectively. In (13) and (14), α = 1+qiD
1+qiS

is the channel linearity factor.

Cgs0 =
2
3

WLCox
1 + 2α

(1 + α)2
qiS

1 + qiS
(13)

Cgd0 =
2
3

WLCox
α2 + 2α

(1 + α)2
qiD

1 + qiD
(14)

Cgs =
(

1 − σ

n

)
Cgs0 − σ

n
Cgd0 (15)

Cgd =
(

1 − σ

n

)
Cgd0 − σ

n
Cgs0 (16)
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Cgb =

(
1 − 1

n

)
(WLCox − Cgs0 − Cgd0) +

2σ

n
[(n − 1)WLCox − Cgs0 − Cgd0] (17)

Cbs = (n − 1)Cgs (18)

Cbd = (n − 1)Cgd (19)

Figure 4 presents plots of the five intrinsic capacitances normalized to Cox as functions
of the pinch-off voltage. The curves were obtained for an NMOS transistor with W

L = 0.6 μm
0.3 μm

and VDS = 1 V.

Figure 4. Capacitances (15)–(19) normalized to Cox versus the pinch-off voltage for VDS = 1 V.

3. Parameter Extraction

The accuracy of the transistor’s characteristics depends on both the model and the
accuracy of the parameters. The model’s parameters should be easily and accurately
extracted; otherwise, the model will not be successful [14]. Thus, this section presents the
methods to extract the four transistor parameters.

3.1. Extraction of Threshold Voltage (VT0), Specific Current (IS) and Slope Factor (n)

The values of the threshold voltage (VT0), the specific current (IS) and slope factor (n)
were extracted from the gm/ID curve [16] illustrated in Figure 5b, which was measured
with the circuit configuration in Figure 5a.

Figure 5. (a) Circuit to extract parameters from (b) the gm/ID and ID curves.
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Based on the method described in [16], the values of the threshold voltage and the
specific current were determined through the gm/ID characteristic written in (20), which
was valid for all regions of operation.

gm

ID
=

1
ID

∂ID
∂VG

=
2

nφt(
√

1 + i f +
√

1 + ir)
(20)

VDS
φt

=
√

1 + i f −
√

1 + ir + ln

⎛
⎝

√
1 + i f − 1

√
1 + ir − 1

⎞
⎠ (21)

Expression (21) is obtained by applying the UICM to the drain and source terminals.
For i f = 3 and VDS= φt

2 , expression (21) results in ir = 2.12; under these conditions, VT0
corresponds to the gate voltage at which gm/ID = 0.531(gm/ID)max, while IS corresponds
to ID/0.88, where ID is the drain current at VGB = VT0. The method described for the
extraction of the values of VT0 and IS assumes that the variation of the slope factor with
the gate voltage is negligible. The slope factor (n) can be extracted from (22), which is the
asymptotic value of the gm/ID curve in a weak inversion. The points used to determine
VT0, IS and n are shown in Figure 5b.(

gm

ID

)
max

≈ 1
nφt

(22)

The DIBL factor (σ) does not appear in (20) because the short-channel effects, namely
DIBL, velocity saturation and channel length modulation are not relevant in the linear
region. Consequently, the extraction of VT0, IS and n in the linear region is also valid for
short-channel devices.

3.2. Extraction of Drain-Induced Barrier-Lowering Factor (σ)

The DIBL factor σ is a small-signal parameter that affects the intrinsic voltage gain
of the common source amplifier. Figure 6 presents a schematic to determine the common-
source intrinsic gain (CSIG) and the equivalent small-signal model [17] of the amplifier.

Figure 6. (a) Circuit to determine the CSIG and (b) its equivalent small-signal model.

In saturation, the use of the transconductance-to-current characteristics (11) and (12)
yields the CSIG in (23).

AV,CS =
vd
vg

= − gm

gmd
= − 1

σ
(23)
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To determine the common-source intrinsic gain through a simulation, an ideal opera-
tional amplifier was included, as shown in Figure 6a, to set the DC operating point required
for the small-signal measurement.

3.3. Extraction Results

The gm/ID and CSIG methods presented herein were used to extract the four parame-
ters of each transistor used throughout this work. The four parameters were also extracted
for various temperatures and corners of process variation.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the parameters of the 4PM on the temperature
of an NMOS transistor with W

L = 1 μm
0.3 μm . As expected, the threshold voltage is a linearly

decreasing function of the temperature [18], whereas the DIBL factor increases linearly
with temperature [19,20]. The slope factor is, for practical purposes, independent of the
temperature. The dependence of the specific current on the temperature is, in general, not
predictable due to uncertainty in the variation of the mobility with the temperature.
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Figure 7. Parameters of the 4PM vs. temperature of a medium (nominal) VT NMOS transistor with
W/L = 1 μm/0.3 μm.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the extracted values for NMOS and PMOS long-channel
( W

L = 1 μm
1 μm ) and short-channel ( W

L = 1 μm
0.3 μm ) transistors, respectively, from a 0.18 μm tech-

nology. The four parameters were extracted at room temperature for extreme corners (slow
and fast) and for the typical (nominal) condition.

Table 1. Extracted parameters for medium-VT NMOS/PMOS transistors with W
L = 1 μm

1 μm .

Transistor
Slow Nominal Fast

NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS

VTO [mV] 316 −239 291 −211 266 −183
IS [nA] 99 35 111 40 124 45

n 1.19 1.18 1.20 1.18 1.22 1.17
σ[mV

V ] 5.9 18 5.9 18 5.9 19
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Table 2. Extracted parameters for medium-VT NMOS/PMOS transistors with W
L = 1 μm

0.3 μm .

Transistor
Slow Nominal Fast

NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS

VTO [mV] 338 −272 311 −239 283 −206
IS [nA] 313 81 420 106 543 137

n 1.24 1.17 1.23 1.18 1.22 1.17
σ[mV

V ] 14 19 14 20 14 20

As expected, the parameters that varied the most were threshold voltage and specific
current. The threshold voltage varied 8.6% in relation to the nominal value of the NMOS
transistors and 13.3% in relation to the PMOS transistors. The specific current varied
around 13% in relation to the nominal value in long-channel transistors and up to 29.3%
in short-channel transistors. The effects of these variations in a circuit are presented in
Section 5.

4. Including the 4PM in Cadence

To simulate MOS circuits through the 4PM in a commercial simulator, the model was
carried out in Verilog-A, an HDL that describes the electrical behavior of analog devices,
circuits and systems. The Verilog-A compiler handles every required interaction between
the model and the simulation software. Furthermore, Verilog-A supports various functions
to assist in descriptions, such as standard mathematical functions, transcendental and
hyperbolic functions as well as a set of statistical functions [14].

The inversion levels in the UICM (7) simplify the design of various MOS circuits;
however, for a simulator, the voltages at the device’s terminals are the inputs, while the
current flowing through the device is the output.

When solving (7) for the drain current, a transcendental equation arises, which can
be solved numerically. Nonetheless, the simulator solves the equations point by point;
thus, iterative calculations to find the solution of one single point waste time and process-
ing power.

Siebel [21] explored some algorithms to improve the implementation of (7) in simu-
lators, reaching the conclusion that algorithm 443 [22] finds an accurate solution for the
drain current in only one iteration.

Algorithm 443 solves transcendental equations of the form x = wew. To resemble such
a form, the UCCM in (3) can easily be rewritten as (24).

e

(
VP−VS(D)B

φt
+1

)
= qIS(D)e

qIS(D) (24)

Owing to the similarity of (24) to x = wew, algorithm 443 is employed to determine
the drain current by following a few steps: first, the normalized forward and reverse
charge densities qIS(D) are determined; then, by applying their values in (6), we obtain
the respective inversion levels i f (r), which, at last, are applied in (1), resulting in the drain
current ID. A sample of the Verilog-A description is presented in Appendix A to clarify
how algorithm 443 was implemented to solve (24).

For the dynamic model, expressions (13)–(19) were implemented in Verilog-A just
after the drain current was calculated. The overlap capacitances were also included as
extrinsic capacitances. The transconductances were used as design parameters that could
easily be derived from the current–voltage relation, namely UICM.

Model Results

For the sake of comparisons with BSIM 4.5 results, the four-parameter model described
in Verilog-A was simulated employing single transistors in typical conditions at room temper-
ature. Figures 8 and 9 present the ID × VGS@VDS = 200 mV and ID × VDS@VGS = 200 mV,
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respectively, for long-channel ( W
L = 1 μm

1 μm ) and short-channel ( W
L = 1 μm

0.3 μm ) transistors. Note
that in both figures, ACM refers to the 4PM.

Figure 8. ID ×VGS @ VDS = 200 mV for (a) medium (nominal) VT long-channel NMOS and (b) PMOS
transistors and for (c) medium (nominal) VT short-channel NMOS and (d) PMOS transistors.

Figure 9. ID ×VDS @ VGS = 200 mV for (a) medium (nominal) VT long-channel NMOS and (b) PMOS
transistors and for (c) medium (nominal) VT short-channel NMOS and (d) PMOS transistors.

Simulations carried out for VDS and VGS with 100 mV, 500 mV and 1 V led to current–
voltage characteristics similar to those in Figures 8 and 9; therefore, they were not in-
cluded herein.

Overall, the Verilog-A simulation for long- and short-channel transistors provided
results close to BSIM’s. Notably, for high values of VDS, the drain current of the 4PM
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drifts away from BSIM’s due to effects that are not taken into account in the ACM model
used herein.

5. Circuit Examples and Simulation Results

Four circuits were simulated through either the 4PM in Verilog-A descriptions or
BSIM 4.5 [23]: the classic CMOS inverter, an 11-stage ring oscillator, a self-biased current
source (SBCS) and a common-source amplifier.

5.1. CMOS Inverter

The CMOS inverter in Figure 10 is a versatile and simple circuit employed in various
ULV digital circuits [6,8] and analog building blocks, such as amplifiers and oscillators [10,24].

Figure 10. The classic CMOS inverter.

Well-designed CMOS inverters usually present a perfect balance between the N and
P networks, which means that in the voltage transfer curve, the mid-point voltage corre-
sponds to VOUT = VIN = VDD/2. The CMOS inverter herein was designed to be balanced
for the supply voltage VDD = 100 mV, room temperature and typical process parameters.

For this particular design, we chose transistors with threshold voltages lower than
those of the standard transistor, which favors them in the design of ULV circuits. They are
called medium-VT transistors, and their minimum channel length is 300 nm in this 0.18 μm
technology. The PMOS and NMOS transistors were designed with channel lengths of
LP = LN = 300 nm and widths of WP = WN = 600 nm. The values in Table 3 correspond
to the extracted parameters of these medium-VT transistors for the simulation through the
4PM in Verilog-A.

Table 3. Corner-extracted parameters for medium-VT NMOS/PMOS transistors with W
L = 600 nm

300 nm .

Transistor
Slow Nominal Fast

NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS

VTO [mV] 339 −308 309 −269 280 −230
IS [nA] 206 70 280 89 366 111

n 1.25 1.25 1.24 1.25 1.23 1.24
σ[mV

V ] 15 22 15 23 15 23

The design was validated through a DC analysis in Cadence� by using each model
(4PM and BSIM 4.5) separately. The results of the DC simulations for five different supply
voltages VDDs at room temperature and typical conditions are depicted in Figure 11, which
includes the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC), small-signal gain and short-circuit current
(ISC). From Figure 11, it can be verified that the ACM model with only four parameters is
sufficient to properly describe the electronic behavior of the classic CMOS inverter in the
ULV domain.
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Figure 11. CMOS inverter results of (a) voltage-transfer characteristic (VTC), (b) small-signal gain
and (c) short-circuit current.

Figure 12 presents the VTC curves for the CMOS inverter across the corners of process
variation for both BSIM and the 4PM at supply voltages of 100 mV and 300 mV and a
temperature of 300 K. Even with variations of up to 15% and 30% in the threshold voltage
and specific current, respectively, the 4PM clearly adapts to the corners and follows BSIM
since the four parameters were extracted for each corner.
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Figure 12. Voltage-transfer characteristics of the CMOS inverter using BSIM and the 4PM across the
corners of process variation. (a) VDD = 100 mV. (b) VDD = 300 mV.

5.2. Ring Oscillator

In Figure 13, the ring oscillator comprises N CMOS inverters in a loop and the load
capacitance CL in between stages, which includes external capacitors that load each node,
along with the transistors’ intrinsic and extrinsic capacitances presented in Section 2.2.
The load capacitance is crucial to set the frequency of oscillation and is critical for the
successful start-up of the oscillator.
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Figure 13. Ring oscillator.

According to [24], in order to facilitate the start-up of the ring oscillator in the ultra-
low-voltage domain, the minimum gain required to establish a condition of oscillation
can be reduced by increasing the number of stages in the ring oscillator. We chose the
number of stages N = 11, which corresponds to a minimum voltage gain of 1.04 V/V for
the start-up of oscillations.

Figure 14 presents the voltage signal at one of the stages of the ring oscillator for the
supply voltage VDD of 100 mV. Table 4 summarizes the frequencies obtained through
the use of either ACM or BSIM for various VDD values without the inclusion of any
external capacitor.

Figure 14. Voltage signal in the time domain at one of the stages of the oscillator. Results for BSIM
and 4PM simulations at 100 mV of supply voltage.
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Table 4. Oscillation frequency at various VDDs obtained through time-domain simulations of the
11-stage ring oscillator without external CL.

VDD BSIM 4PM
f4PM
fBSIM

400 mV 81.3 MHz 187.2 MHz 2.30
300 mV 23.7 MHz 52.1 MHz 2.20
200 mV 3.79 MHz 5.87 MHz 1.55
100 mV 452 kHz 463 kHz 1.02
60 mV 198 kHz 177 kHz 0.89

As expected, due to a lack of extrinsic capacitances associated with fringing and diode
junctions [15] in the implemented dynamic model, the frequency of oscillation using the
4PM was higher than BSIM’s overall. Table 4 shows that the oscillation frequency obtained
through the 4PM diverged from the frequency obtained through BSIM at VDD = 300 mV
and 400 mV for more than 200%, which suggests that the implemented dynamic model
lacks sufficient information to provide frequency results closer to BSIM’s in these voltages.

To further evaluate the difference in the oscillation frequency, we added the external
capacitor CL = 1 pF between stages. Figure 15 presents the oscillation frequency at supply
voltages from 60 mV to 400 mV.

100 200 300 400

103

104

105

106

VDD [mV]

f o
sc
[H
z]

4PM
BSIM

Figure 15. Oscillation frequency vs. the supply voltage VDD.

From Figure 15 and Table 5, it can be seen that the inclusion of high-value external
capacitors attenuated the effect of the capacitances inherent to the ring oscillator on the
frequency response and, consequently, improved the ACM’s accuracy in relation to BSIM
for voltages from 200 mV to 400 mV. However, it deteriorated the results for voltages
below 100 mV. Overall, the 4PM delivers a time/frequency domain result that closely
matches BSIM’s.

Table 5. Oscillation frequency at various VDDs obtained through time-domain simulations of the
11-stage ring oscillator with external CL = 1 pF.

VDD BSIM 4PM
f4PM
fBSIM

400 mV 329.4 kHz 316.2 kHz 0.96
300 mV 91.0 kHz 94.4 kHz 1.04
200 mV 14.1 kHz 12.3 kHz 0.87
100 mV 1.67 kHz 1.12 kHz 0.67
60 mV 753 Hz 469 Hz 0.62

These results suggest the capacitances in BSIM have a strong dependence on the
supply voltage, a dependence which was not incorporated in the implemented extrinsic
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dynamic model, hence the observed difference in the oscillation frequency at various
supply voltages.

In addition, the computational efficiency was verified by comparing the CPU transient
simulation time required to simulate the oscillator with the external CL = 1 pF at the
supply voltage VDD = 300 mV, which provides signals with similar frequencies for BSIM
and ACM ( fACM/ fBSIM = 1.04). The total CPU time required to run the transient analysis
with BSIM was 76.25 s, while the same simulation required a total CPU time of 55.64 s using
the 4PM in Verilog-A, representing 73% of the time BSIM used, which is very significant
when it comes to several long simulation runs.

5.3. Self-Biased Current Source (SBCS)

The design of the self-biased current source (SBCS) in Figure 16, for the output current
IOUT = 100 nA and supply voltage VDD = 1.8 V, was based on the ACM model [25–27].

Figure 16. Self-biased current source (SBCS) circuit.

The core of the SBCS in Figure 16 is the self-cascode MOSFET (SCM), composed of
transistors M1 and M2, which operate in a moderate inversion. Transistors M3 and M4
form the second SCM biased in a weak inversion to generate the proportional to absolute
temperature (PTAT) voltage VY [26,27].

Transistors M2(4) are in a saturation, while M1(3) is in a triode; therefore, ID2 ∼= IS2i f 2
and ID1 = IS1(i f 1 − ir1) = Ire f (N + 1). Since VP1 = VP2 = VP and VD1 = VS2, we have
ir1 = i f 2.

The specific current IS can also be written as IS = ISHS, where ISH is the sheet
normalization current and S is the aspect ratio W

L , which, combined with (1), yields the
relationship (25).

α12(34) =
i f 1(3)

i f 2(4)
= 1 +

S2(4)
S1(3)

(1 +
1
N
) (25)

The SCM intermediate voltage VX(Y) relates to the inversion level through the design
Equations (26) and (27), which can be directly derived from the ACM using (7) and (25).

VX
φt

=
√

1 + α12i f 2 −
√

1 + i f 2 + ln

⎛
⎝

√
1 + α12i f 2 − 1√

1 + i f 2 − 1

⎞
⎠ (26)

VY
φt

= ln α34 (27)

To simplify the design, we chose i f 2 = 15 and S1 = S2, which results in α12 = 3.
From this starting point, it is sufficient to extract the sheet normalization current of M2,
as shown in Section 3.1, and to use (1) to determine the aspect ratio. Once VX is determined,
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α and the inversion levels of the other transistors can be calculated, along with their
aspect ratios.

Table 6 summarizes the sizes, series/parallel associations and inversion levels of the
transistors. Table 7 presents the four parameters extracted for the three transistors used in
the SBCS.

Table 6. Sizes and and inversion levels of the transistors of the SBCS.

Transistor W
L × Nparallel

Nseries
i f

M1,2
0.5 μm
2.0 μm × 1

4 15
M3

0.5 μm
2.0 μm × 20

1 0.32
M4

4.0 μm
2.0 μm × 40

1 0.01
M8,9

0.5 μm
2.0 μm × 35

1 0.1
M5−7,10,11

0.5 μm
2.0 μm × 1

1 10

Table 7. Extracted parameters of transistors used in the SBCS.

Transistor NMOS PMOS

W [μm] 0.5 4.0 0.5
L [μm] 2.0 2.0 2.0
IS [nA] 29 63 10

VT0 [mV] 423 444 −428
n 1.27 1.27 1.31

σ [mV/V] 2.2 2.4 6.5

The DC simulation results in Figure 17 were obtained through the use of either BSIM
or the 4PM for a voltage sweep on VDD from 0 to 1.8 V. Both models yielded similar results
for IOUT , VX and VY. The SBCS started up for supply voltages above 650 mV. The average
values of VX and VY for a VDD higher than 650 mV were approximately 86 mV and 81 mV,
respectively, which were very close to the calculated value of 88 mV. The design of the
SBCS can be improved and optimized; however, the main goal herein was to compare the
results of the 4PM with those of BSIM.

Figure 17. Results of DC analysis for voltage sweep on VDD: (a) output current, (b) VX and (c) VY .
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5.4. Common-Source Amplifier

The common-source amplifier in Figure 18 was designed to demonstrate the suitability
of the 4PM in the frequency domain in comparison to BSIM. The amplifier was designed
for a maximum gain at a frequency of 2 MHz, a bias current of 200 nA and a supply voltage
of 1.8 V.

Figure 18. Common-source amplifier.

Table 8 presents the transistors’ dimensions and extracted parameters employed in
the design. The resistor R of 500 kΩ isolates the node VG from the bias circuit, while the
capacitor C of 150 fF blocks the DC level from the input signal at VG.

Table 8. Transistor dimensions for the common-source amplifier and extracted parameters.

Transistor M1,3,5 M2,4

W [μm] 2.0 0.5
L [μm] 0.18 2.0

IS [nA] 2000 10
VT0 [mV] 518 −428

n 1.36 1.31
σ [mV/V] 21.8 6.5

An AC simulation from 1 kHz to 10 GHz was run for a capacitive load of 10 fF.
The results using BSIM and 4PM are depicted in Figure 19, where it is evident that the 4PM
managed to follow the BSIM curves in the AC simulation.

Figure 19. Frequency response of the common-source amplifier using BSIM and 4PM: (a) open-loop
gain in dB and (b) phase.
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The center frequency for the 4PM was around 2.14 MHz with a peak gain of 26 dB,
while BSIM presented a maximum gain of 25.3 dB at 1.9 MHz. The phase curves presented
in Figure 19 show that the 4PM managed to follow BSIM very closely. Two poles were
found at 700 kHz and 4.7 MHz for BSIM and at 850 kHz and 5.5 MHz for the 4PM. These
differences were expected since the 4PM in Verilog-A does not consider the complete
dynamic transistor model.

6. Conclusions

The simulation results of MOS circuits depend on the accuracy of both the MOS model
and the extracted transistors’ parameters.

The authors of [28] employed an ACM expression of charge density to calculate
currents but did not extract the required parameters that should be available in the simulator.
Nonetheless, despite using VHDL (the hardware description language VHSIC) to facilitate
the widespread use of the model in other simulators, the charge density equations are not
familiar to most designers; thus, a gap between hand-design and simulation remains.

This paper introduced a truly compact MOS model composed of only four parameters—
enough to describe the DC and small-signal low-frequency characteristics of MOSFET.
The 4PM in Verilog-A was used to calculate the current from the UICM, which contains
parameters familiar to IC designers. This is significant because a first-order understanding
of the MOSFET model along with its associated parameters is indispensable for IC designers
since the MOSFET parameters of simulators are numerous and most of them are quite hard
to understand.

Besides presenting the 4PM, this paper also introduced the extraction methods em-
ployed to obtain accurate parameters, reflected in the consistent results obtained through
the simulations of different circuits presented in Section 5.

The four-parameter model is a minimalist model that helps electronic engineers to
design MOS circuits and to rapidly find approximate solutions to the circuits’ electrical
behavior in a way that the troubleshooting can easily be done by directly relating the
design parameters to the obtained results before fine tuning through more complex and
time-consuming simulations.

The 4PM is particularly useful for the design by hand of low-voltage circuits because
fewer parameters are required for accurate results while still maintaining a foundation in
physics. Therefore, all things considered, the 4PM helps to bridge the gap between the
hand design and simulation of MOS circuits.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

4PM Four-parameter model
ACM Advanced compact MOSFET model
BSIM Berkeley short-channel IGFET model
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
CSIG Common-source intrinsic gain
DC Direct current
DIBL Drain-induced barrier lowering
EDA Electronic design automation
HDLs Hardware description languages
MI Moderate inversion
MOSFET Metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
PTAT Proportional to absolute temperature
SBCS Self-biased current source
SCM Self-cascode MOSFET
SI Strong inversion
UCCM Unified charge-control model
UICM Unified current-control model
ULV Ultra-low voltage
VHDL VHSIC hardware description language
VTC Voltage transfer characteristic
WI Weak inversion

Appendix A. Verilog-A Implementation

In Verilog-A, the current flowing from Terminal A to Terminal B is defined using the
syntax I(A,B), and the voltage between these two terminals is defined as V(A,B). Therefore,
it is very straightforward to set equations and associate voltages and currents.

The sample below contains a definition of the pinch-off voltage in (4), followed by
an implementation of Algorithm 443 regarding the source (subscript S) terminal. In the
full description, the calculations are performed for both source and drain (subscript D)
terminals, which are analogous.

1 analog begin

2 PhiT = $vt($temperature ); // thermal voltage

3 VP = (V(G,B) - VTH + sigma*V(D,S) + sigma*V(S,B))/n;

4 // Equation (4), pinch -off voltage

5

6 // Condition to calculate WnS

7 X = exp(((VP - V(S,B))/ PhiT )+1);

8

9 if(X < 0.7385) begin

10 numeratorS = X + (4/3)*X*X;

11 denominatorS = 1 + (7/3)*X+(5/6)*X*X;

12 WnS = numeratorS/denominatorS;

13 end

14

15 else begin

16 numeratorS = log(X)*log(X)+2* log(X)-3;

17 denominatorS = 7*log(X)*log(X) + 58*log(X) +127;

18 WnS = log(X) - 24*( numeratorS/denominatorS );

19 end

20

21 // Calculating ZnS

22 ZnS = log(X) - WnS - log(WnS);

23

24 // Calculating EnS

25 TermC = ZnS/(1 + WnS);

26

27 numeratorES = (2*(1+ WnS )*(1+ WnS +(2/3)* ZnS)-ZnS);

28 denominatorES = 2*(1+ WnS )*(1+ WnS +(2/3)* ZnS)-2*ZnS;
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29

30 EnS = TermC*( numeratorES/denominatorES );

31

32 // Finding the qis and ifS

33 qiS = WnS *(1+ EnS); // normalized inversion charge at source

34 ifS = (qiS + 1)*( qiS + 1) - 1; // Equation (6), forward inversion level

Note that the methodology used to calculate the inversion charges (lines 6–33) is
from [22], and we used several variables throughout the description to facilitate the imple-
mentation. Afterward, the drain current is calculated from the results of the source, and
drain calculations as shown in the sample below. The syntax and guidelines are detailed
in [14].

1 // Calculating ID

2 I(D,S) <+ = IS*(ifS -irD); // Equation (1),drain -current
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Abstract: The edge computing paradigm for Internet-of-Things brings computing closer to data
sources, such as environmental sensors and cameras, using connected smart devices. Over the last
few years, research in this area has been both interesting and timely. Typical services like analysis,
decision, and control, can be realized by edge computing nodes executing full-fledged algorithms.
Traditionally, low-power smart edge devices have been realized using resource-constrained systems
executing machine learning (ML) algorithms for identifying objects or features, making decisions, etc.
Initially, this paper discusses recent advances in embedded systems that are devoted to energy-
efficient ML algorithm execution. A survey of the mainstream embedded computing devices for
low-power IoT and edge computing is then presented. Finally, CYSmart is introduced as an in-
novative smart edge computing system. Two operational use cases are presented to illustrate its
power efficiency.

Keywords: smart edge computing; energy-efficiency; Internet-of-Things; low-power embedded
systems; machine learning; CYSmart

1. Introduction

The edge computing paradigm [1] is an emerging paradigm for Internet-of-Things
systems where computations are distributed across a variety of compact devices in order
to bring computing capability closer to data sources, such as environmental sensors and
cameras. We can mention the following advantages of edge computing over the traditional
centralized computing paradigm found in cloud systems:

• reduced communication bandwidth and power costs as a result of reduced data
transfers to centralized cloud servers;

• physical proximity of data and devices facilitates real-time data processing, such as
for self-driving cars;

• in-situ processing at the edge devices ensures privacy regarding sensitive data, and pre-
vents their offloading to remote locations;

• as the system is distributed, failure of some nodes can be easily overcome with a
minimal impact on the global system and new devices can be added in a modular
fashion to increase computing power.

Figure 1 illustrates the hierarchical layers of a typical edge computing infrastructure.
Sensors in Layer 0 collect data from the environment first. In subsequent layers, the data
are processed with appropriate devices based on the complexity of the processing. To meet
the edge computing requirements, devices are placed close to sensors.

J. Low Power Electron. Appl. 2022, 12, 61. https://doi.org/10.3390/jlpea12040061 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/jlpea
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Figure 1. Hierarchical smart edge computing.

1.1. Machine Learning at the Edge

For edge computing nodes, implementing data analytics, particularly machine learn-
ing (ML), is a major challenge. Applications that leverage ML techniques at the edge are
numerous. In essence, they deal with the inference problem. Real-time video analytics
is a prominent application found in systems such as video surveillance, traffic control,
and autonomous vehicles. Another notable application is feature extraction from images,
for example, detecting areas and objects, identifying handwritten characters, and monitor-
ing healthcare. To ensure people’s safety (for instance, in the event of a fire) or to minimize
energy consumption by utilizing renewable resources, smart homes and cities incorporate
devices that use ML techniques for sensing and controlling the environment. Amazon’s
Alexa has made automatic speech recognition popular due to its success.

Based on the richness of ML techniques, three main families can be distinguished [2].
In supervised learning, classification and regression tasks are often achieved with algorithms
such as support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural networks (ANNs), and linear
regression. With the use of algorithms like k-means or x-means, unsupervised learning can be
used for clustering and prediction tasks. Reinforcement learning focuses on decision-making
through Q-learning. The majority of machine learning algorithms implemented on edge
devices currently utilize inference (i.e., the process of directly solving ML problems with
pre-trained ANNs) rather than training (i.e., the process of minimizing error as a function
of ANN parameters, given an ML problem). One reason cited in [3] is the high bandwidth
and latency costs involved in exchanging network updates across multiple edge devices
(centralized model training might be more efficient since updated networks would be
transferred directly to devices). Another concern in the design of edge nodes is energy and
hardware costs. Structured labeled data is usually used for inference. The case is different
for deep learning [4], which is used for training tasks in which precision is critical. In this
process, complex multi-layer ANNs are applied along with huge amounts of raw data.
Edge devices lack the computing power and data storage capacity needed for this.

1.2. Motivation and Contribution of This Study

Smart edge devices rely on embedded systems with limited resources to process sensor
data. For ML workloads requiring high computing power, energy-efficient systems are
necessary. In recent years, many research efforts have been focused on energy-efficient
embedded system designs to solve ML problems [5–9]. These systems are primarily de-
signed to make inferences. However, embedded systems, especially at edge nodes, are
likely to require online learning, control, and optimization capabilities. In autonomous cars,
for example, using remote cloud-based training could lead to long communication delays.
Therefore, embedded training devices are preferred. However, after being trained offline,
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ML inference models tend to diverge once in production. The retraining of such models
will therefore require online training capabilities.

To understand how low-power embedded computing devices might help fill the afore-
mentioned demand, this paper reviews the main design approaches for energy-efficient ML
algorithm execution. In the following sections, it surveys candidates that meet both smart
edge computing and Internet of Things requirements for low-power devices. CYSmart is
a flexible and low-power smart edge computing system that we present as an example.
A few working scenarios are used to evaluate the power efficiency of CYSmart.

1.3. Outline of the Paper

First, we discuss energy-efficient computing systems dedicated to executing machine
learning algorithms in Section 2. Section 3 provides a classification of low-power devices for
IoT and smart edge computing on the basis of hardware resources and power dissipation
constraints. This classification is then used to present a panorama of popular devices.
The CYSmart low-power edge computing system is described in Section 4. Moreover, it
is briefly compared with selected industrial edge computing technologies. Finally, some
concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. A Quick Journey in the Landscape of Energy-Efficient Compute Systems for
ML Tasks

Design principle-wise, embedded machine learning can be implemented through a
central processing unit (CPU), graphics processing unit (GPU), application-specific inte-
grated circuit (ASIC), and field-programmable gate array (FPGA). There is a wide range of
outcomes in terms of power and accuracy of prediction for these implementations [10].

Figure 2 roughly illustrates this tradeoff. With the ASIC implementations [11,12],
execution latency is optimized, but ML model accuracy is lower as the model is customized
with approximations like quantization of ANN weights (i.e., reducing numerical precision
by reducing the number of bits). Contrary to ASIC chip designs, CPUs and GPUs often
support high-precision numerical representations, which improve prediction accuracy
at the expense of power consumption. ASICs are more energy-efficient than CPUs and
GPUs since they use less computing, I/O bandwidth, and memory resources. However,
their development can be time-consuming and expensive. FPGAs offer a flexible and
cost-effective implementation, allowing better balancing of power consumption, response
latency, and prediction accuracy, as evidenced by recent studies [13,14]. Nevertheless, this
comes at the expense of programmability, e.g., when compared to CPUs and GPUs.

Figure 2. Power and prediction error for four hardware designs (based adapted from [10])—higher
is worse.

In Figure 3, another perspective on existing machine learning systems is summa-
rized [7]. Inference is addressed by systems with dissipation less than 100W. Among them
are Google’s Edge Tensor Processing Unit (TPUEdge) [15] and Intel’s MovidiusX proces-
sors [16], embedded GPU-based neural engines such as the Apple A12 processor [17] and
Huawei Kirin 980 [18], FPGA co-processors like the Zynq-020 [19] and the Stratix-V [20]
chips, as well as mobile system-on-chips (SoCs) from Nvidia like Jetson-TX2 [21] and
Xavier [22]. Training systems at high performance levels consume more than 100 watts.
Typically, they consist of data center chips like the Google TPU3 [23] and the Intel Ner-
vana2 [24] and data center systems like the Nvidia DGX-2 server system [25].
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Figure 3. Computing landscape for ML: power vs. performance ( adapted from [7]).

2.1. Focus on ML Accelerators, GPUs and FPGAs

Mobile phone SoCs, for example, use ML acceleration to address vector and matrix
operations [26]. Various neural processing units and GPUs may be combined to achieve this,
as in Qualcomm Snapdragon [27], HiSilicon 600 and 900 series chips [18] and MediaTek
Helio P60 [28].

A typical approach toward efficient edge devices is to design hardware accelerators for
machine learning models. This is already the case for ANNs for improved energy efficiency
and throughput. By minimizing data access costs across the memory hierarchy, these
accelerators can enable specialized processing dataflow that better exploits the memory
characteristics. In [29], authors highlight several key design specializations tailored to
machine learning accelerators: instruction sets that perform linear algebra operations like
matrix multiplication and convolutions; on-chip buffers and on-board high-bandwidth
memory to efficiently feed data; and high-speed interconnects that enable efficient commu-
nication between multiple cores. Additional hardware specializations for inference-only
designs include Winograd convolution [30] and non-digital computing [12]. Although accel-
erators improve the execution performance of individual ML kernels, they may have some
negative impact on the overall ML model performance because of costly communications
between them and the associated system-on-chip (SoC).

Embedded GPUs and FPGAs are further alternatives for accelerating ML algorithms.
As shown in Figure 4, several solutions exist. We only report devices with maximum power
consumption of 50W, from the exhaustive list presented in [7]. The selected devices are
compared w.r.t. their performance, power consumption and computational precision levels.
Accelerators generally offer better precision and power consumption tradeoff, e.g., Google’s
tensor processing unit for edge computing (TPUEdge) [15] and Eyeriss [31]. On the other
hand, GPUs and FPGAs globally provide better performance. The higher their computing
precision, the higher their consumption, e.g., Xavier GPU [22] and ZCU102 FPGA [32].

For accelerating ML algorithms, embedded GPUs and FPGAs can also be used.
Figure 4 shows several solutions. As part of the exhaustive list presented in [7], we report
only devices with a maximum power consumption of 50W. We compare the selected devices
in terms of performance, power consumption, and computational precision. There is gener-
ally a better tradeoff between precision and power consumption with accelerators, such
as Google’s tensor processing unit for edge computing (TPUEdge) [15] and Eyeriss [31].
In contrast, GPUs and FPGAs provide better performance globally. In general, the higher
the precision of the computation, the more power it consumes, as in Xavier GPU [22] and
ZCU102 FPGA [32].

A comprehensive survey on hardware accelerators has been proposed very recently
in [33]. The reader can refer to this survey for a full coverage of the state of the art.
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Figure 4. Accelerators, GPUs and FPGAs for embedded ML (adapted from [7])—he darker color,
the higher the metric value.

2.2. From Software-Hardware Codesign to Emerging Computing Paradigms

Weight compression [34], parameter pruning, and weight quantization [35] are well-
known ML optimization techniques for ANNs. Their goal is to improve energy efficiency
by lowering computing complexity, data volume, and hardware resources used during
the execution of the networks. Pruning involves gradually suppressing the connections
between neurons in an ANN. Quantization involves reducing the number of bits in binary
words. It is similar to approximate computing [36], where floating-point representations
are converted to fixed-point representations. This reduces the precision of weight values
in connections but speeds up execution. Another key aspect is developing compilers and
runtime systems [37] that abstract away hardware details. This makes it easier to deploy
and train ML models on mobile devices. The extensive software development environment
made available to users by Nvidia contributes to the success of Nvidia GPUs for ML.

In the widely adopted von Neumann architectures, ML workloads based on ANNs
frequently perform multiply-accumulate operations, which generate multiple data move-
ments between memory and processors. As a result of these exchanges, there is a high
execution time and power consumption, and this is known as the “memory wall”. Modern
ML commodity chips combine CPUs with High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) via efficient
interconnects to address this problem. In parallel, an emerging paradigm, called near-data
processing [38], has been studied to address the memory wall issue. Computing capability
is built into the memory or storage, enabling data stored there to be processed. Mixed-
signal circuit design and advanced memory technologies were used to accomplish this.
Other near-data processing techniques include in-memory processing [39] and in-storage
processing [40]. Integrated 3D technologies and emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM)
technologies enable such realizations. In comparison to DRAM, NVMs [41,42] like Spin
Torque Transfer RAM (STT-RAM) and Resistive RAM (ReRAM) have lower leakage and
higher cell density. By using them, edge nodes can mitigate their idle power draw concerns.
In Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [43], several DRAM dies are stacked above the logic layer
using Through-Silicon-Vias (TSV) to address the memory access issue.

3. Classification of Low-Power Devices for IoT and Smart Edge Computing

As IoT and edge computing grow in popularity, multiple sophisticated tiny embed-
ded computing devices have emerged over the last decade. A general and systematic
way of assisting designers in choosing low power IoT and smart edge computing devices
does not exist. In a recent paper, Neto et al. [5] proposed a classification for IoT devices
aimed at smart cities and smart buildings. We revised this classification to better reflect a
broader class of edge computing devices encountered beyond smart cities and smart build-
ings. This includes hardware architectures used by mobile devices such as smartphones.
The enhanced classification takes into account the hardware characteristics, including both
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computing and memory components (which reflect the potential device performance),
and the total power dissipated. The resulting classes are accompanied by some typical
target algorithms that the corresponding device family can handle.

Our proposed extension of the classification from Neto et al. [5] is represented in
Table 1. A total of six device classes are distinguished. The Class 0 devices are based
on microcontrollers with limited memory capacity and power consumption. In general,
the processed dataset is very small; for example, temperature and humidity measurements.
Nevertheless, such devices can perform lightweight inference tasks using simple pre-
trained models. Hence, all the subsequent device classes can be used for inference. A
Class 1 device is one that can store data in addition to collecting and processing data. Such
devices generally run on monocore microcontrollers or application cores with larger storage
and memory capacities. Typically, such devices process only some basic statistics, such as
noise reduction.

Table 1. Device classification for smart and low-power embedded systems (adapted with permission
from [5]).

Class Storage Memory
Compute

Unit Types
Power

Typical
Algorithms

0 ≤512 MB ≤512 kB Microcontrollers ≤1 W
Basic computations

(lightweight inference)

1 ≤4 GB ≤512 MB
Microcontrollers/
Application cores ≤2 W

Basic statistics
(inference)

2 ≥4 GB ≤2 GB Application cores ≤4 W
Classification/Regression

(inference)

3 ≥4 GB ≤8 GB Application cores ≤16 W
Prediction/Decision-making

(inference)

4 ≥4 GB ≤16 GB Application cores ≥16 W Deep learning,
auto-encoders, etc.

(inference & training)5 ≥4 GB ≥16 GB Application cores ≥16 W

From Class 2, all devices are considered to have one or more application cores.
The presence of SD card slots in the majority of these devices makes storage capacity
more scalable. Devices of Class 2 are powerful enough to enable CNN inference, such as in
image analysis. Their performance is good enough to execute lightweight IoT and edge
workloads, as well as more intensive workloads such as training and inference.

In class 3, embedded GPUs make it possible to run lightweight training tasks. It is the
first class with sufficient resources to enable real-time video analysis without any special
ML accelerators.

In class 4 and class 5, we find devices that can be used in (quasi)autonomous sys-
tems such as smartphones or self-driving cars. The devices should be able to withstand
environmental changes, while delivering the performance to process large datasets using
high-performance accelerators, such as Nvidia GPUs found in server-class systems. A class
4 device is often intended for smartphones and is often more energy-efficient than a class 5
device, which is mostly designed for training and inference purposes.

Quick Survey of Typical Embedded Devices

Following the above classification, we now look at the most popular low-power
devices used for IoT and edge computing recently. As shown in Tables 2–4, the devices
identified fall into three application families:

• the first application family includes ultra-low-power devices with limited resources
suitable for lightweight IoT and edge applications. This applies to all class 0 and class
1 devices;
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• the second application family consists of the most popular devices encountered in
average edge computing and IoT applications. All devices in class 2 and part of
devices in class 3 are included in this class;

• the third application family includes devices with the most powerful hardware re-
sources for performing machine learning and inference tasks. It covers a significant
portion of devices in classes 3 and 4 and 5.

We categorize each application family by its device classes, its execution unit (CPU,
GPU, accelerator, etc.), the most appropriate ML task (inference vs. training), and some
domain application examples. Following the three application families outlined above, we
will briefly discuss an application-driven panorama of key IoT and edge devices. We rely
on [6] in part for this survey.

Table 2. Ultra low-power devices for IoT and edge computing.

Device Class GPU/Accel. CPU ML Usage
Application

Examples

Arduino
Mega 0 -

Microcontroller
ATmega 8-bit

@16 MHz
inference
(ANN)

domotic [44],
robotics [45]

Arduino
RP2040 0 -

2xARM Cortex-M0+
@133 MHz
(RP2040)

inference
(ANN)

parking traffic [46],
virtual reality [47]

MSP430G2553
LaunchPad 0 -

MSP430 16-Bit
RISC Architecture

@16 MHz
inference
(ANN)

activity
recognition [48]

Sony
Spresense 0 - 6xARM Cortex-M4F

@156 MHz
inference
(ANN)

object
detection [49]

SparkFun
Edge 0 -

32-bit ARM
Cortex-M4F

@48 MHz
inference
(ANN)

speech
recognition [50]

STM32F103 0 - ARM Cortex-M3
@72 MHz

inference
(CNN)

image
recognition [51]

STM32F765VI 0 - ARM Cortex-M7
@216 MHz

inference
(CNN)

image
recognition [52]

Tiny Eats 0 - ARM Cortex-M0+
@48 MHz

inference
(DNN)

audio
recognition [53]

Beaglebone
Black 1 PowerVR

SGX530 GPU
ARM Cortex-A8

single-core @1 GHz
inference
(ANN)

robotics [54],
camera

drones [55]

Hello-Edge 1 - ARM Cortex-M7
(STM32F746G)

inference
(DNN)

keyword
spotting [56]

MAX78000 1 Deep CNN
Accelerator

ARM Cortex-M4
@100 MHz

RISC-V coprocessor
@60 MHz

inference
(DNN)

object
detection [57]

ZedBoard
Dev. Board 1 FPGA accel. 2x ARM Cortex-A9

@667 MHz
inference

(DNN,CNN)
image

recognition [58]

The first application family, shown in Table 2, deals with lightweight data processing.
Display devices are usually located close to data sources and are used primarily for do-
motics. The Arduino board is typically found in smart houses to monitor lightning [44].
Meanwhile, the most powerful devices may come with a compute accelerator integrated
into them. Using its CNN accelerator, the MAX78000 device executes a light and optimized
object detection algorithm on camera data [57]. Generally, the devices in Table 2 are afford-
able. They use programming models that are often closer to the hardware, i.e., at a low
abstraction level, like assembly code.

Due to its inherent energy-efficiency, ARM technology is often adopted for embedded
systems. Cortex-M microcontrollers and Cortex-A application processors are examples.
In addition to ARM cores, a few designs use Intel technology, such as the Movidius Myriad
2 vision processing unit (VPU). Using them, deep neural networks (DNNs) can be run in
smart cameras, for example. Also worth noting is the emerging GAP8 device, based on
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the RISC-V open Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) [59]. It paves the way for a new era of
processor innovation sustained by a collaborative and dynamic ecosystem.

There are a number of devices that combine ARM CPUs with embedded GPUs (see
Tables 3 and 4), except for the Beaglebone Black system (see Table 2). In the powerful Jetson
TX series and Tegra X1 systems, Nvidia’s Pascal and Maxwell GPUs are combined with
ARM Cortex-A57 cores. In both cases, the resulting systems can consume up to 15W of
power. Since GPUs are present, they provide higher computing performance at the expense
of more power consumption.

GPUs such as those reported in Table 3 are capable of executing the second application
family. With Raspberry Pi, this involves image processing to detect tomato disease [60]
or image super-resolution [61] or image classification [62] with smartphones. Other ap-
plications involve robotics, such as robotic perception [63] implemented using the Robot
Operating System (ROS). As a result, the devices used here can support higher abstraction
levels of programming.

According to Table 4, all devices in the third application family combine a GPU with
at least four application cores, except for the RZ/V2M board. Applications primarily focus
on image and video processing. With the Jetson Nano, real-time vehicle object detection is
possible [64]. Furthermore, these devices are used in smartphones, such as the Huawei P40
Pro, which is equipped with powerful video super-resolution. Additionally, they can be
used with ROS in the robotics field [65] for navigation, perception, and control.

Table 3. Low-power devices at the frontier of IoT and edge computing.

Device Class GPU/Accel. CPU ML Usage
Application

Examples

BeagleBone
AI 2 -

2x ARM Cortex-A15
@1,5 GHz

2x ARM Cortex-M4
SoC with 4 EVEs

inference
(CNN)

computer
vision [66]

Intel
Movidius 2 - Myriad-2 VPU inference

(SVM)
computer
vision [67]

Raspberry
Pi 3 2

400 MHz
VideoCore IV

GPU
4xARM A53

@1.2 GHz
inference

(SVM, CNN)

video
analysis [68]
medical data

processing [69]

Raspberry
Pi Z2 W 2

400 MHz
VideoCore IV

GPU
4xARM Cortex-A53

@1 GHz
inference

(CNN)
object

detection [70]

RISC-V
GAP8 2 -

8 RISC-V 32-bit
@250 MHz +

HW ConvolutionEngine
inference

(CNN)
image, audio

processing [71]

Samsung
Galaxy S3

(Exynos 4412 SoC)
2 Mali-400 MP

GPU
4xARM Cortex-A9

quad-core @1.4 GHz
inference

(CNN)
image

classif. [72]

Khadas VIM 3 2,3 4xARM Mali-G52
@800 MHz

4xARM Cortex-A73
@2.2 GHz

2xARM Cortex-A53
@1.8 GHz

inference
(CNN) robotics [63]

Raspberry
Pi 4 2,3

500 MHz
VideoCore VI

GPU
4xARM Cortex-A72

@1.5 GHz
inference

(SVM, CNN)
image

analysis [60]

Motorola
Z2 Force

(Snapdragon 835
SoC)

2, 3 Qualcomm
Adreno 540 GPU

4x Kryo 280 @ 2.45 GHz
4x Kryo 280 @ 1.9 GHz

inference
(CNN)

image
classif. [62]

recognition [73]

Xiaomi
Redmi 4X

(Snapdragon 435
SoC)

2, 3 Qualcomm
Adreno 505 GPU

8xARM Cortex-A53
@1.4 GHz

inference
(CNN)

image super
resolution [61]
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Table 4. Powerful embedded devices for ML at the edge.

Device Class GPU / Accel. CPU ML Usage
Application

Examples

Coral
Development Board 3

GC7000 Lite GPU
+

TPUEdge accel.

NXP i.MX 8M SoC
(4x ARM Cortex-A53 +

Cortex-M4F)
inference

(CNN)

image
processing

[74]

Google Pixel C
(Tegra X1 SoC) 3 256-core

Maxwell GPU
4x ARM Cortex-A57

+
4x ARM Cortex-A53

inference
(SVM)

pedestrian
recognition

[75]

Jetson Nano 3 128-core
Maxwell GPU 4x ARM Cortex-A57 inference

(CNN)
video image
recognition

[64]

Jetson TX1 3 256-core
Maxwell GPU

4x ARM Cortex-A57
2x MB L2

inference
(CNN)

video, image
analysis [76],
robotics [77]

Odroid-XU4
(Exynos 5422 SoC) 3

ARM
Mali-T628 MP6

GPU
4x ARM Cortex-A15 +

4x ARM Cortex-A7
inference/

training
(ANN)

urban flooding,
automobile
traffic [78]

RZ/V2M
Evaluation Board 3 DRP-AI 1x ARM Cortex-A53

@996 MHz
inference

(CNN)
image

processing [79]

Samsung
Galaxy S8

(Exynos 8895 SoC)
3

ARM
Mali-G71

GPU

4x ARM Cortex-A53
@ 1.7 GHz

4x Exynos M2 @2.5 GHz
inference

(CNN)

image
recognition

[73]

Odroid-M1 3,4 4xARM Mali-G52
@ 650 MHz

4xARM Cortex-A55
@2 GHz

inference
(CNN)

video image
recognition [80]

Huawei P40 PRO
(Kirin 990) 4 16xARM Mali-G76

@600 MHz

2x ARM Cortex-A76
@2.86 GHz

2x ARM Cortex-A76
@2.09 GHz

4x ARM Cortex-A55
@1.86 GHz

inference
(CNN)

video super
resolution

[81]

Jetson TX2 4 256-core
Pascal GPU

2x Denver2, 2 MB L2 +
4x ARM Cortex-A57,

2 MB L2

inference
(CNN, DNN,

SVM)

video, image
analysis [76],
robotics [82]

One Plus 9 Pro
(Snapdragon 888) 4 Adreno 660 GPU

1x ARM Cortex-X1
@ 2.84 GHz

3x ARM Cortex-A78
@2.42 GHz

4x ARM Cortex-A55
@1.80 GHz

inference
(CNN)

image
classification

[83]

Jetson AGX Orin 5
2048xCUDA cores

64xTensor cores
@1.3 GHz

12xARM Cortex-A78
@2.2 GHz

inference
(CNN) robotics [65]

Jetson AGX Xavier 5 512xVolta GPU 8xNVIDIA Carmel inference
(CNN)

real-time
object detection

[84]

A few devices, however, combine CPUs with specific ML accelerators. ZedBoard and
Coral Dev Board both integrate an FPGA-based accelerator and Google’s TPUEdge [15].
Based on the computing complexity of algorithm execution, this diversity of cores enables
maximizing the efficiency of the combined processing elements.

Homogeneous multicore devices appear mostly in devices for the first application
family (Table 2), and in a few cases for the second application family (Table 3). These devices
dissipate only a few milliwatts or a few Watts, such as SparkFun Edge and Hello-Edge.
They, however, deliver less performance than heterogeneous devices.

Lastly, it is worth noting that most of the devices reported in Tables 2 and 3 are used
for inference tasks rather than training (which is more expensive) due to their limited com-
puting resources. Only some devices listed in Table 4 has been considered for lightweight
training tasks, e.g., Odroid-XU4 board.

4. Low-Power Smart Edge Computing with CYSmart Solution

CYSmart is an edge computing system that gathers, processes, and displays locally
measured data with minimal power consumption. It is capable of providing real-time
feedback to domain experts. There are a number of low-power devices in this system, called
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CYComs, which collect data from sensors at points of interest, pre-process it, and transmit
it to the CYEdge via LoRa networks, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Overview of the CYSmart solution.

A CYCom implements the services provided by Layers 0 and 1 in Figure 1. As a
result, CYSmart is able to perform some preliminary lightweight analyses on the collected
data. This analysis can be performed to filter it before sending the result to the other
components of the system. The outputs CYComs can then be processed and displayed
by the CYEdge component, which typically implements Layers 2 and 3 of Figure 1. Data
processing algorithms can determine which device class is appropriate for implementation
of a CYEdge. For energy-efficient and secure computations, the latter is deployed close
to CYComs.

• Measurement identifier and name of the point of interest
• Type of measurement performed
• Unit of measurement used
• Range of measurement desired
• Operating mode of the module (continuous measurement, on demand, sleep. . . )
• Time range of system activity
• Battery level of CYComs
• Limit ranges of expected values
• Alert generation
• Transmission signal strength

Every measure is stored in the CYEdge internal memory and remains accessible at any
time through:

• a visualization tool that displays the measurement curves versus time;
• a download of all the information stored on a USB flash drive, computer, or server.

Depending on the needs of the customer or the third party software used, the file type
and format are adapted.

Figure 6 presents a more detailed technical presentation of CYSmart. The CYCom
and CYEdge components are detailed in the next two sections, followed by some use
case scenarios.

Figure 6. Detailed view of CYSmart solution.
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4.1. Data Acquisition Device: CYCom

A CYCom is a device used to acquire data in the CYSmart system. Physical data can be
recovered using this low-power technology running on an external battery. Data can come
from digital sensors with serial communication (SPI, UART, I2C) or from analog sensors
with a 16-bit Analog to Digital Converter (0–10V, 4–20 mA, or thermal resistance input).
An STM32 microcontroller allows the CYCom to pre-process data (threshold detection,
filtering, conversion. . . ) before sending it by LoRa to the CYEdge. Each device can be
physically configured to communicate with the CYEdge unit using one of two frequency
bands (433 MHz or 866 MHz), each with four transmission channels. In the event the
receiving device is not reachable, the sent frame can be stored on the receiving device’s
internal flash memory (8 MB) or SD card and sent back when the connection is restored.
The device can also make use of other modules, such as a micro-USB port (currently used
for CYCom updates), Bluetooth module, 3-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) module
(acceleration, angular, magnetic), or GPS module directly integrated within the device.

4.2. Centralized Early Data Processing: CYEdge

Data centralisation and setup of the sensor network is achieved with the CYEdge
technology. It is a box that can be connected to an external battery or to the socket.
The technology consists of two parts. The first one is a Raspberry Pi 4 (Processing Unit)
and the second one is a proprietary shield developed by CYleone that enables LoRa
communication with CYComs. This shield is a LoRa gateway that allows the processing of
AT commands sent by the Raspberry Pi. These commands are sent to setup the CYComs
but also to retrieve the data frames from the CYComs. The Raspberry Pi acts mainly as a
data processing and graphic display unit. It reads, processes, saves and displays data from
the shield on the graphical user interface. The interface allows the configuration of the
sensor network and the retrieval of all the data and configurations of each CyCom. It can
be accessed by connecting via WiFi or Ethernet to the local network created by the board
itself, or to an existing network. The Raspberry can also be used for other parallel tasks
such as GPS measurements, digital data retrieval and synchronization of this data with that
received via LoRa.

4.3. Use Case Evaluation of CYSmart

One use case application of CYSmart is to collect data from different points of interest
every interval of ten minutes, in a critical environment. As shown in Figure 6, the CYComs
collect data from sensors where it is difficult to take and transmit measurements, such as
aeraulic measurements in basements or bunkers. Data can be stored in the CYComs and
sent to the CYEdge after lightweight processing, such as threshold detection or filtering.
By sending only useful and ready-to-use data, this application minimizes LoRa communi-
cation. On the CYEdge, complementary data processing can be performed. A diagram of
the CYCom’s operations is shown in Figure 7.

A second use case application relies on LoRa to wirelessly transmit raw data from
a CYCom directly to the CYEdge. The latter performs all data processing and displays
the evolution of the values. This scenario is used to track the evolution of a process or a
physical value in time, such as a refrigerator temperature in catering. Here, in most cases,
the interval between two measures is around a few seconds, e.g., four seconds in our case.
In addition, a CYEdge can only be paired with one to five CYComs. Figure 8 shows the
corresponding flow diagram.
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Figure 7. Operational diagram of the first application use case (Case I).

Figure 8. Operational diagram of the second application use case (Case II).

CYSmart devices are now ready to be evaluated according to the above use cases. As a
processing unit, CYEdge utilizes a Raspberry PI 4 device with a LoRa shield. The CYCom
uses a homogeneous architecture based on a STM32L496 microcontroller and ARM Cortex-
M4 CPU (class 0 device hardware). The CYCom has a storage capacity of 1 MB from the
STM32 and 8 MB from an external flash memory (class 0 device storage), as well as an SD
card slot. There is also 320 KB memory in the STM32, corresponding to a class 0 memory.

According to the different steps of the two operational diagrams, the evaluation
of CYCom is presented in Table 5. During each step, the power is measured using the
generator voltage (constant 15V) and the CYCom current draw. A CYCom is connected
to a generator through an ampere-meter to measure the current draw with the greatest
precision between the generator value and the ampere-meter display.
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Table 5. Power consumption and duration of each steps in the use case scenarios.

Step Labels Detailed of the Step Power Consumption Time Duration

1 Wait pairing and
synchronizing from the CYEdge 412.5 mW 20 s

2 Setting up measurement
parameters from the CYEdge 468 mW 7 s

3 Measuring digital and
analog data from sensor 357 mW 10 s (Case I)

200 ms (Case II)

4 Data processing
(filtering, conversion) 387 mW 50 ms

5 Sending stored and measured
data to the CYEdge (LoRa) 377.5 mW 2–10 s

6 Waiting acknowledgement
from the CYEdge 252 mW 1–25 s

7 Sleep until
next measuring 177 mW 1 s–1 min

8 Storing not sent data
in RAM memory 256.5 mW 50 ms

From Figures 7 and 8, we note two parts in the operational diagram. The first part,
with steps 1 and 2, concerns the setup of a CYCom. Both steps are performed only once
during the setup of the entire system and the CYComs. The latter retain their configuration
in memory until they are reinitialized by the use of a hardware reset (push button inside).
The second part relates to the execution routine of the device. In this routine, the device is
woken up, a measurement is taken, data is processed and sent (depending on the use case),
before returning to sleep until the next measurement. Steps 3 to 8 also belong to the routine
and are executed in an infinite loop.

Figure 9 shows the duration distribution for the steps in one routine iteration, con-
sidering a worst-case scenario. In Case I (see Figure 9a), the worst case scenario occurs
when there is 1 min between each data measure in the CYCom and there are frequent con-
nection issues between the CYCom and CYEdge (i.e., low communication quality). In this
worst-case scenario, (i) the CYCom transmits data to the CYEdge during 2 s and waits
for an acknowledgement during 5 s; (ii) if no acknowledgment is received, the CYCom
repeats phase (i) up to five times, otherwise it moves on to step 7. After five attempts (about
35 s), if no acknowledgement is received, the CYCom stores the data in its local memory,
and proceeds to step 7.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Time distribution between the different steps in the worst-case scenario, for two use cases.
(a) Use case I; (b) Use case II.

For Case II in Figure 9b, we assume that the CYEdge and CYCom are close to each
other. This minimizes the loss of communication between both components during data
exchanges. It enables the CYCom to send data to the CYEdge only once during 2 s and wait
for the corresponding acknowledgement during 1 s. If no acknowledgement is received,
the data is stored in the local memory of the CYCom. The worst-case scenario requires 3 s
to reach step 7.
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Despite their high power consumption, steps 1 and 2 only consist of system setup
functions executed during installation. For this reason, as shown in Figures 10a,b, various
components are activated during these steps to set them up.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 10. Power consumption breakdown for the different steps occurring in Figures 7 and 8. (a) Step
1; (b) Step 2; (c) Step 3; (d) Step 4; (e) Step 5; (f) Step 6; (g) Step 7; (h) Step 8.

During the execution of the routine, the sensor power management is activated only
during steps 3 and 4. Figures 10c,d show that it is the second most power consuming
function after the CPU. It is activated for 10 s, as in Case I. This represents 9% of the routine
execution duration in Figure 9a and only 5% in Figure 9b. This allows for stable data
collection from analog sensors. To provide the most precise data, it is necessary to have
so much time. However, digital sensors can take less time to acquire data than analog
sensors in Case II. This explains the shorter duration in Case II. The complexity of the data
processing affects the processing time, but not the power consumption.

The CYCom sends data to CYEdge in steps 5 and 6. Here, the duration depends on the
communication load between both devices. The CYCom will attempt to send data to the
CYEdge five times before storing it (step 8). During steps 5 and 6, Figure 10e,f shows that
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the LoRa communication is activated and represents up to 38% of the power consumption
during the data transmission, i.e., the third most power consumer function.

Lastly, the process performs the sleep function, i.e., step 7. In Figure 10g, it is the step
with the least activated functions: only the CPU is activated, resulting in the lowest power
consumption. According to the use case, this function can be more or less time consuming.
Figure 9a shows that in the worst-case scenario in Case I, CYCom is in this state 57% of the
execution routine. Additionally, depending on the frequency of the data measurement, this
step can be repeated and reach more than 95% of the process duration. In some cases, this
duration can be shortened depending on the measuring frequency and the total number of
CYComs deployed in the network to improve the bandwidth. With 1 s sleep duration in
Case II, the routine spends 25% of its time in the worst-case scenario.

4.4. Gained Insights and Discussion

As a representative ultra-low-power device of the CYSmart system, the CYComs were
the primary focus of the above use cases. There is also another component, the CYEdge,
which embeds a Raspberry Pi 4 and a LoRa communication shield. Based on the power
measurements of the CYEdge under normal operating conditions, it can be classified as
a class 3 device, as described in Table 1. Below are some insights regarding CYSmart’s
current implementation and potential improvements.

Gained insights. The CYCom component of the CYSmart system utilizes a commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) microcontroller manufactured by STMicroelectronics. Choosing this
approach reduces the cost of the component as well as the development time. A CYCom’s
CPU is the primary energy consumer in the aforementioned use cases, followed by the
LoRa module and the sensor power supply. Each of these three modules can be improved.

STM32 boards are based on von Neumann microarchitecture, leading to costly data
movement between different hardware units. As a result, future improvements could
include designing a customized solution that meets the requirements of the domain ap-
plications. This is consistent with the notion of domain-specific hardware accelerators as
described in [85]. There is a lot of power consumed during one routine iteration in the
second use case from the previous section without any data processing being performed.
This unnecessary power consumption must be eliminated in order to improve the energy
efficiency of the system. This problem may be solved by means of power gating, for ex-
ample. A customized solution that incorporates such a mechanism is therefore desirable.
Suitable design approaches should be considered for design space exploration by selecting
high-level methodologies, e.g., [86–88], covering different abstraction levels: high-level ana-
lytical modeling [89–92], transaction-level modeling [93–95], cycle-accurate design [96–98],
or register transfer level [99]. As surveyed in this paper, it is possible to implement the
architecture using FPGA or ASIC designs at the expense of higher costly implementation
efforts. As for CYComs, the CYEdge power consumption can be reduced by applying the
same design methods.

Sensor power consumption is difficult to reduce since it is heavily dependent on the
type of sensor being used. A wide range of digital and analog sensors can be interfaced
with the CYCom. External 24 V lithium-ion batteries are currently used to power the
integrated sensors. Instead of analog sensors, digital sensors with internal 3.3 V batteries
could be considered here to reduce power consumption. Depending on the measurement
environment, LoRa modules consume varying amounts of power. In both Cases I and II,
the system can communicate across a reinforced concrete wall 90 cm thick with the initial
parameters. In the case of a 15 dBm data transmission capacity and a spreading factor of
12, the maximum transmission delay is 2 s. Therefore, its maximum power consumption is
166 mW. These parameters can be adjusted according to the operational environment in
order to reduce the LoRa module’s power consumption.
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Comparison of CYSmart w.r.t. selected industrial solutions. As a mature low-power edge
computing solution, the CYSmart system can be compared with a number of industrial
technologies. For this purpose, we consider some relevant criteria, described as follows:

• Device classes: supported device classes as defined in Table 1. This criterion implicitly
suggests a range of power consumption;

• Sensor diversity: diversity of sensor types supported by a technology, such as digital
versus analog sensors, as well as sensor voltage ranges. The criterion is qualitative in
nature and can be rated on three levels: high, average, and low.

• Transmission speed: the speed of data transmission between the sensors at the edge
frontier and the gateway or centralized system that is responsible for pre-processing
the data. Generally, it is measured in terms of the number of samples per second
(S/sec) or bits per second (b/sec);

• Communication distance: the distance over which a technology communicates wirelessly.
It is essential in critical environments, such as basements, bunkers, and nuclear power
plants;

• Number of edge layers: the number of layers considered in the hierarchical edge com-
puting implementation, as shown in Figure 1;

• Measurement points: the number of data measurement points (i.e., sensors) managed
by a single gateway or centralized system;

• Dimension of measurement device: the form factor of a device that incorporates sensors
to collect data during the deployment of a technology;

• Dimension of gateway/central device: the form factor of a gateway or centralized system
that manages sensor data;

• Easy deployment: the effort required for an easy deployment of a technology. This is a
qualitative criterion;

• Application diversity: it refers to the variety of applications that can be leveraged by a
technology, such as smart-home, smart-industry, and smart-city. The criterion is also
qualitative in nature.

In light of the aforementioned criteria, Table 6 provides a comparison of CYSmart w.r.t.
the industrial edge computing technologies summarized in the sequel. The TMI-Orion
company proposes a solution for the design and manufacture of high level technologies
that target harsh environments. A key component of its edge computing technology is a
network of smart sensors such as NanoVACQ Fullradio [100], which communicate via a
2.4 GHz radio protocol with a Radio Transceiver [101]. Using a serial protocol, the latter
transmits data to a host computer that manages and displays data from a sensor network.
The Gravio company develops an IoT platform that is capable of connecting several sensors.
Using the ZigBee wireless protocol, these sensors communicate with the Gravio Hub [102].
Data can be viewed and managed by users.

The moneo appliance is an edge solution manufactured by IFM company [103]. It con-
sists of a dedicated software toolbox that allows for the management of sensor parameters
as well as data display. Templates are provided in the toolbox for defining network con-
figurations. Sensors are connected to the moneo appliance via an IO-Link Master, which
serves as an interface between the appliance and the gateway computer.

The Advantech company developed an IoT solution that relies on data measurement
devices named WISE (e.g., WISE-4060 [104]) and an intelligent edge server (e.g., EIS-
D150 [105]). By using the WiFi protocol, the WISE devices send data from the sensors to the
edge server. Users are provided with a real-time dashboard for managing WISE devices.
The InHand Networks company has defined a specific gateway [106], which provides data
optimization in the IoT infrastructure and provides real-time response times. The gateway
device can be connected to a local network. It is compatible with real-time Ethernet
protocols and supports the Docker software system.

The MCM200 series components (e.g., MCM-204 [107]) are edge computing solutions
designed by the Adlink company. They are standalone data acquisition devices (i.e., no host
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computer is required) that can monitor, analyze, and execute real-time actions. WiFi or
Ethernet ports are available for communication.

Finally, the Analog Devices company offers the SmartMesh Wireless HART technology
which consists of a small network manager (LTP5903-WHR [108]) that communicates with
a number of sensor nodes called “motes” (e.g., LTP5900-WHR [109]). The network manager
and motes must be programmed by the user. The network manager is responsible for
centralizing data and communicating it to the host computer. Using analog data from
sensors, the motes transmit data to the network manager.

Table 6 globally illustrates that CYSmart and Advantech technologies offer several
advantages over other solutions. There are many similarities between these two technolo-
gies; however, CYSmart is capable of supporting a larger wireless communication distance
than Advantech’s solution. Because of this, CYSmart is well suited to critical environments,
such as nuclear power plants.
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5. Summary

Embedded architectures for future edge devices likely will need to support training,
control, and optimization capabilities, according to the current trends in edge computing.
In this paper, we discuss recent efforts regarding energy-efficient hardware solutions for
machine learning at the edge. We reviewed current design approaches and devices tar-
geted at implementing IoT and smart edge computing with limited computing and power
capabilities. Candidate low-power devices that could meet IoT and smart edge computing
requirements have been surveyed. CYSmart, a flexible low-power edge computing system,
was demonstrated as an interesting solution. To evaluate its power efficiency, a few work-
ing scenarios have been considered. Finally, a brief comparison of CYSmart with selected
industrial edge computing technologies was presented.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AI Artificial Intelligence
ANN Artificial Neural Network
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
CNN Convolution Neural Network
COTS Commercial-Of-The-Shelf
CPU Central Processing Unit
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory
FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
HBM High-Bandwidth Memory
HMC Hybrid Memory Cube
I/O Input/Output
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
IoT Internet of Thing
ISA Instruction Set Architecture
LoRa Long Range
ML Machine Learning
NVM Non-Volatile Memory
RAM Random Access Memory
ReRAM Resistive RAM
ROS Robot Operating System
SoC System-on-Chip
STT-RAM Spin Transfer Torque RAM
SVM Support Vector Machines
TPU Tensor Processing Unit
TSV Through-Silicon-Vias
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Abstract: A bootstrapping technique used to increase the intrinsic voltage gain of a bulk-driven
MOS transistor is described in this paper. The proposed circuit incorporates a capacitor and a cutoff
transistor to be connected to the gate terminal of a bulk-driven MOS device, thus achieving a quasi-
floating-gate structure. As a result, the contribution of the gate transconductance is cancelled out and
the voltage gain of the device is correspondingly increased. The technique allows for implementing a
voltage follower with a voltage gain much closer to unity as compared to the conventional bulk-driven
case. This voltage buffer, along with a pseudo-resistor, is used to design a linearized transconduc-
tor. The proposed transconductance cell includes an economic continuous tuning mechanism that
permits programming the effective transconductance in a range sufficiently wide to counteract the
typical variations that process parameters suffer during fabrication. The transconductor has been
used to implement a second-order Gm-C bandpass filter with a relatively high selectivity factor,
suited for multi-frequency bioimpedance analysis in a very low-voltage environment. All the circuits
have been designed in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a 0.6-V single-supply voltage.
Simulated results show that the proposed technique allows for increasing the linearity and reduc-
ing the input-referred noise of the bootstrapped bulk-driven MOS transistor, which results in an
improvement of the overall performance of the transconductor. The center frequency of the bandpass
filter designed can be programmed in the frequency range from 6.5 kHz to 37.5 kHz with a power
consumption ranging between 1.34 μW and 2.19 μW. The circuit presents an in-band integrated noise
of 190.5 μVrms and is able to process signals of 110 mVpp with a THD below −40 dB, thus leading to
a dynamic range of 47.4 dB.

Keywords: bandpass filter; bootstrapping; bulk-driven; linearized transconductor; quasi-floating
gate; voltage follower

1. Introduction

The electrical bioimpedance technique allows for characterizing indirectly the prop-
erties of a biological media in a noninvasive way [1]. An AC excitation signal is applied
to the impedance under test, ZBIO, and the corresponding response is acquired by means
of an instrumentation amplifier [2], conditioned and processed. This technique is being
widely used nowadays to assist in the diagnosis of different diseases extended among
the population as well as for monitoring physiological variables [3,4]. Frequently, the
response of the sample is required to be repeated at different frequencies in order to obtain
a more complete information, which is known as bioimpedance spectroscopy. The typical
frequency range, known as dispersion range, varies from several hundreds of Hz to a few
MHz. The frequency analysis can be carried out sequentially, by modifying the frequency
of the excitation signal. Nevertheless, when the bioimpedance of the media varies rapidly,
a multi-frequency analysis is required in order to obtain all the responses at the same
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time. In this case, as illustrated in Figure 1, different AC excitation signals are generated
and simultaneously applied to the impedance, being subsequently separated with the
help of bandpass filter (BPF) sections, being the Gm-C a flexible and suitable approach for
monolithic integration [5–15]. The resulting solution is susceptible of being incorporated in
an Internet of Things (IoT) platform [16]. Nevertheless, different specifications must be met
for this purpose, which can be especially stringent in terms of total power consumption
when the overall application is intended to be incorporated into a wearable device.

−

+

Figure 1. Block diagram of a multi-frequency bioimpedance system.

The bulk-driven technique is well-suited for low-voltage CMOS analog design, as it
allows for operation with very low supply voltages and overcomes the non-zero threshold
voltage constraint [10,17–25]. Indeed, in a bulk-driven transistor, the DC voltage required to
switch the device on and the signal to be processed are decoupled and applied, respectively,
to the gate and bulk terminal, which allows for providing and extending the input voltage
range with respect to the conventional gate-driven device. Nevertheless, one of the main
drawbacks of such technique is the reduction of the effective transconductance, due to the
lower value of the bulk transconductance, gmb, as compared to the gate transconductance,
gm. As a consequence, an increase of input-referenced magnitudes, such as the offset
voltage or the noise, takes place. Different techniques have been proposed to electronically
enhance the effective transconductance of a bulk-driven transistor, consequently increasing
area and power consumption [26,27].

In this contribution, the application of a bootstrapping effect to a bulk-driven MOS
transistor to increase its intrinsic voltage gain is proposed. The technique has been used
to design a low-voltage voltage buffer, in which the noise contribution is reduced and the
linearity is increased. The voltage buffer has been incorporated in the implementation of a
linearized transconductor, which, in turn, is the basic building block of a second-order Gm-C
BPF aimed to signal separation in a multi-frequency bioimpedance measurement system.
All the circuits have been designed in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a 0.6-V
single supply. The rest of the manuscript has been organized as follows: In Section 2, the
voltage buffer is described and analyzed, whereas simulated results are used to confirm its
principle of operation. The design of the linearized transconductor is detailed in Section 3
and the implementation of the filter is presented in Section 4. Simulated results are provided
in Section 5 and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Boostrapped Bulk-Driven Voltage Follower

2.1. Bulk Driven Buffer: Simulation and Analytical Results

Figure 2a illustrates a conventional bulk-driven flipped voltage follower, where the
input voltage is applied to the bulk of transistor MD, a bias voltage VBIAS is applied to
its gate, and the output voltage VOUT is obtained at the source. A negative feedback
loop is established around transistors MF and MD, which forces the current IB via the
constant voltage VBN to flow through the drain of device MD, and ensures a very low
output resistance.
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(a) (b)

− −

−

(c)
Figure 2. Bulk-driven FVF cell: (a) conventional approach; (b) proposed bootstrapped version;
and (c) small–signal circuit (gm,MD = 0 for the bootstrapped case).

The proposed circuit is implemented by adding a capacitor CG between the gate and
source terminals of MD and a cutoff transistor MG acting as a pseudo-resistor between
VBIAS and the gate of MD, as shown in Figure 2b, in a similar way as in the quasi-floating
gate transistor technique [28]. It is worth noting that these elements are the ones usually
employed to design a bootstrapping circuit [29,30], but they are used here to cancel out the
gate transconductance of transistor MD, i.e., gm,MD = 0, thus enhancing the voltage gain of
the cell.

Figure 2c depicts the equivalent small-signal circuit of Figure 2a and the main parame-
ters of the cell are summarized in the second column of Table 1, where gm,Mi, gmb,Mi, and
ro,Mi are the gate transconductance, the bulk transconductance, and the output resistance
of transistor Mi, respectively. In addition, RD,MD and RS,MD are the equivalent resistances
seen from the drain and source terminals of MD, also respectively. The small-signal equiv-
alent circuit of the buffer in Figure 2b is very similar to the one illustrated in Figure 2c,
but due to the bootstrapping effect gm,MD = 0. As a result, the corresponding small-signal
expressions are modified accordingly for the proposed approach, as shown in the third
column of Table 1. Note that, for the case of the voltage gain, the proposed circuit avoids
the signal attenuation inherent in the bulk-driven technique. In return, the values of Rout
and RS,MD are incremented due to the cancellation of gm,MD. On the other hand, the open
loop gain is the same for both circuits, i.e., gmb,MD · ro,MD, whereas the loop gain can be
expressed as (gm,MD + gmb,MD) · ro,MD and gmb,MD · ro,MD for the conventional and the
bootstrapped version, respectively [31].
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Table 1. Small-signal parameter comparison of the conventional and bootstrapped buffers.

Conventional Bootstrapped

Gain gmb,MD
gm,MD+gmb,MD

≈1

Rout
1

gm,MF ·(gm,MD+gmb,MD)·(ro,MD‖ro,MS)
1

gm,MF ·gmb,MD ·(ro,MD‖ro,MS)

RD,MD
1

gm,MF
1

gm,MF

RS,MD
1

gm,MD+gmb,MD

1
gmb,MD

Open loop gain gmb,MD · ro,MD gmb,MD · ro,MD

Loop gain (gm,MD + gmb,MD) · ro,MD gmb,MD · ro,MD

2.2. Analytical and Simulated Results

In this subsection, analytical expressions and simulation results of the conventional
and proposed buffer are provided. The simulations have been obtained using a standard
180 nm CMOS technology with the following aspect ratios for the common transistors
WMD/LMD = 20 μm/1 μm, WMF/LMF = 1 μm/1 μm, IB = 100 nA, set by a simple
current mirror with WMS/LMS = 4 μm/1 μm. For the bootstrapped implementation,
CG = 0.25 pF and transistor MG (WMG/LMG = 240 nm/340 nm) is connected as a pseudo-
resistor, implemented by a thick oxide device to obtain a larger value of resistance when it
is compared to standard transistors. As a consequence, a lower operating cutoff frequency
can be achieved. The supply voltage was set equal to 0.6 V; both cells were loaded with an
output capacitor of 50 fF, and VBIAS was fixed to 0.1 V.

Gain, area, and power consumption: Figure 3 shows a comparison of the AC small-
signal response of the conventional and the bootstrapped buffers. The technique operates
properly for frequencies higher than 3 Hz, obtaining a gain of 0.21 V/V (−13.4 dB) and
0.92 V/V (−0.7 dB) for the conventional and the proposed cell, respectively. For obtaining
operation at lower frequencies, capacitor CG should be made larger or the configuration
of the pseudo-resistor could be modified to increase its value. In the case of the high
cutoff frequency, the value for the proposed cell is lower as compared to the conventional
solution, since the output resistance of the proposed cell has been increased. The small
overdamping observed in the magnitude response of the proposed circuit at frequencies
slightly higher than 1 MHz can be easily cancelled by connecting a very small capacitor at
the drain terminal of the driver transistors MD in Figure 2b. In any case, it does not affect
the stability of the feedback loop implicit in the buffer. The power consumption is the same
in both designs, 60 nW (not including the bias circuits), whereas in terms of silicon area,
the proposed cell is twice as large as the conventional technique due to the presence of
capacitor CG. However, larger capacities (in the order of tenths of pF) will be used in the
final application, thus making this increase in area not very significant. In addition, it is
worth mentioning that, in the used technology, metal–insulator–metal capacitors can be
placed on top of the active devices, which allows for reducing the total area occupation of
the voltage buffer.

Figure 4 shows the voltage gain of the conventional and the bootstrapped buffers as a
function of the input differential-mode (DM) voltage in a range from −200 mV to 200 mV
with respect to a common-mode (CM) voltage of 300 mV. Note that the gain of the proposed
cell is more than four times higher than that of the conventional cell in the voltage range
between −150 mV and 150 mV, and it is much closer to unity. In addition, the proposed cell
has a more constant response than the conventional cell, leading to a more linear behavior,
as it will be demonstrated next.
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Figure 3. Frequency response comparison of the conventional and bootstrapped buffers.
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Figure 4. Gain versus input DM voltage of the two voltage buffers.

THD analysis: Considering that the PMOS transistors in Figure 2 operate saturated in
the weak inversion region, and neglecting the channel length modulation effect, their drain
current can be defined as [22]

iD = IT

(
W
L

)
exp

(
VSG + Vth

nVT

)[
1 − exp

(
VSD
VT

)]
(1)

where IT , Vth, n, and VT are the technology current, the threshold voltage, the subthreshold
slope, and the thermal potential, respectively. In a bulk-driven transistor, the signal is
implicit in the threshold voltage, which can be expressed as

Vth = Vth0 − γP

(√
2φ + VBS −

√
2φ

)
(2)

where Vth0 is the threshold voltage when VBS = 0 and φ and γP are fabrication process
constants. It is worth pointing out that, for a PMOS transistor, the values of Vth, Vth0, and
γP are negative. Using these expressions, it is possible to find a closed-form relationship
between vOUT and vIN for the circuits in Figure 2. Indeed, the large-signal input/output
voltage expression for the conventional bulk-driven FVF cell is the solution of a quadratic
function that can be written as follows:

vOUT =
−(2A + γ2

P)±
√

γ4
P + γ2

P(4A + 8φ) + 4γ2
PvIN

2
(3)
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with A = −VBIAS + Vth0 + γP
√

2φ − nVT ln
(

IT
IS(W/L)

)
. An evident nonlinear behavior

can be observed in the input/output transfer characteristic of the conventional voltage
follower. On the other hand, the vOUT − vIN transfer characteristic of the proposed buffer
is inherently linear and given by:

vOUT = 2φ − A2

γ2
P
+ vIN (4)

As inferred from (4), the linearity of the proposed cell is improved since the AC signal
at the source terminal of transistor MD is copied to its gate, allowing the input/output
voltage relationship to become linear. As a consequence, the THD performance is better for
the proposed bootstrapped buffer as compared to the conventional structure.

Figure 5 shows the simulated THD comparison for a sinusoidal input signal of 1 kHz
with an amplitude swept from 10 mV to 250 mV. The dominant distortion contribution in
both cases is due to the second-order harmonic. Note that the proposed cell has a THD
lower than 1% (−40 dB) for input signals up to 180 mV, with a corresponding output
voltage of 166 mV, whereas, for the conventional cell, an input signal of only 50 mV,
corresponding to an output voltage of 10 mV, is allowed to achieve the same distortion
level. This represents an increase of almost 5 and 20 times of the maximum input and
output signal levels, respectively, that can be processed.
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T
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%
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Figure 5. THD comparison.

Noise response: A straightforward analysis of the noise equivalent circuit of the conventional
buffer reveals that the power spectral density of the input-referred noise is:

n2
iC

Δ f
=

i2n,MF

Δ f
1

g2
m,MFg2

mb,MD(ro,MD ‖ ro,MS)2
+

i2n,MD

Δ f
1

g2
mb,MD

+
i2nb,MF

Δ f
(gm,MD + gmb,MD)

2

g2
m,MFg2

mb,MD
(5)

where the subscripts of the noise current sources are related to the names of the transistors
in Figure 2. On the other hand, for the bootstrapped version of the voltage buffer, we have:

n2
iB

Δ f
=

i2n,MF

Δ f
1

g2
m,MFg2

mb,MD(ro,MD ‖ ro,MS)2
+

i2n,MD

Δ f
1

g2
mb,MD

+
i2nb,MF

Δ f
1

g2
m,MF

(6)

As it can be seen in (5) and (6), the first two noise contributions are equal because the
ratio of Rout to gain and RS,MD to gain are the same in both circuits. The difference relies
on the last term, related to the ratio of RD,MD to gain, which is different in both implemen-
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tations. Subtracting both equations and defining gmb,MD = ηgm,MD and gmb,MD = λgm,MF,
the extra noise for the conventional buffer is:

n2
iC

Δ f
− n2

iB
Δ f

=
i2nb,MF

Δ f
·

2λ2

η + λ2

η2

g2
mb,MD

(7)

In Figure 6, it is evidenced by simulations that the noise corresponding to the boot-
strapped buffer is lower than in the case of the conventional solution, according also to the
prediction in (7).
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Figure 6. Noise comparison. The input power spectral density is represented in dB on the y-axis to
illustrate more clearly the tendencies.

3. Proposed Linearized Transconductor

The circuit schematic of the proposed transconductor, consisting of a linearization
resistor and two voltage followers, is illustrated in Figure 7. The input signals, v+IN and
v−IN , are applied to the bulk terminal of the driver transistors MD1 and MD2, producing
a buffered replica of these voltages, v+IN,B and v−IN,B, at their source terminal. The boot-
strapping action applied to the bulk-driven transistors leads to a gain close to unity for
the voltage followers, as detailed in the previous section. The corresponding DM signal,
v+IN,B − v−IN,B, is applied to a pseudo-resistor, implemented by transistors MR1 and MR2,
where voltage-to-current (V-to-I) conversion takes place.

+

+

−

−

+

−

Figure 7. Proposed linearized transconductor.
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Assuming that the parallel connection of transistors MR1 and MR2 leads to a resistor
with an approximately constant value RLIN for small values of their source-to-drain voltage,
the effective transconductance of the V-to-I converter has been determined by means of a
hand analysis, and can be expressed as:

Gm,e f f =
2

RLIN
· αBD · 1

1 + 2
RLIN

· 1
gmb,MD+gm,MD

· go,MD+go,MS
gm,MF

≈ 2
RLIN

(8)

where gmb,Mi, gm,Mi, and go,Mi are the bulk transconductance, gate transconductance, and
output conductance of transistor Mi, respectively, and αBD is the intrinsic gain of the bulk-
driven follower. In the case of a conventional bulk-driven FVF, αBD = gmb,MD/(gmb,MD +
gm,MD), causing a noticeable signal attenuation that leads to a transconductance degen-
eration. The signal attenuation can result adequate in a low-voltage environment, as it
reduces the signal swing at the intermediate nodes of the transconductor. Nevertheless,
this decrease of the effective input transconductance leads to an increase of input-referred
magnitudes, such as the noise or the offset voltage. Alternatively, when the proposed
bootstrapped bulk-driven FVF is used, it happens that αBD ≈ 1 and, hence, there is an
enhancement of the transconductance of the cell.

The response of the transconductor is linearized by connecting the bulk terminals of the
transistors in the active resistor, MR1 and MR2, to the input terminals of the transconductor,
v+I and v−I , whereas the gate terminals are connected to the bootstrapping network in
order to also benefit from this effect. This solution, first proposed in [32] and adapted to
operate with bulk-driven transistors in [22], is modified here to also take advantage of
the bootstrapping effect. Indeed, the common connection of the gate, source, and bulk
terminals of transistors MD1-MR1 and MD2-MR2 in the core of the transconductor leads to
equal VSG and VSB voltages for each pair of devices and, hence, to a linearized response
that is also insensitive to variations in the input CM voltage [22]. The general expression of
the drain current of a MOS transistor operated in the subthreshold region, given by (1), can
be approximated by means of the Taylor series when the transistor operates in triode, i.e.,
when vDS is very small. In particular, the Taylor series can be truncated at the linear term,
thus obtaining

iD,triode =
IT
VT

(
W
L

)
exp

(
VSG + Vth

nVT

)
vSD (9)

Similarly, the expression of the threshold voltage can be linearized as [23]

Vth = Vth0 − (n − 1)vBS (10)

Considering the expressions in (9) and (10), the output conductance of a MOS transistor
biased in the subthreshold region and operated in triode can be written as:

go ≡ diD
dvDS

≈ IT
VT

(
W
L

)
exp

(
VSG + Vth0 − (n − 1)vBS

nVT

)
(11)

As transistors MR1 and MR2 in Figure 7 are connected in parallel, the effective conduc-
tance of the composite structure, gLIN = R−1

LIN , is the sum of the individual conductances
of both devices. Assuming that the signal vBS applied at the bulk terminals of devices MR1
and MR2 has a CM DC component, VBS, and a purely DM signal contribution, vi and −vi,
respectively, the value of the linearization resistor can be approximated as:

RLIN =
1

gLIN
=

1
go,MR1 + go,MR2

=

=

[
IT
VT

(
W
L

)
exp

(
VSG + Vth0 − (n − 1)VBS

nVT

)
· 2

(
1 +

(
(n − 1)vi

nVT

)2

+

(
(n − 1)vi

nVT

)4

+ ...

)]−1 (12)
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The odd-power terms of the signal cancel out each other, whereas the even-power
terms are summed. Taking into account only the linear term of vi signal, the expression of
the linearization resistor can be further approximated as

RLIN =

[
2

IT
VT

(
W
L

)
exp

(
VSG + Vth0 − (n − 1)VBS

nVT

)]−1

. (13)

The circuit section used to bias the transconductor is shown in Figure 8. In particular,
voltages VBN and VBP are used to generate the different replicas of the biasing current IB
required in the V-to-I converter. Furthermore, voltages VCN and VCP allow for biasing
NMOS and PMOS cascode devices. An ultra-low-voltage environment connecting the gate
of NMOS and PMOS cascode transistors to VDD and ground, respectively, seems to be a
straightforward biasing solution leading to a reduction of the total current consumption.
Nevertheless, appropriate bias conditions would be only ensured in typical mean conditions
and at the nominal value of the supply voltage and the temperature. The use of the simple
and well-known structure in Figure 8 allows for tracking PVT variations and translate them
to the bias voltage of the cascode transistors. A similar situation arises in the biasing of the
gates of the bulk-driven MOS transistors through the bootstrapping network, the reason
why the DC signal VBIAS is also generated.

Figure 8. Circuit section used to generate biasing voltages and currents.

Conventionally, the transconductance of the V-to-I converter illustrated in Figure 7 is
tuned by modifying the value of the tail current of the FVF cells. As current IB changes,
the VSG of the driver transistors also does, modifying the effective value of RLIN and,
hence, of Gm,e f f . Here, a different tuning mechanism, based on controlling the gain of the
PMOS current mirrors formed by transistors MF1-M1 and MF2-M2, is proposed. The bulk
terminal of the input transistors of the current mirror, MF1 and MF2, is connected to a fixed
DC voltage VBULK, whereas a variable voltage VTUN is applied to the bulk terminal of the
output transistors, M1 and M2. When VTUN > VBULK, the effective threshold voltage of the
output transistors is higher and the current flowing though the output branch is lower, thus
having a current attenuation. Conversely, for VTUN < VBULK, the effective value of Vth of
the output transistors of the current mirror becomes lower than that of the input transistors,
obtaining a higher output current and, hence, a signal amplification. The voltage VTUN
finds its upper bound in the supply voltage VDD and, theoretically, can be decreased until
the ground level is reached. Nevertheless, considering that the source and the bulk of these
transistors form a pn junction, deep forward biasing of this parasitic diode must be avoided.
To this end, the exponential behavior of the current flowing through the bulk terminal
of a PMOS transistor when the bulk voltage is changed has been considered in order to
determine a practical lower bound for the tuning range of voltage VTUN . In particular, in
Figure 9, the bulk current of transistors M1 and M2 in Figure 7, IBULK, is represented as a
function of the tuning variable VTUN . A current level equal to 1% of the biasing current,
i.e., 0.01IB, has been selected as a reasonable limit in order to avoid deep forward operation
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of the source-bulk pn junction of transistors M1 and M2. As a result, a value of 200 mV for
VTUN is selected as the lower bound of the tuning variable.

Figure 9. Bulk current over the tuning variable VTUN .

4. Second-Order Gm-C Bandpass Filter

The second-order Gm-C BPF illustrated in Figure 10 has been implemented by using the
linearized transconductor described in the previous section and depicted in Figure 7, which
is based in turn on the bootstrapped bulk-driven voltage buffer shown in Figure 2b. The
filter structure incorporates four transconductors in order to be able to set independently
the center frequency, ω0, the gain at the center frequency, |H(ω0)|, and the quality factor, Q.
In our application, only ω0 is intended to be swept, whereas |H(ω0)| and Q will have fixed
values. Nevertheless, the configuration selected allows for keeping constant a given quality
factor while the center frequency is swept. In addition, there is an additional degree of
freedom in the structure that allows for maximizing the dynamic range of the BPF. Indeed,
the other node in the filter, vOUT,LP in Figure 10, provides a lowpass response. The lowpass
response presents an overdamping at the frequency of the poles that is a function of the
quality factor selected for the BPF. As a consequence, a noticeable peak appears at that
node at ω0, thus limiting the dynamic response of the overall biquad. This fact can be
avoided with the structure illustrated in Figure 10, as the value of Q can be set through the
ratios of the active (transconductance) or the passive (capacitor) elements, which allows for
decreasing the overall gain of the lowpass response, thus decreasing the maximum signal
amplitude achieved at vOUT,LP at the center frequency of the BPF.

+

−
−

+
+

−
−

+

Figure 10. Second-order Gm-C bandpass filter.

The transfer function of the selected BPF can be written as:

H(s)BP =

Gm1
C2

s

s2 + Gm4
C2

s + Gm2Gm3
C1C2

(14)
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where Gmi, with i = 1 to 4, represents the effective transconductance of the i-th transconduc-
tor and C1 and C2 are integrated capacitors. The gain at the center frequency, |H(ω0)|, the
center frequency, ω0, and the quality factor, Q, can be obtained from (14) in a straightfor-
ward manner and expressed as:

|H(ω0)| = Gm1

Gm4
(15a)

ω0 =

√
Gm2Gm3

C1C2
(15b)

Q =

√
C2

C1
· Gm2Gm3

G2
m4

(15c)

The intended application of the BPF is the separation of signals with different fre-
quencies in a multi-frequency bioimpedance measurement system. Thus, the selectivity
of the filter must be relatively high, which requires a moderately high value of the quality
factor. A hand-analysis of the response at node vOUT,LP of the filter reveals that an opti-
mal choice in order not to limit the dynamic range of the BPF response is obtained when
C1 = C2 = C. Thus, the following equality has been established for the transconductances
Gm2 = Gm3 = k · Gm4 = k · Gm so that the factor Q is equal to parameter k. In addition,
transconductors Gm1 and Gm4 have been sized to be equal, Gm1 = Gm4 = Gm, in order to
have a gain at the center frequency equal to unity. Therefore, the expressions in (15a–15c)
can be rewritten as:

|H(ω0)| = 1 (16a)

ω0 = k · Gm

C
(16b)

Q = k (16c)

The factor k has been achieved by properly sizing the pseudo-resistor in each transcon-
ductor, whereas the rest of the V-to-I converter has been kept equal. The response of the
BPF, in particular the center frequency, can be programmed by fixing voltage VBULK to
an appropriate value and by tuning the value of the control voltage VTUN around it. For
VTUN = VDD, the transconductors achieve their minimum transconductance value, thus
leading to the lowest value of ω0. Conversely, when VTUN reaches the minimum reliable
value, the Gm is maximized and also is the value of the center frequency.

5. Simulated Results

The bootstrapped bulk-driven voltage buffer in Figure 2b, the linearized transcon-
ductor in Figure 7, and the second-order Gm-C BPF in Figure 10 have been designed in
180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a single-supply of 0.6 V. The simulated results
corresponding to the voltage buffer have already been provided in Section 2 in order to
demonstrate its principle of operation and, hence, the metrics corresponding to the other
two blocks are described here.

The sizes of the main transistors involved in the implementation of the linearized
transconductor are reported in Table 2, whereas the value of capacitors CG1 and CG2 was
set equal to 0.25 pF. The circuit was biased with a current IB = 100 nA and the value of the
voltages VBULK and VTUN was nominally set equal to 400 mV. In addition, a load capacitor of
1 pF was connected to the output terminal. The transconductor was first characterized at low
frequency, as the bootstrapped structure is not DC coupled. The effective transconductance,
Gm,e f f , was simulated and is represented in Figure 11 as a function of the input DM voltage
when the value of the tuning variable VTUN is swept from 200 mV to 600 mV. As observed,
the transconductance can be programmed in a range of approximately 5×, showing a
linearized behavior, even though some dependence on the level of the input signal can also
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be noticed, as predicted by (12). The open-loop frequency response of the transconductor
is illustrated in Figure 12, where the magnitude and the phase of the voltage gain are
represented. The low frequency corner due to the bootstrapping network is located at
around 2.5 Hz, whereas the voltage gain in the low frequency band is 54.2 dB with a unity
gain frequency is equal to 94.2 kHz and a phase margin of 85.6º. The low frequency corner
achieved is compatible with the frequency range of interest in the intended application. If,
for any reason, a lower cutoff frequency is required, a larger value for the gate capacitor CG
or the pseudo-resistor MG in the bootstrapping network has to be implemented, as already
indicated in Section 2. The stability of the transconductor is easily ensured with the value
of the load capacitor selected, as the phase margin ranged between 83.5º and 87.6º when
VTUN was swept in the range [200 mV, 600 mV]. The transient behavior to a square wave of
the Gm cell connected in unity-gain non-inverting configuration allowed for confirming
its stability.

Table 2. Aspect ratios (μm/μm) for the main transistors of the transconductor in Figure 7.

Device W/L Device W/L

MD1, MD2 20/1 M1, M2, M3, M4 1/1

MF1, MF2 1/1 M1C, M2C 30/0.5

MS1, MS2 4/1 M3C, M4C 10/0.5

MG1, MG2 0.24/0.34 MR1, MR2 1/0.5

The robustness of the proposed transconductor has been checked by considering in
the simulations mismatches as well as process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations.
In particular, a 1000-run Monte Carlo analysis with process and mismatch variations in
a 3-σ range has been carried out. Under these stringent mismatch conditions, the values
of the open-loop voltage gain, unity-gain frequency, and phase margin were found to be
45.0 ± 12.0 dB, 131.9 ± 17.9 kHz, and 83.7 ± 25.2º. In addition, the closed-loop BW of the
transconductor was 110.0 ± 24.1 kHz. In all of these results, the data are represented as the
mean value plus/minus the standard deviation. Corner analyses were also run in order to
determine the impact of PVT variations on the performance of the transconductor. For the
active devices’ typical mean (tt), fast-fast (ff ), slow-slow (ss) fast-slow (fs), and slow-fast (sf )
conditions were considered, whereas the values of the passive components were varied
between the minimum and maximum ranges indicated by the foundry. Additionally, the
supply voltage was varied ±10% and the temperature, with nominal value equal to 27 ºC,
was moved in the range between −20 ºC and 80 ºC. Considering a total of 45 corners, the
open-loop gain, unity-gain frequency, and phase margin varied in the ranges [41.8, 55.6] dB,
[84.8, 101.1] kHz, and [84.8, 86.4]º, the closed-loop BW being constrained between 61.4 kHz
and 125.4 kHz.

The overall performance of the transconductor is summarized in Table 3, where is it
also compared to other similar solutions previously reported. The following figure-of-merit
(FoM) has been used for a fair comparison of the transconductors:

FoMT = 100 · BW · CL
P

(17)

where BW is the bandwidth of the transconductor connected in non-inverting unity-gain
configuration, CL is the load capacitor, and P the power consumption. As observed in
Table 3, the proposed low-voltage linearized transconductor is competitive in terms of the
FoMT , whereas it presents a high open-loop gain at low frequency and provides the largest
BW in the comparative.
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Figure 11. Effective transconductance of the linearized transconductor vs. vI,DM.

Figure 12. Frequency response of the transconductor (left axis: magnitude, right axis: phase).

Table 3. Simulated performance of the linearized transconductor and comparison with other similar
solutions previously reported.

Parameter
[17]

ALOG’12
[18]

ALOG’14
[22]

Access’21
[24]

TCAS-II’22
This Work

Technology (μm) 0.35 0.13 0.18 0.13 0.18

Results Measured Measured Simulated Measured Simulated

VDD (V) 0.8 0.25 0.5 0.3 0.6

Power (nW) 40 10 0.278–535 708 361.2

Gm (nA/V) 66 22 0.34–383 4070 248.3–1024.9

Open-loop gain (dB) 61 NA 31.2 15 54.2

BW (kHz) 0.195 NA 2.67×10−3 6 99.5

SR+/SR− (V/ms) 0.12 94600 NA NA 3.15/1.56

THD (dB)
−48.2

@ 600 mVpp

−45.5
@ 100 mVpp

−46.0
@ 480 mVpp

−54.4
@ 100 mVpp

−52.6
@ 200 mVpp

FoMT (kHz·pF/nW) 12.2 NA 19.2-11.5 84.7 27.5
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The BPF was implemented by using four transconductors exactly equal excluding the
linearization active resistor. Indeed, blocks Gm1 and Gm4 have a nominal transconductance
nominally equal to Gm and, thus, the sizes of devices MR1 and MR2 correspond to those
indicated in Table 2, that is, 1/0.5 μm/μm. Nevertheless, as circuit sections Gm2 and
Gm3 were sized with a transconductance equal to 4Gm, transistors MR1 and MR2 in these
cases were provided with aspect ratios equal to 3.8/0.5 μm/μm. The biasing current
for all the transconductors was set again equal to 100 nA, leading to a total DC power
consumption of 2.74 μA. The capacitors in the BPF were implemented as metal–insulator–
metal devices, with equal values C1 = C2 = 25 pF. With these transconductance and capacitor
ratios, the quality factor of the BPF was nominally set equal to 4. The reason for selecting
relatively high capacitor values is to separate the filter center frequency from the secondary
poles of the transconductors, thus avoiding as much as possible any overdamping in the
frequency response.

The magnitude response of the BPF over the frequency is depicted in Figure 13 for
different values of the tuning variable VTUN . As observed, the filter center frequency ranges
between 6.5 kHz and 37.5 kHz, which demonstrates that the tuning mechanism results
are suitable to avoid the parameter variations due to the fabrication process with a very
economical implementation. When VTUN = VBULK = 400 mV, the center frequency is equal
to 19.1 kHz. The gain of the BPF at the center frequency, nominally set equal to 0 dB as
already indicated in (16a), increases slightly as the value of VTUN is decreased, due to the
slight overdamping caused by the approaching of f0 to the position of the secondary poles
in a system with a relatively high quality factor. The noise of the BPF has been integrated
in the −3-dB band for the same tuning conditions previously indicated, obtaining a value
of 190.5 μVrms. Furthermore, the −40-dB THD criterion has been used to determine the
maximum input signal amplitude that can be processed with a given linearity, obtaining
a maximum amplitude of 55 mV. At this point, it is interesting to mention that the large
value of the time constant associated with capacitor CG and pseudo-resistor MG in the
bootstrapping network leads to a transient response in the BPF output signal of around
1 s before the steady-state regime is achieved. Additionally, the compression curve of
the BPF output signal and the third-order intermodulation distortion are represented in
Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The IMD3 has been obtained by applying two input tones
separated ±100 Hz with respect to the BPF center frequency. In addition, from Figure 14,
the input-referred 1-dB compression point has been determined to be −19.13 dBm.

Figure 13. Magnitude response vs. frequency of the BPF for different values of VTUN .
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Figure 14. Compression curve of the BPF.

Figure 15. IMD3 vs the input signal.

The impact of mismatches and PVT variations on the response of the proposed BPF
has been estimated by means of Monte Carlo and corner analyses in the same conditions as
described in the case of the linearized transconductor. Regarding Monte Carlo simulations,
the center frequency demonstrated itself to be very stable, with a value of 19.4 ± 1.3 kHz,
showing worst-case responses equal to 16.1 kHz and 20.7 kHz in the corners.

The performance of the proposed BPF is reported in Table 4, where it is compared to
other similar solutions previously reported. In order to establish an objective comparison
between the different BPF structures, the following FoM has been used [7]

FoMBPF =
P · VDD

n · f0 · DR
(18)

where P is the power consumption, VDD the supply voltage, n the filter order, f0 the center
frequency, and DR the dynamic range. It is worth pointing out that the DR has been
calculated as the ratio of the input signal leading to a THD of −40 dB and the in-band
input-referred integrated noise. As observed, the proposed approach features a reduced
power consumption in a low supply voltage, which results in being very suitable for
bioimpedance-based IoT applications. In addition, the FoM is competitive as compared
to the other solutions, with an acceptable DR taking into account the stringent operating
conditions at the used supply voltage.
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Table 4. Simulated performance of the proposed Gm-C filter and comparison with similar BPF solutions.

Parameter
[7]

TBCAS’07
[9]

TCAS-II’12
[10] ∗

MEJ’15
[14]

ICECS’20
[15] ∗

ICECS’21
[23]∗

Access’21
This Work ∗

Technology (μm) 0.35 0.35 0.05 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.18

VDD (V) 1 3.3 0.4 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.6

Power (μW) 44.3 75.4 31.8 256.0 24.0 0.06 1.65

Filter order 6 2 2 8 2 3 2

f0 (kHz) 0.67 20 10 100 72.7 0.25 19.1

f min
0 − f max

0 (Hz) ∼100–20 k 20–20 k 1–30 k 2–100 k 72.7 k 250 6.5–37.5 k

Q N.A 3 1 4.8/5.2 5 N.A. 5.9

vIN,max (mVpp) 40 245 ‡ 178 † 140 ‡ 800 N.A. 110 †

In-band noise (μV) 70.8 58.7 53.0 100 266.6 240.0 190.5

DR (dB) 49.0 63.5 68.4 49.0 60.5 60.4 47.4

FoMBPF × 10−13 (SI) 3.4 979.6 93.1 64.0 21.9 0.377 5.5
∗ Simulated, † @ −40 dB THD, ‡ @ 1-dB compression point.

6. Conclusions

The bootstrapping effect has been applied to a bulk-driven MOS transistor in order
to enhance its voltage gain up to a value close to unity. As a result, a voltage follower
with improved noise and linearity responses and able to operate in extremely low voltage
conditions can be obtained. This voltage buffer has been used, along with a low-voltage
pseudo-resistor, to implement a linearized transconductor, which is the basic building
block of a second-order Gm-C BPF aimed at multi-frequency bioimpedance analysis. These
circuits have been designed in a 180 nm CMOS process to operate with a supply voltage
as low as 0.6 V. The performance of the filter is compatible with the requirements of
IoT applications, especially in terms of power consumption, and is comparable to other
state-of-the-art solutions previously reported.
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Abstract: In this paper, the most suited analog-to-digital (A/D) converters (ADCs) for Internet of
Things (IoT) applications are compared in terms of complexity, dynamic performance, and energy
efficiency. Among them, an innovative hybrid topology, a digital–delta (Δ) modulator (ΔM) ADC
employing noise shaping (NS), is proposed. To implement the active building blocks, several standard-
cell-based synthesizable comparators and amplifiers are examined and compared in terms of their key
performance parameters. The simulation results of a fully synthesizable Digital-ΔM with NS using
passive and standard-cell-based circuitry show a peak of 72.5 dB in the signal-to-noise and distortion
ratio (SNDR) for a 113 kHz input signal and 1 MHz bandwidth (BW). The estimated FoMWalden is
close to 16.2 fJ/conv.-step.

Keywords: analog-to-digital converters; high resolution; digital–delta modulator ADC; noise shaping;
all-standard-cell-based; Internet of Things

1. Introduction

The Internet of things (IoT) is heavily driven by significant semiconductor and nan-
otechnology breakthroughs. Low-cost, reliable, and highly integrated circuits and systems
have been designed, allowing for the introduction of important features such as remote
access control and the operation of large amounts of data [1].

High-resolution analog-to-digital (A/D) converters (ADCs) are relevant building
blocks in different IoT systems. Applications such as high-precision sensor networks,
communications, imaging, and signal processing require outstanding ADC performance,
including high-accuracy, low-power consumption, and, in some cases, wide-bandwidth
(BW) specifications [2].

To accomplish a high resolution, delta-sigma (ΔΣ) modulators (ΔΣM) and successive
approximation register (SAR) ADCs (SAR-ADCs) are frequently utilized. While in ΔΣM,
larger sampling frequencies (FS) are used to achieve higher resolutions, in conventional
SAR-ADCs, energy efficiency is often sacrificed to reach the target resolution. Furthermore,
old-fashioned architectures and techniques were revisited, and hybrid structures are cur-
rently a reality, mixing these schemes with popular structures. Employing noise shaping
(NS) in an SAR-ADC and using a delta modulation in a ΔΣM, resulting in a delta-delta-
sigma (ΔΔΣ) modulator (ΔΔΣM), are examples of this new era of hybrid ADC architectures
pursuing the most outstanding and efficient ADC [3–5].

Taking into consideration that the ADC design is a complex and time-consuming task,
it is desirable to reduce this effort, especially when porting between different nodes or
technologies is required. Moreover, the lower nodes’ technology constraints (low intrinsic
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gain, reduced supply voltage, leakage current, etc.) bring other challenges in porting tasks,
sometimes requiring a complete redesign or the implementation of different circuit schemes.

Circuits based on digital logic can be quickly realized and modified to accomplish
specifications and technological changes. Therefore, the use of digital circuits is becoming
popular in analog or mixed-signal circuit design, such as in the case of ADCs. Consequently,
synthesizable solutions using standard cells are used to further reduce redesign time and
effort [6–8].

In this work, the most-suited ADC architectures for IoT applications are described. A
hybrid ADC solution, a digital–delta (Δ) modulator (ΔM) with NS, is proposed that can
be implemented using only passive and digital circuitry based on standard cells. Circuit
details and some simulation results are also provided.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the most popular ADC architec-
tures for IoT applications, where complexity, dynamic performance, and energy efficiency
are compared. In Section 3, some standard-cell-based active building blocks, comparators,
and integrators, are presented with reference to their advantages and the main challenges
during their integration in complex systems. Section 4 provides schematic details regarding
the proposed standard-cell-based digital-ΔM employing NS and some simulation results.
Lastly, the main conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Most-Suited Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) Architectures for Internet of
Things (IoT)

The most suited ADC architectures for IoT applications are described in this section.
In spite of being an old-fashioned topology and not directly implemented in IoT appli-
cations, ΔM is mentioned because it is the basis of ΔΣM and has inspired some other
hybrid architectures, such as SAR-ADC with NS, ΔΔΣM or the proposed digital-ΔM with
NS ADCs.

Lastly, a qualitative comparison between them is provided considering complexity,
dynamic performance, and energy efficiency.

2.1. Delta Modulator (ΔM) ADC

In a patent from 1946 submitted by Deloraine et al., delta modulation was referred to
for the first time as a method to transmit analog data by means of a one-bit code [9].

As shown in Figure 1a, the basic ΔM transforms an analog input signal, Vin, into a
synchronous digital output, Dout. It employs a 1-bit quantizer, a digital-to-analog (D/A)
converter (DAC), and an integrator in the feedback path as an attempt to anticipate the
input signal. Thus, this integrator acts as a predictor [10].

Vin (t)
ADC

Dout

ʃ 

clk

DAC NTF

Frequency

STF
Smax

(a) (b)

Figure 1. ΔM ADC: (a) block diagram and (b) illustrative magnitude of STF, NTF and Smax.

Noise can negatively impact ΔM performance in two different ways: through granular
noise or slope overload. While the former results from the quantization of a continuous
signal (the signal is forced to assume a discrete value), the latter is dominant when the
step size of the integrator is too small, resulting in the incorrect tracking of the input
signal [10,11].

Despite the good robustness to transmission errors, simple filtering requirements,
and low associated complexity, the nonidealities associated with the integrator in the
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feedback path can limit linearity, noise performance, and system accuracy. Furthermore,
the amplitude of Vin and ADC performance are inversely proportional to the input signal
frequency, Fin. Therefore, as Figure 1b illustrates, while the signal transfer function (STF)
and the noise transfer function (NTF) are constant, the maximal signal, Smax, decreases
with the frequency [5].

Both noise and nonidealities can be problematic and severely restrict the maximal
dynamic performance of the converter [4].

2.2. SAR-ADC with Noise Shaping (NS)

SAR-ADCs are currently one of the most popular topologies to realize A/D conversion
due to their energy efficiency, low die area, and low circuit complexity [12]. However,
higher resolutions are difficult to achieve without sacrificing energy efficiency.

In conventional topologies, the circuit relies essentially on a 1-bit comparator, an N-bit
DAC, and a sample-and-hold (S/H) block. A binary-search algorithm is used to reduce the
analog residue to less than one least significant bit (LSB) [13].

Like in other architectures, the most critical building block is the DAC because its nonide-
alities, the associated noise, and its settling time dominated by the reference settling directly
affect the ADC performance. This aspect is even more crucial for high-resolution converters.

In the last decade, the introduction of oversampling and NS in the conventional SAR-
ADC allowed for better higher dynamic performance beyond 14 bits of resolution (i.e.,
12.5 bits of effective number of bits (ENOB)) [3]. The main idea is to use the analog residue
that still remains after the SAR operation, the residue voltage (Vres), and integrate it to
perform a NS, spreading the noise through a higher BW than the band of interest. The block
diagram of a SAR-ADC employing NS is shown in Figure 2a, in which the ADC can simply
be a single comparator. In Figure 2b, the STF, NTF, and Smax magnitudes as a function of
frequency are illustrated, with the NTF slope characteristic from systems employing NS
being notable.

Vin(t) Dout
ʃ ADC

clk

DAC

NTF

Frequency

STF

Smax

(a) (b)

Figure 2. SAR-ADC employing NS: (a) block diagram and (b) illustrative magnitude of STF, NTF
and Smax.

Given the absence of amplifiers in the pure topology (besides the comparator), in these
hybrid structures, the same strategy has been pursued, maintaining the circuit simplicity,
and relaxing the specifications of the comparator and DAC [14]. Thus, different works have
been proposed using passive NS structures [15–17].

2.3. First-Order Delta–Sigma (ΔΣ) Modulator (ΔΣM) ADC

The ΔΣM topology emerged to avoid the shortcomings of the ΔM by moving the
integrator from the feedback to the forward path. As illustrated in Figure 3a, in which the
local quantizer (ADC) can again simply be a single comparator, the integrator operates
over the error difference instead of the signal estimation, as in the ΔM case.
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X(z) Y(z)
ADC

clk

ʃ 

DAC

NTF

Frequency

STF

Smax

(a) (b)

Figure 3. First-order ΔΣM ADC: (a) block diagram and (b) illustrative magnitude of STF, NTF
and Smax.

This architecture relies essentially on an analog filter (integrator), a quantizer, and a
DAC [4,11]. Using the linear additive white-noise model for the quantizer, this system can
be represented in the Z domain, resulting in the following STF and NTF:

STF(z) =
H(z)

1 + H(z)
(1)

NTF(z) =
1

1 + H(z)
(2)

where H(z) is the integrator transfer function. The NS effect is more effective for higher
H(z) filter orders, promoting higher-resolution converters; however, extra complexity is
added to the system. These functions are represented in Figure 3b.

2.4. Delta–Delta–Sigma (ΔΔΣ) Modulator (ΔΔΣM) ADC

ΔΔΣM is another example of a hybrid architecture. Combining delta modulation with
a 1st-order ΔΣM, ΔΔΣM was proposed in [5]. As depicted in Figure 4a, two integrators are
used in this topology, one in the feedforward and another in the feedback paths.

ADC

clk

ʃ 
Vin (t) Dout

ʃ DAC

NTF

Frequency

STF

Smax

(a) (b)

Figure 4. ΔΔΣM ADC [5]: (a) block diagram and (b) illustrative magnitude of STF, NTF and Smax.

Since two integrators are involved, the complexity of the architecture is higher. Further-
more, the nonidealities of the DAC (placed in the feedback path) impact the ADC linearity.
Thus, a high dynamic resolution is difficult to achieve, especially with low energy efficiency.
Despite the inherent complexity, small modifications can be performed to the architecture,
such as changing the relative position of the DAC and integrator in the feedback path.
The integrator becomes a digital accumulator, reducing the complexity and rendering the
architecture more suitable for IoT.

As represented in Figure 4b, while the NS imposes an inclination to the NTF curve,
shaping the noise for higher frequencies, delta modulation impacts the Smax (similarly to
the ΔM topology).

2.5. Proposed Hybrid ADC: Digital–Delta (Δ) Modulator (ΔM) with Noise Shaping (NS)

A digital-ΔM employing NS was initially proposed by the authors of this paper
in [18]. It utilizes oversampling and NS to improve the overall performance by minimizing
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the impact of thermal and quantization noise. As depicted in Figure 5, it comprises a
1-bit comparator, an accumulator, an N-bit DAC, an S/H circuit, and an integrator in the
NS section.

Dout

Vref

Accumulator

DAC

ʃ 

Vin

VDAC

VNS VPRED

Noise-Shaping

Delta ModulationS/H

Φ latch

Φ ns

Φ sampling

@FS

@Fclk

1-bit ADC

VRES

Figure 5. Diagram of the proposed digital-ΔM ADC employing NS.

This architecture was initially inspired by an SAR-ADC. However, instead of the
typical SAR logic, this topology uses an accumulator in the digital domain. Therefore, the
search algorithm is based on the prediction of the next Vin working as a ΔM.

Comparing the block diagram of the proposed ADC architecture, depicted in Figure 6a,
with other topologies shows that the comparator also connects to the sampled Vin to
perform a direct comparison with the estimation. Additionally, this architecture employs an
accumulator placed between the comparator and the DAC, which is a relevant advantage to
achieve a fully synthesizable ADC. However, since this topology utilizes delta modulation,
Smax is dependent on the frequency (Figure 6b).

ADC

clk

ʃ 
Vin (t)

Dout

Accumulator

Vin (t)

DAC

NTF

Frequency

STF

Smax

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Proposed digital-ΔM employing NS: (a) block diagram and (b) illustrative magnitude of
STF, NTF and Smax.

2.6. Comparison among the Most-Suited Architectures

All the described architectures are qualitatively compared in Table 1.
In all the described topologies, the most critical building blocks are the comparator,

integrator, and the DAC, since their nonidealities impact ADC performance. However,
depending on the ADC architecture and the circuit location, their effect can be distinct.

Generally, SAR-ADC and digital-ΔM, both employing NS, present higher complexity
when compared with ΔΣM or ΔΔΣM ADCs because the specifications of the main building
blocks (metastability, comparator’s accuracy and comparison times, noise, etc.) have strong
repercussions on ADC performance. However, they present very good energy efficiency,
increasing their attractiveness. ΔΣM or ΔΔΣM ADCs are also popular for high-resolution
applications. However, the integrator design can, in some cases, be problematic for circuit
stability and efficiency.

The magnitude of Smax can show different behaviors depending on the architecture;
therefore, despite the conclusions depicted in Table 1, this aspect should be taken into ac-
count to ensure that it does not represent a strong limitation for the specific IoT application.
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Table 1. Comparison of the most-suited ADC architectures for IoT applications.

ADC Architecture Complexity Resolution Energy Efficiency

ΔM Low Moderate Low
SAR-ADC with NS Moderate Moderate/high Very good

First-order ΔΣM Low Moderate/high Good
ΔΔΣM Moderate Moderate/high Good

Digital-ΔM with NS Moderate Moderate/high Very good

3. Standard-Cell-Based Active Building Blocks

The implementation of the different architectures presented earlier demands different
specific circuits to implement the distinct functional blocks that each topology requires.
Typically, integrator synthesis encompasses the design of OTAs, and quantizers involve
comparator design. Among others, these are fundamental building blocks of converters.

Over the years, different standard-cell-based circuits, recurring to automated digital
design flows and standard cells, have been proposed to implement these well-known
analog functions, enabling faster design, and synthesis and layout automation based on
standard cells.

Despite the importance of the DAC in all architectures, its design has preferably
been passive, facilitating the converter porting between different nodes or technologies.
Furthermore, the passive characteristics allow for good energy efficiency, which is extremely
relevant for IoT applications. For these reasons, this building block is not described here.

3.1. Dynamic Comparators Using Standard Logic Circuitry

A fully synthesizable dynamic voltage comparator was proposed by Weaver et al.
in [19]. As depicted in Figure 7, the circuit relies on a two cross-coupled 3-input digital
NAND gates and, when two NANDs are connected, assuming that the common-mode
voltage of the input signal is high enough to cut off the input PMOS devices, an analog-
input comparator is created. When the clock is low, the outputs are reset to the positive
supply rail, VDD, and when the clock goes high, the outputs start to discharge through
the NMOS devices. Since the discharging rate is proportional to the input, once one of the
outputs achieves a value below than the threshold voltage, the cross-coupled connection
forces the outputs to assume the supply rail values. A static SR latch is also used to hold
the output decision and it is buffered by an inverter to reduce the memory effect.

clk

Dout
+Vin

+

Vin
- Dout

-

Figure 7. GATE-based comparator proposed by Weaver et al. [19].

In spite of being suitable for an all-digital implementation, this circuit is sensitive to
the input common-mode range. Consequently, the usage of this comparator is restricted to
stochastic ADCs [20].

Replacing NAND gates with NOR gates, as shown in Figure 8, the comparator only
operates correctly if the input common-mode voltage is close to the ground. Thus, merging
the 3-input NAND with 3-input NOR solutions, a rail-to-rail dynamic voltage comparator
was proposed in [20]. In this case, NAND gates operate correctly for the portion of the
common-mode towards VDD, while NOR gates work properly for the portion towards
the ground.
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clk_n

Dout
+Vin

+

Vin
- Dout

-

Figure 8. NOR-based comparator that was merged with the NAND-based circuit (shown in Figure 7),
producing the proposed rail-to-rail dynamic voltage comparator by Aiello et al. described in [20].

Ojima et al. proposed an NAND-based 4-input clocked comparator to achieve a fully
synthesizable SAR ADC [21]. As Figure 9 shows, the four 3-input NAND gates define the
preamplifier and the first latch stage (the output of one pair of preamplifiers is fed back to
the input of the other pair), while the following 2-input NAND gates form the second latch
stage, enhancing the comparator gain and reducing the comparison time. In this scheme,
the comparison is carried out on the basis of (VIN

+ + VDAC
+) and (VIN

− + VDAC
−).

clk

VDAC
+

Vin
-

Vin
+

VDAC
-

clk

Dout
+

Dout
-

2nd-stage latchPre-amp & 1st-stage latch

Figure 9. NAND-based four-input clocked comparator proposed by Ojima et al. [21].

In the previous scheme, when the Vin was low and the clk was disabled, the reset path
of the NMOS of the preamplifier was cut off. Consequently, a residue voltage remained at
the drain node that could be amplified during the next comparison, generating an error
output. To resolve that, it was proposed to replace the NAND gates with OR–AND inverter
(OAI) cells [6]. Thus, an explicit reset is performed on the drain nodes, eliminating the
residue voltages and thereby reducing the probability of a wrong output.

On the basis of the described 4-input solution [6], a 2-input comparator based on the
same OAI cells was designed (Figure 10). In addition to the obvious reduction in com-
plexity and power dissipation, because fewer transistors are used, this topology presents
satisfactory characteristics (comparison time, noise, and output error probability) for simple
ADC topologies such as SAR-ADCs and digital-ΔM, both with NS.

OAI

clk

clk_n
Vin

+

clk

clk_n
Vin

-

OAI

clk

Dout
-

Dout
+

clk_n

clk

clk_nVin

Dout

Figure 10. OAI-based comparator with 2 inputs.
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Recently, different works have been proposed with the goal of achieving rail-to-rail
dynamic voltage comparators with good energy efficiency [22,23].

3.2. Inverter-Based OTA Topologies

Amplifiers are also difficult to design and to port between technologies. Thus,
standard-cell-based synthesizable solutions have been drawing attention in recent years.
Inverter-based switched-capacitor (SC) circuits are one possibility that has been deeply
studied due to the inherent simplicity and capability to operate with low VDD, in contrast
with other operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs).

A simple inverter allows for a push–pull operation, a large output swing (OS), and good
energy efficiency. Furthermore, both devices contribute to global transconductance [24].
However, taking into consideration that the inverter does not have an explicit reference
virtual ground, different cancellation techniques have been investigated to compensate the
offset voltage, Vo f f , and reduce its impact [25].

The technique proposed by Nagaraj et al. in [26] is one of the most used approaches.
Besides the offset impact reduction, it requires a lower gain specification, facilitating its
design. In this scheme, depicted in Figure 11, while capacitors CS and CF perform the
integration, the CNAG is used to compensate for the finite gain error and Vo f f [25–27].

VIN
VOUT

Φ1

Φ1Φ2

VCM VCM

CS

CF
Φ1

CNAG

Φ2

Figure 11. Scheme of the SC integrator proposed by Nagaraj et al. [26].

There are some relevant specifications with which OTAs need to comply in order to
render them good candidates for employment in ADCs, namely, the gain and its linearity
over Vout, since it affects ADC linearity, low complexity, and good energy efficiency. These
are fundamental requirements to be observed, especially for IoT and fully synthesizable
applications.

Thus, the key performance parameters of three different OTA topologies were evalu-
ated in [28]. The circuits, OTA 1, OTA 2 and OTA 3, can be described as follows:

• OTA 1: a single pseudodifferential Nagaraj integrator with a fully passive SC common-
mode feedback (CMFB) circuit, as illustrated in Figure 12 [24].

• OTA 2: a pseudodifferential with a three-stage multipath inverter-based amplifier
using a RC network as CMFB, as shown in Figure 13 [29].

• OTA 3: a single-path three-stage pseudodifferential Nagaraj integrator using a fully
passive SC CMFB, as shown in Figure 14.

As summarized in Table 2, there are significant differences between these three OTA
circuits. Since a cascade of inverters was used in OTA 2 and OTA 3, a higher DC gain
was achieved. However, this also increased the complexity. Furthermore, the RC network
utilized in OTA 2 as CMFB increased the current consumption. Regarding the linearity
over Vout, significant differences were also noticed with OTA 2 and OTA 3 being the best
options when the linearity of the OTA is extremely important in the system, such as in the
case of ADCs.
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Figure 12. OTA 1: a pseudodifferential inverter-based Nagaraj integrator with a fully passive SC
CMFB circuit [24].
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Figure 13. OTA 2: a pseudodifferential with a three-stage multipath inverter-based Nagaraj integra-
tor [29].
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Figure 14. OTA 3: a single path three-stage pseudodifferential Nagaraj integrator using a fully passive
SC CMFB circuit [28].

Table 2. Dynamic performance for the three described inverter-based OTA topologies.

OTA 1 OTA 2 OTA 3

DC gain Low High High
GBW High High Moderate

Linearity 1 Low Moderate Moderate
Current consumption Low High Moderate

Circuit complexity Two inverters Ten inverters Six inverters
1 Considering 2/3 of the full-scale output.

4. A Standard-Cell-Based Digital–Delta (Δ) Modulator (ΔM) with Noise Shaping (NS)

A complete and differential electrical scheme of the proposed ADC topology, a digital-
ΔM employing NS, is depicted in Figure 15, complementing the description in Section 2.5.
It comprises a split-capacitor DAC with embedded S/H, a pseudodifferential inverter-
based Nagaraj integrator with a fully passive SC CMFB circuit (shown in Figure 12), an
OAI-based comparator (whose circuit is shown in Figure 10), an accumulator, and a phase
generator. Thus, a fully synthesizable ADC is demonstrated, only recurring to passive and
standard-cell-based circuitry.

As described in Figure 16, its operation is based on two different frequencies. The sam-
pling and NS function at FS, while the delta modulation is performed at a higher frequency.

After the DAC is reset, the sampling of the Vin and the noise-shaping voltage, VNS, is
simultaneously performed in the most significant bit (MSB) section of the DAC and on the
dedicated capacitor, CNS, respectively. After that, delta modulation starts: the comparator
makes a decision that is transmitted to the accumulator to reconfigure the DAC for the next
comparator decision. This action is performed during M averages, and the accumulator
output is lastly ready. Before the new reset of the DAC, residue voltages VRES,P and
VRES,N are integrated by the pseudodifferential inverter-based Nagaraj integrator scheme;
consequently, VNS,P and VNS,N are updated. Then, a new sampling of the Vin and the VNS
is performed, and the process continues repeatedly.
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Figure 15. Scheme of the proposed standard-cell-based digital-ΔM with NS employing a split-
capacitive DAC, an inverter-based OTA topology, to perform NS and an OAI-based comparator.
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Figure 16. Illustrative timing of the proposed digital-ΔM ADC employing NS.

The simulated output spectrum of the proposed converter, fully implemented in a
28 nm CMOS technology, is shown in Figure 17. With an oversampling ratio (OSR) of 32
and a 10-bit DAC, a peak of 72.5 dB in the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) was
achieved for a ≈113 kHz input signal and a 1 MHz BW. Table 3 summarizes the simulation
results. The converter dissipated ≈112 μW, which could be translated into a Walden figure
of merit, FoMWalden, of 16.2 fJ/conv.-step.

These results are promising, allowing for a fully synthesizable ADC that is capable of
achieving both high resolutions and good energy efficiency.

Table 3. Summary of simulated results of the proposed standard-cell-based digital-ΔM employing
NS using a 28 nm CMOS technology.

Parameter Unit Digital-DM with NS

FS MHz 64
BW MHz 1
OSR 32

SNDR dB 72.50
ENOB −bit 11.8
VDD V 0.9

Power dissipation μW 112
FoMWalden fJ/conv.-step 16.2
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Figure 17. Simulated output spectrum of the schematic of the proposed standard-cell-based digital-
ΔM employing NS. This result was achieved using 214 points, M = 8, a BW of 1 MHz (OSR of 32), and
a Fin of 113 kHz.

5. Conclusions

The most-suited high-resolution ADC topologies for IoT applications were described
and compared in terms of complexity, overall performance, and energy efficiency. ΔM was
described because it is the basis of some well-known topologies and has inspired others,
such as SAR-ADC with NS or ΔΔΣM ADC. Taking into consideration the advantages of
standard-cell-based synthesizable schemes, some schematics of comparators and amplifiers
were reported, and their key performance parameters were compared. An innovative
topology, a digital-ΔM ADC employing NS, was detailed employing passive and standard-
cell-based circuitry. An SNDR of 72.5 dB was achieved for a 1 MHz BW (OSR of 32) with
an estimated FoMWalden of 16.2 fJ/conv.-step. Thus, a fully synthesizable ADC that is
compatible with IoT applications was clearly demonstrated.
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Abstract: The implementation of a fully-differential (FD) instrumentation amplifier (IA), based on
indirect current feedback (ICF) and aimed to electrical impedance measurements in an Internet of
Things (IoT) biomedical scenario, is presented. The IA consists of two FD transconductors, to process
the input signal and feed back the output signal, a summing stage, used to add both contributions
and generate the correcting current feedback signal, and a common-mode feedback network, which
controls the DC level at the output nodes of the circuit. The transconductors are formed by a voltage-
to-current conversion resistor and two voltage buffers, which are based on a super source follower cell
in order to improve the overall response of the circuit. As a result, a compact single-stage structure,
suitable for achieving a high bandwidth and a low power consumption, is obtained. The FD ICF IA
has been designed and fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a 1.8-V supply and
provide a nominal gain of 4 V/V. Experimental results show a voltage gain of 3.78 ± 0.06 V/V, a BW
of 5.83 MHz, a CMRR at DC around 70 dB, a DC current consumption of 266.4 μA and a silicon area
occupation of 0.0304 mm2.

Keywords: CMOS; fully-differential; indirect current feedback; instrumentation amplifier; low-
voltage; wide bandwidth

1. Introduction

Currently, an increase of the life expectancy in the population of developed countries
is taking place. Therefore, new habits for healthy lifestyles are being adopted, many of
them trying to implement preventive health programs and early detection of diseases,
as the most effective way to improve the effectiveness of treatments and therapies and
ensure, as far as possible, a high quality of life and a healthy aging. The Internet of Things
(IoT) that allows data to be collected and analysed at any time and from anywhere, is
called to play a fundamental role to offer a solving strategy in healthcare [1]. In IoT-based
healthcare, sensors and devices are developed for a variety of objectives, such as monitoring
the medical conditions of people, assisting in the treatment of diseases, and providing
access to patient information. In this context, wearable devices are seamlessly connected to
improve information delivery and the care-giving process in healthcare services [2]. Given
the large-scale challenges caused by chronic diseases, very low cost and effective wearable
devices for telemedicine have become of higher importance.

Electrical bioimpedance (EBI), or simply bioimpedance, joins the attributes to become
a promising sensor technology in the IoT environment. EBI is a well-established physical
concept in which an object’s impedance to an applied alternating current over increasing
frequencies can be measured, to assess tissue composition [3]. In addition to being economic,
lightweight, easy-to-use, and noninvasive, bioimpedance can be used for a wide range
of clinical applications, ranging from examine body composition in healthy people to
monitoring various types of diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and others. Therefore,
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in recent years, a pronounced trend towards the integration of EBI in wearable systems has
been observed.

In practice, for detecting some transient physiological events, bioimpedance spec-
troscopy (BIS) is used. As with any spectroscopy technique, BIS implies the measurement
of the bioimpedance spectrum in a determined frequency range, for which a sequential
sweep of analysis varying the frequency is carried out. Typical frequencies in BIS are in
the range from several hundreds of Hz to 1 MHz, also known as the β-dispersion range.
Therefore, the use of such a broad signal spectrum puts several challenges for the full
integration of wearable bioimpedance-based devices into the clinical health care system.
In particular, a CMOS integrated BIS system in the IoT horizon requires a great circuit
optimization not only in size but also in energy consumption.

The block diagram of a bioimpedance-based IoT system for medical applications is
illustrated in Figure 1. The source of power, which can be a battery or an energy harvester,
is controlled by a power management unit (PMU), which optimizes and regulates the
signals used to supply the rest of the blocks. The bioimpedance under test, ZBIO, is excited
by an AC signal, usually a current in order to avoid any damage on the biological sample,
and the resulting voltage is acquired and conditioned by the analog front-end (AFE). Then,
signals are efficiently processed in the digital domain, by a digital signal processor (DSP),
and can be locally stored or transmitted by means a wireless protocol. The user interface
allows control of the operation of the overall system.

+

−

Figure 1. Conceptual block diagram of a bioimpedance-based IoT system for biomedical applications.

The IA is a critical constituent block of the system previously described [4–29]. Indeed, an
appropriate signal acquisition is required, which includes a demanding performance in terms
of differential-mode (DM) signals amplification, common-mode (CM) signals rejection, and
noise, among others, whereas the overall power consumption has to be kept to a minimum
extent, which is particularly a challenge in applications that require the processing of signals
contained in a wide frequency range and with a relatively large amplitude. The indirect
current feedback (ICF) technique results suitable to design a monolithic IA with low-voltage
capability [5,22,29]. In addition, a single-stage ICF IA provides compactness and the possibility
of achieving operation over a broad frequency range [11,12,22,26,29].

The overall performance of an analog system in general, and of an IA in particular,
can be enhanced by adopting a fully differential (FD) implementation [23,25,30]. There
are well-known advantages associated to this solution, such as the extension of the signal
range, due to the availability of two output terminals, the increase of the linearity, thanks to
the ideal cancellation of even-order harmonics, and the decrease of the effects of undesired
noises coming from the supply, which can be considered as CM signals. There are also
disadvantages related to the use of a FD circuit, such as the increase of the circuitry to obtain
a fully symmetrical structure, with the consequent increase in area and power consumption,
or the need of a CM feedback (CMFB) network, to control the CM component of the output
signal. Therefore, all the pros and cons must be considered and a design tradeoff has to be
established.

A FD IA, relying on the ICF technique and suitable for bioimpedance analysis in an
IoT biomedical application, is presented in this contribution. An analysis of the main char-
acteristics of the proposed circuit is provided, which is confirmed by means of simulated
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and experimental results. In addition, the solution is compared in terms of circuit structure
to other differential IA previously reported [29], whereas a performance comparison with
similar solutions in the literature is also carried out. The circuit has been designed and
fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a single-supply voltage of 1.8 V. The
experimental characterization illustrates the robustness of the proposed solution. The rest
of the manuscript has been organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the block diagram
and the transistor level implementation of the IA, whereas different design considerations
are discussed in Section 3. Measurement results are reported in Section 4 and conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. Principle of Operation

The block diagram of the proposed FD IA is described in order to clearly understand
the role of each constitutive section. In addition, the transistor level implementation of
both the core of the IA and the CMFB network are also detailed.

2.1. Block Diagram

Different approaches to implement a differential IA have been previously
reported [9,17–20,23–25,29]. Among them, there are solutions based on the ICF tech-
nique, as the pseudo-differential (PD) IA proposed in [29], the block diagram of which is
illustrated in Figure 2a. The sections GmI and GmO are an input and an output (or feedback)
transconductor, used, respectively, to process the input signal and establish the current
feedback. When the input signal, vI,DM, is applied to the transconductor GmI , a current iI
is generated. Similarly, an output current iO is produced when the voltage vSENSE − VREF
is applied to the input terminals of the voltage-to-current (V-to-I) converter GmO. The
voltage vSENSE is used as feedback signal and VREF is a reference voltage used to set the
DC component of vO to the intended level. In the particular case of Figure 2a, a single-stage
structure is represented, in which an unitary feedback loop is established. Indeed, the
output voltages, v+O and v−O , are shorted to the feedback terminals, v+SENSE and v−SENSE,
whereas two copies of the block GmO are required to stablish the differential feedback loop.
The feedback action around each output transconductor controls individually the DC level
at the two output terminals and; hence, no CMFB is needed.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of (a) a pseudo-differential and (b) a fully-differential ICF IA.

The block diagram of the proposed FD IA is depicted in Figure 2b. As observed, the
feedback network is implemented differentially and, hence, only one output transconductor
is required. Nevertheless, it is well known that the establishment of a differential feedback
loop relies on the assistance of a CM control network, in order to dynamically set the CM
component of the output voltage to the intended level. With this purpose, the CMFB section
illustrated in Figure 2b has been included. As observed, the DC component of the output
voltage is induced to be equal to VREF by the CMFB circuit, rather than being applied to
the output transconductor, as it is done in the PD structure in Figure 2a. The existence of
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well-differenced signal paths for the DM and CM components in the FD approach allows
the individual optimization of their response, which is not possible in the PD solution,
where the control of the output CM voltage is embedded in the implementation of the
output section of the circuit.

A hand analysis of the block diagram in Figure 2b led to the following transfer function
for the system:

H(s) ≡ vo(s)
vi(s)

=
GmI ·

(
Rout ‖ 1

sCL

)
1 + GmO

(
Rout ‖ 1

sCL

) (1)

where Rout and CL are the output resistance and the load capacitance, respectively, of the
summing stage. Assuming a high gain for the loop around the transconductor GmO, the
voltage gain, Av, and the BW of the IA are inferred from (1) and can be expressed as:

Av ≡ vo

vi,dm
=

GmI
GmO

(2)

BW =
GmO
CL

(3)

The voltage gain of the IA is adjusted by means of the ratio of GmI and GmO. In
addition, a proper value of CL has to be selected in order to ensure an optimal phase margin
and, hence, appropriate frequency and time responses.

2.2. Transistor Level Implementation

The transistor level implementation of the proposed FD IA is illustrated in Figure 3,
where the different circuit sections are labelled at the bottom. The V-to-I conversion at the
input (output) transconductor is carried out by a resistor and two voltage followers. The
input (output) voltage is applied to resistor RI (RO) through two super-source-follower
(SSF) sections, which act as voltage buffers. The SSF block incorporates an implicit feedback
loop, implemented by transistors MDI and MFI (MDO and MFO), that reduces the effective
output resistance of the block and makes its voltage gain very close to unity, regardless
of the value of the linearization resistor. As a result, the value of RI (RO) can be greatly
reduced without hardly affecting the operation of the SSF sections, which allows a reduction
in the noise contribution of the resistor to be made, as well as the silicon area occupied
by this passive component. The SSF structures are biased by means of devices MSUI
and MSDI (MSUO and MSDO), which are single-transistor current sources providing tail
currents 2IB and IB, respectively. The gate terminals of these transistors are connected to
the corresponding bias voltage, VBN or VBP, in the biasing network represented at the left of
Figure 3. Capacitors CC1 to CC4 are used to optimize the phase margin of the feedback loop
inherent in each SSF cell. The effective transconductance of the input and output V-to-I
cells is equal to:

Gm,e f f ≡ i
vDM

=
2
R

1[
1 +

(
1 + 2

R
1

gm,MD

)(
go,MD+go,MSD

gmF

)] ≈ 2
R

(4)

where gm,Mi and go,Mi are the transconductance and output conductance, respectively, of
transistor Mi, at the input and the output transconductor, R is the linearization, or source
degeneration, resistor (RI or RO), and gm � go has been assumed. The factor of 2 in (4)
indicates that the current signal generated in the input and the output transconductor, iI
and iO, respectively, is conveyed to the output terminals of the IA by the two branches of
the circuit section. In addition, the second term in (4), multiplying the main contribution
2/R, represents the load regulation effect of resistor R on the voltage buffers. In first order
of approximation, the effective transconductance of each V-to-I converter is approximately
equal to two times the inverse of the linearization resistor.
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Figure 3. Transistor level implementation of the proposed fully-differential IA.

The current signals generated at GmI and GmO are mirrored to the output nodes of the
IA by using current mirrors with gains 1 : 1. Cascode transistors are used in the output
branches in order to increase the output resistance and, hence, the open-loop voltage gain.
In addition, cascode devices MFCI and MFCO are used in GmI and GmO, respectively,
to ideally cancel out the systematic offset in the current reflections. Additional design
flexibility to adjust the voltage gain and bandwidth of the IA to the intended values
can be obtained by sizing the current mirrors with a gain different from unity [29]. The
voltage gain and the BW of the proposed IA can be specified by considering the general
expressions (2) and (3), along with the equation of the effective transconductance in (4),
and can be rewritten as:

Av ≈ RO
RI

(5)

BW ≈ 2
CLRO

(6)

The input CM voltage of the FD IA in Figure 3 can be adjusted over a reasonably
wide range. Indeed, the operation for input signals around the midsupply is ensured
by adequately setting the aspect ratio of the input devices, so that the upper current
source transistors, MSUI, can operate in saturation. Thus, the maximum level of the
input CM voltage that can be achieved close to VDD is constrained by the operation in
saturation of transistors MSUI. Furthermore, the operation for vI,CM around ground can
be easily achieved by proper sizing of transistors MFI. Indeed, the voltage at the drain of
transistors MDI, which could force their operation in the triode region, can be reduced to
an appropriate level by increasing the aspect ratio of transistors MFI, thus ensuring the
operation of the input drivers in saturation.

The structure of the CMFB network used to control the DC level of the output voltage
is depicted in Figure 4. A current-mode approach, based on generating a CM current signal
that is a function of the output CM voltage, has been followed. The output voltages of the
FD IA are used as input signals in the CMFB section and are applied to the inputs of two
cross-coupled differential pairs. The other two input terminals of the CMFB are connected
to the reference voltage VREF. Assuming the voltage difference v+O − v−O small and, hence,
the differential pairs operating within their linear region, a current signal icm, proportional
to the output CM voltage, is generated. This current, superimposed to a DC level nominally
equal to 2IB, is mirrored by a NMOS and a PMOS current mirror and injected into the FD
IA through the terminal vCMFB. The CM loop is closed through the output branches of the
IA, which are connected to the input of the CMFB network. The action of the feedback loop
forces the CM component of the output voltage to be equal to VREF, setting the DC level of
the output voltage to this value. The dominant pole of the feedback loop established for the
CM signal is the same to that of the DM loop and is determined by the load capacitor. The
secondary poles in both cases, DM and CM signals, are associated to low impedance nodes,
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that is, the corresponding time constants are the product of a low resistance, in general the
inverse of a transconductance, and a parasitic capacitance. As a consequence, the frequency
compensation of the DM and CM loops in the FD IA can be easily achieved by properly
setting the value of the load capacitor. Indeed, the value of CL must be adjusted to have a
phase margin higher than 60º in both the CM and the DM feedback loop.

+ −

Figure 4. Transistor level implementation of the CMFB network.

3. Design Considerations

The main features of the FD IA proposed are analysed and discussed in view of the
fundamental performance, in order to facilitate the design procedure. In a FD implementa-
tion, the CM signal must be processed at least with the same accuracy and speed as the DM
signal. Therefore, the CMFB network, in particular, and the CM feedback loop, in general,
must be designed so that the open-loop gain (LG) and gain-bandwidth product (LGBW) of
both components are similar [30]. This requirement can be analytically expressed as

LGCM � LGDM (7a)

LGBWCM � LGBWDM (7b)

Therefore, it is recommendable to provide similar paths to the DM and the CM signal in
order to accomplish these requisites. In the case of the IA represented in Figures 3 and 4,
the output branch of the core circuit (Figure 3) is common to both the DM and the CM
section. Nevertheless, the differential input stage of each loop, and hence the corresponding
effective transconductance, is different in every case. Indeed, for the DM signal, the input
transconductance is given by (4), whereas for the CM component the transconductance is
equal to the individual transconductances of transistors MCM1 to MCM4 in Figure 4. As
the linearization carried out in GmI implies a reduction of the transconductance value, it is
expected that effective input transconductance of the DM loop is lower as compared to the
CM loop. This fact ensures that an appropriate treatment of the DM signal will result in an
adequate processing of the CM signal.

Regarding the signal processing of the FD IA, only the DM component gives rise to an
output current in the input and output V-to-I converters, being the CM signal rejected by
the differential structure of these stages. However, a CM signal can also produce an output
current, given that the presence of mismatches is unavoidable in a real implementation.
In order to evaluate the impact of the join action of a CM signal and the mismatches on
the output current produced, the residual transconductance of the input and the output
transconductor in the IA, defined as ΔGm ≡ i

vCM
, has been analytically calculated. With

this purpose, each small signal parameter gi has been assumed to have values equal to
gi + Δgi/2 and gi − Δgi/2 for a given pair of ideally matched transistors. In addition, the
contributions to the residual transconductance, due to considering mismatches in every
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pair of transistors, have been evaluated individually. The corresponding expressions were
obtained by means of a hand analysis and the main terms were determined by simulations,
resulting to be dominant the responses associated to mismatches in the transconductance
(Δgm) and output conductance (Δgo) of the input driver transistors, MDI and MDO. The
corresponding expressions are:

ΔGm|Δgm,MD ≈ 2
R
· Δgm,MDgo,MD

g2
m,MD

· 1[
1 + 2

R
1

gm,MD

(
go,MD+go,MSD

gm,MF

)] (8a)

ΔGm|Δgo,MD ≈ 2
R
· Δgo,MD

gm,MF
· 1[

1 + 2
R

1
gm,MD

(
go,MD+go,MSD

gm,MF

)] (8b)

where MD represents the driver transistors in GmI and GmO. The impact of the transcon-
ductance and output conductance mismatches of other transistors on ΔGm is negligible
and, hence, is not reported here for the sake of conciseness.

The use of the CM rejection ratio (CMRR) is a very widespread habit in order to
compare the magnitude of the CM gain with respect to the DM gain. As the proposed IA
has a single-stage structure, the voltage gain for DM and CM signals will be given by the
product of the input transconductance and the output impedance. Assuming the same
output impedance for both signal components, the CMRR of the IA can be expressed in
terms of the ratio of the effective and the residual transconductance, given respectively
by (4) and (8b), as:

CMRR ≡ GmI
ΔGmI

=
1(

Δgm,MDI go,MDI

g2
m,MDI

+
Δgo,MDI
gm,MFI

) ·
[
1 + 2

RI
1

gm,MDI

(
go,MDI+go,MSDI

gm,MFI

)]
[
1 +

(
1 + 2

RI
1

gm,MDI

)(
go,MDI+go,MSDI

gm,MFI

)] (9)

The most-right term in (9) represents the ratio of the load regulation effects of resistor R for
the CM and the DM signals, respectively. Thanks to the improved response of the SSF cell,
the value of these terms is very close to unity, which allows the expression of the CMRR as
a function of the different mismatches in the actual implementation of the circuit. At this
point it is worth to mention that, as observed in Figure 2, the structure of the input section
of both the PD IA and the FD IA is the same and, hence, both structures present a similar
rejection to CM signals form the architecture point of view.

Another key parameter for an IA is the noise, as it indicates the minimum signal
level that can be processed. In the case of an IA for bioimpedance spectroscopy, the signal
bandwidth required is usually wide and, hence, thermal noise is dominant. The spectral
density of the input referred thermal noise has been analytically determined, assuming that
the main contributions are due to the input V-to-I converter, and can be expressed as:

v2
iN,th
Δ f

=

[
1 +

(
1 +

2
RI

1
gm,MDI

)(
go,MDI + go,MSDI

gm,MFI

)]2
· 4kTRI ·

[
1 +

4
3
(gm,MDI + gm,MSUI)RI

]
(10)

where k and T are Boltzmann’s constant and the absolute temperature, respectively. The
first term in (10) represents the conversion factor for referring the noise from the resistor to
the input of the circuit, and is the inverse of the load regulation effect of resistor RI on the
SSF cell (see Equation (4)), the second factor is the thermal noise of resistor RI , and the last
term includes the main thermal noise contributions of the devices involved in the circuit
implementation of the input V-to-I converter, GmI . It can be inferred from (10) that the
noise of the IA can be decreased by reducing the value of the source degeneration resistor
RI , which is possible until a certain limit thanks to the use of SSF sections.

The fact of linearizing the V-to-I converters in the IA by means of a resistor, requires a
given level of biasing current to achieve a given input DM voltage range with a determined
linearity. In each SSF cell in the input and output transconductors, the bias current 2IB is
split into two branches corresponding to the input and feedback transistors. As the tail
current of the driver devices is fixed to IB by the lower current sources, a current equal
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to IB is steered towards the feedback transistors. Consequently, the maximum input DM
signal that can be processed by each V-to-I converter is that leading to a current equal to
zero through one of the feedback transistors. This condition can be expressed for GmI as

vI,DMmax = ±RI · IB (11)

where the voltage gain of the SSF cells has been assumed to be equal to unity. Nevertheless,
this is an extreme situation that leads to switching off one of the branches of the input
transconductor. Instead, a specific criterion, such as considering a given total harmonic
distortion (THD) level, is assumed in a practical case to determine the value of vI,DMmax in
an objective way.

4. Experimental Results

The fully-differential IA illustrated in Figure 3, along with the CMFB section in Figure 4,
has been designed and fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a single-
supply voltage of 1.8 V. The microphotograph of the chip, including details on the layout,
is depicted in Figure 5a, and the aspect ratios of the main transistors in the circuit are
reported in Table 1. The measurements have been carried out over 10 samples of the silicon
prototype. The testbench implemented for the experimental characterization is represented
in Figure 5b, where the on-chip and the PCB levels have been highlighted. An on-chip
differential voltage buffer, referred to as ×1, has been included for test purposes in order
to isolate the output terminals of the FD IA from heavy loads. The buffer consists of two
PMOS source followers including low-Vth transistors, so that operation with the general
1.8-V supply is possible. Auxiliary circuits AD8475 and AD8429 in Figure 5b are used to
carry out, respectively, a single-to-differential signal conversion at the input of the IA and a
differential-to-single signal conversion at the output in order to facilitate measurements.
Even though these commercial components have been selected with a bandwidth higher
that the circuit under test, their influence on the measurement procedure is unavoidable.
The value of the reference voltage VREF used to set the DC level of the output voltage was
set to 0.9 V. In addition, this voltage is also used to bias the gate terminal of the cascode
transistors. The biasing current of each V-to-I converter, i.e., GmI and GmO, was adjusted
as IB = 10 μA. The source degeneration resistors RI and RO were implemented with non-
salicided high-resistance polysilicon having values equal to RI = 5 kΩ and RO = 20 kΩ,
thus leading to a nominal voltage gain of 4 V/V (12.04 dB).

μ

μ

(a)

−

+

−

+ +

−

+

−

(b)
Figure 5. (a) Chip microphotograph and (b) measurement setup.
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Table 1. Transistor aspect ratios (μm/μm) for the FD IA (Figure 3).

Device W/L (μm/μm) Device W/L (μm/μm)

MDI 200/1 MDO 200/1

MFI 80/0.5 MFO 80/0.5

MFCI 20/0.5 MFCO 20/0.5

MSDI 16/1 MSDO 16/1

MSUI 48/1 MSUO 48/1

M1A, M2A 80/0.5 M1B, M2B 80/0.5

M1C 20/0.5 M2C 20/0.5

M3, M4 30/0.5 M3C, M4C 60/0.5

The load capacitors, CL, were built on-chip as metal-insulator-metal devices to make
stable the feedback loop established around the transconductor GmO. The design criterion
selected was to ensure a phase margin of 60º considering the nominal value of the load
capacitors, equal to 1.33 pF each, and the parasitic capacitance also connected to the
output terminals due to the test buffer. In addition, it is worth to point out that the
effective value of the parasitic capacitance introduced by the test buffer slightly relies on
the value of the total external capacitance, associated to the PCB and the test probe used
for measurements. This external capacitance has been estimated to be around 30 pF in
most of the test configurations followed. Under these conditions, the open-loop frequency
response of the DM and CM signal paths has been simulated and is represented in Figure 6.
For the DM signal LGDM = 58.0 dB and LGBWDM = 5.9 MHz with a phase margin of 52.8º
and a gain margin of 17.6 dB, whereas the CM signal response provides LGCM = 64.2 dB
and LGBWDM = 18.1 MHz with a phase margin of 75.5º and a gain margin of 14.3 dB.
These results show the stability of both the DM and the CM feedback loop and confirm
the requirements imposed in (7a) and (7b) to the CM signal path. The bandwidth of the
CM signal is noticeably higher than that of the DM component. This is due to the fact that
the linearization carried out in the input differential structure of the IA leads to a lower
effective transconductance as compared to the CMFB section, which results in a narrower
frequency range.

The DC measurements on the 10 available samples allowed to obtain an average DC
supply current for the IA equal to 266.4 μA, with a standard deviation of 2.6 μA. The DC
voltage level shift introduced by the on-chip buffer did not allow characterizing the actual
output voltage of the IA, expected to be very close to VREF. Hence, only the standard
deviation of the buffered output voltage, equal to 3.63 mV, is reported in order to determine
the variability of the output voltage among the different samples. The experimental vI − vO
DC transfer characteristic of the IA is represented in Figure 7. The CM level of the output
voltage, defined as (v+O + v−O)/2, has been used to shift all plots from their original DC
level down to zero, so that results can be more easily interpreted. A linear voltage range at
DC larger than ±50 mV can be inferred for the differential output response. As observed
in Figure 7, the non-linearity appreciable in v+O and v−O is cancelled out when the overall
output signal is obtained as the difference of the individual responses, i.e., vO = v+O − v−O .
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Figure 6. Simulated open-loop frequency response of the DM and CM signal paths in the
proposed IA.

Figure 7. Input−output DC transfer characteristic.

The simulated and experimental frequency response of the IA is illustrated in Figure 8,
where the magnitude of the DM voltage gain is depicted. From the experimental response
the voltage gain in the passband, Av, and the BW of the IA can be extracted, obtaining
values equal to 3.78 V/V (11.4 dB) and 5.83 MHz, respectively. The gain value is in close
agreement with the design value of 4 V/V or 12.4 dB (relative error of 5.0%) and with the
simulated value of 3.69 V/V or 11.34 dB (relative error of 2.4%), whereas the measured
BW deviates from the corresponding simulated value, equal to 7.76 MHz (relative error of
24.8%). The difference between the simulated and the experimental responses in Figure 8
has two possible reasons. On the one hand, it has been found that the on-chip voltage buffer
is more sensible to external load capacitors than expected from simulations. On the other
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hand, the BW of the IA is determined by the on-chip load capacitors illustrated in Figure 3,
the value of which can suffer important absolute variations during the fabrication process.
The nominal simulated value of the BW has been complemented with the result extracted
from a 1000-run Montecarlo analysis, considering mismatch and process variations, which
has been found to be equal to 10.27 ± 4.70 MHz. Considering the standard deviation as
a suitable error margin, the lower bound of the statistically simulated BW encloses the
values of both the nominally simulated and the measured BW. The time response of the
proposed IA, depicted in Figure 9, has been used to confirm its stability. In particular, a
100-mVpp input signal (yellow plot) is applied and an appropriate establishment of the
output voltage (green plot) can be observed.

The response to CM signals has also been obtained. The CMRR has been simulated and
measured as a function of the frequency of the input signal and is shown in Figure 10. In
the simulated plot (in green color), the average value, extracted from a 1000-run Montecarlo
analysis including mismatch and process variations, is represented, whereas the error bars
indicate the standard deviation, σ. As observed, the experimental CMRR lays below the
error margin when the standard deviation is considered, but it has been proved that is
enclosed by a 3-σ error region. The measured CMRR at low frequencies and at the frequency
of the BW is equal to 73.3 dB and 42.0 dB, respectively. Furthermore, the impact of process,
voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations on the CMRR at DC has been determined by
nesting a 100-run Montecarlo analysis and a corner analysis. In particular, typical-typical
(tt), slow-slow (ss), fast-fast (ff ), fast-n-slow-p (fs), and slow-n-fast-p (sf ) corners were
considered for the active devices, whereas the temperature was set to values (0,27,80) ºC
and the supply voltage was adjusted to (1.62,1.8,1.98) V, i.e., a variation equal to ±10%
was assumed. The corresponding results are summarized in Figure 11, where in the axis
corresponding to the temperature the considered range has been replicated for each corner
of the active devices. As observed, the CMRR varies between 74.8 dB and 90.5 dB.

Figure 8. Simulated and measured frequency response of the proposed IA.
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Figure 9. Transient response of the IA output voltage (green) to a 100-mVpp input square
wave (yellow).

Figure 10. Simulated and measured CMRR vs. frequency.

Figure 11. CMRR extracted from a Montecarlo analysis for the different corners.
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The noise response of the FD IA has also been characterized. In particular, the spectral
density of noise has been simulated and measured and is depicted in Figure 12. In addition,
the noise has been integrated over a frequency band between 100 Hz and the frequency of
the BW, obtaining a value equal to 86.4 μVrms. The calculated experimental noise is slightly
higher than the actual value, due to the finite approximation followed to integrate the noise.
In any case, the simulated noise, equal to 74.7 μVrms (relative error of 15.7%), is much lower.
The reason of the noise increase in measurements is ascribed to the experimental setup
and to the contributions of the different auxiliary circuits used for the test, as illustrated in
Figure 5b and already indicated at the beginning of this section. The THD has been used
to asses the linearity of the dynamic response of the FD IA. In Figure 13 the simulated
and experimental THD of the output voltage is represented as a function of the input DM
signal amplitude for frequencies of 1 kHz and 10 kHz. The simulated THD is reduced as
compared to the experimental response for small values of the input signal due to the lower
noise floor level in simulations. Nevertheless, for high input signals the measured response
results even more linear. Using the widespread criterion of considering the 1%-THD as
a limit to determine the maximum input signal that can be processed with reasonable
linearity, experimental values of 59.6 mV and 57.6 mV were obtained for input frequencies
of 1 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively.

Figure 12. Spectral density of noise vs. frequency: simulated (green) and measured (blue) responses.
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Figure 13. Simulated and experimental THD vs. vI,DM for f I equal to 1 kHz and 10 kHz.

The performance of the designed and fabricated FD IA is summarized in Table 2,
where simulated and measured results are reported. The data expressed as the mean value
plus/minus the standard deviation were obtained from a 1000-run Montecarlo analysis
with mismatch and process variations in the case of simulations and from the measurements
on 10 samples in the case of experimental results. In general, there is a good agreement
between the simulated and the measured metrics, being the corresponding differences due
to the variations of the process parameters during fabrication. One exception is the case of
the noise, which, as discussed previously, greatly increases in measurements with respect
to simulations.

The comparison of the previous metrics for different IAs is done usually in terms
of a widespread figure-of-merit (FoM) known as noise efficiency factor (NEF) [4]. This
parameter indicates how large is the noise of a system as compared to the white noise of a
single MOS transistor with the same drain current and bandwidth, and is defined as:

NEF = ViN,rms

√
2IDD

πVT4kTBW
(12)

where IDD and VT are the supply current of the IA and the thermal voltage, respectively.
Nevertheless, this parameter does not take into account the amplitude of the signals to be
processed. Indeed, when large input signals must be handled, a high biasing current is
required, thus resulting in a penalty in therms of NEF. In this case, the dynamic range (DR),
defined as

DR = 20 · log
(

vI,DMmax

ViN,rms

)
(13)

can be used as a complementary FoM for performance comparison.
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Table 2. Simulated vs. experimental performance of the FD IA (Technology: 180 nm CMOS,
VDD = 1.8 V, Av,nom = 4 V/V).

Parameter Simulated Measured

Voltage gain (V/V) 3.69 ± 0.07 3.78 ± 0.06

Voltage gain error (%) −7.7 −5.5

BW (MHz) 10.27±4.70 5.83

σ(vO) (mV) 5.14 3.63

vI |THD=−40 dB @ 1 kHz (mV) 53.5 59.6

vI |THD=−40 dB @ 10 kHz (mV) 53.5 57.6

vI |THD=−40 dB @ 100 kHz (mV) 53.2 59.0

vI |THD=−40 dB @ 1 MHz (mV) 44.8 38.0

SR+/SR− (V/μs) 10.4/10.4 8.3/8.3

CMRR @ DC (dB) 95.1 ± 9.2 73.3

CMRR @ BW (dB) 70.8 ± 6.2 42.0

ViN,rms [100 Hz-BW] (μVrms) 74.7 86.4

IDD (μA) 199.1 266.4

The FD IA presented is compared in Table 3 to other works previously reported
and with similar characteristics, i.e., based on current feedback and presenting a wide
bandwidth. The work by Worapishet et al. [11] presents very good values of NEF and DR,
especially considering that measured results are given, but the BW is more limited than in
the other solutions. The IAs in [12,22] have a good response in general, even tough they are
solutions supported by simulated results. In [26] a very high bandwidth is achieved but no
data regarding the size of the processed signals and the noise are reported. The IA proposed
in [29] has also a differential structure and achieves a higher BW than the IA proposed here,
but the signal processed are smaller and the noise is higher, thus resulting in a higher NEF
and a lower DR. The proposed IA has a BW suitable for electrical bioimpedance analysis
and is able to process the largest input differential signals for similar supply currents. In
addition, it is a compact solution in terms of silicon area as compared to most of the other
solutions, especially considering that it has a FD structure. Finally, it is worth to point
out that the increase of the experimental noise, previously indicated, leads to a noticeable
reduction of the measured DR and to an increase of the experimental value of the NEF.
Indeed, the simulated characterization of the IA reported values for the NEF and the DR
equal to 14.6 and 57.1, respectively.
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Table 3. Performance comparison of the proposed IA with other works previously reported.

Parameter
[11]

TCAS-I’11
[12]

IMCSSD’12
[22]

IJEC’20
[26]

TCAS-II’21
[29]

Electronics’22
This Work

Technology 0.35-μm
CMOS

0.35-μm
CMOS

0.35-μm
CMOS

0.18-μm
CMOS

0.18-μm
CMOS

0.18 μm
CMOS

Technique (∗) LCF LCF ICF Gm-TI ICF ICF

Results Meas. Sim. Sim. Sim. Meas. Meas.

VDD (V) 3 2 3 1.8 1.8 1.8

IDD (μA) 285 240 250.6 162 219.3 266.4

Gain (dB) 34 8 34 0/40 11.4 11.4

BW (MHz) 2.0 4.0 7.6 6.7 ×10−6/87.0 8.0 5.83

CMRR (dB) >90
@ DC

80
@ 1 MHz

99.5
@ DC

164.4
@ 100 kHz

80.6
@ DC

73.3
@ DC

THD (dB)
@ vI (mVpp)

−56.2
@ 10 N.A. −57.4

@ 10 N.A. −61.6
@ 20

−64.9
@ 20

vI,max (mV) 30 N.A. 8 N.A. 53 59.6

ViN,rms (μVrms) 16 36 32.4 N.A. 92.0 86.4

Area (mm2) 0.068 0.037 — 0.0569 0.0291 0.0304

NEF 5.9 10.8 7.2 N.A. 26.3 21.3

DR 65.5 N.A. 47.9 N.A. 52.2 56.8
(∗) LCF: local current feedback; ICF: indirect current feedback; Gm-TI: transconductance-transimpedance.

5. Conclusions

An IA suitable for bioimpedance-based IoT applications and based on the ICF tech-
nique has been presented. The SSF structure has been incorporated in the design of the IA
in order to reduce input referred noise and silicon area. In addition, a FD implementation
has been selected to enhance the overall performance of the circuit. The proposed ICF FD
IA been designed and fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a supply
voltage of 1.8 V and provide a voltage gain of 4 V/V. Measurements on 10 different samples
of the silicon prototype showed wide bandwidth, high CMRR and linear signal processing,
thus confirming the suitability of the proposed solution for the intended application.
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Abstract: A wideband cascaded receiver and a stacked receiver using an improved clock strategy
are proposed to support the software-defined radio (SDR). The improved clock strategy reduces the
number of mixer switches and the number of LO clock paths required to drive the mixer switches.
This reduces the dynamic power consumption. The cascaded receiver includes an inverter-based
low-noise transconductance amplifier (LNTA) using a feed-forward technique to enhance the noise
performance; a passive mixer; and an inverter-based transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The stacked
receiver architecture is used to reduce the power consumption by sharing the current between the
LNTA and the TIA from a single supply. It utilizes a wideband LNTA with a capacitor cross-coupled
(CCC) common-gate (CG) topology, a passive mixer to convert the RF current to an IF current, an
active inductor (AI) and a 1/ f noise-cancellation (NC) technique to improve the noise performance,
and a TIA to convert the IF current to an IF voltage at the output. Both cascaded and stacked receivers
are simulated in 22 nm CMOS technology. The cascaded receiver achieves a conversion-gain from
26 dB to 36 dB, a double-sideband noise-figure (NFDSB) from 1.4 dB to 3.9 dB, S11 <−10 dB and
an IIP3 from −7.5 dBm to −10.5 dBm, over the RF operating band from 0.4 GHz to 12 GHz. The
stacked receiver achieves a conversion-gain from 34.5 dB to 36 dB, a NFDSB from 4.6 dB to 6.2 dB,
S11 <−10 dB, and an IIP3 from −21 dBm to −17.5 dBm, over the RF operating band from 2.2 GHz
to 3.2 GHz. The cascaded receiver consumes 11 mA from a 1 V supply voltage, while the stacked
receiver consumes 2.4 mA from a 1.2 V supply voltage.

Keywords: wireless receiver; wideband; cascaded; stacked; harmonic recombination; N-path receiver;
LNTA

1. Introduction

Wireless standards operate over a wide frequency spectrum spanning tens of GHz and
employ various modulation schemes. Wireless applications have led to the rapid growth
of wireless devices in all sectors of the internet of things (IoT), such as health monitoring,
agriculture, and smart cities. A wideband system such as the software defied radio (SDR)
is a well-suited architecture to address several wireless standards in a single receiver
module. Conventional SDRs required a high specification analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs), which increased the power consumption and complexity of the design [1] . In [2],
down conversion is proposed to reduce the power consumption.

In wideband operation, the wanted signal at the local oscillator (LO) frequency down-
converts to the baseband, along with other components of the LO harmonics. This degrades
the error vector magnitude (EVM) performance. Harmonic recombination using the N-path
receiver architecture is employed to overcome this problem [3–6]. One of the drawbacks
of N-path receivers is that they require a high-frequency driving clock (e.g., 8× the LO
frequency) to generate the clock phases that are needed to down-convert the signal at
the desired LO frequency, and they reject the harmonics of the LO signal . Similarly, the
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N-path passive mixer-first topologies that offer input matching without using external
components and high-quality filtering can be used [7–9]. However, they consume high
power to achieve a low noise figure (NF). In addition, mixer-first topologies are not suitable
for wideband applications. An N-path ultra-low-power mixer-first receiver is presented
in [10]. Although very low power consumption is achieved, it requires an off-chip inductor
and achieves a low modulation bandwidth of 3.5 MHz. A feed-forward technique with
tuned LO phase was employed in [11] to reject the LO harmonics. However, the phase-
correction circuit increases the complexity of the design and reduces accuracy. A harmonic
recombination technique that down-converts the signal at 3× the LO frequency is used
in [12]. This technique removes all of the other harmonics at the LO frequencies such
as the 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th harmonics. However, it consumes a significant amount of
power in the baseband harmonic recombination circuitry. In addition, it uses a low noise
transconductance amplifier (LNTA) with two inductors that occupy a relatively large
area. Our earlier work [13] overcame the problems mentioned above. It employed a clock
strategy technique to down-convert the signal at 4× the LO frequency while removing
all of the other harmonics at the LO frequencies (i.e., 1st , 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, and 7th
harmonics). To reduce the power consumption, a current-reuse receiver topology was
used. It employed the common-gate LNTA topology with a single to differential balun.
In addition, an active inductor was used to improve the receiver sensitivity at higher RF.
However, the clock strategy technique proposed in that prior work can be improved to
reduce the mixer design complexity and the number of switches. In addition, the technique
suffers from low-frequency noise due to the direct coupling of the LNTA noise to the output
through the active inductor (AI).

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, this work proposes an improved clock
strategy technique that reduces the number of mixer switches and the number of LO clock
paths required to drive the mixer switches. This reduces the dynamic power consumption.
The clock strategy technique down-converts an RF signal at 4× the LO frequency. The
proposed clock strategy is verified through simulations in both cascaded and stacked
receiver front-ends. In the cascade receiver front-end, very high RF bandwidth, low noise
figure, and good linearity are achieved compared to the stacked receiver front-end at the
cost of higher power consumption. The 1/ f noise problem of [13] is resolved in this work
by using a 1/ f noise-cancellation (NC) technique. Current mode harmonic recombination
is used to reduce the power consumption by avoiding the use of additional harmonic
recombination circuitry.

The paper presents the clock strategy in Section 2, the cascaded receiver front-end
design and its simulation results in Section 3, the stacked receiver front-end design and
its simulation results in Section 4, and the comparison and discussion in Section 5. This is
followed by a conclusion.

2. Clock Strategy Technique

The harmonic recombination technique has been used for wideband receiver front-
ends to suppress the harmonics of the LO frequency that they down-convert to the baseband
along with unwanted signals and noise. A harmonic rejection mixer using a parallel mixing
path with a gain ratio of 1 :

√
2 : 1 is proposed in [14] to reject the third and fifth harmonics

at the cost of using two frequency generator circuits that consume area and power. Another
approach [15] achieved higher harmonic rejection using a digital adaptive-interference-
cancelling (AIC) technique to enhance harmonic rejection. However, it requires high power.
In addition, it requires 4× the LO frequency to generate 8-phase clocks to down-convert
the signal at the LO. In [16], a 32-phase non-overlapping LO clock is used to achieve very
good harmonic rejection (HR) after LO clock-phase calibration. However, it consumes
30 mW, and it requires harmonic selective TIAs, which increases the area and power
consumption. Figure 1a shows the conventional harmonic recombination technique that
down-converts a wanted signal at fLO and rejects all of the LO harmonics (i.e., 2× fLO,
3× fLO, ..., where fLO = CLKIN/4). This requires a CLKIN signal that is equal to 4×
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of the LO frequency, increasing the complexity and power draw of the clock generation
circuit, due to the high clock frequencies required. To overcome these issues, this work
proposes a harmonic recombination technique, shown in Figure 1b, that employs a clock
strategy to down-convert the wanted signal at 4 × fLO and reject signals at fLO, 2 × fLO,
3 × fLO, 5 × fLO etc. For instance, using a CLKIN at 10 GHz, an RF input at 10 GHz
is down-converted to baseband. This relaxes the requirements to design the LO clock
generation circuits. Figure 1c shows the circuit diagram of the clock divider to generate
8-phase clocks (PH0, PH45, ..., PH316) for conventional harmonic recombination. OR-gates
are used to combine the mentioned clocks to generate LO1 and LO2. The proposed clock
strategy technique reduces the number of switches in the mixer to two in comparison to
eight in the conventional harmonic recombination technique. This reduces the dynamic
power consumption in the LO clock paths. In addition, the simplified LO routing on the
chip reduces clock signal leakage to the substrate and improves signal integrity.
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Figure 1. Harmonic recombination techniques: (a) cascaded approach, (b) stacked approach, and
(c) clock generation circuitry.

To evaluate the proposed recombination strategy, the Fourier series coefficients are
calculated using

⎧⎨
⎩

a0 = 2
N ∑N

k=1 s[k]
an = 2

N ∑N
k=1 s[k].cos[ 2π

N nk]
bn = 2

N ∑N
k=1 s[k].sin[ 2π

N nk]
(1)

where N is the pulse period, k is the sample number, n is the harmonic number, and s[k] is
the signal given by

s[k] =
M

∑
m=1

(−1)mPm[k] =
M

∑
m=1

(−1)m(u[k − (m − 1)π
4

] − u[k − mπ

4
]) (2)

where u[k] is the step function and M is the number of each shifted single pulses. The
coefficients are calculated based on (1), where a0 and an are zero for all harmonics, and bn
for harmonics n = 4, 12, ..., 4(2i−1) is calculated by 16

nπ . Table 1 shows the calculated Fourier
series coefficients of the proposed harmonic recombination technique for seven harmonics.
It also presents the example scenario that a signal at 4 GHz is down-converted while the
other LO harmonics are rejected.
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Table 1. Fourier series coefficients of the proposed method.

bn b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7

Value
(dB) −Inf −Inf −Inf 2.2 −Inf −Inf −Inf

Freq.
(GHz) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. Cascaded Receiver Front-End Using the Proposed Clock Strategy

The functionality of the proposed harmonic recombination technique is verified using
a cascaded receiver front-end architecture where the LNTA, passive mixer, and TIA are
cascaded. Despite previous N-path receiver architectures that use complex and power-
consuming circuits to combine the signals at the mixer output [4,17], the proposed receiver
performs harmonic recombination in current-mode at the mixer output followed by a single
TIA shown in Figure 2.

VCM
LO
1

LO
2

LNTA TIA

Figure 2. Cascaded receiver diagram.

3.1. LNTA Design

Conventionally, a wideband low noise amplifier (LNA) is used followed by a gm-stage,
down-conversion mixer and transimpedance amplifier (TIA). This helps reduce the NF but
also amplifies blockers, which can saturate the following stages of the receiver[18]. The
LNTA is an alternative that can be used to convert the RF voltage to an RF current that is
then down-converted to the IF or BB current through a passive mixer. In this fashion, the
receiver is not compressed by blockers due to the inherent low-voltage gain [15]. This work
employs a low noise and wideband LNTA proposed in [19], shown in Figure 3.

Vdd

IN

O
U

T

gm0 gm2

gm1

gmn 
n=0,1,2 

R0

Zin

io2

io1

Figure 3. LNTA circuit diagram.
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The first transconductance stage (gm0) provides the input impedance matching, which
is given by

Zin
∼= 1

gm0
(1 + R0/r0) (3)

where R0 is the feedback resistor and r0 is the output resistance of the gm0 circuit.
Thanks to the feed-forward technique that provides noise-cancellation, the LNTA can

achieve a low NF given by

NF ∼= 1 +
gm2

gm1
+

λ

gm1Rs
(4)

where λ is the short-channel effect coefficient, which can be reduced by increasing the
transistor lengths. It can be seen the NF is independent of gm0 and can be reduced by
increasing the gm1 value.

The total transconductance gain is approximated and given by

Gm ∼= 1
2

ïÅ
gm0R0 − 1
1 + R0/r0

ã
gm2 + gm1

ò
(5)

Transconductance gm0 provides gate biasing for the gm1 and gm2 inverters along
with bulk biasing of the PMOS and NMOS transistors since flip-well devices are used in a
fully depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI) CMOS technology. This reduces the area and
parasitic capacitance of the AC-coupling capacitors at the input of gm1 and gm2.

3.2. Mixer Design

The mixer is responsible for down-converting the RF signal to the IF signal using the
LO signal. There are two well-known mixer architectures: the passive and the active mixer.
The passive mixer is preferred over the active mixer due to its high linearity performance
yielded by the current-mode operation. In the passive mixer, switches are biased in a linear
region. The gate of the switches are biased to make sure that the LO signal is able to turn
on the mixer switches when it toggles between 0 V and the supply voltage. The circuit
diagram of the mixer is shown in Figure 4. The mixer input is ac-coupled using a capacitor
to separate the LNTA biasing and block low-frequency noise. The drain and source of the
mixer switches are biased by the TIA common-mode voltage.
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Figure 4. Stacked receiver circuit diagram.
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3.3. TIA Design

The transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is used after the passive mixer to convert the IF
current to an IF voltage at the output. In addition, it provides low-input impedance that
improves the linearity. This work employs an inverter-based TIA using a feedback resistor
to control the gain and a capacitor bank to define the IF bandwidth, shown in Figure 5. The
current reuse inverter using both PMOS and NMOS enhances the overall transconductance
without consuming extra power.

IN

O
U

T

VDD

VSS

Vdd

INV1

INV2

INVn 
n=1, 2 

INp 

INn 

OUTn 

OUTp 

TIA 

Figure 5. TIA circuit diagram.

The input impedance looking into the INVn input is given by

Zin =
R

gmRout
+

1
gm

(6)

where R is the feedback resistor and gm is given by gmp + gmn.
The conversion-gain of the proposed receiver can be calculated as

CG ∼= 2
π

Sin(πd)
2d

gmRFB (7)

where d is the clock duty-cycle that is 12.5% in this work.

3.4. Simulation Results of the Cascaded Receiver Front-End

The wideband receiver front-end using the clock strategy was designed and simulated
in a 22 nm CMOS technology. The receiver consumes 11 mA from a 1 V supply voltage.
The LNTA and TIA consume 4 mA and 7 mA, respectively.

The wideband input matching (S11) of the LNTA is shown in Figure 6, showing an S11
of less than −10 dB at up to 13 GHz, which is suitable for ultra wideband applications.
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Figure 6. The cascaded received input matching (S11) performance versus RF.

The receiver-performance, integrated double-sideband noise-figure (NFDSB) from
10 kHz to 100 MHz, conversion gain and input-referred third-order intercept point (IIP3)
versus fLO, which is equivalent to an input RF signal having a frequency of 4 × fLO,
from 400 MHz to 12 GHz, is shown in Figure 7 . It shows the NFDSB is increasing in
frequency from almost 1.4 dB to 3.9 dB. On the other hand, the conversion gain reduces
from almost 36 dB to 26 dB as fLO is increased. A constant value of feedback resistor is
used in the TIA. To perform the IIP3 simulation, a two-tone signal at 4 × fLO + 10 MHz
and 4 × fLO + 11 MHz is applied at the input of the LNTA. This generates two third-order
intermodulation products at 9 MHz and 12 MHz along with two fundamental products at
10 MHz and 11 MHz. The IIP3 performance varies over fLO from −10.5 dBm to −7.5 dBm.

Figure 7. The cascaded receiver NFDSB, conversion gain, and IIP3 performances versus fLO.

The TIA bandwidth can be configured with four settings using two capacitors. Figure 8
shows the receiver bandwidth can be configured from 250 MHz to almost 1 GHz. This
can be changed using different values of feedback capacitors and also the shunt capacitors
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after the mixer, which are 2 pF in this work. It shows that the receiver is suitable for very
wideband baseband modulation.

Figure 8. The cascaded receiver bandwidth versus the bandwidth settings.

The harmonic rejection can be affected by the transistor process and mismatch varia-
tions. The effect of the transistor process and mismatch variation is verified using Monte-
Carlo simulation over 100 runs, and the results are shown in Figure 9. The HR1, HR2, ...
HRn (n = 7) are the 1st, 2nd, ... nth harmonics rejected relative to the 4th harmonic, which is
the wanted signal in this work. This shows that very good harmonic rejection is achieved
at all harmonics with a minimum rejection of 134 dB in HR7 using a 3× sigma calculation.

Figure 9. HRn performance of the cascaded receiver over 100 runs.
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4. Stacked Receiver Front-End Using the Proposed Clock Strategy

By scaling down the CMOS technology node , the threshold voltage (VTH) is lowered,
enhancing the frequency of operation and enabling new low-power design techniques that
have emerged. One effective low-power design technique is the current-reuse or stacked
technique by means of stacking different circuits such as LNTA, mixer, and TIA to share
the biasing current from a single supply. Thus, in the stacked receiver front-end, the LNTA,
mixer, and TIA are stacked.

Although this reduces power consumption, it still has drawbacks. The LNA, mixer,
and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) are staked in [20] to improve the power efficiency,
but the circuit may suffer from the injection locking of the VCO due to the large blockers.
Moreover, it has high NF. An unbalanced single to differential LNA, active mixer, and
baseband circuitry are cascoded to reduce power consumption in [21]. However, the active
mixer degrades the linearity performance and increases the voltage headroom requirements.
A simultaneous input matching and 1/ f NC technique is employed in [22] that results
in a very low NF of less than 2 dB. However, the use of the common-source (CS) LNTA
topology reduces the RF bandwidth. In addition, due to the receiver topology that connects
the mixer input to the output node, the receiver is not able to operate at high frequency.
Our earlier works [13,23,24], overcome the problems mentioned above. However, the mixer
circuit in [13] needs to be improved to reduce the number of mixer switches. In addition, it
suffers from 1/ f noise that does not allow the receiver to operate at low frequency with
good NF performance.

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, this work proposes a stacked receiver
front-end, shown in Figure 4. It includes an on-chip balun to convert the single-ended
antenna to a differential signal at the input of the LNTA, a capacitive cross-coupled common-
gate (CG) LNTA topology to convert the RF voltage to an RF current, an active inductor
(AI) and a 1/ f noise-cancellation (NC) technique to isolate the mixer input and enhance
low-frequency noise performance, a passive mixer to down-convert the RF current to an IF
current, and a TIA to convert the IF current to an IF voltage at the output. The TIA and
LNTA share the current using a single supply, reducing the power consumption.

4.1. LNTA Design

Two well-known LNTA topologies, common-gate (CG) and common-source (CS),
can be used. The CS LNTA is suitable for very-low-noise applications at the cost of a
narrow RF bandwidth. It is also very susceptible to non-idealities related to fabrication
and packaging. On the other hand, the CG topology is used for wideband matching, and
it is more reliable. The input impedance looking into the CG LNTA is 1/gm. Very high
current and large device sizes are required to achieve the 1/gm = 50 Ω. To overcome this,
a capacitor cross-coupled (CCC) technique is used to boost the effective gm by two times
without consuming extra power. It also improves the NF. The LNTA circuit is formed by
MCG, Rb, and CAC. The noise factor of the LNTA is given by

F = 1 +
γ

RS × gm
, (8)

where RS is the source impedance and γ is the short-channel effect coefficient, and can be
reduced by increasing the transistor lengths.

4.2. Active-Inductor and 1/ f Noise-Cancellation Design

In [22], the mixer input is connected to the output node. This increases the RF signal
loss, and it does not allow the circuit to maintain its performance at high RF. To overcome
this, the proposed AI circuit isolates the mixer input from the output. The impedance
looking into the AI circuit is low at DC, while it increases at RF. In this case, the signal loss
is then limited to parasitic capacitors. MAI, CAI, and RAI form the AI circuit. The small Rs
is used to boost the impedance at high frequencies with minimal impact at low frequencies.
The impedance looking into the AI circuit is approximately given by
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ZAI(s) ∼= gm,AI RS(RAICAIs + 1) + RAICAIs
gm,AI RSCAIs + gm,AI + CAIs

|| 1
sCpar

, (9)

where Cpar is the parasitic capacitance at the mixer input.
The stacked receiver front-end suffers from high low-frequency noise due to the direct

coupling of the noise through the AI circuit. To overcome this issue, a 1/ f NC circuit is
formed by the MNC transistors. It provides the signal path to the output with the opposite
polarity to cancel the low-frequency noise and push the 1/ f corner to a lower frequency.
The functionality of the 1/ f NC circuit is being verified in Figure 10. It shows the 1/ f noise
corner is pushed to a very low IF when the 1/ f NC circuit is enabled, while the thermal
noise remains almost constant.

4.3. TIA Design

The transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is used to convert the IF current to an IF voltage
at the output. The TIA circuit is formed by transistors MTIA and feedback resistors RFB,
where an additional harmonic recombination circuit is not required. The length of MTIA
should be large enough to enhance the output impedance. The conversion gain of the
proposed stacked receiver can be calculated using Equation (7).

4.4. Simulation Results of the Stacked Receiver Front-End

The wideband stacked receiver front-end using a clock strategy was designed and
simulated in a 22 nm CMOS technology. The receiver consumes 2.4 mA from a 1.2 V supply
voltage.

The wideband input matching (S11) of the LNTA is shown in Figure 11, showing an
S11 of less than −10 dB over a wide frequency range by switching the capacitor bank at the
input balun. The capacitor bank uses 16 binary weighted codes. The rest of the simulations
in this work are verified using code 8.

Figure 10. NFDSB of the stacked receiver with the 1/ f NC circuit enabled and disabled.
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Figure 11. The stacked receiver input matching (S11) performance versus RF.

The receiver-performance, integrated NFDSB from 100 kHz to 50 MHz, conversion
gain and input-referred third-order intercept point (IIP3) versus fLO, which is equivalent
to an RF input signal of 4 × fLO, from 2.2 GHz to 3.2 GHz, is shown in Figure 12 . It
shows that the NFDSB varies in terms of frequency from almost 4.5 dB to 6.3 dB. On the
other hand, the conversion gain varies from almost 34.5 dB to 36 dB as fLO is increased.
A constant feedback resistor is used in the TIA. To perform IIP3 simulation, a two-tone
signal at 4 × fLO + 10 MHz and 4 × fLO + 11 MHz is applied at the input of the LNTA. This
generates two third-order intermodulation products at 9 MHz and 12 MHz, along with
two fundamental products at 10 MHz and 11 MHz. The IIP3 performance varies over fLO
from −21 dBm to −17.5 dBm.

The harmonic rejection can be affected by transistor and layout mismatch. The effect
of the transistor process and mismatch variation is verified using Monte-Carlo simulation
over 100 runs, and the results are shown in Figure 13. The HR1, HR2, ... HRn (n = 7) are the
1st, 2nd, ... nth harmonics rejected relative to the 4th harmonic, which is the wanted signal
in this work. The harmonic rejection in the stacked receiver front-end architecture is much
less than the cascaded receiver architecture. The minimum rejection is achieved in HR5
with a 61 dB rejection using a 3× sigma calculation.
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Figure 12. The stacked receiver NFDSB, conversion gain, and IIP3 performances versus fLO.

Figure 13. HRn performance of the stacked receiver over 100 runs.

5. Discussion

Table 2 provides a performance summary and comparison of the cascaded and stacked
receiver front-end using the clock strategy proposed in this work and compare them to the
state-of-the-art. The cascaded receiver front-end with the clock strategy achieves a higher RF
bandwidth, IIP3, and lower NF compared to the staked receiver front-end proposed in this
work, while consuming almost four times current but operating at a slightly lower supply
voltage of 1 V. The cascaded receiver architecture also achieved a higher RF bandwidth
than work in [3,9,16] while consuming much lower power. Overall, both circuits presented
in this work are suitable for wide modulation bandwidth application. The NF, IIP3, and
bandwidth performance compare well with the state-of-the-art considering the power
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consumption of the presented receivers. The harmonic recombination technique verified
by both receiver architectures validates the viability of the technique for different receiver
architectures. The minimum harmonic rejection ratio of the cascaded, stacked receiver,
refs [3,4,12,16] are approximately 134, 61, 35, 51, 80, and 52 dB, respectively. The stacked
receiver architecture is better suited to very low power wireless applications with relaxed
performance requirements such as Bluetooth Low Energy, while the cascaded receiver
architecture can be used for a wide range of higher performance applications.

Table 2. Performance summary and comparison.

Parameters
This Work
Cascaded

�
This Work
Stacked � [12] � [4] ⊕ [16] ⊕ [10] ⊕ [9] ⊕ [3] ⊕

Process
node

22 nm
CMOS

22 nm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

28 nm
CMOS

28 nm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

28 nm
CMOS

Freq.
(GHz) 0.4–13 2–6 5.7–7.2 0.15–0.85 0.5–3 1–2 0.5–2 0.1–3.3

S11 (dB) <−10 <−10 <−10 <−10 <−10 <−10 <−10 N/A
Gain (dB) 26–36 34.5–36 36.4 51 42 29.4 36 N/A
NF (dB) 1.4–3.9 4.6–6.2 4.4 5.4 2.4–5 5.7 2.2–4.2 1.7

IIP3 (dBm) −10.5–7.5 −21–17.5 * −18.9 * −12 * 4� −10 * −11 * 11.5 �

PDC 11 2.9 13 7.5 21 0.141 41–65 36.8–62.4

* In-band IIP3 � out-of-band IIP3; ⊕ measurement results; and � simulation results.

6. Conclusions

Wideband cascaded and stacked receiver front-ends employing a clock strategy to
down-convert an RF signal at 4× the fLO frequency were designed in a 22-nm CMOS
process for SDR applications. The simulation results are presented showing the benefits
of both architectures. The cascaded receiver front-end achieved higher bandwidth, lower
NF, and better linearity performance than the stacked receiver front-end at the cost of
higher power consumption. In the cascaded receiver front-end, low NF was achieved
thanks to the feed-forward noise cancelling technique of the LNTA. The LNTA used by the
cascaded receiver front-end operates over a frequency range from 0.4 GHz to 13 GHz. In
the stacked receiver front-end, the low power consumption was achieved by sharing the
current between the TIA and the LNTA using a single supply. The noise performance was
also improved by using an AI and 1/ f noise-cancellation technique.

Thanks to the current mode harmonic recombination, both receivers do not require
additional circuits for harmonic recombination, reducing the power consumption. Dynamic
power consumption is ultimately reduced thanks to the clock strategy technique that down-
converts an RF signal at 4 × fLO, reducing the clock frequency requirements. In the stacked
receiver architecture, the CCC technique boosts gm by two times without consuming
additional power. The LNTA and balun can be tuned over an input frequency range from
2 GHz to 6 GHz.

The wideband operation and performance metrics of the proposed front-ends make
them very suitable for SDR receivers that require a wideband frequency response and good
harmonic rejection performance.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ADC Analog-to-digital converter
AI Active inductor
AIC Adaptive interference cancelling
CG Common-gate
CCC Capacitor cross-coupled
CMOS Complementary metal–oxide semiconductor
CS Common-source
ÉTS École de technologie supérieure
FDSOI Fully depleted silicon on insulator
HR Harmonic rejection
IF Intermediate frequency
IIP3 Third-order intercept point
IoT Internet of things
LNA Low-noise amplifier
LNTA Low-noise transconductance amplifier
LO Local-oscillator
NF Noise figure
NC Noise cancellation
NFDSB Double side-band noise figure
RF Radio frequency
SDR Software-defined radio
TIA Transimpedance amplifier
VCO Voltage-controlled oscillator
VTH Voltage-threshold
gm Tranconductance
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Abstract: A fully-integrated CMOS relaxation oscillator, realized in 40 nm CMOS technology, is pre-
sented. The oscillator includes a stable two-transistor based voltage reference without an operational
amplifier, a simple current reference employing the temperature-compensated composite resistor,
and the approximated complementary to absolute temperature (CTAT) delay-based comparators
compensate for the approximated proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) delay arising from the
leakage currents in the switches. This relaxation oscillator is designed to output a square wave with a
frequency of 64 kHz in a duty cycle of 50% at a 1.1 V supply. The simulation results demonstrated
that the circuit can generate a square wave, with stable frequency, against temperature and supply
variation, while exhibiting low current consumption. For the temperature range from −20 ◦C to
80 ◦C at a 1.1 V supply, the oscillator’ output frequency achieved a temperature coefficient (T.C.) of
12.4 ppm/◦C in a typical corner in one sample simulation. For a 200-sample Monte Carlo simulation,
the obtained T.C. is 25 ppm/◦C. Under typical corners and room temperatures, the simulated line
sensitivity is 0.045%/V with the supply from 1.1 V to 1.6 V, and the dynamic current consumption
is 552 nA. A better figure-of-merit (FoM), which equals 0.129%, is displayed when compared to the
representative prior-art works.

Keywords: relaxation oscillator; voltage reference; composite resistor; current reference; temperature
compensation; cross-coupled pair; delay drift compensation

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of wearable electronics and IoT (Internet of things), the
demand of an on-chip and low-power oscillator has received much attention in the research.
Low power consumption is especially important for IoT devices because of the real-time
clock which has to stay awake all the time, even when other circuits are in sleep mode [1].
Although the crystal oscillator can provide an accurate signal with high stability, it is
relatively expensive and occupies a large area with high current consumption [2]. For small
size, the on-chip oscillators, such as ring oscillators and relaxation oscillators (ROSC), are
widely used. Regarding to the ring oscillator, despite its simple architecture and low-power
consumption under low oscillation frequency, the circuit is sensitive to process, supply, and
temperature (PVT) variation [3]. This leads to a significant variation in the output frequency.
Although other ring oscillators [4–6] can achieve relatively low sensitivity for output
frequency, the power consumption is large. Hence, it may not be suitable for providing a
stable clock using the standalone ring oscillator topology. Several reported works [7–11]
have shown that the relaxation oscillator can provide a good tradeoff between frequency
stability, temperature variation, and supply variation while occupying at reasonably small
area. Thus, the relaxation oscillator is preferred as on-chip oscillator for those applications
that require good stability with low cost and moderate precision. For example, the switched-
capacitor based sensor interfaces [12,13] usually employ a low-frequency clock to control
the sampling and charge transfer action in the circuits. Moreover, for the design of an
instrumentation amplifier, ROSC can be applied for chopping amplifiers [14,15] to provide
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the chopping signal for modulating the signal to high frequency for amplification and
translating it back to baseband for analog signal processing.

Figure 1 depicts the plot of the T.C. and line sensitivity of representative relaxation
oscillators against the power consumption. As can be seen, it shows a tradeoff relationship
among the performance parameters in context of the frequency stability and the power
consumption [16]. The same goes for line sensitivity. In order to realize a lower T.C., one
previous work [17] adopted the error feedback to achieve temperature-dependent delay
cancellation, while another one [18] utilized the second-order compensation with a charge
pump and filter. However, these complex designs led to avoidable high power consumption.
Although other designs [16,19] reduced the power to a relatively small value, their thermal
stability is slightly weakened due to the timing error and the temperature-sensitive current
reference, respectively. Regarding the line sensitivity, there are works [8,10] utilizing high-
gain operational amplifiers to minimize the effect from the supply variation, but at the cost
of higher current consumption. Although other works [9,20] employed lowered the supply
voltage as well as the bias current to reduce power, the circuit topologies were subject to
higher supply sensitivity. Therefore, it is challenging to achieve a good stability of output
frequency with relatively low power consumption in the ROSC design.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Tradeoff performance of reported relaxation oscillators: (a) T.C. versus power; (b) line
sensitivity versus power.

In this paper, an improved relaxation oscillator with simple circuit topology is pre-
sented. As illustrated in Figure 1, the proposed ROSC features excellent stability against
temperature and supply variation while achieving relatively low power consumption.
This is achieved by using a simple delay drift compensation technique to enhance the
thermal stability, in conjunction with the design of a simple V-I converter, which is based
on two-transistor-type circuit topology to provide good immunity against the fluctuation of
supply voltage change. Section 1 provides the introduction. Several representative prior-art
relaxation oscillator designs are described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the design and
implementation of the proposed relaxation oscillator. Section 4 presents the results and
discussions. This is followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

2. Review of Reported Relaxation Oscillator

A low temperature coefficient relaxation oscillator [8] with a merged window com-
parator is shown in Figure 2. There are two different reference voltages (VREF_H and VREF_L)
in the reported work. VREF_H is connected to the non-inverting input of the comparator, and
the voltage (Vosc) across the capacitor is initially zero. The capacitor (Cosc) is first charged by
IREF until Vosc reaches VREF_H. Then Cosc starts to discharge with constant current IREF while
VREF_L is connected to the comparator. When Vosc is lower than VREF_L, Cosc is charged, and
Vosc is again compared with VREF_H. The delay generation units prevent the oscillator from
entering metastability.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. A CMOS relaxation oscillator with a merged window comparator: (a) reference generator;
(b) block diagram.

The voltage reference is based on the architecture improved from the threshold moni-
toring circuit [21] that can effectively compensate for the temperature effect. Moreover, the
reference current is also derived from the same reference voltage, in association with the
optimized series/parallel composite resistor. As a result, this leads to the output frequency
with low T.C. The merged window comparator is able to cancel out the offset of the com-
parator arising from the component mismatch effect. As such, this allows the T.C. of output
frequency to maintain a good value, even if there is a 10 mV offset in the analog-based com-
parator, for example. However, the transistor M0 in the reference generator needs to work
in a saturation region, thus, for reliable temperature compensation, the current flowing
through it is not allowed to be reduced to a small value. At this juncture, an operational
amplifier is also utilized to provide a high loop gain to minimize the circuit sensitivity with
respect to the supply variation. This suggests an additional current consumption source.
Therefore, high current consumption becomes the main limitation of this circuit technique.

Another relaxation oscillator [9] that provides good a T.C. of output frequency while
maintaining low power consumption, is depicted in Figure 3. This oscillator starts when φ

is logic low. At the beginning, current I2 flows though resistor R to generate the reference
voltage at the non-inverting input of the comparator, and capacitor C1 is charged by
constant current I1. After the voltage across C1 becomes bigger than the reference voltage,
φ transits to logic high; thus, the capacitor C2 begins to be charged, and the reference
voltage is connected to the inverting input of the comparator until the charging operation
for C2 is completed to make φ logic low again.

 
Figure 3. A Relaxation Oscillator with Ultra-Low Power Consumption.

In this work, the currents I1 and I2 can be reused at different phases, and only one
comparator [22] is needed. All the currents, including the bias current for the comparator,
can be achieved from one current source, hence the current consumption is minimized.
Because the reference voltage is connected to different inputs of the comparator at different
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phases, the offset of the comparator increases the period at one phase, while decreasing the
period at another phase. Thus, the offset can be cancelled out as long as the two capacitors
are identical and the two charging currents are assumed the same. However, because
of the restricted drain-to-source voltage headroom for each transistor working in a low
supply environment, the transistor is subject to more stressing, resulting in not having
good matching characteristics. On top of that, the mismatch effect between I1 and I2 is
unavoidable. The current mismatch leads to the residual offset of the comparator that
cannot be cancelled out completely. Ultimately, an error in the reference voltage exists
between the different phases.

Another relaxation oscillator [10], with a self-chopped technique to achieve good
stability against temperature and supply variations, is depicted in Figure 4. A current-
mode comparator [23] is used to compare the voltage (Vr) across the composite resistors
and the voltage (Vc) across the capacitor. Initially, Vc, Vcmp, and Vrst are logic low, and the
capacitor is charged by constant current Ir until Vc becomes larger than Vr to change Vcmp
from low to high, which causes Vrst to transition to high to discharge the capacitor. After
the discharge action has been completed, Vcmp and Vrst become low to allow the current Ir
to charge the capacitor again.

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. A self-chopped relaxation oscillator with adaptive supply generation: (a) block diagram;
(b) clock buffer.

In this design, the ratio between Ic and Ir is independent of temperature and supply
variations, and the temperature effect on the metal-oxide-metal (MoM) capacitor is neg-
ligible. In addition, the offset voltage in transistors M0 and M1 can be cancelled out by
flipping M0 and M1 at every half cycle. Therefore, a good T.C. and good line sensitivity
of the output frequency can be obtained due to good thermal stability through the use
of a stable composite resistor and capacitor, in conjunction with offset cancellation using
the chopping technique. However, it may be difficult to reduce the current consumption
due to the operational amplifier which exhibits good transient response for powering the
fast-switching clock buffers and the need for a complicated replica-biasing circuit. Hence,
this design also suffers from the problem of relatively high supply current consumption.

3. Proposed Relaxation Oscillator

3.1. Topology of the Relaxation Oscillator

The relaxation oscillator, which makes use of the reported topology [24], is depicted
in Figure 5. The major difference is that of the design and implementation of the current
reference IREF, while the lower supply current consumption is further addressed in the
proposed work. The oscillator comprises a reference generator, two comparators (Comp. 1
and Comp. 2), an S-R latch, four switches, and two capacitors (C1 and C2). The reference
generator generates a stable reference voltage (VREF) and a reference current (IREF), charging
two capacitors with a constant current.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of relaxation oscillator.

Note that the relaxation oscillator circuit starts when Q is logic low, and the voltages
across two capacitors are initially zero. At the beginning, the outputs of two comparators
are low, and C1 is charged by IREF. After the voltage (VC1) across C1 reaches VREF, the
output of Comp.1 transits to high, which allows Q to become high and Q_bar to become
low. Then C1 starts to discharge, while C2 is charged by IREF. The inputs of the SR latch
are both low when IREF is charging C2, so that the outputs of the SR latch remain constant
until the voltage (VC2) rises to VREF. At this juncture, Q transits to low, while Q_bar transits
to high, allowing C1 to be charged again and C2 to discharge. The output Q of the SR
latch will generate a rail-to-rail square wave with the desired frequency. As capacitors are
charged by a constant current, the duration of the high level and low level of the square
wave are dependent on the charging time of each capacitor; hence, the 50% duty cycle can
be achieved by using two identical capacitors. The output frequency can be expressed as

fROSC =
IREF

2CVREF
(1)

where fROSC is the output frequency, and C is the capacitance of C1 and C2. From (1), the
accuracy of the output frequency is dependent on the accuracy of VREF and IREF. From the
design considerations, the reference generator and the comparator are the key components
in circuit design. Two nonideal effects exist in the relaxation oscillator circuit. They are
the delay and offset of the comparator. Regarding the comparator’s delay, it is not critical
because of the low frequency specification and the moderate precision requirement in its
application. With a careful designing of the comparator, the temperature-dependent delay
of the comparator can be minimized to cause less impact to the circuit, and ultimately,
on the output frequency. Pertaining to the comparator’s offset, it is also addressed in the
design phase with an appropriate choice of critical device sizes so that the offset effect to
the circuit is acceptable, without significantly jeopardizing the oscillator’s performance.

3.2. Reference Generator

The reference generator, which provides both the reference voltage (VREF) and the
reference current (IREF), is depicted in Figure 6. The reference voltage generator is based
on the two-transistor topology [25] and the cascode current mirror. This is achieved by
employing voltage-to-current and current-to-voltage conversions to produce VREF. This is
then followed by another voltage-to-current converter with a composite resistor [26] and
VREF to generate the reference current IREF.
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Figure 6. Proposed reference voltage and reference current generator.

Regarding the reference voltage generator, M1, M2, M3, and M4 work in the weak
inversion region, where M1 and M3 are identically designed native transistors with a
negative threshold voltage, whereas M2 and M4 are identical standard transistors. It is
given that, for a sub-threshold biased MOSFET, its drain current is

Isub = μCOX(η − 1)VT
2 W

L
exp

(
VGS − VTH

ηVT

)[
1 − exp

(−VDS
VT

)]
(2)

where μ is the carrier mobility, Cox is the gate-oxide capacitance, η is the subthreshold
slope factor, VT is the thermal voltage, W is transistor’s channel width, L is transistor’s
channel length, VGS is the gate-to-source voltage, VTH is the threshold voltage, and VDS is
the drain-to-source voltage. When VDS is larger than 100 mV (4 VT), the effect of VDS on
Isub is negligible; hence, the current Isub can be approximated as

Isub ≈ μCOX(η − 1)VT
2 W

L
exp

(
VGS − VTH

ηVT

)
(3)

Since the currents in M1 and M2 are the same, we can obtain

Isub= μ1COX1(η1 − 1)VT
2 W1

L1
exp

(
VGS1 − VTH1

η1VT

)

= μ2COX2(η2 − 1)VT
2 W2

L2
exp

(
VGS2 − VTH2

η2VT

) (4)

The current of M1 and M2 is the same as that of M3 and M4 due to the identical current
copying action in the cascode current mirror M5–M8. Hence, the VGS of M2 is identical to
that of M4, which is the VREF. When the gates of M1 and M3 are connected to a ground, it
suggests that the VGS of M1 and M3 are identical negative reference voltages. Thus, VREF
can be obtained as

VREF = −VGS1 = VGS2 =
η1η2

η1 + η2
(VTH2 − VTH1) +

η1η2

η1 + η2
VT ln

(
μ1COX1W1L2

μ2COX2W2L1

)
(5)
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In this design, the first-order temperature effect on VTH is given as [7]

VTH = VTH0 − κT (6)

where VTH0 is the threshold voltage at room temperature (300 K), and κ is the temperature
coefficient of the threshold voltage. Therefore, the T.C. of VREF is as follows:

TCVREF =
1

VREF

∂VREF
∂T

=
(κ1 − κ2) +

k
q ln

(
μ1COX1W1L2
μ2COX2W2L1

)
(VTH20 − VTH10) + (κ1 − κ2)T + k

q T ln
(

μ1COX1W1L2
μ2COX2W2L1

) (7)

where k is the Boltzman constant, and q is the electronic charge. In (7), the temperature
effect on μ is ignored. By selecting appropriate aspect ratios of M1 and M2, while M3 and
M4 remain the same size as M1 and M2, respectively, the temperature compensation can be
achieved to permit VREF in the first-order temperature compensation. Finally, it yields

VREF =
η1η2

η1 + η2
(VTH20 − VTH10) (8)

In addition, the VREF has a good power supply rejection (PSR) at low frequency. Since
the effect of ΔVDD on the flowing currents, M2 and M4 are negligible, as long as their VDS
values are larger than 100 mV, while the transistors have a long channel length to reduce
the drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect on VTH1~VTH4. Besides, the negative
feedback formed by M3, M4, and M9 can further stabilize VREF.

For the reference current, it is produced by VREF driving a temperature-compensated
composite resistor (Rs). Of particular note, Rs comprises the series connection of an n-poly
resistor (Rn) and a p-poly resistor (Rp), where Rn is PTAT and Rp is CTAT. The T.C. of
Rp, Rn, and Rs are given as follows:

TCRp =
1

Rp

∂Rp

∂T
(9)

TCRn =
1

Rp

∂Rn

∂T
(10)

TCRs =
1

Rp + Rn

∂
(

Rp + Rn
)

∂T
(11)

Substituting (9) and (10) into (11), TCRs can be rewritten as

TCRs =
Rp

Rp + Rn
TCRp +

Rn

Rp + Rn
TCRn (12)

where TCRp is negative and TCRn is positive. Thus, TCRs can be made zero when choosing
Rp/Rn equal to |TCn/TCp|. This indicates that Rs can be independent of the first-order
temperature effect. Therefore, the temperature-insensitive reference current (IREF) can be
obtained with the temperature-insensitive voltage and the composite resistor.

IREF =
VREF

Rs
=

η1η2(VTH20 − VTH10)

(η1 + η2)
(

Rp + Rn
) (13)

Moreover, since Rs is independent of VDD, VREF is insensitive to the change in VDD.
As a result, IREF is also insensitive to the supply variations.

As seen in Figure 6, the capacitor C1 is used as a frequency compensation for the
negative feedback loop which is formed by M3, M4, and M9. In addition, the capacitor
C2 is used to stabilize VREF when the switches in Figure 4 are turned on and off. This is
because the voltage change will be coupled to the gate of M9 by the parasitic capacitors.
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The current mirror pairs M5–M8 and M10–M13 have a long channel length to reduce the
current mismatch.

The 1.1 V supply voltage of this reference generator can ensure that all transistors
still work in the proper region when there is a 10% supply voltage drop, but if the supply
continuously decreases below 1 V, there will not be adequate VDS headroom for the current
mirror pair in Figure 6 at the SS corner under a low temperature, due to the increase in VTH.

Finally, the size of each component pertaining to Figure 5 in the reference generator is
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Size of components in the reference generation.

Component Size Component Size

M1,3 10/15 (μm/μm) M10,12 28/12 (μm/μm)
M2 2.04/1 (μm/μm) M11,13 7/2 (μm/μm)
M4 2.05/1 (μm/μm) R1 433.3 kΩ

M5,7 5/4 (μm/μm) R2 1.366 MΩ
M6,8 6/2 (μm/μm) C1 1.5 pF
M9 1.5/1 (μm/μm) C2 4 pF

3.3. Comparator

The comparator in Figure 7 shows an OTA topology using dual cross-coupled load
pairs and a cascode arrangement to boost the overall gain. The front differential stage,
which makes use of the cross-coupled load pairs, M3–M6 and M13–M16, is used to produce
gain enhancement as well as to reduce the delay in the comparator, the outputs of which
are followed by the current mirror high-gain stage consisting of M7–M12 and M15–M20.
Finally, the CMOS inverter, formed by M23 and M24, aims to sharpen the output square
waveform and provide the driving capability of the comparator.

Figure 7. Proposed comparator.

Considering the cross-coupled pairs M3–M6, the aspect ratio of M3 is larger than that
of M5. In small-signal analysis, the output impedance is obtained as

RO1 =
rO3 + rO5

(gm3 − gm5)(rO3 + rO5) + 1
≈ 1

gm3 − gm5
(14)

where gmi is the respective transistor’s transconductance and rOi is the respective tran-
sistor’s output resistance, with i = 3 or 5. From (14), RO1 is increased from 1/gm3 to
1/(gm3–gm5) to increase the voltage gain because of the positive feedback allowing M5
to behave as a negative resistance. When there is a voltage change on the drain of M3,
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the positive feedback introduced by M5 can accelerate this change, causing faster output
response to reduce the delay in the comparator.

The four cascode transistors M17–M20 are used to reduce the effect of supply variation
ΔVDD on the delay in the comparator. For M7 and M17 in small-signal analysis, the change
in VDS7 caused by ΔVDD can be approximated as [27]

ΔVDS7 ≈ ΔVDD
gm17rO17

(15)

As interpreted from (15), it indicates that the change in VDS on M7–M10 can be ignored
when VDD varies. This means the current change in each branch caused by channel length
modulation and DIBL can be minimized with cascode transistors. Moreover, the bias
current for the comparator is directly copied from IREF, with the cascode current mirror
in different ratios. This avoids the need for an extra bias branch, which would cause an
increase in supply current consumption.

In fact, when the constant bias current is applied to the comparator, the delay in the
comparator is reduced with an increasing temperature. From (3) and (6), the VGS of the
MOS transistor working under weak inversion is expressed as

VGS = ηVT ln

[
Isub

μCOX(η − 1)V2
T

W
L

]
+ VTH0 − κT (16)

It can be observed that the VGS exhibits CTAT behavior. M3 is in the diode connection,
meaning that VDS3 is equal to VGS3. When the temperature increases, VDS3 (or VGS3)
in the diode-connected topology is significantly reduced with respect to VDS7. Thus,
the mismatch between the drain-to-source voltage of the transistors can lead to a rising
current to allow for the delay in the comparator to decrease from 285.3 ns to 278.8 ns as
the temperature increases, as shown in Figure 8. This feature is particularly useful for
the delay compensation arising from the observation of the increase in delay through
the leakage current of the switches, as depicted in Figure 4. As a result, the thermal
stability of the oscillator circuit is enhanced. This will be further discussed in the next
subsection. Of particularly note, the leakage current in the advanced technology node can
be a serious issue.

Figure 8. Temperature characteristics of delay in comparators.

Since offset is critical in the comparator design, the Monte Carlo simulation, with
400 samples for the offset evaluation, is shown in Figure 9. This result indicates that
the mean offset of the comparator is 0.37 mV, and its standard derivation is 5.63 mV.
As observed, the offset is minimized by sizing the input transistor pair and the cross-
coupled pairs with a long channel length (L > 4Lmin). Although the parasitic capacitors
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in the large-size transistors will enlarge the response time, the delay, which is around
0.28 μs, including the hysteresis, contributes 3.6% of the oscillation period. Therefore, it is
considered acceptable, with a low output frequency and a moderate precision requirement.
Based on the result, the comparator offset cancellation scheme is not implemented in this
work. The sizes of each component pertaining to the comparator in Figure 6 are given in
Table 2.

Figure 9. Monte Carlo simulation of the comparator’s offset.

Table 2. Size of the components in the comparator.

Component Size Component Size

M1,2 1/0.6 (μm/μm) M15,16 0.5/0.6 (μm/μm)
M3,4 1/1.2 (μm/μm) M17,18 0.3/0.3 (μm/μm)
M5,6 0.8/1.2 (μm/μm) M19,20 0.3/0.3 (μm/μm)
M7,8 0.5/0.6 (μm/μm) M21 20/12 (μm/μm)
M9,10 0.5/0.6 (μm/μm) M22 5/2 (μm/μm)
M11,12 1/1.2 (μm/μm) M23 0.36/0.12 (μm/μm)
M13,14 1.2/1.2 (μm/μm) M24 0.12/0.12 (μm/μm)

3.4. Leakage Current in Switches and Delay Compensation

The four switches controlling the charging and discharging actions, as depicted in
Figure 5, are arranged in the inverted style, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Four transistor switches for charging and discharging the matched capacitor pair.
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Since IREF is quite small, the leakage currents in the advanced technology node,
flowing through the switch transistors, can be significant when charging C1 and C2. With
the increase in temperature, the delay caused by the transistor switches is increased from
1.9 ns to 9.8 ns, as shown in Figure 11, and this effect is particularly pronounced. Therefore,
this will cause the reduction in the output frequency. Thus, according to the reverse short-
channel effect, high threshold-voltage transistors with the smallest channel length can be
used as switches. This is also in conjunction with introducing the body effect in pmos
to maximize the threshold voltage. Finally, the leakage current effect can be reduced by
introducing the CTAT delay, as discussed in Section 3.3, such that the output frequency can
be kept constant. The size of each transistor and capacitor shown in Figure 10 are given in
Table 3.

Figure 11. Temperature characteristics of the delay in transistor switches.

Table 3. Size of components in Figure 10.

Component Size Component Size

M1,2 0.12/0.04 (μm/μm) C1,2 1.49 pF
M3,4 0.36/0.04 (μm/μm)

4. Results and Discussions

The proposed ROSC, with leakage current compensation, is simulated using TSMC-40 nm
CMOS process technology. The output frequency is 64.59 kHz at VDD = 1.1 V under
room temperature, and the transient simulation result of the output signal is depicted in
Figure 12. All analog-biased transistors in the proposed ROSC work in the subthreshold
region, the bias current of the comparators can be made small for low frequency design,
and the current derives from the dedicated IREF instead of from the addition of an extra
current source. This permits the current consumption of 552 nA at room temperature in
a typical corner. However, there is always a performance tradeoff between IREF and low
current consumption.

Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the respective simulation results of the output frequency
against the temperature variation from −20 ◦C to 80 ◦C at different supply voltages and
process corners. The T.C. of the output frequency of the proposed ROSC is obtained as
12.4 ppm/◦C, 13.3 ppm/◦C, and 21.8 ppm/◦C at the TT corner, SS corner, and FF corner,
respectively, at a 1.1 V supply. Regarding the 1 V supply, the obtained T.C. is 14.3 ppm/◦C,
26.7 ppm/◦C, and 22.2 ppm/◦C, respectively. Of particular note, the T.C. is observed with
some degradation at the 1 V supply with respect to that of the 1.1 V supply at the SS corner.
This is mainly because the transistors in the reference generator are stressed under limited
VDS. Therefore, the proposed ROSC can still work properly when the supply is slightly
lower than 1.1 V. Considering the operation margin, 1.1 V is regarded as the minimum
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supply voltage for the oscillator. Regarding the low T.C. values achieved by the ROSC with
respect to those of prior-art works, the T.C. improvement is attributed to the compensation
for the delay drift resulting from temperature, as seen in Figures 8 and 11. By calculation,
without the delay compensation, this T.C. will increase to about 19.1 ppm/◦C.

Figure 12. Output signal in time domain.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 13. Temperature characteristic of output frequency at different process corners under the 1.1 V
supply: (a) @TT corner; (b) @SS corner; (c) @FF corner.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 14. Temperature characteristic of output frequency at different process corners under the 1 V
supply: (a) @TT corner; (b) @SS corner; (c) @FF corner.

Considering the parasitic effect arising from the layout issues, some model capacitors
ranging from a few tens to one hundred fF are intentionally added to the critical points
in each comparator, reference generator, and SR latch. The comparator displays relatively
higher sensitivity due to the low bias current, while there is no significant effect from other
nodes. Figure 15 shows the simulated temperature characteristic of output frequency with
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intentionally added parasitic capacitors in the design under the TT corner. Of particular
note, the estimated capacitance from the routing for each comparator is around 18fF.
Therefore, the total capacitance of several model capacitors being added in each comparator
is modeled as 20 fF. The output frequency changes from 64.59 kHz to 64.04 kHz, and the T.C.
is degraded from 12.4 ppm/◦C to 13.7 ppm/◦C. This confirms that the potential parasitic
effect arising from the layout made no significant impact on the current simulation results,
without incorporating layout due to the low-frequency design. Additionally, the silicon
area of this design is approximated as about 4x the total active area of the components. This
yields about 0.0234 mm2, or 153 μm × 153 μm.

Figure 15. Temperature characteristic of output frequency with simulated parasitic capacitors at the
TT corner.

The T.C. results of Monte Carlo simulation used to verify the impact of mismatch
and process variations are shown in Figure 16. There are 200 samples simulated, and
each sample is simulated with 11 temperature points, from −20 ◦C to 80 ◦C, resulting in
2200 points in total. The T.C. varies from 9.35 ppm/◦C to 77.13 ppm/◦C, with an average
value of 25 ppm/◦C and a standard deviation of 11.1 ppm/◦C, where 75% of the samples
present a T.C. smaller than 30 ppm/◦C. This confirms that the output frequency of the
proposed ROSC exhibits good stability under temperature change.

Figure 16. Monte Carlo simulation of output frequency T.C.

The supply dependence of the output frequency is depicted in Figure 17. The line
sensitivity of the output frequency achieves 0.045%/V, 0.059%/V, and 0.081%/V at the
TT corner, SS corner, and FF corner, respectively, from a 1.1 V to 1.6 V supply, which is
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attributed to VREF with good PSR at low frequency and the cascode transistors shielding
the variation of supply in the comparators to stabilize the response time.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 17. Supply dependence of output frequency at different process corners: (a) @TT corner;
(b) @SS corner; (c) @FF corner.

The Monte Carlo simulation of the output frequency, with process variation and
mismatch at different temperatures, is shown in Figure 18. The average values of the output
frequency under different temperatures remain almost the same: 64.84 kHz, 64.95 kHz,
and 64.9 kHz, with the standard deviation of 6.42 kHz, 6.42 kHz, and 6.41 kHz at −20 ◦C,
30 ◦C, and 80 ◦C, respectively. This yields the average process sensitivity (σ/μ) of 9.88%.
The output frequency is eventually dependent on the value of the composite resistor Rs
in Figure 6 and the capacitors C1 and C2 in Figure 10. The process variation displays the
moderate value, which is targeted for moderate precision applications. However, to cater
to a precision design, this can be achieved by trimming the passive MoM capacitors C1 and
C2, which are less affected by temperature.

The performance of the proposed ROSC is compared to that of the previously reported
representative works using advanced process technology nodes, as shown in Table 4, and
with longer channel length technology nodes, as shown in Table 5. It can be seen that
the proposed relaxation oscillator, with the dynamic current consumption of 552 nA at a
1.1 V supply voltage, exhibits the best T.C. for one sample. The same goes for the Monte
Carlo 200-sample result, with process variation and mismatch. Regarding line sensitivity,
the proposed work a displays lower value due to the use of the cascode current mirror
plus the two-transistor-based voltage reference topology, which has the feature of small
line sensitivity.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 18. Monte Carlo simulation of output frequency: (a) @−20 ◦C; (b) @30 ◦C; (c) @80 ◦C.

Table 4. Performance comparison with previously reported ROSC works in advanced technol-
ogy nodes.

Parameter
[7]

2016
[8]

2017
[9]

2020
[10]
2012

[19]
2017

[20]
2013

This Work

Technology 65 nm 65 nm 40 nm 60 nm 65 nm 65 nm 40 nm
Frequency (kHz) 64.4 64.2 32.7 32.7 32.5 18.5 64.6

Supply Voltage (V) 1.2 1.2 0.6 1.6 1.2 1 1.1
Current_TT (μA) 3.6 7.47 0.067 2.8 0.225 0.12 0.55
T.C._TT (ppm/◦C) 144 14.7 21.7 32.4 138 22 12.4
T.C._MC (ppm/◦C) NA NA 35.5 NA NA NA 25
Temp. Range (◦C) −20–100 −20–100 −40–125 −20–100 −40–80 0–90 −20–80
Line Sens. (%/V) 0.91 0.188 0.5 0.125 1.39 1 0.045

Process Sen. (σ/μ)%
without trimming

3.66 NA 11.73 NA 10.4 NA 9.86

FoM (%) 1.549 0.169 0.247 0.344 1.54 0.32 0.129
Result Simulated Simulated Simulated Measured Simulated Measured Simulated

The process sensitivity of the output frequency is comparable and can be improved by
trimming the two capacitors. To evaluate the stability of the output frequency, with both
temperature and supply variations, a figure-of-merit (FoM), including the temperature
coefficient and the line sensitivity [9], is defined as

FoM = T.C. × 100 ◦C + Line.Sens. × 10%VDDmin (17)

where T.C. is the one sample value at the typical corner. The FoM of the proposed ROSC
is 0.129%, which displays the best result when compared to the prior-art works shown in
Table 4. Therefore, the proposed design can offer a stable frequency while providing a good
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tradeoff between stability and power consumption. Finally, in view of the larger leakage
current, as well as the lower transistor intrinsic gain in this 40 nm technology with respect
to those of technology nodes having a longer channel length, the frequency stability of
the proposed work, as shown in Table 5, also shows excellent FoM. This demonstrates the
usefulness of the circuit.

Table 5. Performance comparison with previously reported ROSC works employing technology
nodes with longer channel length.

Parameter
[1]

2013
[23]
2010

[28]
2014

[29]
2007

This Work

Technology 180 nm 350 nm 180 nm 350 nm 40 nm
Frequency (kHz) 32.55 3.3 28 80 64.6

Supply Voltage (V) 1 1 1.2 1 1.1
Current_TT (μA) 0.47 0.066 0.033 1.06 0.55
T.C._TT (ppm/◦C) 120 260 95.5 842 12.4
T.C._MC (ppm/◦C) NA NA NA NA 25
Temp. Range (◦C) −40–100 −20–80 −20–80 0–80 −20–80
Line Sens. (%/V) 1.1 3.5 3 2.5 0.045

Process Sen. (σ/μ)% without trimming 1.39 NA NA 3.95 9.86
FoM (%) 1.31 2.95 1.255 8.67 0.129
Result Measured Measured Measured Simulated Simulated

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a 40 nm CMOS relaxation oscillator with low-current consumption.
It features simple topology that comprises a two-transistor-based voltage reference genera-
tor and a simple current reference generator with a temperature-compensated composite
resistor. Moreover, the comparators are designed with a CTAT delay to counteract the
PTAT delay contributed by the effect of the leakage current in switches, thus improving the
thermal stability of the output frequency.

The simulation results confirmed that the proposed ROSC displayed excellent output
frequency stability against the changes in temperature and supply voltage. Therefore, the
proposed work is suitable for low-power applications that require an oscillator with a stable
frequency and moderate precision.
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